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The movement to separate Maine from Massachusetts commenced in
178£ as an "anticolonial" movement.

Led at first by conservatives

who desired independence for Maine in order that they could become
leaders in the style of their political brethren who led Massachu
setts, the movement was eventually taken over by men such as William
King, John Holmes, Albion K. Parris, William Pitt Preble, and John
Chandler, all of whom formed the leadership of the JeffersonianRepublicans in Maine.
These leaders of the Republicans of Maine desired independence
in order to be freed from the economic and political constraints
placed on their activities by the Federalists of Massachusetts and
their compatriots in Maine.

Behind the leadership of King and

Chandler, the settlers of Maine, victimized by large land companies,
provided the support not only for the party but for the cause of
separation as well.
After a number of failures success finally came in 1819.

William King, with the assistance of Rufus King, his brother, and
William H. Crawford, Secretary of Treasury who was a close friend of
Maine Republicans, obtained the revision of the “Coasting Law" which
had proven to be the bane of separationists.
The democratic leanings of the Republicans of Maine were mani
fested in the Constitution of Maine.

In fact, it can be plausibly

argued that the separation movement after it was captured by the
Republicans was a movement to democratize political life in Maine.
Without this important element, a separation might never have taken
place.
One final hurdle was placed between Maine and statehood.

The

combining of the Maine - Missouri statehood bill in Congress
threatened to frustrate for years to come the desire of Maine people
to be independent.

If it was William King who was most responsible

for the winning of separation, it was John Holmes who deserves the
credit for bringing Maine into the union.

His efforts to arrange a

compromise met bitter resistence in Congress and in Maine; yet, he
persisted until the arrangement was finally made.

With its passage,

the thirty-five year struggle to achieve the independence of Maine
was successfully concluded.
Other subjects treated at length in this dissertation are:

the

rise of Bowdoin and Colby colleges, Maine and the War of 1812, early
Maine newspaper history, and land speculation in Maine.

Ronald

Fillmore Banks
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INTRODUCTION
It Is nearing the year 1970, one hundred and fifty
years after the year when Maine severed her long connec
tion with Massachusetts to enter the union as the twenty
third state.

The present time Is, therefore, a propitious

one for the presentation of this dissertation for it is
the purpose of this study to record in as complete a man
ner as is possible and appropriate the history of the
movement that culminated with the independence of Maine.
This work is, in reality, the by-product of a larger
effort.

Originally, I planned to write a biography of

William King, Maine’s first governor, whose public life
spanned nearly four decades.

After collecting materials

to cover all facets of this man's life, I found that I
would have to write a three or four volume work if I were
to do the subject justice.

Not only was he a leading fig

ure in the separation movement, he was the foremost Jef
fersonian politician In Maine between 1805 and 1820.

In

addition, he was a shipper, a shipbuilder, banker, manu
facturer, land speculator, and educational reformer of
sorts.

To write a biography of this man would be to write

the history of Maine (and Massachusetts) between the Ameri
can Revolution and the Civil war, a project that certainly
is worth doing but not for a doctoral dissertation.
One of the problems an historian faces when he de
cides to lift out of the complete history of an area part
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of that area's history is the fear that he will either in
clude too much or too little about the other parts.

To do

the former is to produce a work in which the principle
part is obscured by a mass of irrelevant material; to do
the latter is to write history in a vacuum.

I have tried,

without as much success as I would have liked, to achieve
a mean between the two extremes.
It should be noted that I have used Massachusetts,
Massachusetts proper, and Old Massachusetts interchangeably
to refer to what since 1820 has been known as the State of
Massachusetts.

Similarly, I have employed the terms Maine,

District of Maine, and the District to describe that part
of Massachusetts known since 1820 as the State of Maine.
Such semantic distinctions were employed by people through
out the period of time covered in this work notwithstand
ing the fact that after the 1691 there was no legal or
juridical entity known as Maine.
This work is the first in which an attempt has been
made to treat the history of the separation movement in a
comprehensive fashion.

All previous efforts were either

general surveys or were treatments of some phase or aspect
of the movement.

None of these efforts came close to uti

lizing the sources which are now available.
The first account to appear on any phase of the his
tory of the movement was written by a Portland lawyer,
Daniel Davis entitled "The Proceedings of Two Conventions
Held at Portland to Consider the Expediency of a Separate
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Government In the District of Maine," (Collections of the
Massachusetts Historical Society, IV [l795]» PP» 25-^0).
Reprinted in Jeremiah Perley, The Debates, Resolutions, and
Other Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates, Assembled
at Portland ... 1819. For the Purpose of Forming a Consti
tution for the State of Maine, (Portland: A, Shirley,
1820), pp. 286-292,

Davis* is an account written by one

who was a delegate to a number of the early separation
conventions held in Falmouth [Portland] between 1785 and

1795*

Its chief value is in its inclusion of the several

reports and resolutions that came out of those conventions,
the original records having long since disappeared.
The second account of the movement in point of time
appeared in William Willis, The History of Portland from
its First Settlement. (Portland: Charles Day, 1833), II,
pp. 250-265.

Written as a chapter for the book, Willis's

treatment concentrated on the contributions which Portlandbased individuals made to the successes or failings of the
movement.

Its chief value lays in the fact that its

author included factual information to be found in no other
source.

Moreover, one cannot fail to be interested in

what Willis reported, for here was a man whose connections
as a Federalist and as a lawyer and whose many efforts as
a chronicler of events provided him with more "inside" in
formation than was available to almost any other person
in the District In the period from 1820 and 1870.
_____ After Willis all accounts that treated the movement
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In anything like an original manner, were written by per
sons who were far removed, in time from the events about
which they wrote.

The first effort to appear under this

second category was Peleg Aldrich, "Massachusetts and
Maine:

Their Union and Separation," (Proceedings of the

American Antiquarian Society. £1878 ], pp. ^3-64).

On the

whole, Aldrich's account proved to be a valuable one, for,
while it failed to make mention of the political, social,
and economic backgrounds against which the separation
struggle was fought, it did Identify some of the key fig
ures and important dates In the story.

However, Aldrich

used none of the manuscript and few of the newspaper col
lections that are now available.
Professor Henry Chapman of Bowdoin College followed
Aldrich with "Early Movements to Separate the District of
Maine from Massachusetts; and the Brunswick Convention of
1816," (Collections of the Pe.lebscot Historical Society,
part 1, I £1889 ], pp. 1-20).

Based on an indiscriminate

use of newspaper accounts, Chapman's effort offered little
of value which could not be found in previous accounts.
It did contain, however, the first attempt, albeit an in
adequate one, to disentangle the proceedings of the in
famous Brunswick Convention of 1816.
L. F. Schmeckebier was the next person to add to the
literature on the separation movement.
a State",

"How Maine Became

(Collections of the Maine Historical Society.

second series, IX £ 1898 *], pp, 1*1-6-172), was given to the
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description of Maine's involvement in the Missouri contro
versy.

In all respects, it has been superceded by the

treatment of the same subject in a much more sophisticated
manner by Glover Moore in The Missouri Controversy. 18191821. (Lexington:

University of Kentucky Press, 1952),

In the twentieth century three individuals have made
attempts to add to our knowledge and understanding of the
movement.

Edward Stanwood, "The Separation of Maine from

Massachusetts," (Massachusetts Historical Society Proceed
ings, 1907 - 1908 , third series, I £1908 ], pp, 125 -1 6 5 ), was
the first to appear.

By far the most comprehensive treat

ment of the subject to that time, it had the added virtue
of containing information gleaned by its author, a pro
fessional historian, from the Massachusetts Archives.
Nevertheless, Stanwood relied too much on the inadequate
contributions of his predecessors.

Also, he did not ob

tain any real depth of analysis, a fault due in part to
his failure to check manuscript and newspaper sources that
were then being made available to scholars.
In 1917 Albert Ames Whitmore wrote his Master's thesis
on the subject "The Separation of Maine from Massachusetts"
(unpublished, University of Maine, 1917).

Unfortunately,

Whitmore, who later would beoome a professor of history at
his alma mater, failed to utilize many of the available
sources of Information that should have been searohed.

It

is not unfair to say that Whitmore contributed little to
the fund of knowledge in this area._________________________
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By far, the finest work on the movement, and the last
to be attempted up to the present study, was written by
Louis Hatch.

Hatch, who wrote a history of Bowdoin Col

lege, was the first historian ever to search the William
King and John Holmes manuscripts located at the Maine His
torical Society.

Both men were leading figures in the

separation struggle.

Therefore, their papers could be ex

pected to reveal much that previous investigators had over
looked.

The King papers, consisting of twenty five boxes,

are a veritable goldmine of information on Maine history
during the period between 1800 and 18 A 0 ; a fact first dis
covered by Hatch, who selected what he considered relevant
materials on the separation question.

These new materials

were incorporated in a chapter entitled "Separation from
Massachusetts" which was published in the first volume of
his Maine. A History, (New York: The American Historical
Society, 1919), pp. 107-1^3.

The same chapter with minor

alterations was reprinted as "Separation of Maine, 178A1820," Commonwealth History of Massachusetts, ed., Albert
Bushnell Hart (New York:

The States History Company,

1929), III, pp. 5^8-579.
The weakness of Hatch's efforts lay in his injudicious
selection of materials from the King and Holmes collect
ions.

One cannot help concluding after reading his two

articles that he did not thoroughly digest what he found.
Certainly his unsystematic search of both collections
caused him to overlook much valuable and germane material.

On the other hand, Hatch is to be commended for his appre
ciation of the political, social, and economic factors that
bore upon the separation story.

He was the first histor

ian who really tried to write the history of the movement
against the milieu in which the struggle took place.
As for my own effort, herein presented, I acknowledge
my indebtedness to the works of the men who preceded me,
especially to Davis, Stanwood, and Hatch.

I have built on

their beginnings without which the present work would have
been infinitely more difficult to construct.

I have tried

to write a comprehensive history of the struggle for the
independence of Maine.

I do not presume to have written

the last word on the subject for I know that I raise as
many questions as I try to answer.

If there are sources

that I did not check, I am not aware of them.

In Maine, I

Investigated the holdings of the Maine Historical Society,
the Maine State Library, the York Institute, and the li
braries of Bowdoin and Colby colleges to name only a few.
In Massachusetts, the Boston Public Library, the Essex
Historical Institute, the American Antiquarian Society,
the Massachusetts Historical Society, the Harvard Univer
sity Libraries, and the Massachusetts State Library and
Archives were but the most important depositories visited.
In Washington, D.C., the Library of Congress was consulted.
Notes revealing other sources utilized can be found in the
bibliography.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND BEGINNINGS OP THE SEPARATION MOVEMENT
Thursday the 16th inst. the day in which the
dependance of Maine upon old Massachusetts was com
pletely dissolved . . . was ushered in by the .
discharge of cannon, and closed by a splendid pub
lic ball.
Union Hall in the evening was filled to
overflowing with all that Portland can produce of
elegance and fashion and beauty, its walls were
decorated with national and military colors taste
fully festooned, giving a rich appearance to the
room. . . .
In front of the orchestra our nation
al armorial an eagle lately killed in this neigh
borhood spread its capacious wings, bearing on
his breast a brilliant star, significance of the
addition now made to our national constellation.
The company was honored in the course of the even
ing by Mr. [William] King, President of the late
convention.!
Thus reported a Portland newspaper of the celebration of
Maine's entrance into the union as the twenty third state
on March 16, 1820.

The event was the culmination of nearly

forty years of agitation by Maine men to achieve the
separation of the District of Maine from Massachusetts pro
per.

It was fitting that William King should be so hon

ored for it was he, the Sultan of Bath, who, more than any
one else, deserves the appelation, the father of Maine.
This work represents an effort to record the long history
of that struggle and especially the role that William King
played in bringing about its eventual triumph.
By the year 17 8 5 , the date of the commencement of the

Eastern Argus, March 20, 1820.
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agitation for a separation, the District of Maine encom
passed the area between the Piscataqua Hiver on the west
and the St. Croix River on the east.

Most of the more than

a hundred settlements that contained the District's nearly
sixty thousand inhabitants were located west of the Penob
scot River within fifty miles of the coastline and along
the numerous river valleys.

There were only a few settle

ments that resisted the economic pull of the sea.
The area between the Piscataqua and Kennebec rivers
was originally named the Province of "Maine by Ferdinando
Gorges whose royalist connections allowed him to dominate
the region from the first decade of the seventeenth cen
tury when it was explored until his death in an English
jail in 16^7.

Gorges, with the aid of his friend Charles

I, planned to become royal governor of all of New England.
In anticipation of his appointment he created the first
city in British North America in 1641.

The city he modest

ly named Gorgeana was formerly called Agamenticus and is
presently known as York.

Gorgeana would become, Gorges

hoped, the capitol city of the finest Jewel in the King's
empire once the parliamentary forces were defeated.
Not only did the triumph of Cromwell kill this dream
of Gorges; it also produced a power vacuum in Maine into
which the avaricious Puritans of Massachusetts Bay were
only too anxious to rush.

As a result, the 1650 's saw

every seacoast village from Kittery to Falmouth and beyond
fall under the control of the saints of Boston.

Protests
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from the villages to the authorities in Massachusetts
proved unavailing; Massachusetts would not relinquish her
hold.

In 1 6 9 1 , the new charter presented by William and

Mary to Massachusetts not only recognized her conquest of
Maine but provided for the perpetual integration of the
victim within the political structure of Massachusetts.
Thus, from 1691 to 1820 there was no political entity
known as Maine, only Massachusetts which included all the
territory between New Brunswick and Rhode Island except
for a segment of New Hampshire that inconveniently pro
truded to the sea.

It was this wedge of land that denied

to Massachusetts that complete and binding Integration she
desired, for through the years this geographic fact of
life served as a reminder ta those in Maine as well as in
England that the union of Maine and Massachusetts was not
only an unwilling but an unnatural one.
As the seat of the capitol of New England, Maine
would have likely prospered and grown.

As a mere append

age, a satellite of Massachusetts, she languished.

More

over, Maine became caught in the crossfire of the great
contest for supremacy in North America between Great Bri
tain and France. Occupying a strategic borderland position
between French Canada and the English America, Maine, down
to 17 5 0 , was the scene of some of the most sanguinary
battles of the intercolonial wars.

Entire villages were

destroyed; their inhabitants slaughtered by Indians who,
allied with the French, viewed the English settlers as____
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greedy and heartless Intruders.

In 1750* the estimated

population of Maine was but 10,000, a figure that repre
sented only a slight increase over the population of a
2
century before.
A promising trend that brought the popu
lation to about 30,000 by 1772 was arrested by the out3
break of the American Revolution.
In surveying the his
tory of Maine between 1600 and 1775 one is reminded of the
refrain of a Maine congressman uttered during the Missouri
controversy in 1820:

"Maine, poor Maine, the tale of her

woes is enough to make the angels weep."
The American Revolution, nevertheless, proved to be a
watershed in the history of Maine.

With the Treaty of

Paris concluded in 17 8 3 , the District, no longer harrassed
by wars, embarked on her first period of sustained growth
and development.

Between 178^ and 1820, the population

increased over 500 per cent as is revealed by the followA
ing data:
Date

1 7 5 0 ......................
1 7 7 2 .........................
1777 .......................

Population

10,000
29,088
^ 2 ,2-4-1

2Moses Greenleaf, A Statistical View of the District
of Maine. (Boston: Cummings and Hilliard, T $ 1 6 ), p. 38 .

3 Ibid.. pp. 38-^-0 .
^Ibld.; Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1957. (Washington, D.C.« 19^0), p. 13.
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Date

Population

1 7 8 5 ............................................ .
1 7 9 0 ................................................

56,321
96,55 0

1800 ........................
151.719
1810 ........................
228,705
1820 .......................... 298,335

There were many reasons for this amazing growth.

The

natural increase in population accounted for, perhaps, as
much as a third of it with immigration accounting for the
rest.

The availability of large tracts of unsettled land
5
estimated at seventeen million acres in 1783 combined

with a liberal state land policy that permitted a settler
to purchase at $1.0 0 an acre his choice of 150 acres any
where upon the rivers and navigable waters of eastern
Maine, or to claim 100 acres free anywhere else upon agree
ing to clear sixteen acres within a four year period
attracted thousands to the District.

So anxious were set

tlers to take advantage of the opportunity to become free
holders even in a frontier area such as Maine that the
land office was unable to keep abreast of the flood of

6
applications.

In addition, landed proprietors who owned

large tracts in the District anxiously unloaded their
holdings for prices that were competitive with those of the
state.
It might be expected that with such a large influx of
people the District of Maine, as it was popularly known,

^Frederick Allis, Jr., William Bingham *s Maine Lands.
(Boston: Published by the Society, 1955), I , p p . 25-29.

6Ibid.

_____________
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experienced considerable social conflict created by the
collision of peoples with differing customs, languages, re
ligions, and values.

Such was not the case.

Coming as

they did from Massachusetts and from other New England
states, "they formed one people and brought with them the
steady habits and good principles of those from whom they
7
had separated.”
As a consequence, assimilation was
achieved relatively easily; the homogeniety of the popula
tion that had existed down to the Revolution remained by
and large undiluted down to 1820, a fact of major signifi
cance in the life of any society.
This does not mean that there were no tensions cre
ated by the rapid growth of the District.

As the stream

of newcomers poured into the region, some over the King’s
Highway connecting Portsmouth and Portland, others by ship
from ports to the south, they brought with them attitudes
and values which soon made the District a stronghold of
Jeffersonian Democracy.

For the handful of "blue bloods"

who lived in the more established seacoast towns of Wells,
Kittery, Bath, Blue Hill and Falmouth, the newcomers fre-

^William Willis, The History of Portland From its
First Settlement etc., (Portland: Charles Day, l633)» II*
p. 281.
Willis stated that most of the immigrants to the
Portland area hailed from Essex County while a few came
from Middlesex, Suffolk, and Plymouth counties, p. 281.
Very few foreign immigrants came to Maine. Willis believed
that the few who came were from Ireland, p. 282. William
Williamson. History of the State of Maine, (Hallowell:
Glazier, Masters & Co., 1832J, Vol. II, p. 5&9» writes that
to attract settlers on the eastern lands, "the Massachusetts Society for the aid of emigrants" was established in
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quently were looked upon as threats to their heretofore
unchallenged dominion.

In Falmouth £Portlahd3» the dis

tinctions of rank among classes that had been accepted be
fore the Revolution soon broke down.

The symbols of def

erence, the "cocked hat, bush wig, and red cloak" upon
which the upper-classes relied in part to maintain their
control of local communities gave way to less pretentious
symbols.

Congregational orthodoxy, an instrument of

social control, eroded under the subversive influence of
the Baptists and Methodists and the "formality of official
station fled before the genius of our Republican institu8
tions."
Actually, these "more substantial" elements never
achieved the status of an aristocracy.

Their attempts to

imitate the lives of the Bowdoins, Faneuils, and Amorys of
Boston was frustrated by the economic structure of Massa
chusetts which channeled profits to Boston and surrounding
towns.

As William Willis, one of Portland's historians

noted: "Most . . . were engaged in trade, and the means of
none were sufficiently ample to enable them to live with9
out engaging in some employment."
In any event, the

1?95. "To foreigners of fair character it was an accessible
friend and adviser; and hundreds have had occasion to be
deeply grateful for the help received."

8Ibid., p. 283 .
9lbld.. p. 284.
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remnants of this pre-Revolutionary War ruling class con
stituted. only an ineffectual minority by 1820.

Their

places were to be taken by a new class of lawyers and mer
chant capitalists led by such men as William King of Bath.
These parvenues not only possessed a greater degree of
economic eavoir faire but were men of unusual political
acumen as well.
Economically, the District before the Revolution was
poor.

Even by 1782, according to Moses Greenleaf, the

total wealth of the District was only one-tenth of that of
Massachusetts proper.

In succeeding years, especially

after 1790, the prosperity produced by Maine’s share of
the neutral trade, which the Napoleonic Wars diverted to
the United States, was responsible for a sharp upward rise
in wealth.

Even with this rise, however, few Maine people

approached the level of economic well being enjoyed by

10
many in Massachusetts.
The back bone of the economy was lumbering with its
allied industries of shipping and shipbuilding.

The sea-

coast towns of Blue Hill, Wiscasset, Waldoboro, Bath,
North Yarmouth, Portland, Saco, Wells, and Kittery, along
with the Kennebec River towns of Hallowell, Augusta, and
Gardiner became important shipping centers and with their
rise men like Asa Clap of Portland, William King of Bath,

10 Greenleaf, op., cit.. pp. 83-84.
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Abiel Wood and Moses Carlton of Wiscasset, the Cutts
family of Saco, Daniel Cony and the Bridge family of
Augusta rose to positions of great influence.
So great, indeed, was the prosperity of the District
dependent on the foreign trade in lumber products and the
carrying trade that rumors of impending peace in Europe
produced great anxiety among the magnates of these towns
11
who knew only too well the basis ofor their well-being.
Records of the port of Wiscasset reveal the astonishing
fact that from January 1800 to January 1812, excepting two
years for which figures are unavailable, 576 vessels left
the port and that all 576 carried a main cargo of lumber,
staves, and other timber products.

Only twenty of the

ships carried, in addition to lumber products, such com12
modities as flour, fish and potash.
There is no reason
to believe Wiscasset was unique in this respect.

It

should not be forgotten that when scholars speak of such
articles as rum, sugar, and coffee as exports of Maine,
they are, of course, describing re-exports that were pro-

^William King’s partner, Dr. Benjamin Jones Porter
wrote to him in 1801 that "the prospects of immediate
peace , , , are frightening . , . for a great change will
come to our carrying trade." Benjamin Jones Porter to
William King, November 20, 1801, Leonard Bond Chapman Box,
William King MSS., Maine Historical Society.
Hereafter
cited, WK MSS., (Me. H.S.), L.B.C. Box.
12

'

Abstract of Sea Letters Received and Issued in the
District of Wiscasset, 1800-1812, William Patterson MSS.,
Me. H.S.
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cured only because they were purchased from proceeds de
rived from the lumber trade.

In short, Maine's economy at

this time, as throughout her history, was a one crop econo
my.

Timber was king; without markets for it the economy

collapsed, for only through the sale of timber products
could the surplus capital be obtained to develop the econo
my of the District as a whole.
As long as Maine shippers could sell their lumber pro
ducts abroad, the District thrived.

The demand for lumber

produced a corresponding demand for wooden ships and a
skilled labor force to build them.

Likewise, many farmers

who found the soil impervious to the blades of plows, rode
the crest of the prosperity by selling timber from their
own stands to merchants in the seaport towns.

Only those

farmers who settled inland to eke out an existence as
"happy yeoman" found their labors really unrewarding.

It

was the latter that Talleyrand described when in the 1790's
he visited Maine and wrote that they were "ignorant and
grasping, poor but without needs, they resemble too much
13
the natives of the country they have replaced."
Another French nobleman, the perceptive Due de la
Bochefaucauld-Liancourt who likewise visited the District
on two occasions in the 17 9 0 's, was even more critical of

•^Huth and Pugh, eds., "Talleyrand in America," Ameri
can Historical Association Benort. 1941, II, 82-85. Quot
ed In Allis, op. cit.. p. 20.
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what he found in Maine.

Of all the regions he visited in

his tour of the United States, he wrote,
. . . the province of Maine is the place that
afforded me the worst accomodation. And, consider
ing how little reason I found to praise the accom
modations of many other places, what I have now
said must be regarded as an affirmation that the
condition of human life in that place is exceeding
ly wretched . . . this country is still in its in
fancy, and in a lanquid and cheerless infancy.1**'
Other visitors complained of the severity of the climate
and the poor quality of the soil, but for every person who
found life on the Maine frontier too harsh, there could be
found one to refute him.

Even Talleyrand found enough in

the District to make him sanguine about the future of the
15
area.
By 1810, boosters of the District could point
with satisfaction to the existence of Bowdoin College, thet
"Harvard of the north" that had received its first class in
1802, as evidence that education was not denigrated by all.
Likewise, they could point to the publication of five news-

16
papers as evidence that not all were illiterate.

And

with the rise of the level of sophistication with which busi-

!^Francais Alexandre Frederic, Due de la RochefoucauldLiancourt, Travels Through the United States of North Amer
ica. etc.. (London: 1799) I , A A3- bk'7, Quoted in Allis, o p .
3it.. p. 3 .
!^Allis, Ibid.. p. 8 .
■^Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., A History of Newspapers
in the District of Maine ("The Maine Bulletin: University
of Maine Studies," No. 25; Orono, Maine: University of
Maine Press, 1932), p. 193.
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ness was conducted, the creation of a number of banking
and marine insurance firms was indicative that the area
was developing economically.

By 1820, the area west of

the Penobscot and south of a line running from the New
Hampshire line through Augusta to Bangor had lost much of
its frontier character.
Nevertheless, viewed in retrospect, the District as a
whole was primitive compared to the older regions of the
country.

Many of the new settlers had low aspirations

and were content to live at a subsistence level.

Others

finding themselves living in isolation in remote sections
were unacquainted with the most well known developments in
other parts of the country.

A man from Blue Hill typified

the simplistic innocence of the latter group when he wrote
on one occasion that "we are so as it wore out of the
wourld that we dont hardly know wether we do rite or rong
17
but we mean to do as well as we can."
The people of Castine in 1788 were found by Silas Lee, a young lawyer who
later became United States District Attorney for Maine, to
be oblivious to the fact that a new constitution had been
drafted at Philadelphia the year before.

They were, de

clared Lee, not only unacquainted with the constitution
but were "equally indifferent as to its establishment,"
seeming to get excited over nothing of import.

"The only

•^Samuel b . Harding, The Contest Over the Ratification
of the Federal Constitution in the State of Massachusetts.
(New York; Longman-Greens. 18961. t>. 8 ._____________________
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object of their concern are the sheriffs & justices of the
18
peace— these are often looked upon with dread.'*
For many settlers there was justification to fear the
law which was frequently invoked by the landed proprietors
to protect their interests from squatter encroachment.
Many settlers had moved on to land that belonged or was
alleged to belong to proprietors such as Henry Knox in
Lincoln County or the proprietors of the Kennebec Purchase
along the Kennebec River.

In the 1790's William Bingham

of Philadelphia purchased over two million acres in the
District for speculative purposes.

Nor were all proprie

tory lands of the wilderness variety.

Greenleaf estimated

that over one and a quarter million acres were owned by
19
non-residents in organized towns and plantations.
Families who settled on these lands frequently re
fused to pay for them either because they questioned the
validity of the proprietor's title— they often deserved
challenging— or because they had no money.

Not unknown

was the practice employed by proprietors of evicting squat
ters from the land without payment for improvements made
by the settler.

Eventually, the friction between the two

groups became so great that rebellion threatened.

The pop

ularly held belief that proprietors were acting under the

i ft

Silas Lee to George Thacher, February 28, 1788.
George Thacher MSS (Boston Public Library), Vol. I, No. 179.
^Greenleaf, o£. clt.. p. 95.
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protective cloak of the Federalists in Massachusetts proper
was encouraged by Democratic-Republicans who found that
20
such encouragement won them votes.
In fact, the success
of Democratic-Republicans in exploiting the division be
tween the two groups was, perhaps, the most important fac
tor in explaining why the District became a Jeffersonian
stronghold after 1806 .
It was in this setting of an area experiencing rapid
change and growth, that the movement to separate Maine
from Massachusetts was initiated in the year 1785.
While it is true that the separation movement, in any
meaningful sense, commenced in 17 8 5 , evidence that many in
Maine had long considered the union undesirable is abundant.
As early as 1680, twenty years after Massachusetts Bay
seized Maine, one-hundred and eighteen inhabitants of Kit21
tery, York, and Wells, including one William Screven,
petitioned Charles II praying to be delivered from the
domination of Massachusetts.

Such an action by the King,

20por an account of this conflict and its importance
for the separation movement, see infra.
^Screven, a Baptist, came to Kittery, formed a Bapt
ist church, and was repeatedly harassed by Puritans who
several times arrested him for not attending Congregational
services on the Sabbath,
Disheartened, Screven with many
of his followers left Kittery in 1684 for Charleston, South
Carolina, where he formed the first Baptist Church in the
South.
See Henry Burrage, History of the Baptists in Maine,
(Portland, Maine: Marks Printing House, 1904), pp. 12-27.
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the petitioners claimed, would be justifiable because
Massachusetts Bay "did invade our right and priviledges
erecting their owne authority by causing the inhabitants
22
to sweare fidelity to their government .n
Complaints such
as this, no doubt, influenced the King to carry out his
plan to re-organize parts of New England and New York
under the leadership of Edmund Andros a short time after
ward.

In 1 6 9 1 , however, Maine, once again, was placed

under the control of Massachusetts.
As events developed, the greatest threat to the hege
mony of Massachusetts in Maine throughout the colonial per
iod was not the inhabitants who were powerless, but author
ities in England who at no time apparently considered the
union of the two areas irrevocable.

In 17^8, for example,

it was rumored that Sir William Pepperrell, Jr. as a re
ward for his victory over the French at Louisburg, would be
23
appointed royal governor of Maine by George II.
Further
evidence that the English were not committed to the perpe
tuation of the union was revealed in a letter from Governor
Francis Barnard of Massachusetts to the English Secretary
of State, the Earl of Halifax, in 1764.

The Governor

suggested that Maine be divided into two colonies, one to

^ Collections of the Maine Historical Society, IV
(1831), p. 301.
2^Byron Fairchild, Messrs. William Pepperrell, (Itha
ca: Cornell University Press, 195^)» pp. 184— 185.
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Include the land between the Piscataqua and Penobscot
rivers, the second to encompass the territory between the
24
Penobscot and St. John rivers.
During the Revolution, still another proposal was ad
vanced to sever Maine from Massachusetts.

This plan,

worked out by British authorities in 1780, would have taken
all the land between the Saco and St. Croix rivers to form
a "Province of New Ireland" to be colonized by loyalists
escaping from the rebellious colonies.

The remainder of

the area between the Saco and Piscataqua rivers was to be
joined with New Hampshire "in order to give that Province
a greater Front on the Sea than it now has, and for better
25
reasons of deeper policy."
This proposal was shelved
for prudential reasons.

In the same year the union be

tween Maine and Massachusetts was reaffirmed by the accept
ance in a convention by delegates of both areas of the
Constitution of 1780.

With this acceptance, the Common

wealth of Massachusetts was born.

From this moment, the

initiative for separation was passed to the inhabitants of
the District.

Success or failure was now up to them.

Why the separation question appeared before the pub
lic in the year 1785 is not entirely clear.

Only two years

24"a Proposed New Arrangement of New England," Col
lections of the Maine Historical Society. I (1904), p. 339.

2-5joseph Williamson, "The Proposed Province of New
Ireland," Ibid., pp. 147-157.
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had. passed since the Treaty of Paris ended the American
Revolution and one would think that after eight years of
tumult a period of respite would have been welcome.

Cer

tainly, it is true that the economic hardship that was ex
perienced elsewhere in the country during the mid-eighties
was a factor in the development of separation sentiment.
Even opponents of separation admitted that "our treasures
are exhausted; commerce embarrassed, money extremely

26
scarce; and taxes enormously high . . . ."

As with the

Shaysites later, there was sentiment for the emission of
paper money to relieve the general distress occasioned by
27
the scarcity of cash and the stagnation of trade.
Many
who desired such "radical" expedients undoubtedly believed
that only by a separation from Massachusetts and more im
portantly from the money power of Boston could such ex
pedients be adopted.

Clearly, many believed that Boston

understood but very little the peculiar nature of the
28
problems Maine people faced.
However, while the movement later was to be greatly
influenced by those who flirted with legal tender and
stay laws, the original impetus came from men who were,
according to one of them, from the more substantial element

26Falmouth Gazette, October 15. 1785.
cited F.G.
2 ?F.G., October 22, 1785.
28Ibid.

Hereafter
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of the population— "clergymen, physicians, lawyers," and a
few gentlemen farmers, who "employed both their pens and
29
their private influence" in agitating the question.
Among this element, were William Gorham, a leading citizen
of Gorham and Judge of Probate for Cumberland County; Gor
h a m ’s close friend and fellow townsman, the gentleman far
mer Stephen Longfellow, J r .i General Peleg Wadsworth, a
merchant of Falmouth; and Messrs. Thomas Smith and Samuel
Deane, ministers of the Falmouth First Parish Church, all
of whom were among the acknowledged leaders of Cumberland
30
County.
At first, what opposition there was to efforts

2^Daniel Davis, "The Proceedings of the Two Conven
tions, Held at Portland, To Consider the Expediency of a
Separate Government in the District of Maine," Collections
of the Massachusetts Historical Society, IV, (1795)* p. 25.
^ G o r h a m (1 7 A 2 -I 80A) owned "one of the best appointed
establishments to be found on the road from Gorham to
Portland fFalmouthl." A short account of his life is
found in Hugh McLellan, History of Gorham, Maine, (Port
land: 1903), pp. 522-23.
Longfellow (1750-1824) moved to
Gorham after Mowatt’s bombardment of Falmouth in 1775*
His father, Stephen Longfellow was the master of the Gram
mar School in Falmouth for many years.
Stephen Jr. shared
with Gorham, leadership responsibilities in Gorham where
he conducted a farm. His son, Stephen Longfellow (177618^9) married the daughter of Peleg Wadsworth in 180^; one
of the sons of the match was Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
A lawyer, the poet's father Stephen became an inveterate
foe of separation in 1816 as well as being one of the three
Maine men who attended the Hartford Convention. On the
Longfellow family, see McLellan, op. cit., 640-^1; and the
D.A.B., XI, 388*
Wadsworth (1748^1829) graduated from Har
vard in 17o9. He served with Washington at New York and
Long Island and in 1778 was appointed Brig. G e n ’l. in the
Massachusetts Militia.
In 17/9» he was second in command
of the ill-fated Penobscot Expedition. A merchant in Fal
mouth, he seems to have dealt mainly in lumber.
Wadsworth
in 1786 built the first brick house in Falmouth, the struc
ture now maintained by the Maine Historical Society as the
Longfellow House.
From 1792 to 1806, he was a representa
tive to Congress from Cumberland County.
See D.A.B. XIX,310.
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of these men came from the mercantile community who feared
a further disruption of commerce and from office holders
31
who feared the loss of their positions.
January 1, 1785 saw the first number of the first
newspaper printed in the District of Maine, the Falmouth
Gazette.

According to William,Williamson, Maine’s noted

historian, Benjamin Titcomb, the scion of a well-to-doFalmouth family and Thomas B. Wait, formerly associated
with the ^Boston] Independent Chronicle, founded the Ga32
zette for the purpose of promoting separation.
The
issues of September 17, and October 1, 1785 contained the
first mention of separation.

A notice was inserted re

questing the attendance of as many of the inhabitants of
the District as could conveniently arrange it to meet at
the meeting house of Messrs. Smith and Deane in Falmouth
on October 5» 1785 to discuss the advisability of taking
33
steps leading to a separation.

Thomas Smith (1702-1795) was Falmouth’s first minister
coming to the town in 1727 remaining until his death in
1795» a period of 68 years.’ Samuel Deane (1733-181*0 came
to Falmouth in 1764 as Smith's assistant and after the
death of his colleague continued as pastor until his death
in 1814, a period of 50 years.'I Details concerning the
lives of these two remarkable men can be found in a volume
of Smith's journal and Deane's diary edited by William
Willis. Journals of the Rev. Thomas Smith and R e v . Samuel
Deane (Portland: Joseph Bailey, 1&49), passim.
-^Williamson,

ojd.

cit., II, p. 522.

32Louis Hatch, "Separation from Massachusetts," Maine:
A History. (New York: American Historical Association,
191977 17 p. 107.
_____ .G,. September 17: October 1. 1785.____________________
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In all about thirty gentlemen from the three counties
of York, Cumberland, and Lincoln responded to the call.
As near as it is possible to determine, most of those
present were representatives of the "more substantial"
separationist element who evinced little interest in stay
laws or the emission of paper money.

It was no surprise,

therefore, that two men, William Gorham and Stephen Long
fellow, Jr., both of whom belonged to this element, were
chosen president and recording secretary respectively.

The

only significant result of this first meeting was the
appointment of a seven man committee headed by Peleg Wads
worth that was authorized by the convention to draw up a
circular letter addressed to the people of Maine calling
upon them to send delegates to a second convention to be
held on January 4, 1786, at which time the question of
34
separation would be explored further.
No sooner had the delegates returned to their homes
than they came under heavy attack by those who opposed
their designs.

Some claimed that the meeting was unconsti

tutional and insurrectionary to which was replied that
such gatherings were lawful under article nineteen of the
35
Massachusetts Constitution of 1780.
Far more serious was

34The address is reproduced in its entirety in Appen
dix No. I,
35Davis, op. cit.. p. 27. Article nineteen read as
follows:
"The people have a right, in an orderly and
peaceful manner, to assemble to consult upon the common
good; give instructions to their representatives; and to
request of the legislative body, by the way of addresses,

35
the charge that "the most sanguine sticklers for a separate
government are persons who were formerly stigmatized for
Tories . . . ."

A separation, continued the charge, would

in fact open a door for the return to Maine of Tory refu
gees who had fled to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick during
36
the war.
The charge was quickly denied by a separationist writing in the Falmouth Gazette but the correspondent
wrote nothing to allay the fears of those who suspected a
counter-revolutionary conspiracy was about to take over the
District when he confessed that far from discouraging the
return of the Tories, he would welcome them back, not for
their opinions, but for their wealth.

As men of property

they would bring with them "cash sufficient for this
37
Province, as a circulating medium for seven years."
Not only did the convention stir up controversy in
Maine.

In the capitol at Boston, Governor Bowdoin received

the news with alarm.

Already anxious over the rumblings

from the small towns of western Massachusetts, the Gover
nor, in his address to the General Court on October 20,

petitions, or remonstrances, redress of the wrongs done
them; and the grievances they suffer." The convention was,
obviously, constitutional.

36F.G.,

October 15, 1?85-

37rbid., The tory charge probably gained credence be
cause of the less than 100% commitment given by many of the
nore well to do to the patriot cause during the American
devolution.
I have found no evidence that militant toryism
ffas represented at the first convention, although the pau
city of material on this phase of the movement precludes a
sategorical conclusion either way.

36
1785, referred to the Falmouth convention as a "design
against the Commonwealth of very evil tendency, being cal38
culated to the dismemberment of it."
The General Court
concurred with the Governor’s sentiments admonishing the
participants in the convention that
The Legislature strongly feel the danger and
impropriety of individuals, or bodies of men,
attempting to dismember the state.
The social compact solemnly entered into by the people of this
Commonwealth ought, we conceive, to be attended
to, and guarded with the utmost care . . . .39
The legislature took no action toward the dissidents in
Maine,but, no doubt, many legislators particularly those
from Essex and Suffolk counties, took cognizance of the
periodic murmurings calling for the emission of paper
money that appeared in the Gazette.

Already there were

signs that the "cocked hat" set was beginning to lose con
trol of the movement it had sponsored, a trend that would
accelerate with time.
The criticism from the capltol evidently had an ef
fect.

A town meeting held at York in December 1785 to con

sider the contents of the circular letter prepared by Wads
worth’s committee voted unanimously not to send delegates
to the January convention on the grounds that such a meet-

3®f .g ., November 5, 1785.
39Falmouth Gazette and Weekly Advertizer, December 17,
1785.
Hereafter cited, F.G.W.A.
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ing was, indeed, unconstitutional.^0

In North Yarmouth, a

similar vote was recorded because, as the minutes of the
meeting stated, affairs could be worse and, moreover, no
improvement in conditions would likely result from a separ41
ation.
Most surprising was the action taken by the town
of Falmouth, presumably the center of separation sentiment.
On December 26, 1785, a town meeting selected five dele
gates, including Wadsworth, to attend the January convent
ion.

A week later, January 2, 1786 two days before the

convention was to assemble, another meeting was held at
which an anti-separatlonists passed a resolve instructing
42
the five delegates "not to attend the Convention at all."
Undeterred by the evidence of increasing opposition
to a separation, thirty-three delegates representing
twenty towns met at the First Parish Meeting House in Fal43
mouth on January 4, 1786.
Included among the thirtythree were none other than the five delegates from Fal
mouth who were seated by the convention notwithstanding
44
the wishes of the town of Falmouth.
There were, apparent
ly, delegates elected by some towns who were unable to

^ F . G . W . A . , December 31* 1785.
^ I b i d . , March 9. 1786.
^2Ibid., January 7* 1786.
43For a list of the delegates and the towns which they
represented see Appendix No. II.
^Davis, op. clt., p. 29 .
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attend.
thing.

One of these, from Georgetown, did the next best
He composed a letter that was read to the dele

gates in which he urged them to offer the people a new
government containing a provision for a unicameral legisla
ture which would constitute the only governing body for the
people.

He was convinced of the wisdom of his suggestion

which assumed as he said, that "there might be as wise men
in the house as in the chair."

Besides "business might be

done much quicker."
The convention, however, again chaired by Gorham who
was less interested in governmental reform than in simply
achieving an independence that would allow the more "sub
stantial" element to rule, refused to consider any recom
mendations but one.

A committee of nine was chosen to re

port the following day a list of grievances under which
Maine was alleged to suffer as a result of its connection
with Massachusetts and to estimate the cost of erecting a
new state.

The report, minus a cost estimate omitted for

lack of time and information, was submitted and accepted
by the convention on January 5* 1786.
^7
report was as follows:

The substance of the

^ r b i d . , pp. 2 9 - 3 0 .

^ Ibid.
^7Davis, ojd. cit.. pp. 36-37.
given in Appendix III.

The complete report is
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1.

The different interests of the District from those

of Massachusetts proper are seldom understood by the people
of the latter; hence, they are seldom promoted, resulting
in the retarding of the growth of Maine.
2.

The business of the Supreme Judicial Court is so

great and the territory of the state so large that proper
and expeditious justice is not always achieved.

Especially

grievious, was the location of the clerk’s office and all
his records in Boston, a fact that necessitated costly and
time consuming trips to the capitol.

£This objection con

tinued until 1798],
3.

Present trade regulations reduce the price of

lumber to the enrichment of Boston.
k.

A large portion of the population are denied rep

resentation in the House of Representatives where money
bills originate.

£Only towns with 150 rateable polls were

allowed a representative.

Scores of settlements in Maine

failed to thus qualify],
5;

The system of taxation upon polls and estates is

unequitable to Maine people.

£At the time, the estate tax

was based on a valuation placed on: real estate, barrels
of cider annually produced, tonnage of vessels, horses,
neat cattle, sheep, goats, swine, debts due, ounces of
silver owned, and money on hand.

Because a sheep in Massa

chusetts proper was assessed for as much as a sheep in
Maine and because it was claimed that longer winters in
Maine raised feed costs and that sheep sold to neighbors

40
brought less than a sheep would bring were it sold in
Massachusetts, Maine people contended that a sheep raised
in Maine should be assessed at a lower rate than his
48
counterpart in Massachusetts].
6.

Excise and import taxes were also inequitable.

[It was argued that Maine people were forced to import
more per capita than those who lived in Massachusetts.

The

most interesting argument advanced to support this asser
tion was the claim that due to the scarcity of orchards
and therefore cider, it was necessary to import vast quan
tities of rum to meet the legitimate expectations of work
ing people.

Since the tax on rum was high, this consti

tuted an especially great burden on an already poor
people.
7.

Because property was more frequently conveyed in

Maine than in Massachusetts, the fixed fee on deed trans
fers worked a hardship on Maine people.
Subjoined to the report was another circular letter
addressed to the people of Maine asking them (1) to send a
full compliment of representatives to the General Court in
order that the necessary voting strength could be obtained

^®P.G.W.A., December 10, 1785.
^ Ibld.. Because the huge state debt, which in 1786
was over $5,000,000 and commanded nearly $300*000 annually
in interest alone, was met by taxes, and because taxes
were unequally distributed, it followed that Maine people
paid more than their fair share of the State debt. F.G.W.A.
November 5. 1785.

to pass legislation to correct the evils complained o f {
(2) to elect delegates and to certify,the votes given for
and against such delegates, at the town meetings to be held
in March.

The delegates would attend still another con

vention to be held in Falmouth In September 1786 at which
time they would further consider the extent of their griev
ances and adopt "and pursue some orderly and peaceable
measure to obtain relief."
One cannot help being impressed with the mildness of
this report.

None of the grievances listed were such that

they could not have been met legislatively as, Indeed,
some later were.

The moderate
tone of the report suggests,
*

in fact, that the leaders of the movement may have conclud
ed that to press their objective against the wishes of
their friends in Massachusetts might cause them to lose
those friends.

In addition, they were, no doubt, deeply

concerned that the more radically inclined In Maine might
possibly wrest control from them and use the movement as
a vehicle by which their radical demands for an Inflated
currency could be achieved.

Whatever the explanation, it

is clear that at the second convention, enthusiasm for a
separation had given way to caution.
Shortly after the convention adjourned until the
following September, news of Shay’s rebellion reached
Maine.

The prospect that established order might be over

thrown in favor of what the more "substantial" elements
considered mobocracy and that the interest of creditors

might be incalculably harmed was dreaded not only in Bos
ton and Salem.

“The country seems to be in a general

riot . . . occasioned by many county mobs, and the want of
money to pay taxes" wrote the Eev. Thomas Smith, one of
50
the early supporters of separation in his journal.
Many
who had favored separation before, now, for reasons of
patriotism or self defense opposed its further considera
tion lest it should embarrass the state government during
its time of trouble.

A town meeting held in Falmouth on

August 31. 1786 to instruct delegates to the September
convention reflected the extent to which events in western
Massachusetts had a tendency to polarize opinion in Maine.
At a previous meeting held August 21, the town had chosen
three delegates, including Wadsworth.

Now they received

their Instructions which were reported by the Gazette.

The

three delegates were
. . . not only to oppose every measure that
might be taken to establish a new Government, but
also to discountenance all attempts for obtaining
redress of any grievances we might labour under.
'Twas urged that although we might suffer many
inconveniences, yet the present, was by no means
a proper time to seek relief— the western part of
the Commonwealth, from real or pretended griev
ances, were but a step from anarchy— that we should
but add to the confusion— that Conventions at all
times, were dangerous things, and always so consid
ered by the General Court.51

■5°Willis, o£. cit., 259.
51Cumberland Gazette. August 31» 1786.
cited C.G.

Hereafter
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A minority, which vainly tried to block the adoption of
the instructions, argued in Lockian language that events
in western Massachusetts had no bearing on the situation in
Maine.

The Gazette summarized the minority position as
52
follows:
. . . that if we were really injured, as had
been acknowledged, any time was a proper time to
obtain relief— that if the other part of the Common
wealth were aggrieved, more was the pity; but their
sufferings would by no means relieve our distres
ses— it was no reason, because both were killing,
that we should not cry for help— that in fact, our
difficulties took their rise, in many instances
from a different source— our interests often
clashed, and where this was the case, it was the
duty of the Court to injure us, that each member
had in effect sworn to do it; but to this, while
in our present situation, we must quietly submit—
that the General Court termed conventions danger
ous assemblies was not disputed— so did the Par
liament of Great Britain once pronounce our Gener
al Courts; but did we at that time think ourselves
obligated to abide by their opinions?— and why
should we not rather declare our sentiments freely,
in opposition to theirs, and to their arms?— and
why should we not now do the same?— If we were in
jured, it mattered not by whom, whether by the
Government of Britain or of Massachusetts, in
either case duty to ourselves required immediate
exertion.
A week later on September 1, 1786, the town of Falmouth
held a third meeting at which the majority rebuffed com
pletely the appeals of the minority.

The three delegates

were told that ". . . if it should be the opinion of [the
September convention], that the most eligible method of ob
taining such relief, is by dismembering this, from the

52C . G ., August 24, 1786.

Western part of the Commonwealth, we instruct you to oppose
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such a step to the utmost of your abilities.’'
The debate by the citizens of Falmouth proved to be a
dress rehearsal for the third convention that assembled at
Falmouth on September 6, 1786.

Delegates numbering thirty-

one, representing twenty-two towns were present.

Lincoln

County, the scene of most squatter-proprietor conflicts,
was represented by single delegates from ten towns; Cumber
land County by sixteen delegates from eight towns, and
54
York County by five delegates from four towns.
Twelve of

53Ibid., September 7, 1786.
5^Davis, ojd. cit., pp. 30-31. The delegates were as
follows: Delegates with asterisks beside their names
attended the January 1786 convention as well.
York County
Berwick - Dr. Nathaniel Low
Arundell - Thomas Perkins
Fryburgh - Moses Ames
Brownfield - Henry Young*
- James Haywood
Cumberland County
Gorham - William Gorham, president*
- Edmund Phyney £Phinney]*
- Stephen Longfellow, jun. clerk*
Portland - Peleg Wadsworth*
- Samuel Freeman*
- Stephen Hall*
- Daniel Davis*
- Stephen Codman*
Scarborough - Joshua Fabyan
Cape Elizabeth - Berzilla Dellano
- Cary M'Lellan
- James Leach*
Standish - Seth Spring
New Gloucester - John Merrill*
Gray - Jebediah Cobb*
Brunswick - Aaron Hinckley
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the thirty-one delegates were attending their first con
vention.
First, the convention disposed of a number of proce
dural questions, including a decision to allow each dele
gate a vote, a decision that, on paper at least, gave the
Cumberland County delegation a one vote majority control
of the convention.

William Gorham was for the third time

elected President and Stephen Longfellow, Jr. was chosen
clerk.
From the testimony of Daniel Davis of Portland, who
later wrote an account of the several conventions held up
to 1789, the convention divided into two camps: one that
included those who were either instructed to oppose a
separation or, if for it, were of the opinion that the time
was not propitious to press the matter.

This group which

had originally dominated the movement but which now be
haved in a very restrained manner, will be designated mod
erate separationists or "moderates” for short.

The second

group consisted of those delegates representing towns most
vocal in their demands for more extreme measures to re-

Lincoln County
Hancock - John Philbrook
Vassalborough - Dennis Getchill*
Winslow - Zimri Haywood*
Topsham - Samuel Thompson*
Bristol - William Jones*
Newcastle - Samuel Nichols*
Hallowell - Daniel Coney*
Bath - Dummer Sewall
Plttston - Reuben Coburn*
Winthrop - Joshua Bean

i±6

lieve their distresses.

In order to differentiate them

from the moderates, they will be referred to as the
•'radicals."

Davis described the language of this second

group as that of "genuine insurgents" who because of their
"private circumstances" had as their object not only a
separation but the emission of paper money and the passage
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of tender acts.
The comparative strength of each group
is impossible to state precisely.

Events suggest that they

were about evenly divided with the radical element having
a slight edge on particular votes.
Once again, the paucity of records concerning the
early history of the movement prevents one from being able
to systematically analyze the radical position.

Indeed,

it is not even possible to identify with certainty which
delegates belonged to the two groups.

As for the leader of

the radicals, the most likely candidate was Samuel Thompson
of Topsham whose turbulent career as a political activist
was a truly amazing one.

It was Thompson, the "energetic

Whig" who, as the head of the Cumberland County Committee
of Safety, In May 1775 > led a body of armed minutemen from
Brunswick to Falmouth where they proceeded to kidnap
Captain Mowatt, commander of the British sloop-of-war,
Canceaux.

The Canceaux was lying in the harbor protecting

a "loyalist" who was loading his ship with lumber destined
I

55Davis, op. cit., p. 33. In employing the terms
"moderate" and "radical" to categorize the two contending
factions, I do not mean to Imply that the groups repre-

^7
for the British at Boston.

While Thompson was forced by

citizens of Falmouth to release his prisoner, it was he
who was blamed for Mowatt’s return six months later.

The

Captain than in an act of retribution for past sins des
troyed three-quarters of the town.
It was also Thompson at the Massachusetts Constitu
tional ratifying convention of 1788 who was the noisiest
opponent of ratification.

Unlike other opponents who

pledged their support of the constitution after they knew
they had lost their battle, Thompson, steeped in localism
and distrustful of all authority, continued to promote
57
anti-constitution sentiment among the people.

sented anything like what Charles Beard and other "progressive,, historians refer to when they speak of the credi
tor-debtor dichotomy in their treatment of the years be
tween 1775 s-nd 1790.
Rather, "moderate,11 as I use the
word, refers only to those separationists who wanted a
separation in order that they might ascend to power in the
new state.
They did not, it appears, flirt with legal
tender legislation or the emission of paper money.
When
it became clear that they might not control a new govern
ment, their enthusiasm for a separation waned. The term
"radical" refers to those few separationists who did wish
legal tender legislation and the emission of paper money.
There was another group which, as events demonstra
ted, represented the majority of the people of Maine.
These people for many reasons were opposed to a separation.
In the context of the separation movement this group may
be called "conservatives." In any case, the categories
herein delineated refer to attitudes, not ideologies,
5^Hatch, op. cit., I, p. 30 .
■5?Two letters from the George Thacher MSS located in
the Boston Public Library are revelatory of Thompson’s
methods.
Thacher was Maine's representative to Congress.
1) Jere Hill to George Thacher, February 28, 1788.
(Vol. I, No. 157).
"Gen. Thompson did not return
home after the convention dissolved as the Gen'l.
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The September 1786 convention lasted but two days.
On the first day, the delegates reaffirmed their belief
that the grievances enumerated at the January 1786 con-

Court was to set in 12 to 14 days and it is ru
moured that he has been noisy during that time,
but I d o n ’t hear to any purpose— some say he took
a tour into the western counties and they say fur
ther that he made it in his way to call and see
the New Hampshire Convention to stir up what
strife he could there . , . ."
2) Thomas B. Wait [[Editor of the Cumberland Gazette] to Thacher, February 29, 1788, (Vol. I, No.
158).
”1 think you have written to, and received
from Gen'l. Thompson— Do for God's sake write him
once more— he conducts as if the Devil had pos
sessed him.
His opposition to the new constitution
continues— When he left Boston his last words
were— I will throw the state into confusion— It is
true, these were great swelling words; but he may
do a great deal of mischief. Can not you contrive
a letter that will do him good?— For I do not be
lieve Thompson to be a man of bad heart— Should
you tell him that the constitution with the pro
posed amendments, which will certainly take place,
will operate less injuriously than many suppose—
that other amendments if found necessary will cer
tainly take place— that you admire the submissive
conduct of the minority etc. etc. (richly inter
lace the whole with Republicanism)."
Thompson was not a poor man. His estate was estimated at
$35,000 at his death in 1797.
[George Wheeler, History
of Brunswick. -Topsham and Harpswell. Maine, (Boston: Mudge
& Son, 1878), pp. 812-131.
Wheeler says, "he made so
many enemies that it is difficult to know the truth of
some statements made in regard to him." One who knew
Thompson said, “Nature had furnished him with strong ment
al powers and a capacity which, if it had been rightly
directed and employed, might have rendered him a useful
member of society, but his mind needed cultivation," Ibid.,
p. 8 13 . His home life was unhappy.
His wife was at times
insane and once killed an adopted son with a pair of
"steelyards." One of his sons was an imbecile.

vention were generally still with them.

A committee of

nine was appointed to "consider what further grievances
said counties labour under," but reported they were so
many that the committee did not have time to "undertake
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to enumerate the multiplicity of them."
Instead, the
committee proceeded to exceed its commission by unequivocably advocating the immediate separation of Maine.

The

report in part read
. . . that in justice to their constituents,
they esteemed it their duty to inform the convent
ion, that they could not devise any mode which
would substantially and effectually remove the
evils complained of, except the citizens of said
counties were invested with the privilege of
legislating for themselves.
In the opinion of the committee, the convention should
draft a petition to the General Court requesting their
consent for a separation.

The petition was also to accomp

any an address to the people of the District to be trans
mitted to them for their consideration.

A committee was

then appointed to implement the recommendation.

The mem

bership of this second committee remains unidentified but
given the language and tone of the "Address to the People"
it may be deduced that it was dominated by the more radical
members.
The "Address to the People" bluntly urged a separation

^Davis,

59rbid.

ojd.

cit. , p. 31.
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For those who for political or other reasons were disposed
to defer action, the committee offered the following ad
vice :
You feel yourselves distressed, and your
distresses will increase until you legislate for
yourselves.— In this there is no great difficulty.
Government is a very simple, easy thing.
Myster
ies in politics are mere absurdities invented en
tirely to gratify the ambitions of princes and
designing men— to aggrandize those who govern, at
the expense of those who are governed.
But the end of government is the good of the
people— the only design of its Institution is to
secure to them, as far as possible; the blessings
of life.
We therefore, in justice to our consti
tuents, to ourselves, to the good citizens of the
three counties, and to the commonwealth at large,
address you upon the subject; and transmit to you
a form of a petition to the General Court, re
questing them to relinguish all right of jurisdic
tion in the eastern territory; and to give their
consent that the same may be formed into a separate
state.°°
The petition to be sent to the General Court was, in com
parison with the "Address," a surprisingly mildly worded
rehash of the grievances drawn up by the January convention.
To allay the suspicions of the Boston dominated legislature
that an incipient Shaysism was behind the separation move
ment, the petition assured the General Court that the

6°Davis, o£. cit., pp. 38-39; C.G., September 14,
1786.
The complete address can be found in Appendix III.
A request for towns to hold elections on the question—
should Maine be separated? - was subjoined to the address
accompanied by a request that the returns of the elections
be sent to the convention.
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leaders of the movement did not "entertain an idea of
throwing off the weight of the publik debt, at this time
lying upon the government at large, or to prevent the
other part of the commonwealth from having their just pro61
portion of the unappropriated [[public] lands."
Nothing
was said, however, concerning such questions as legal
tender laws or the emission of paper money.

Whether the

radicals for prudential reasons thought a mildly worded
petition was good politics or whether the result was pro
duced by a compromise with the conservatives forces at
the convention is not known.

In any case, the difference

in tone of the two documents is striking.
Before the convention adjourned to await the results
of its efforts, one more controversy between the two fac
tions developed.

The conservative forces moved that the

petition not be presented to the General Court until a fu
ture time when the Commonwealth was in a less "perplexed"
state.

[Shays Rebellion].

The radicals, caught napping,

were unable to keep their forces intact and the motion
passed.

Once recovered, they scoffed at the motion as

representing a kind of crackpot realism that was, in fact,
designed to defeat the ambitions of those who sought inde
pendence.

According to Daniel Davis, one of the moderates,

the radicals argued that "if we apply to them £the General

^Davis, 0£. cit. , p. if-Oj C.G., September 1^, 1786.
The complete text of the petition to the legislature can
be found in Appendix III.
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Court]) at this time, they will not dare to refuse our re
quest; and if they do, we can drive them into compliance,
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by threatening to Join in the insurrection."
The radicals, at this Juncture, moved for a reconsid
eration of the vote and by the narrow margin of 15 to 13
emerged the victors.

A committee was thereupon appointed

in whose hands the petition was placed and to whom dis
cretionary authority was given to present the petition
63
whenever it saw fit.
Significantly, Samuel Thompson was
made the chairman of this committee.

The convention then

adjourned until the second Wednesday in January 1?87# at
which time the votes called for in the "Address to the
People" would be counted and a decision on the future
course of action would be made.
Between September 1786 and the date of the fourth
convention January 3» 1787, opposition to separation appears
to have gained strength.

Rumblings from Machias were typ

ical of those coming from many areas.

In a remonstrance

sent to the convention, it was contended that the griev
ances of which some complained were incidental to all gov
ernments and, furthermore, "while our political and pecun
iary affairs labor under such complicated embarrassments—
we think it unwise and unkind farther to perplex the de-

62Ibid.. p. 33.
63Ibid., p. 3^.

•>
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partments of our a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . C l e a r l y ,

the specter

of Shaysism continued to haunt the more moderate minded in
the District causing many to back off from pressing for a
separation.

As a result of this increased opposition,

Samuel Thompson, hardly a cautious man, concluded that it
was imprudent to send the petition to the legislature be
fore the January 178? meeting.
The fourth separation convention that assembled in
January 178? gave to the radicals little encouragement.
True, the "Address to the People" had produced a 6^5 to
3^9 vote in favor of separation, but this figure represent
ed only a fraction of the close to 75,000 inhabitants in
the District.

In addition, as the moderates no doubt re

minded their adversaries, the returns represented votes
from only 32 of the 93 corporate towns then established.
Besides, 53 towns had never been represented in any of the
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conventions.

Clearly, the radicals had failed to make

any significant appeal to the people as a whole.
With the direction of the wind blowing against them,
the radicals agreed to a quick adjournment taking with
them the knowledge that provided small comfort that they
had, at least, managed to resist an attempt by moderates

^Williamson,

ojd.

olt.. II, p. 527.

^Williamson, o£. cit., II, p. 531; C.G., February 9,
1787.
Henry Chapman in his "Early Movements to Separate
the District of Maine from Massachusetts; and the Brunswick
Convention of 1816," Collections of the Pejebscot Histori
cal Society, Part I (I&89), p. £, says the votes was £>18
to 352 .
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to get the convention to withdraw the petition to the

66
legislature from Samuel Thompson's committee.
However, less than a month later, Thomas Wait, editor
of the Cumberland Gazette, one of the original separation
enthusiasts, signaled the defeat of the first phase of the
movement when he wrote that he hoped Thompson's committee
would not present the petition.

"Will it not be cruel,

in the present distressed situation of the Commonwealth,"
asked Wait, "to perplex government with a request of this
6?
kind?"
The surrender of the radicals and the collapse
of the movement came shortly thereafter with the appearance
in the Gazette of a notice signed by Thompson for the com
mittee in which he wrote that "considering the peculiar
embarrassments of government and the alarming and dis
tressed situations of the western counties . . . "

the com

mittee had agreed to wait until a future session of the
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General Court to introduce the petition.

Although the

committee later retreated from its announcement and
actually did present the petition, the damage had been
done.

When the fifth session of the convention assembled

in September 1787 with William Gorham still in the chair,
it was observed that the legislature did not know what to

66chapman, Ibid.. p. 6,
6?C.G., February 9, 1787.
68C.G., March 23, 1787.
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do about the petition.

A vote was passed pleading for the

towns that had not yet indicated their position on separ
ation to do so and to send the returns to convention mem
bers who, in turn, would forward them to the legislature.
It appears that only about 1,000 votes were produced by
this last ditch effort to salvage the movement from de
feat though some took encouragement from the fact that
about 900 of the votes were in favor of a separation.

69

With ever decreasing numbers present, conventions
were held in September 1788, January 1?89» and March 178 9 ,
70
all of which met only to adjourn.
The last meeting,
according to Daniel Davis, convened with only three mem
bers present.

"One of them was chosen President pro temp

ore £Wadsworth]; another, clerk; the third made a motion
for adjournment; but as there was no one present but the
president and clerk to second the motion, the convention
expired, not only without groan, but without a single
71
mourner to weep over its remains.'1
The collapse of this first phase in the long struggle
to achieve the independence of Maine, was due to a number

69Ibid., September 13, 1787.
7°Ibld.. September 11, 1788; January 8, 1789.
'’-’-Davis, op. cit.. p. 35. The petition was finally
taken up by the legislature in January 1789, but was re
jected on the grounds that the contents represented too
few citizens and that separation would dismember "the
right arm of the commonwealth." Willis, op. cit., II,
p. 256 .
v
•
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of factors.

Shays* Rebellion, coining at the time it did,

was an important factor as has been made abundantly clear.
In reality, the radicalism that existed in Maine was of a
rather shallow variety.

John Brooks, later Governor of

Massachusetts, was perceptive when he noted in a letter to
Henry Knox that most Maine people wanted very little,
72
namely, clear titles to their lands.
They wanted, also,
remedial legislation to make their lives easier, but, in
truth, their radicalism was that of frustrated liberals
who aspired to be property owners or secure in their pos
session of property, like their so-called masters.

One

should not mistake the rhetoric that owed more to the rur
al loutishness of most "radicals" for action that was seld
om taken.

Consequently, when the legislature between 178*1-

and 1788 enacted measures designed to placate Maine people
the strategy worked.

Wild lands were made exempt from

taxation for a period of ten years.

A term of the Supreme

Court and an additional term of the courts of Common Pleas
and Sessions were established in Pownalborough, and other
courts were established in Hallowell and Waldoboro.
fees for deed transfers were revised.

The

And while nothing

was done until later, the General Court manifested an in
terest in establishing a college in Maine.

In addition,

two roads were ordered laid out between the Penobscot and

?2John Brooks to Henry Knox, December 28, 1785.
Knox MSS. (M.H.S.), XVIII, No. 120,

Henry
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Kennebec and the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy B a y . 73

But,

doubtless, the most important legislative action involved
the passing of a number of resolves to quiet the thousands
of squatters who located on lands belonging to proprietors
and the state, culminating in a resolve passed in March
1786 granting to each person who had settled on state land
before January 1, 178 ^, and whose lands were not already
confirmed, the sum of 100 acres for a nominal sum, an
7^
acreage deemed sufficient for a good sized farm.
The
passage of these resolves reflected the attitude of many
like Rufus Putnam, a speculator in Maine lands, who agreed
with John Brooks that the ambitions of most settlers were
no threat to the established order.

”100 acres of land

7
confirmed to them gratis,” wrote Putnam, ”will quiet them.11
Another factor contributing to the collapse of the
movement was the months of discussion devoted to the new
federal constitution.

News reached Portland that the con

vention had completed its business in late September 1787.

^^Williamson, op. cit., II, p. 532.
7ZfFor a discussion of the squatter problem see Laur
ence D. Bridgham, ”Maine Public Lands, 1781-1795* Claims,
Trespassers and Sales,” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Boston University, 1959).
p, 207 and passim. Algo Oscar
and Mary Handlin, Commonwealth: A Study of the Role of
Government in the American Economy, Massachusetts, 177^1861. (New York: New York University’Press, 19577. Chap. 3*
is useful.
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From then until late 1788, Wait’s Gazette was devoted al
most entirely to discussions of it at the expense of side
issues such as separation.

Even Samuel Thompson, the radi

cal leader, diverted his attention from separation to de
feating the constitution.

As a member of the Massachusetts

ratifying convention, he vigorously fought the proponents
of adoption fearing the creation of a strong national gov
ernment that would presumably crimp local interests much
76
more than did the state government at Boston.
Finally, it should be noted that the marked improve
ment in economic conditions beginning in the late 1780’s
had a salutary influence in dampening the zeal of the more
ardent separationists.

Though in theory the British West

Indies were closed to American shipping, in practice,
trade to British held islands and to the islands belonging
to other nations was restored to near its pre-war level

?6Henry Knox was certainly wrong when he wrote George
Washington in January 1788 that Maine people were "chiefly
looking toward the erection of a new state and the majori
ty of them will adopt or reject the new Constitution as it
may facilitate or retard their designs . . . .” (Quoted
in Charles Beard, An Economic Interpretation of the Consti
tution, (New York: MacMellan, 1935) p. 30lV By 17$8,
separation sentiment was greatly diminished and I have
found no evidence to suggest an equation between anti-con
stitution people and separationists.
For Thompson, the
equation fits, but for others who pushed for separation
like Thomas Wait, this was not the case. Wait vigorously
urged the adoption of the constitution.
Moreover, most
Maine people were indifferent to the fate of the constitu
tion.
See supra, p. 26, fn. 16.
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by 1790.77

In Portland, for example, in 1787, not one

ship was owned in the town; by 1793 there were 10,727 tons
registered most of which were engaged in the West Indies
78
trade.
Thus, by 1789» & number of factors had served to kill
the first stage of separation movement, if it can be said
ever to have been alive.

The only enthusiasts who re

mained as exponents of the cause were a few of the original
proponents like Wadsworth who wanted little more than to
become rulers of a new state.

The mass of settlers remain

ing apathetic to the idea of a separation offered them
little hope that their aspirations would ever be realized.

7?Samuel Eliot Morison, The Maritime History of Massa
chusetts . 1783-1860, (Sentry Edition, Boston; Houghton Mif
flin Company, 1 9 6 1 ), p. 38 .
78Willis, o£. cit., II, p. 181.
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CHAPTER I I

THE MODERATES REVIVE SEPARATION, 1791-1797
Two years after the demise of the first phase of the
separation movement, the second phase began.

On February

1791, a number of senators and representatives to the Gen
eral Court from the District met in Boston.

The meeting

resulted in an attempt to introduce the subject in the
legislature.

Rebuffed by opponents who claimed that those

behind the movement did not represent the opinions of the
people of Maine, a number of representatives proceeded to
draw up an "address to the numerous and respectable in
habitants of the great and extensive District of Maine" in
which it was urged on the selectmen of the towns and plan
tations at the May elections to call for a vote on the ques
tion: should the representatives of Maine at the June ses
sion (1791) of the General Court ask the legislature to
permit Maine to become a separate state?
According to William Willis, the historian of Port
land, the response by the several towns to this request
was heartening to separationists.

In Portland, how

ever, a meeting was held led by many of the original
leaders at which a vote of 38 for and 38 against a separ
ation was recorded.

A tie breaking vote by the moderator

who favored separation failed to silence opponents who

^William Willis, History of Portland. (Portland,
Maine: Charles Day & Co., 183377 II, pp. 256-257.
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argued that the expense of a separation government would
2
be prohibitive.
At the June session, a petition drawn
up by Daniel Davis and others from Portland, requesting
that the people of Maine be polled

as to their senti

ments on the question, was introduced.

It was referred to

the winter session of the General Court.
At the winter session that convened in January 1792,
the House of Representatives,,after a prolonged debate
that "arrested the attention of the House and a crowded
gallery for two or three days" and in which "every nerve
and muscle in opposition was extended and even stretched,"
authorized 111 to 81 a vote be taken in the District in
May.

With Senate concurrence the stage was set for the

first state-authorized test of separation strength in the
District.
The leaders of this phase of the movement were, for
the most part, individuals who had participated in the
first phase.

For example, in Portland, Revenend Samuel

Deane, Stephen Hall, Daniel Davis, Daniel Ilsley, and Sam
uel Freeman who were the recognized leaders of the effort
to revive the question were all participants in at least

2Ibid.. p. 2 57 .
^Daniel Cony to George Thacher, February 19. 1792,
George Thacher MSS (BPL) Vol.
No. 726, See, also,
Nathaniel Wells to George Thacher, March 8, 1792, Vol. 5*
No. 7^3.
^Edward Stanwood, "The Separation of Maine from Mass
achusetts," Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings,
3rd series, I (1907-1908), p. 13^. Stanwood*s effort is,
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one of the several conventions held before.5

The fact

that they also represented the "cocked hat" set, and that
their leadership from 1791 to 1797 was unchallenged, sug
gests that the alleged radical threat that had caused
many of them to develop a coolness toward separation by

178 6 , was no longer an important factor in the political
equation.
Of this group Daniel Davis stands out.

Davis, the

first lawyer to come to the District after the Revolution,
was born in Barnstable, Massachusetts in 17 6 2 .

After a

crude preparation, he offered himself for admission to
Harvard College but was rejected.

He then entered a law

office to study with a man who years later boasted, "I
took special pains with Daniel."

Coming to Portland "light

of purse" in 17 8 2 , he soon became a successful lawyer.
Despite his humble origin, he was appalled at the radical
views of many of the participants in the first phase of
the separation movement.

With their influence negligible

by 179 0 , he entered into the advocacy of the cause with a

6

passion.

by far, the best account of the movement.
^Willis,

0£.

clt.. pp. 256-57.

short account of Davis' career appears in William
Willis, The L a w , the Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine,
(Portland: Bailey & Noyes, 18 63 ), pp. 111-116.
In 1796,
he was appointed U.S. Attorney for Maine.
In 1801, he was
replaced by Jefferson who appointed Silas Lee to the post.
In 1800, Governor Strong, a Federalist, appointed him
solicitor general of Massachusetts, a position he retained
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Joining Davis and others who were "old hands” were
several newcomers to the District who sought to make their
mark in the fluid sooiety "down east.”

William Synunes,

who graduated from Harvard in 1780 and then after studying
law settled in Portland, was one of these.

A man noted

for his powers of discrimination, a gentleman of the "old
school," Symmes wrote a series of articles in favor of
separation for the Gazette under the nom de plume, "Alcl7
blades."
Another newcomer was John Gardiner of Pownalborough
[Wiscasset] the legislative spokesman of the group.

Gard

iner was the son of Dr. Silvester Gardiner, one of the for
mer proprietors of the Kennebec Purchase who had remained
a loyalist during the Revolution.

John Gardiner was edu

cated in England at the Inner Temple.

Known as the most

"learned and cultivated lawyer in Maine,” he specialized
in law reform.

Many were at a loss to explain his pres

ence in the wilderness of Maine, the inhabitans of which
often took advantage of his eccentricities to perpetrate
many "petty frauds" against him.

Perhaps his Arian views

in religion and his amazingly advanced views in law proiuced a desire in him to take his example to those less fa
miliar with them.

He was not at all in sympathy with the

until Infirmity caused his retirement in 1832.
?For an account of Symmes* career, see Ibid., pp. 1^8
L51.

feudalistic tendencies of his father but apparently he was

8
not a democrat either.

Like Davis, Symmes and others,

Gardiner resembled more the English Whigs in his fear of
mobocracy.

Of these men it can be fairly said that they

desired a separation not to bring about great changes in
the structure of society but rather that they were con
vinced they were prepared to lead the District into a per
iod of unprecedented prosperity.

No animosity was felt

toward the rulers of Massachusetts whose politics were
deemed correct, and whose intentions were good.

But be

cause of their ignorance of the unique problems facing the
District, they failed to govern in a manner most conducive
to Maine's growth.

Gardiner, Symmes, Davis, and others

represented generally, the proverbial "men on the make,"
eager to achieve economic success and confident that the
time was ripe; petty Federalists anxious to emulate their
brethren in Massachusetts, not to be their servants.
The first important publication to come out of the
separation movement reflected the Whiggish leanings of the
group.

The work was a 5^ page tract entitled An Address

to the Inhabitants of the District of Maine upon the Sub
ject of Their Separation from the Present Government of

O
For details on Gardiner's life, see Ibid., pp. 119-

122.
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Massachusetts by One of Their Fellow Citizens.9

Written

by Daniel Davis in support of the petition presented to the
General Court in January 1792, it was widely circulated
throughout the District before the May elections of that
year.

Because the work was the first one of its kind to

appear, a brief summary of its major points seems desirable.
Two-thirds of the treatise is devoted to the stating of
presumed advantages to be gained by separation.

The re

maining third contains refutation of arguments commonly ad
vanced in opposition.

First, appears a summarization of

the advantages:
1. The non-contiguousness of Massachusetts and
Maine "seems to be thwarting the designs of nature."
Separation would correct this malformity and dimin
ish the distance from the new capitol.l^
2. Maine would gain two senators in the Congress.
Not only would this permit better representation to
encourage the Interests of their constituents it
would also result in the appointment of two citizens
"whose education and character" deserve it and who
otherwise would be left without Important offices.
In addition, Davis, employing well known Madisonian
logic, argued that two more senators would produce
one more "diversity of Interest" at the national
level to frustrate the natural propensity of factions
to dominate the whole through control of the machinery
of the national government . H

^Daniel Davis, An Address to the Inhabitants of the
District of Maine Upon the Subject of Their Separation From
bhe Present Government of Massachusetts by One of Their
Fellow Citizens. (Portland; Thomas Wait, April T791). Here
after cited in this chapter by page number only.

10 PP. 7-8.
1 :Lpp. 8-9.
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3.

”. . . we shall have government administered In
the midst of the people.” The closer the rulers the
less likely that tyrants may arise among the people.
More importantly, the District with all its parts is
a homogeneous community.
Wise legislation, enacted
by those who are a product of such a society must
necessarily be pleasing to it. Maine’s interests
differ from those of Massachusetts, much of the legi
slation enacted in Boston, while furthering the in
terests of the people of Massachusetts proper, collide
with those of Maine . 12
The connection with Massachusetts has produced in
Maine a "melancholly state of religion and learning.”
Admitting that this condition was due more to the
neglect of Maine people than to those of Massachusetts
proper, still, if a legislature is introduced ’’into
the very center of the mischief," the quicker it would
be abolished.!3
5. Separation would permit "the sitting of a Supreme
Judicial Court twice a year in some, and once at
least in all counties." Since only one term is held
annually in the counties of York, Cumberland, and
Lincoln, and none in Washington and Hancock Informed
in 1789 from Lincoln], much Judicial business is
never attended to. Davis relates a number of instan
ces where Individuals were Jailed for as many as 10
and 11 months awaiting trial. Not only was this poor
Judicial practice but unnecessarily expensive due to
the fact that it cost over "sixty pounds” a year to
support prisoners. By supporting courts for Washing
ton and Hancock Counties, Davis no doubt wished to
appeal to an area where anti-separation sentiment was
strong.1^

6.

The unequal tax burden assumed by Maine people,
the result of a general valuation throughout the
commonwealth, would be overcome.
"For this injury
there can be no radical cure but a system of revenue
founded upon a valuation of the property of this dis
trict in particular.”15

12pp. 12-1

-l-3pp. 1^-16.
1-^pp. 16-19.
The complaint about the courts was a
carry over from the 178^-1789 grievances, only partially
met by the creation of a court at Wiscasset ^Pownalborough'

1 5pp. 19 -20 .

This complaint was also a carry over
from the previous period somewhat diminished in its________
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7. The District had nearly thirty unincorporated
plantations in the back country containing hundreds
who were denied the right to vote. Independence
would permit them to incorporate. More importantly,
allowing these people representation would diminish
their radicalism:
"When they are called upon to bear
their proportion of the public burthens, tneir repre
sentatives will be instrumental in quieting the com
plaints which generally follow ([their] demands, by
removing their apprehensions that their rulers are
spending their money unnecessarily. . . . "
This
should result in harmony replacing contention between
"them and the people."1 °

8.

Independence would "induce men of learning and
education to settle in [Maine]." This, in turn,
would attract immigrants who, by the encouragement of
an understanding legislature, could obtain free land
and tax free status until they became established.17

9.

Salaries paid public officials; business that has
to be done in Boston; and taxes paid to the state,
take money from the District that would remain in the
new state.
10.
"The appointment of such state officers as now
are, or in future may be in the gift of the federal
administration" will be made from Massachusetts prop
er, Maine being considered only an appendage of Mass
achusetts. Davis illustrates this point by alluding
to the appointment to be made shorty of a supervisor
of the excise for Massachusetts.
He argues that the
President "could not with propriety appoint to it a
person whose place of residence is remote from [Bos
ton]." As a separate state, such a supervisor would
come from Portland and enjoy the "handsome . . . emo
luments of the office. "-*-9
11. Maine will financially be better off with a separ
ation.
The costs of government will be less. Davis
proceeds to demonstrate the truth of this by an elab-

appeal by the increase in prosperity.

I6pp . 20-21.
17p.

22.

1 8p p. 2 2 - 2 3 .
!9P P . 23-25.
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orate and, what appears to be, an arbitrary selection
of figures . 20
Davis, next, turned his attention to refuting the argu
ments against separation the most Important of which re
volved around the alleged scarcity of money and talent in
the District.
To those who believed that Maine had too few learned
and experienced men to staff a separate government, Davis
answered that for the legislative and executive branches
‘'neither sublimity of genius, nor profoundity of erudition,
are absolutely necessary."

Anticipating Andrew Jackson

by forty years, he argued that the nature of the business
coming before legislatures is such that "men of common
understanding and sound Judgment" may perform it.

And, he

added, " I trust we have as great a proportion of such men
in the District . . ., as there are in any part of the
Commonwealth."
The Judiciary on the other hand, must be staffed by
men of "great abilities and integrity" as custodians of
the law.

"I flatter myself that four or five men may be

found in the District . . . whose knowledge of the law,
whose integrity and Judgment will be found equal to an
honourable discharge of the duties of a Supreme Court."
In order to conserve for necessary Jobs the supply of -

20PP. 25-31.
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men of talent, Davis recommended that both the offices of
Lieutenant Governor, and the Governor’s Council be omitted
from a new government.

The Lieutenant Governor, after

all, would be a "superfluous and useless officer," who
"would be nothing more than a kind of death watch to the
Governour, waiting, and perhaps wishing for his decease,
or removal."

As for the council, Davis observed that if

the President of the United States can get along without
one, certainly the governor of a state should be able
21
to.
Davis’ remarks can hardly be described as extreme.
As suggested previously, they reflected the frustrations
experienced by a collection of men convinced of their own
capabilities who found their ambitions circumscribed by
their political allies who wielded power in Boston.

Con

servative by temperment, they desired only to be liberated
from what they believed unnecessary constraints that
blocked their every effort to create a new commonwealth
modeled on the old and with them firmly in control.

Hope

fully, they looked forward in anticipation to the first
real test of separation strength in Maine at the election
scheduled for May, 1792.

On May 7. 1792, the first state sanctioned election on the

21 PP* 35-^7.
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The results by counties

separation question was held.
as follows:

FIGURE I
VOTES BY COUNTIES- -SEPARATION ELECTION, MAY 1792a
Yeas

Nays

Total

Y o r k ........
Cumberland . .
Lincoln. . . .
Hancock. . . .
Washington . .

202
618
1090

991
596
501

1193
12141591

1

91

TOTALS . . .

2074

252 ^

County

163

31*5

508
92

4598*

Source: a. William Willis, History of Portland. (Port
land: Charles Day & Co., 1833)» IIt
p. 258 .
*Edward Stanwood tabulated the votes located in the Massa
chusetts Archives and found 2,4-38 nays to 2,084- yeas, o n .
clt.. p. 137.
Willis' totals are presented only because
they are broken down by counties. Also Willis in adding
the nay column got a sum of 2,525 which his own figures do
not corroborate.
For complete totals by town, see Appen
dix V.
Both sides could take satisfaction from the results.
Separationlsts pointed to the fact that 83 of the 89 towns
and plantations that returned votes gave an aggregate
majority of 273 for separation and that the question was
actually defeated in six York County towns— Wells, Arundel,
Kittery, Sanford, Lebanon, and Berwick— that gave only 12
votes for separation and 634- against.

Opponents pointed

to the obvious— the question had lost and to the fact that
only 4-,598 people out of a population that numbered nearly
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100,000 bothered to vote at all.
Prom Figure I, it is clear that the greatest support
for the cause came from Lincoln County where squatterproprietor friction was most pronounced.

The eastern

counties of Washington and Hancock joined with York in
opposition.

The reason for the opposition in Washington

and Hancock counties remains unexplained.

A letter written

by a citizen of York County to George Thacher, the Dis
trict’s only representative in Washington, explains why
York County was opposed.

The writer, Daniel Sewall of

York, explained that he and others opposed the erection of
Maine into an independent state for the reason that the
capitol in Maine would be further away from most places in
the county than was Boston.

As for the principle of

separation, he did not object and then added:
But I should think it much more expedient
that the County of York, or a major part of it,
should be annexed to New Hampshire; and perhaps
it might be effected without much difficulty if
matters were properly managed. 2
Above all, however, a close analysis of the vote dis
tribution pattern reveals that by and large inland towns
were in favor of a separation while towns located along the
soast were generally opposed.

The reason for this division

^^Daniel Sewall to George Thacher, March 26, 1792,
Thacher MSS (BPL), Vol. 5, No. 711.
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lay in the belief held by many members of the mercantile
community that a separation would result in irreparable
damage to their commerce.

This belief, in turn, was der

ived from the existence of the "Coasting Law" of 1789, a
law the provisions of which will be dealt with shortly.
Clearly a more persistent group never lived than the
most of those men who championed the cause of separation
between 1785 and 1797.

Rebuffed time and again, they re

fused to concede defeat.

In October 1793. the proponents,

with Peleg Wadsworth once again taking a leading role,
struck upon a new gimmick by which they hoped to drive a
wedge between Massachusetts and Maine.

The Massachusetts

Constitution of 1780 contained the provision £Chap. VI,
Art. X] that in the year 1795. the people should be
called upon to give their sentiments on the desirability
of revising the constitution.

This occasion, it was hoped,

would provide a convenient opportunity to make the break
with the least difficulty.

Accordingly, the following

notice was printed in the Portland papers:
As the time of revising the constitution of
this Commonwealth is fast approaching, and as it
seems the general opinion that a separation of
Maine must then take place; it is earnestly re
quested that as many gentlemen as conveniently
can, will attend at the court-house tomorrow
evening, at six o'clock, to consider and adopt
such measures as shall appear most expeditious
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to effect the above mentioned Important o b j e c t . 2 3
The meeting was held on October 17, 1793*

Peleg Wadsworth

was chosen chairman and Samuel Freeman, clerk.

The con

clusions of the members were embodied in four votes passed
at the meeting which in substance repeated the assertion
that the year 1795 would provide an ideal time to separate
Maine from Massachusetts.

A committee of fourteen was

chosen to write to the selectmen of the towns and planta-

Jeremiah Perley, The Debates, Resolutions, and other
Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates, Assembled at
Portland on the 11th, and Continued Until the 29th Day of
October. 1^19, For the Purpose of Forming A Constitution
for the State of Maine, (Portland: A. Shirley, 1820), p.
292. Fortunately, Perley found the records of the con
ventions held in Portland in 1793-9^ in the papers of Na
thaniel Dummer of Hallowell, the secretary of the con
vention of 179^.
Otherwise, they would probably have been
lost.
2^Samuel Freeman (17^3-1831) was born in Portland
(Falmouth), the sone of a Harvard educated merchant.
Young Freeman was a jack of all trades, school teacher,
merchant, and part time lawyer.
His engagement in law
angered other lawyers who resented the fact that Freeman
had never studied the law. As a result they made it impos
sible for him to continue practicing.
Indignant, Freeman
turned to a career of professional office holding in which
he must have held a record.
In 1797, he noted that he held
the following offices: Justice of the Peace, Register of
Probate, Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas, Clerk of the
Court of General Sessions, Post-master, selectman, school
committee member, treasurer of Bowdoin College, and at
least a half dozen more. An Inveterate snuff-taker who
was a member of the Continental Congress in 1775 and also
a member of a committee of correspondence, Freeman had the
most to lose of any Maine Federalist with the rise of the
Republican Party in the first two decades of the nineteenth
century.
Details of Freeman's life may be found in Willis,
The Law, the Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine, op. cit.,

351-35S.
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tions requesting them to call meetings for the choice of
delegates to a District wide convention scheduled for De
cember 31, 1793 at the Cumberland County Court House in
25
Portland.
The response to the call was disappointing.
fifteen towns sent delegates.

Only

They were— from York County,

Fryeburg, Brownfield and Waterborough; Cumberland County,
Portland, Falmouth, Gorham, and Hebron; Lincoln County,
Hallowell, Bowdoin, Winthrop, Readfield, Monmouth, Mount
Vernon, and Winslow.

The poor attendance was attributed

to the ’’inclement season of the year" and "other circum-

26
stances."

The convention chose Daniel Cony

of Hallowell

chairman, and Samuel Freeman clerk, and despite the poor
attendance, proceeded to name a committee to consider what
was to be done to report its conclusions to the convention
2^The text of the votes passed and the letter sent to
the selectmen can be found in Appendix IV.
26
Daniel Cony, a physician, was one of the leading men
of Hallowell, then Augusta, for nearly fifty years.
During
the Revolution, he fought with Gates at Saratoga.
Inter
ested in education, he was instrumental in obtaining char
ters for Hallowell Academy and Bowdoin College. Later, he
founded Cony Female Academy in Augusta.
His diary reveals
a man who was meticulously attentive to details "meeting
his every engagement and obligation with punctilious pre
cision." Three of his four daughters married men who be
came an attorney-general of Maine, a U.S. Senator from
Maine, and a chief justice of the Maine Supreme Court. Two
of his grandsons were Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine (18636 5 ) and Melville Weston Fuller, Chief-Justice of the United
States Supreme Court (1888-1910). Details of his disting
uished career with extracts from his diary, can be found in
Charles E. Nash, The History of Augusta (Augusta: Nash,
1904); [Copyright, Edith Hary, 1961J, pp. 171-173. 465; and
James North, The History of Augusta. (Augusta: Clapp and
North, 1870), pp. 169 -1 7 0 .
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as a whole.27
It Is apparent that the committee found itself in a
quandary as to the proper course of action to recommend.
The poor attendance suggested that interest in a separation
remained low and the absence of any representatives from
Hancock and Washington counties reminded them that their
iesign to erect the five counties of the District into an
independent state was opposed by the two eastern counties.
In addition, York County people had never evinced an in
terest in the scheme.

This left only Cumberland and Lin

coln counties with any enthusiasm at all for the plan.

No

ioubt there were those among the committee who recommended
that the subject be dropped and buried as it had been once.
Still

another objection was raised by opponents

which in the long history of the separation movement
proved to be the bete noire of the separationists.

Con

gress enacted in the year 1789 the so-called "Coasting
28
Law."
By this law a coasting vessel sailing along the
Atlantic coast was required to enter and clear at a custom
house both coming and going in every state except states
that were contiguous to the state from which the vessel
miled.

Each stop required that a fee be paid.

Thus, if

The minutes of the December 31. 1793 convention are
bo be found in Appendix IV.
28

U.S. Statutes at Large. 1 Cong., 1 Sess., Chap. XI,
Sec. 2 5 . Superceded by U.S. Statutes at Large. 2nd Cong.,
2nd Sess., Chap. VIII, Sec. 1 8 .

-
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a vessel hailed from New Jersey destined for Savannah,
Georgia, It would be able to by pass Delaware and Pennsyl
vania, contiguous states, but would have to enter cus
toms In Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, non
contiguous states.

This was repeated on the return voyage

to New Jersey resulting in eight entries and clearances
for the round trip.

It was not the fees to which many ob

jected, for they were nominal, but to the breaking up of
what could have been a non-stop voyage.

The time lost re

sulted not only in inconvenience but represented a con
siderable extra expense.
Shippers in the District of Maine soon became aware
that they were in a singularly fortunate position in re
spect to the Coasting Law.

A ship leaving a Maine port

had clear sailing to the south as far as New Jersey.

New

Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut and New York were by
passed since they were all contiguous with Massachusetts
of which the District was a part.

A separation, as many

had argued in 17 9 2 , would necessitate giving up this ad
vantage for then only the state of New Hampshire would be
contiguous.

What had previously been a non-stop voyage

from Maine to New Jersey would become, after separation,
a broken voyage with stops at Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York.

Little wonder that through the

years the most adamant opponents of separation came from
Maine seaport communities.
However, instead of bowing to the logic of the facts
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before them and dropping the subject, the more resolute
members of the committee devised an ingenious scheme by
which they hoped to retieve what seemed like a lost cause.
Since both Hancock and Washington counties had manifested
no interest in a separation, they recommended that the two
counties be permitted to remain with Massachusetts.

The

remaining three counties— Lincoln, Cumberland, and York—
which they believed contained a majority of people in
favor of separation would press for a separation.

What

they did not say, but undoubtedly what was also in their
minds, was the recognition that such an arrangement would
also obviate the objections of those who feared the re
sults of a separation on the coasting trade.

For with

Washington and Hancock counties remaining with Massachu
setts, the new state would continue to border the same
states as before a separation.

The plan was endorsed by

all but three members of the convention and a call was
made to towns to send delegates to still another convention
to be assembled in Portland, June 18, 179^» at which time
29
the plan, hopefully, would be pursued further.
The convention that assembled at the Episcopal Church
in Portland on June 18, 179^ was better attended than the
December 1793 meeting.

Twenty-five delegates representing
30
seventeen towns were present.
William Gorham who nearly
2^The report of the committee and reasons for its
conclusions are found in Appendix IV.
3°The delegates were from the following towns:

From
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ten years before chaired the first convention held in
Portland was elected chairman.

Nathaniel Dummer of Hallo-

well was chosen clerk.
A committee of nine, three each from the counties of
York, Cumberland, and Lincoln, was appointed on the first
day of the three-day session to report to the convention
as a whole its recommendations.

On Friday,June 19. the

report was received, debated, and accepted by the con
vention which ordered 300 copies printed to be sent to
towns in the District.
that has survived.

An extract from the report is all

The extract reveals that the committee

looked into the subject of the expense for a new govern
ment and concluded that with independence, the people of the
31
three counties would save £1550 in taxes.
In addition,
Perley, ojd. cit.. p. 295.
York County
Fryeburg, Moses Ames
Brownfield, Henry Y. Brown
Biddeford, Prentice Mellon
Parsonsfield, Thomas Parsons
Lincoln County
Hallowell, Nathaniel Dummer
Readfield, John Hubbard
Winthrop, Nathaniel Fairbanks
Green, Benjamin Morrell
Georgetown, John fiodgers
Bowdoin, Samuel TibbetLewiston and Gore, Joel Thompson
West Pond, Joel Richardson

Cumberland County
Falmouth, Nathaniel Wilson
John Quimby
Standish, John Dean
Portland, Thomas Motley
Salmon Chase
Col. James Lunt
William Symmes
John Bagley
Gorham,
William Gorham
Edmund Phinney
George Lewis

^ T h e Minutes of the June 18-20, 179^# meeting which
include the extract from the committee report and the cir
cular letter sent to towns can be found in Appendix IV.
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a circular letter was prepared to accompany the report in
which it was claimed that separation was inevitable; that
it would come sooner or later, and that due to the fact
that the convention agreed that the inconviences produced
by the union with Massachusetts were "almost intolerable,"
32
the sooner the better.
The convention then adjourned
until October 14, 1794.
Despite ingenious plotting and amazing perserverance,
it became obvious that this second phase of the separation
movement was to be no more successful than the first.

At

the meeting held on October 14, 179**. it was concluded
that prosperity required "a total separation" and that any'
thing less would not be salutary "but dangerous," "as it
33
might amuse and deceive the people for awhile."
The
convention adjourned until January 28, 1795» at which time
a pamphlet of thirty-one pages was presented to the people
of Lincoln, Cumberland, and York counties with a request
that they give their votes for or against a separation of
the three counties at the time of the gubernatorial elec34
tions in April, 1795.
So little interest was shown by
the people— the vote in Portland was only 19 yeas to 10
35
nays—
that any further effort at this time was deemed

32lbid.
•^William Willis, History of Portland, II, p. 260.

3^ibld.
35ibid.
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useless.
After ten years and more than a dozen conventions
separation was no nearer to success than when the movement
first began.

Maine people were simply unimpressed with

the arguments presented to them by the leaders of the
movement and until they could be excited there was no
chance of success.
Before the end of the century, however, one further
attempt was made by the leaders of the movement.

At the

winter session of the General Court in 1797, a number of
petitions from towns in the District were submitted pray
ing that another state sanctioned vote be permitted on the
question of separation in the District.

Contrary to all

expectations, the General Court authorized and Governor
Sam Adams approved on March 2, 1797. a vote to be taken
the following May 10, on the question:

"Shall application

be made to the legislature for their consent to a separa
tion of the District of Maine from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and that the same may be erected into a
36
State?"
This time the counties of Washington and Han
cock were not to be excluded.
It is not at all clear what factors were operating
to produce this sudden upsurge in interest in 1797.

^^Wlllis, History of Portland. II, p. 26l.

Cer-
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tainly, politics were not unimportant.

According to

Alexander Baring of the firm of Baring Brothers, London,
owner of a half million acres of land in eastern Maine
purchased from his father-in-law William Bingham,
"the Federal Party or political supporters of gov
ernment in this country and consequently all the
leading characters in New England wish for the
separation to strengthen their party in Congress
and ballance the addition of the last new states
of Kentucky,and Tenisee. which are under Virginia
[Democratic] influence.37
Baring supported separation.

To those who believed that

the settlers of Maine would prove difficult to handle if
separation took place, he offered the opinion that they
were not as radical as many alarmists claimed:

"The re

fusal of their independence [up to then] and satisfaction
with the dominion of Massachusetts proves in my opinion
38
great moderation and wisdom . . . ."
Henry Knox who, as
a proprietor, experienced difficulties with settlers,
39
agreed with Baring.
Both men hoped that a separation
would swing immigrants into Maine and, thus, boost the
value of their lands.

Knox, however, thought that a sep-

aration was at least seven years away.

^Alexander Baring to Hope & Co., December 3» 1796,
quoted in Allis, ojd. cit.. II, p. 791.
38Ibid.
39Henry Knox to William Bingham, October 22, 1797
printed in Ibid., pp. 873 - 876 .
^°Ibid.
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Contrary to Baring's claim, not all Federalists were
in favor of a separation.

The influential David Cobb of

Gouldsboro [Mainej, one of Bingham's agents in Maine and
many times president of the Massachusetts' Senate, feared
that any increase in the value of lands resulting from a
separation would be more than offset by the threat to the
private property rights of proprietors.

With unusual can

dor, Cobb wrote Bingham that
The reason . . . why so few bad verdicts [against
proprietorsj are given by jurors in this District
is the opinion generally entertained of the great
abilities of the Judges of the Supreme Court, and
the respect and regard, or rather fear, they have
for . . . the laws of the old government of which
they are part only. But remove this restraint,
and you will have little justice in the District,
except in the western counties [York and Cumber
land].
The principle of levelism is so strong in
man that it requires a length of time for him to

Bingham who, as the owner of the larger holdings in the
District, had the most to lose by any precipate action of
the settlers was at first impressed by his son-in-laws'
reasoning,

but after being worked on by men like Cobb

finally concluded: "I am well satisfied with the present
state of things."

^ D a v l d Cobb to William Bingham, September 7. 1797.
Ibid., pp. 859-60.
William Bingham to David Cobb, October 2, 1797.
Ibid., p. 870.
^ W i l l i a m Bingham to Henry Knox, November 2, 1797.
Ibid . , P. 879.______ _________________
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There were many in the General Court who, likewise,
opposed a separation.

Before the winter session of 1797

adjourned they passed a bill that authorized the transfer
of the records of the Supreme Judicial Court from Boston
to the shire towns of the several counties.

Separation-

ists had complained for years that the retention of the
records in Boston had necessitated expensive trips to the
state capitol.

Presumably, some of the more adamant
44

separationists were partially placated by this change.
At the May elections in 1797 only 5,201 votes were
cast.

Those in favor of requesting the legislature to

grant a separation were in the majority— 2,789 to 2,412.
45
Distributed by counties the totals were as follows:

York
Cumberland
Lincoln, Hancock and Washington

Yeas
2 59
741
1785
278?

Nays
494
541
1322
2412

An analysis of the returns reveals that the opposition
to separation was centered in the seaport towns.

This

fact is explained, no doubt, by the fear with which the
shippers viewed the separation with its likely effect on

^Willis,

=

History of Portland. II, p. 26l.

^ Returns of Votes For and Against a Separation of the
District of Maine from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
1797. Massachusetts Archives: Returns 47&20. For the
complete returns by towns see Appendix V.

the coasting trade.

Of the approximately forty towns

voting against separation, only seven were inland commu
nities.

Geographically, the greatest opposition came from

York County where many preferred a union with New Hamp
shire to a separate state and from Hancock and Washington
counties in which only one town, Orland, voted for separ
ation.
Support for separation, as expected, came from the
interior.

Of the roughly sixty-five towns supporting

separation, only twelve were seaport towns.

The town

ships carved out of the Plymouth Patent, or Kennebec Pur
chase, where squatter-proprietor friction was greatest
supported separation overwhelmingly except for two towns.
As had occurred in 1792, a large majority of the towns and
plantations favored separation but because many of them
contained so few people, the more populous seaport com
munities were able to counteract their Influence on the
total vote.

In addition, the opposition in York County was

so great that the huge majorities against a separation,
achieved in many towns nullified the totals obtained by
separatlonlsts elsewhere.

The following totals for five
kG

York County towns dramatically illustrates this point:

^6Ibid.
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Yeas
3
0
15
1
1
20

York
Kittery
Wells
Berwick
Shapleigh

Nays
79
85
115
88
62
^9

Perhaps the most interesting fact that emerged from
the election of 1797 was the divergence of interest that
occurred between the leaders of the movement and the mass
of people who were its most faithful supporters.

The

leadership as in the past came from the more substantial
elements in many towns.

Yet, opposition in the very towns

from which they came remained strong.

Gorham, for example,

the home of William Gorham, rejected a separation in 1797
by a vote of 30-26.

The best the separationists could do

in Portland, the home of many of the leaders, was 26 votes
in favor and 70 votes against.
While it is true that the coasting law objection hurt
them badly in towns like Portland, the fact remains that
their greatest support came from those with whom they were
least in sympathy, the newly arrived settler-squatter
class.

History records strange bedfellows at times.

In

this case both groups wanted a separation for different
reasons.

When it became clear, as it did within the next

decade, that a separation would not result in the establish
ment of the moderate element as the ruling group in Maine

^7ibid.
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because the people would not have permitted this to
happen, most of the moderates became zealous advocates of
continuing the union with Massachusetts under whose pro
tective wing they sought refuge from the democratic forces
unleashed in the District.
Even though the separationists gained a slight major
ity in the election, the General Court ignored the result.
No doubt the fact that only about 5000 votes out of a pop
ulation exceeding 100,000 was the main reason for this.

f
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CHAPTER III
THE JEFFERSONIAN DEMOCRATS CAPTURE CONTROL OF THE
SEPARATION MOVEMENT
As the eighteenth century gave way to the nineteenth,
it was obvious to all that the District of Maine had made
great strides in the decade of the 1790’s,

For those like

William Bingham, who gambled on Maine’s future growth to
increase the value of his lands, and to William King, who
had moved to Bath on the lower Kennebec in 1799» where he
would soon become that town's and the District's leading
citizen, there was every reason to be encouraged about the
future.

The Napoleonic Wars had thrown England's carrying

trade to American shippers and Maine enjoyed her share of
it.

In 179^» ^9»769 tons of shipping were registered in

the District.
tons.

In 1807, that figure had trebled to 1*1-8,0*18

Bath, drawing upon the towns in the Kennebec valley,

Increased its tonnage from about 8,000 to nearly 22,000
1
between the years 1798 and 1807.
Maine's population in
creased from 96 ,6*13 in 1790 to 1 5 1 ,7 1 9 In 1800, and by

1810 would reach 228,705 producing an increase! demand for
2
goods that in turn generated increased prosperity.

In

^William H. Rowe, The Maritime History of Maine, (New
York: W. W. Norton, 19^277 p. 317.
^William Williamson, The History of the State of
Maine, etc., (Hallowe11: Glazier, Masters & Co., 1832),
11, pp. "351, 590, 6 1 7 . Part of this increase came from
the stimulating effect on settlement of an act of the Gen
eral Court that granted 200 acres on the eastern frontier,
to soldiers who served three years in the Revolutionary
War.
Ibid.. p. 5 9 1 .
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addition, the founding of banks, the building of toll
roads, and even the establishment of a small cotton and
woolen mill by William King in 1809 gave hope that the
future would be bright.
In 1799* Kennebec County was carved out of Lincoln,
and in 1809 Oxford was formed from parts of Cumberland and
York, reflecting the fact that the interior was being
rapidly populated by newly arrived peoples from Massachu
setts and New Hampshire.

In 1790, there were 71 incor

porated towns in the District.

This figure had increased

to 126 by the end of the 1800, and would continue to grow;
in 1810, there were 179 corporate towns.

It was against

the background of this great economic expansion that the
Republican Party grew to become the major political force
in the District.

The victory of Jefferson and Burr in 1800 injected a
new element into the separation question.

During the next

few years, it became evident that the Federalist party
nationally and even in Massachusetts was in a state of
sharp decline.

The psychology of success would be re

placed by the psychology of defeat as Democratic-Republi
cans rolled up electoral victories at a monotonous rate.
In Maine, between 1805 and 1820, voters cast their lots
with the Democratic-Republican candidate for Governor
every year and in four years— 1807, 1808 , 1810, 1811—
Democratic-Republican majorities in Maine were so large
that they elected Democratic-Republican governors, the
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only times this occurred in the sixteen year period.
The growth of the Jeffersonian influence in the Dis
trict had a great effect on the separation movement.

Fed

eralists who had championed the cause, for the most part,
in the 1780's and 179 0 's, saw that the creation of a new
state would leave them in a hopeless minority situation.
As a result, one by one, most of the old leaders defected
to the opposition.
The first indication of this shift among Federalists
came in 1802 and 1803, just before the Democratic-Republi
can triumph of 1805 that put Maine irreversably in the
Jeffersonian camp.

In the fall of 1802, Portland Feder

alists, including Stephen Longfellow, Jr., through the me
dium of Jenks Portland Gazette, a lineal descendent of the
Falmouth Gazette, renewed the call for a separation without
3
distinction of party.
The town rebuffed them by voting
not to petition the legislature but Longfellow, Ezekiel
Whitman, and Nicolas Emery, attached their names to a petition anyway.

Both Whitman and Emery were two Federa

lists who continued to support separation long after their
compatriots had abandoned it.

However, from Hallowell on

the Kennebec, where separation was considered a Republican
measure, came a different chant from a leading Federalist,

3Jenks Portland Gazette, November 8, 1802.
cited J.P.G.

Hereafter

^Louis Hatch, "Separation from Massachusetts," Maine,
A History, (New York: The American Historical Society,
1919), I, p. 113.
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Samuel Wilde.

Wilde, one of the foremost lawyers in the

District whose practice was not harmed by the fees he re5
ceived from proprietory interests,
saw nothing beneficial
to be derived from a separation for his party or the pro
prietors.

He wrote David Cobb, who served the same inter

ests, that "there is a spirit in the people of Maine hos
tile to all correct notions respecting title to lands.

To

flatter this spirit would be the business of unprincipled
and ambitious men" like Henry Dearborn, Jefferson's Secre
tary of War, and a resident of Pittstown on the Kennebec
where he was a symbol of the promised new order of things.
Dearborn, Wilde predicted, would surely become governor
and this would "make every honest man sick of his new

6
state."
From Washington, where he represented Lincoln, Han
cock, and Washington counties in Congress, the Federalist
Sam Thatcher of Warren was equally concerned by the news
that separation was being agitated by Portland party mem-

^Wilde (1771-1855) in 1814, with Stephen Longfellow,
Jr., the son of the above mentioned, went to Hartford.
In
1815, he was appointed by the Federalist Caleb Strong as
a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, a position he
held until 1 8 5 1 , longer than any other jurist except the
first Samuel Sewall who served from 1692 to 1728. Wilde
was one of the most unyielding Federalists in the District.
Upon separation in 1820, he moved to Massachusetts to keep
his jndgjeship and to escape the Maine Democracy.
For de
tails on his career see William Willis, The L a w , The
Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine, pp. 1?3-17&.
^Samuel Wilde to David Cobb, January 2, 1802, Allis,
o p . cit.. p. 1143.
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bers.

To both Cobb and Henry Knox he wrote that Federal

ists in the country no longer, as they had in the late
1790's, thought of separation as an answer to Democratic
gains in the South.

"Separation is considered by federal

ists here as a dangerous thing to federalism.

New England

now stands almost alone to stem the destructive torrent
of disorder and innovation and Massachusetts is the most
7
important among the federal states."
Independence would
produce in fact two more Republican senators, contrary to
the views of some and even worse, the legislature of the
new state would be Republican.
When we shall call a convention, every petty
town will send a delegate where as at present our
representatives to the legislature are principally
from the largest and most Federal towns. The con
sequence will be that a greater proportion of ob
scure and ignorant men will come forward who will
naturally be inclined to democracy.°
But above all, reiterated Thatcher, the fate of Federalism
nationally depended on Massachusetts:

"It seems necessary

particularly at this time that there should be a large
state in the north to counter-ballance Virginia," for if,
"Massachusetts goes there can be no longer any effectual

^Samuel Thatcher to Henry Knox, January 26, 1803.
Henry Knox MSS, (M.H.S.) Vol. XLV, No. 77.
o
Samuel Thatcher to David Cobb, January 16, 1803.
Allis, op. cit., p. 1153.
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resistance from any quarter."9
As events developed the fears of Wilde and Thatcher
proved premature.

While sixty towns petitioned the Gener

al Court in January 1803 requesting that body to authorize
the holding of a convention in Maine the delegates to
which would be authorized, if it deemed justified, to draw
10
up a constitution, the General Court refused to act.
Martin Kinsley, Democratic-Republican representative from
Hampden, reported that when the petitions were received a
full meeting of the members of the General Court from
Maine was held but "a strange kind of silence and reserve
on the subject as to its merits prevailed.”

Perhaps both

Republicans and Federalists at this point were unsure
which party would benefit most from a separation and were
reluctant to urge its adoption.

In any event, wrote Kins

ley, the subject received its ‘'quietus whence it will
sleep till the separation fever, (which appears to be of

11
the intermitting kind) shall come on again."
The political upheaval that Wilde and Thatcher

^Samuel Thatcher to Henry Knox; Samuel Thatcher to
David Cobb, ojd. cit. and Ibid.
copy of one of the petitions was printed in the
Portland Eastern Argus, November 15, 1815.
It is printed
in Appendix VI.
Other petitions included the signatures
of Daniel Davis, Samuel Freeman, Stephen Longfellow, Peleg
Chandler, Dummer Sewall and Jeremiah Hill, all of whom
participated in early conventions and who were Federalists.
Eastern Argus. November 15, 1815.
^•iMartin Kinsley to William King, February 13. 1803.
WKMSS, (Me. H.S.), Box 2.
______
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feared took place in the first decade of the nineteenth
century.

In 1804, the Federalist candidate for governor

carried Maine by only 170 votes.

The previous four years

had seen Federalist sweeps by as much as two to one mar
gins.
Figure II
VOTE FOR GOVERNOR IN THE DISTRICT OF MAINE - 1800-I8l9a
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819

Federalist
3.883
5.308
6,5 36
5,718
6,755
7,201
7,771
8,010
8,983
11,829
10,331
8,432
12,440
13,735
13,726

11,9 2 2
11,542
10,746
9,008
9.077

Democratic
3,111
3,797
3,162
2,002
6,58 5
9,378
11,400
12,324
12,408
13,096
13,889
12,849
17,841
14,805
16,384
15,776
16.776
13,406
11.413
10,998

Scattered
1,064
68
42
123
35
37
66
90
100
66
75
57
63
503
43
55
37
69
—

Total
8,058
9,173
9,740
7,843
13.375
16,616
19,237
20,424
21,491
24,991
24,295
21,338
30,344
29,043
30,153
27,753
28,355
24,221
20,421
21,075

Source: Return of Votes. 1800-1819 for Governor and
Lieutenant Governor. Massachusetts Archives.
Fassett, o p .
cit., p. 199. also contains a table of votes from 1794 to
1820.
His figures do not match mine in all respects. A
double check by me revealed no errors in my tabulation.
Maine gave Samuel Adams, a Democrat, a majority of its votes
in the elections of 1794, 1795 and 1796.
Subsequent Feder
alist landslides down to 1804 suggests that Adams' vic
tories were personal rather than victories for the party
which didn't exist in any meaningful sense during the 1790's
The next year, 1805# James Sullivan, Maine born
Attorney-General of the Commonwealth polled a 2,000 vote
majority over the Federalist candidate Caleb Strong. £Mass-

9^
achusetts and Maine voted for Jefferson and Burr in 180^3
and from this time to 1819, the Federalists were unable to
win another gubernatorial election in the District.
There were three major centers of Democratic strength
in Maine during these years.*

One of the centers was lo

cated in York County, the home base of Richard Cutts.
Cutts was the son of Thomas Cutts who received a "mercan
tile education" in the counting room of Sir William Pepperrell and, as a result, became a wealthy merchant.
Richard was sent to Harvard from which he graduated in
1790 with Josiah Quincy, the arch-Federalist who eventu
ally stood alone in his opposition to the separation of
Maine.

After several years in Europe, "this gentleman

from Maine" returned to his home in Saco.

In 1800, he

failed in an attempt to unseat George Thacker : of Biddeford
the Federalist representative to Congress.

But in 1801,

Thacher was elevated to the Massachusetts Supreme Court
and Cutts finished first in a special election that saw
several candidates aspiring to succeed Thacher.

No sooner

had he arrived in Washington than he began to court Anna
Payne, the sister of Dolly Payne Madison.

His marriage in

*For the identification of these three centers, I am
indebted to the work of Paul Goodman, The Democratic-Re
publicans of Massachusetts, Politics of a Young Republic.
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 196*1-), pp. 119-12A.
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1804, brought him into extremely close association with
James Madison, Jefferson's Secretary of State, into whose
house the Cutts moved.

The gentleman from Saco with

Henry Dearborn, Jefferson's Secretary of War, became the
chief contact of Maine Republicans in the councils of the
national party leaders.

12

Through the influence of Cutts the Jeffersonaian Re
publicans gained their first newspaper in Maine, the Port
land Eastern Argus, the first issue of which was published
by the editors, Nathaniel P. Willis and Calvin Day, Septem
13
ber 8, 1803.

12Details of Cutts' career can be found in Henry
Burrage, "Richard Cutts" Collections of the Maine Histori
cal Society. Second Series, VIII (18977, pp. 1-25. In
addition Irving Brant in his James Madison, the President
1809-1812 (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1956), pp. 188, 311
380 410, 446, 447, 501. provides interesting insights into
the relationship between the Madisons and the Cutts.
Richard and Anna Cutts frequently lived in the White House
during Madison's two terms.
In 1814, after the White House
was burned, the President and Mrs. Madison moved into the
Cutts' home in Washington.
In 1812, Cutts was defeated in
an attempt to retain his House seat by Cyrus King of Saco,
the Federalist brother of William King.
Madison then du
tifully appointed Cutts Superintendent of Military Sup
plies.
In 1817, before Madison left office, he made Cutts
Second Comptroller of the Currency, a position he held un
til he was removed by Jackson in 1829.
Cutts, a poor manager of money, was nearly ruined by
the War of 1812, and by speculation in North Carolina gold
mines.'.' He borrowed heavily from Madison whoccould not
afford it, and in the 1830 's nearly pulled the former
President under. Eventually Cutts landed in debtor's
prison.
Nearly penniless from the kindnesses shown her
sister and her husband, Dolly Madison was forced to sell
her husband's private papers.
•^Portland Eastern Argus, December 1, 1806. Here
after cited E.A. In I 806, one Joseph Bartlett who chal-

*
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After 1812, when Cutts left Congress, his Republican
following in York County was inherited by John Holmes of
Alfred and William Pitt Preble of Saco, both of whom will
figure prominently in this narrative later on.
Another center of Republican strength was located in
Kennebec County, the most Republican of the counties in
the District.

The rise of the party in this area was in

timately tied to the careers of Henry Dearborn and John
Chandler.
Dearborn was born in New Hampshire, but left the
colony to study medicine before the Resolution.

During

the war, he fought at Bunker Hill ^Breeds Hill] and later
accompanied Arnold to Quebec.

In 1?8A, he moved to Mon

mouth in the District of Maine where he soon emerged the
leading citizen of that hamlet.

In 1789* his friend Wash

ington appointed him United States Marshall for the Dis
trict.

Prom 1793 to 1797. he was a member of Congress.

In 1801, Jefferson appointed him Secretary of War a positicr.
he held until he was named collector of the port of Boston

Lenged Cutts' leadership in York County, and Willis had a
falling out. As a result, Willis was sued for libel, and
convicted. Being unable to pay the $1500 in damages as
sessed on him by the court, he spent one hundred "glorious
lays" in jail where he continued to direct the Argus. For
an account of this cause celebre, see Fassett, 0£. cit.,
2hap. VII.
The Argus was not the first Democratic-Repub
lican paper in Maine. The Penobscot Patriot published in
Hampden beginning in December 1802 was the first but it was
the result of purely local efforts.
Ibid., p. 10^.
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in 1809.

Although Dearborn spent most of his time in

Washington the fruits of federal patronage kept his follow14
ers in Maine satisfied.
John Chandler never rescued the boss* daughter from
the grasping clutches of death but he did the next best
thing:

he endeared himself to Henry Dearborn.

Chandler's

career was a “rags to riches" saga that began in Epping,
New Hampshire, his birth place, in the 17 6 0 *s.

At the age

of fourteen, he left his home to fight the British.

In

1783, still penniless, he came to Monmouth with several
New Hampshire families that included two brothers of Henry
Dearborn.

Borrowing $400, he bought 200 acres and with

the assistance of the Dearborn clan at crucial junctures,
managed . to prosper.

Illiterate, Chandler went to school

with small children to learn to read.

His spare time was

taken up in study, assisted by his wife, "who worked with
him in his blacksmith shop and In the field clearing and

^■^D.A.B., Vol. V, pp. 174-175. gives details on Dear
born's career.
A seven volume manuscript biography of
Dearborn by his son Henry A.S. Dearborn written between
1815 and 1830 Is located in the vault at the Maine Histori
cal Society.
To my knowledge, no scholar had ever con
sulted it until I discovered its existence. The charges
of nepotism leveled against Dearborn were Justified. His
son-in-law's father, Joshua Wingate was postmaster of
HallbWell (X80l4l822>. Dudley Hobart, a son-in-law became
postmaster of Gardiner.
In 1805, a son-in-law, Joshua
Wingate, Jr. became postmaster of Portland. James Wingate,
brother of Joshua Jr. was named postmaster of Portland in
1806.
His son H.A.S. Dearborn became collector of the port
of Boston succeeding his father in 1812. And there were
others.
The E.A., November 11, 1823 estimated that the
Dearborn family had received in emoluments from the public
treasury up to that time the sum of $437*15°•
Jenks Port
land Gazette. December 10, 1803 asked "Has the noble gen-
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piling smutty logs . . ."^-5

Dearborn obtained the post

master’s job in Monmouth for him in 179^ after which
Chandler's career blossomed as Dearborn's protege who kept
Kennebec Democracy going while the chief was in Washington.
In 1803. Jenks Portland Gazette contemptuously des
cribed Chandler as a "Jacobin," the leader of Democratic16
Republicans along the upper Kennebec.
The same year he
was elected to the Senate of Massachusetts and in 1805 be
came a Congressman.

In 1808, he resigned his seat at the

request of Governor James Sullivan to become sheriff of
Kennebec County during a critical time that saw open con17
flict develop between squatters and proprietors.
The bulk of the Democratic-Republican vote in Kenne
bec County came from the settlers and squatters who pur
chased or claimed land from the Kennebec Proprietors.

In

1629. the Council for New England granted to William Brad-

eral any unmarried daughters? If he has, our young men
know the road to office and honor."
^ H e n r y 0. Kingsbury and Simeon Deyo, Illustrated History of Kennebec County, (N.Y. j H.W.Blake, 1892), pp. 770771.
l 6J.P.G., April 18, 1803 .
-^Chandler's Autobiography. or what is alleged to be
his Autobiography is located in the Maine and Massachusetts
historical societies. A copy is on deposit in the Univer
sity of Maine Library.
Extracts from the Autobiography
are printed in George Talbot, "General John Chandler of
Monmouth, Maine with Extracts from his Autobiography,"
Collections of the Maine Historical Society. Series I, IX
T T W J T pp T 1S9-205.
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ford and his pilgrim friends all the land between Lake
Cobbosseconte on the north to the mouth of the Kennebec”
River, fifteen miles on either side of the river.

In l 66l,

the grant was sold to Boston merchants whose heirs in 1753
invited a number of individuals, including Dr. Silvester
Gardiner and Benjamin Hallowell, to form a corporation for
•t

the exploitation of the area.

Dr. Gardiner assumed the

leadership of the "Fifty Associates," or as they were
officially known, the Proprietors of the Kennebec Purchase
from the Late Colony of New Plymouth.

In 1789# the state

established new boundaries for the grant and declared that
all persons who had settled on the company lands before
1784 were to receive 100 acres gratis.

For those who

squatted after 1784 on company lands, the proprietors were
to sell them the land at a fair price.
In the 1790’s, the company failed to survey much of
their land to keep up with settlers who moved on to it.
Toward the end of the decade the company became concerned
about these squatters.

While the intricacies of the con

flict elude facile generalizations, it is not inaccurate
to say that proprietors moved in, secured the support of
the "strong arm of the law," and attempted to eject set
tlers who were unable to pay for the land or who tried to
avoid paying for it.

Settlers complained that, in some

cases, the proprietors offered no payment for improvements.
Others charged that due to conflicting claims they were
charged as many as three times by different companies.

10 0

Above all, the settlers were angered, by the continued alien
ation of huge tracts of land to speculators for little
money.

They demanded to know '"what right the ^General]

Court has to give it away in such a way as the State shall
never be the better for it . " 1 "'It is a thousand to one
but blood will be shed,"' cursed one, when a '"poor man,
though ventured in life to conquer the land, shall have
18
none of it."'
The situation in Kennebec County deteriorated to the
point where squatters masquerading as Indians fired from
behind trees at sheriff's deputies enforcing court decrees.
In 1809, one Paul Chadwick, a surveyor for the proprietors,
was fatally shot in the town of Malta, thus precipitating
what locally became known as the Malta War.

Throughout the

difficulties, John Chandler and his close friend from Bath,
William King, assumed the role of spokesmen for the squat
ters.

For the Republicans, the support of squatter demands
19
was to pay off handsomely at the polls.
Similar con-

-^Samuel Ely, The Deformity of a Hideous Monster Dis
covered in the Province of Maine, by~~a Man in the Woods.
Looking After Liberty. (Printed near Liberty Tree, for the
Good of the Commonwealth, 1797), quoted in Oscar and Mary
Handlin, Commonwealth: A Study of the Role of Government
in the American Economy; Massachusetts, 1 7 7 ^ 1 § 6 l . (NewYork: New York University Press, 1957)* p. 90.
■*-9For a discussion of the troubles in Kennebec County
alone with a history of the company, see Robert H. Gardi
ner, "A History of the Kennebec Purchase," Collections of
the Maine Historical Society. Series I, II (18^7), pp. 2^9A study of the conflict between the squatters and
proprietors should be done.
The materials are available,
some of which are the papers of the Kennebec Proprietors
and of William King located in the Maine Historical Society

n 'ji.
>» •
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filets occurred in Lincoln County in the 1790's on the
Waldo lands as well as on the Pejebscot patent along the
Androscoggin.
The third center of Republican strength existed in
the towns of the lower Kennebec.
er was William King.

The leader of this cent

Born in Scarborough in 1?68, the

half brother of Rufus King, William went to Phillips Acad
emy in l? 8l but withdrew after the first year to pursue
more mundane objectives.

With his brother-in-law Dr. Ben

jamin Jones Porter, he went to Topsham in 1792 where the
firm of Porter and King would build a thriving business in
the West Indian trade.

In 1799» King moved to Bath leaving

Porter at Topsham, and expanded the business to include
the Liverpool trade.

In 1803, one of King's vessels be

came the first Maine owned vessel to enter the New Orleans
cotton trade with Liverpool.

By 1806, King's interests

included two banks, a marine insurance company, a toll
road, and real estate.

He was by every standard a typical

merchant capitalist of his day.
Like many of the Republican leaders King was initially
a Federalist.

The first indication that King was becoming

disenchanted with Federalism came in 1802 when he unsuc
cessfully challenged the party's leadership in Lincoln
County by running against Sam Thacher of Warren for Con20
gress.
By 1803, King was calling himself a Republican.

20J.P.G., October 18, 1802.
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Years later he would boast that he, as much as any other
single person, was responsible for the triumph of the Demo
cratic-Republican Party in Maine,
In 1804-, King challenged the state Senate seat of
David Cobb, the symbol of Federalism in Maine,

Unsuccess

ful, the following year he was elected by one vote the

21
representative of Bath in the General Court.

From 1805

to 1820 when he became Governor of Maine, there was no man
in the District more influential than King.

Building his

political influence on the grievances of squatters and
Baptists who smarted under the dominance of the Congrega
tional Church, the Democratic-Republican Party and the
cause of separation could not have gained a more valuable
22
convert.
The cement that welded these three centers of Demo
cratic strength together to form a virtually unbeatable
party was made of a number of t-.elements.

It was certainly

true, as Dr. Paul Goodman in his The Democratic-Republlcans of Massachusetts asserts, that a common bond of in
terest was an important ingredient.

The party was made up

O’!

King was one of the few Maine Republican leaders
whose home base was Federalist.
Bath did not vote for the
Republican candidate for Governor in any year between
1800-1819.
22By 1804, King was one of four men in Lincoln County
who were known collectively as the "Big Four" or the
"Great Quartet." The three others were Peleg Tallman of
Woolwich, and Moses Carlton, Jr. and Abiel Wood, Jr. of
Wiscasset.
These men had formed a partnership through
which they controlled the two banks, the one marine insur-
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of disparate groups, merchants, squatters, professional
men, and others; yet they all, more or less, agreed on one
thing; that the Federalist monopoly of political power in
Massachusetts deprived them of opporunities to ’’obtain
patronage, land, bank, and insurance charters and other
23
prerequisites of influence. . . . "
Likewise, they ob
jected to the fact that the union of politics, religion,
and education maintained by the Federalist Party deprived
Republicans, Baptists, Methodists, and yeoman of an oppor
tunity to achieve suocess.

There were, in short, the

kinds of artificial road blocks such as state sponsored
monopolies erected along the avenue named "Success," of
which the Jacksonians would complain years later.

However,

as the Handlins have demonstrated, the Jeffersonians of
Massachusetts were not incipient Jackson!tes.

They were

not opposed to state monopolies or state protected private
monopolies.

All they asked was to be allowed to share in
24
the benefits accruing from such monopolies.

ande company and a number of other enterprises in Lincoln
County.
With their wealth they were accused by the Feder
alists as ambitious and unscrupulous men who employed "all
the power and influence which their situations and property
in these corporations will give them" in order to make
Lincoln County subservient to their political leanings.
J.P.G., October 29, 180*1-.

2 3paul Goodman, The Democratic Republicans of Massa
chusetts. Politics of a Young Republic, (Cambridge: Har
vard University Press, 1964), pp. 124-125.
oh.

^ Oscar and Mary Handlin, op. cit., passim.
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Goodman, indeed, recognizes as much and he has per
formed brilliantly in documenting the thesis of Louis
Hartz that the Jeffersonians were products of the liberal
tradition with its emphasis on individualism and the psy25
chology of success as much as most Federalists were.
But in stressing interest at the expense of all else, he
makes them appear to be a collection of greedy, grubby
men who wanted nothing more than material gain, men motiva
ted by envy of the riches of their rulers.
deed, were some.

And so, in

At the risk of appearing sentimental in

an age of neo-conservative cynicism, this author suggests
that, while conceding that many of the Democratic-Republi
cans did not understand all they surveyed, they at least
had a commitment

to democratic ideas that was the product

of an ideological commitment to certain values, the most
important of which was compassion and feeling for the
"poorest he" among them.

James Sullivan, a leading Repub

lican, expressed it well when he wrote that the "good man"
was one who "wishes to do good unto all; who relieves the
distresses of the poor, in proportion to his ability, and
26
wishes the prosperity of all men, as he does his own....M

2 -5Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America, (Har
vest Edition, New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,
195*0, PP. 89-1^2.
2^James Sullivan, The Path to Riches: An Inquiry into
the Origin and Use of Money, etc. (Boston: J. Belcher,”
I$09T.
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Like Jefferson, many Democratic-Republicans put themselves
in the other fellow’s place and asked nHow would I feel if
27
I were he?"
This author submits that the interest that
many Democratic-Republicans manifested in the plight of the
squatters of Maine, the plight of the Baptists and Metho
dists whose independence was denied by the Congregational
Church, and in the plight of those who were denied the
means of self improvement was not due entirely to political
opportunism, but partially, at least, to a genuine commit
ment to a democratic ideology, admittedly contained within
28
the walls of a liberal edifice.
With the failure of the supporters of separation to
revive the issue in 1803 , no further effort was made until
the winter session of the General Court which convened in
January 1807.

During the intervening years, Republicans

gradually took over the leadership of the movement from
the Federalists, although it cannot be said that the oppon
ents and supporters of separation split sharply along
party lines.

Many Republicans remained faithful to old

2?While this attitude does not guarantee to produce a
iemocrat when it is coupled with the belief that "man
makes himself," it is likely to produce one, more often not.
pQ
At this stage in my researches into Maine politics
between 1780 and 1820 , I find what I have said to be true.
Another study dealing with the rise of the Jeffersoniantiepublicans in Maine is now being planned and in it I hope
to be more expansive on this point.
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Massachusetts and many Federalists continued to advocate
independence.

Nevertheless, the initiative for separation

appears to have passed to men such as Chandler and King
who saw in it the means by which the Republican majority
in Maine could become liberated from the Federalist major
ity in Massachusetts.
By 1805, Nathaniel Willis, no doubt reflecting the
29
views of his chief financial supporter, King,
who had
quietly replaced Richard Cutts as the guardian of the
paper, was taking a militant stand on the question.

Ad

dressing himself to the squatters and to those who sympa
thized with them, Willis demanded an end to the practice
of selling land in Maine in large tracts to "idle specula
tors, to supercilious Lordlings whose haughtiness, folly,
30
and vanity [had proven] to be so insufferable."
For
squatters, wrote Willis, a separation offered them the
promise of protection against such men.
In 1806, several Republicans including King, sought
to Introduce the question in the legislature but failure
to achieve agreement on strategy frustrated their efforts.
The closeness of the election for Governor between Caleb

^Nathaniel Willis to William King [hereafter W.K.],
May 21, 1805, WK MSS, (Me. H.S.), Box 3..

3 °E.A., July 5. 1805.
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Strong and James Sullivan was also a factor.

Unwilling to

sacrifice a possible Sullivan victory by injecting a di
visive issue such as separation into the picture, none too
confident Portland Republicans pleaded with Willis not to
31
print anything "in favor of separation at present."
Not all Republicans were so patient.

Orchard Cook of

Wiscasset, Republican representative to Congress from
Lincoln County, was one of these.

He wrote his friend

William King as follows:
When shall the old STATE of MAINE shake off its
degradation of District? When shall this unnatural
servitude cease? . . . How long shall the main Body
be constrained by a Wing? How Long shall the
Trunk be in servitude & pay suit, service, homage
& tribute— to a limb, long since amputated by N.
Hampshire? Are we always to be a kind of sub-colo
ny, to a sub-state?— If we wait till land Holders
(who now unrighteously pay one-third their quota
of taxation) be in favour of it, far distant will
be the era of our freedom & independence.
. . . Cast your Eyes on the Map of the United
States, & say if Maine with 200-000 souls, & a
territory equal in extent to the other 5 N.E.
states & rapidly populating, should longer hug her
chains— Part of the Evils attendant are imperfect
Legislation (our Interest being lost-procrastinated—
or over borne by the superior number of the dominant
Wing)--By a continuation of connexion the Judiciary

Nathaniel Willis to W.K., May 7, 1806. LBC Box.
The contest between Sullivan and Strong was decided after
lays of wrangling at the June session in favor of Strong.
Republicans, however, controlled both houses of the General
2ourt and confidently looked to winning the governorship in
L807— which they did. See Edward Stanwood, "The Massachu
setts Election of 1806," Proceedings of the Massachusetts
historical Society. Second Series, XX~Tl 90£), pp. 12-19.
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of the whole state Is distracted & overated with
impracticable & neglected requisitions; to the
great & incalcuable injury of the suitors of all
Massachusetts.
Our wealth flows to Boston.
Our lands are sold
in such manner as to discourage. Landowners buy at
2 per cent their taxation (for 1/3 of what the
plainest equity requires)— will they sell those
lands & can the Country grow?32
On the morning of February 9, 1807. the winter session
of the Republican controlled General Court already a month
old, the Blaine delegation held a caucus to consider the
suggestion made by some of its members that the separation
question be revived.

The following evening at 10:00 p.m,,

a grand caucus was held with William Widgery, Republican
representative from Portland, and the crudest of the lead33
ers of the Maine Democracy in the chair.
Following an ex-

32 Orchard Cook to William King, February 27, 1806, WK
MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 3. Proprietors paid less tax on wild
lands than was paid by settlers on improved land.
•^William Widgery (1753?-1822) was "probably" born in
Devonshire, England. Coming to Maine after the Revolution,
he practiced law first in New Gloucester, than Portland.
With Samuel Thompson, he was a vocal opponent of the con
stitution at the Massachusetts Ratifying Convention in
1788. A selfeducated man whose "manners were rough, his
language unrefined and ungrammatical, and his expressions
confused, he. nevertheless, remained uneffected by these
limitations," and became a leader of the Maine Democrats.
For sophisticated Federalists, men who exhibited the char
acteristics of Widgery, were nothing more than uncouth
barbarians.
It was assumed that most Maine Republicans
were like Widgery, Leverett Saltonstall a Salem Federal
ist, in his diary entered the following account of a trip
he made to Brunswick in 1806 to attend the commencement at
Bowdoin College and commented on Widgery*s election to the
Governor's Council.
£He went to Brunswick by stage]
"where fortunately G. Thorndike had provided a part
of a bed for me. Many people slept on the haymows
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tended and, at times, rancorous debate in which William
King figured prominently, a resolve was adopted by a 55 to

10 vote instructing those present to "exert their influence
in the Legislature to procure an order directing the sev
eral towns in Maine to give in their vote . . . for or
3^
against separation . . . ."
"The squatters are about to manage their affairs in
their own way," lamented one Federalist upon hearing of
the decision reached by the caucus.

"Who knows amidst the

revolutions that are impending what may await us?
nor King.' Chief Justice Widgeryl JI
35
gether?"

Gover

How do they Cook to-

& many others had no other bed than a blanket & the
floor.
A great many people came into town from
Boston, Salem, Portland etc. & many very respecta
ble. All were extremely anxious £that] tomorrow
should be good weather.
Mr. Widgery rode in the stage with me to Brunswick.
It is disgrace to the Commonwealth that such a man
should be one of its Council
. , . that such men
should surround the amiable & excellent Govr.
Strong.
He must feel as though his friends were
torn from him & he LisJ placed among his enemies.
And indeed Lis] this true when such men as Knox,
Cobb, Dexter, Ward, Pickham, etc. are removed to
make room for Widgery & his associates." Diary
of Leverett Saltanstall, Saltanstall MSS, (M.H.S.).
VolT 3. For details on Widgery's career see
Willis, The Laws, the Courts, and the Lawyers.
pp. 272 -27 $.
^ B o s t o n Repertory, February 17» 1807; Moses Greenleaf
to Eleazer Jenks, February 10. 1807, printed in Edgar C.
Smith, Moses-Greenlear, Maine's First Mapmaker, (Bangor,
Maine: Printed for the De Burians, 1902), p. 88 .
35Greenleaf to Jenks, Ibid.
allusion to Orchard Cook.

"Cook together" was an
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The General Court agreed to the request and designated
April 6 , 1807. the date of the election for Governor, as
the day on which the vote was to be taken.
The decision to authorize another poll of separation
sentiment in the District was greeted among Federalists of
Massachusetts proper with mixed feelings.

It was obvious

to many that James Sullivan was likely to defeat the Fed
eralist incumbent Caleb Strong for the governorship in
April and that Republicans would retain control of both
houses of the legislature, a fact that revealed dramati
cally the extent to which Federalism had declined in the
state.

With this expectation in mind, the Federalists of

Berkshire and Norfolk counties located amidst Republican
throngs in Western Massachusetts, supported separation.
For as they reasoned, it was the large Republican majority
in Maine that, in the final analysis, would throw Massachu
setts into the grips of Democracy.

With them out of the

way, the Federalist majority ig Massachusetts proper could
hang on for a few more years.
Many Boston Federalists agreed that separation "would
leave [Massachusetts] decidedly federal in all branches
of the Government," but they were of the opinion that very"
little support existed in Maine for the dissolution of the

^^P.G., March 23, 180?. At the April election for
Governor, Sullivan lost Massachusetts proper to Strong by
nearly 2,000 votes.
Sullivan’s 4,300 majority in Maine
gave him the election.
Returns of Votes for Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, I 806-I 8I 9 , Massachusetts Archives”

Ill
union.

Besides, the whole idea of a separation, they gen

erously conceded, clashed with the best interests of Maine
37
people in the long run.
In Maine, the Federalist Portland Gazette, originally
the vigorous supporter of separation, led the opposition
masking their fear that separation would relegate Federal
ism to a position of a perpetual minority status, with the
arguments that independence would be too costly; that the
District had too few talented individuals to staff a new
38
government; and that the coasting trade would suffer.
The Eastern Argus, which supported separation, reminded the
writers for the Gazette that the same objections had been
heard years before but that the Gazette then rejected them

19
as inconsequential if not untrue.

Speaking on behalf of

the squatters of Kennebec and Lincoln counties, the Argus
reminded its readers that Maine owed little to the paternal
care of her parent.

"For the sake of a very few cents,"

Massachusetts had deliberately sold large tracts of unim
proved land to individuals and corporations, and "have thus
entailed ^n this devoted country litigations for centuries
to come."
The election resulted in the worst defeat for the

37£Boston3 Repertory. March 13, 1807.
38P.G., March 23, 1807.
39E.A., April 2, 1807.
Z*’0Ibid.
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separationist in the long history of the movement.

Of the

L50 towns returning votes, about 100 voted against a separ41
ation, a complete reversal of previous votes.
The total
vote gave the anti-separationists 9,404 to only 3.370 for
the separation!sts.

In comparison to previous elections,

when separation gained the nearly unanimous support of in
land towns, this time many of the same towns rejected in
dependence.

Only the towns carved out of the Kennebec Pur

chase, in which many squatters lived, showed anything like
the level of support that had been manifested for the ques
tion in the past, and even in these towns there were a
number of defections.
In coastal communities where anti-separation senti
ment was traditionally strong, only three towns out of
nearly fifty voted for separation.

They were Bath, William

King's baliwick, Lincolnville, and Belfast.

Otherwise,

the picture was a bleak one for proponents.

A tabulation

of the votes in fifteen of the largest towns in Maine, all
but one a coastal town, reveals that a vote of 2,446 to 0
was recorded against the question.
On the same day that the people rejected a separation,
they elected the Republican James Sullivan governor by a
12,324 to 8,010 margin.

Clearly, despite the efforts of

^Statements about returns are based on an analysis
of the vote as contained in Votes Respecting Separation of
Maine, 1807, Massachusetts Archives.
For a list of votes,
see Appendix V.
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King, Cook, Widgery, and other Republicans, separation was
far from being a partisan issue.

But this fact does not

explain why the question was defeated so soundly.

The

most satisfactory answer seems to be that the people who
were enjoying unprecedented prosperity— the Embargo was
not enacted until eight months later— were no longer as
concerned about a number of economic grievances that had
formally plagued them.

In addition, some, no doubt, were

confident that the tide running strongly in favor of Democ
racy would produce legislation in answer to their more
pressing problems.
In any event, the defeat was a severe blow to the
prestige of William King and others who had backed the
cause.

The Federalist Boston Repertory gleefully informed
kZ

its readers:
Mr. King and Mr. Widgery are really to be pit
ied. These individuals with a few of their asso
ciates, who wished to be greater men than even
their own party, taking the state together, were
willing to make them, had supposed themselves of
sufficient influence to persuade the Inhabitants
of Maine to request a separation; and thus make
a new little Empire for these aspiring demogogues.
Whether the correct judgment of the people, who
consulted their own Interests— or the unpopularity
of [[separation in] the quarter in which the propo
sition originated, had the greater weight; we
know not; but it seems that Maine is far from in
clined to dissolve her connexion with Massachu
setts proper.
Chiding King for his alleged opportunistic con-

^[Boston] Repertory, April 14, 1807.
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version to Democracy the Repertory continued:
Mr. King’s motives, in this as well as several
of his political steps have been more obvious than
he probably imagined. A gentleman should not set
himself up for a great intriguer, who has so little
talent at concealing his selfishness. Aha! Say
the democrats— that was what produced such a miracu
lous conversion, was it?”
A month before, the Repertory had printed a letter charging
King with duplicity and a cynical exploitation of the
squatter-proprietor conflict in the District, to advance
his own selfish ends.

The basis for this charge was the

product of a "deal ’1 to which King was a party.
The Republicans led by William King in the General
Court had for some time been pressing that body to void
the contract between William Bingham and the Commonwealth
by which Bingham purchased over two million acres in
Maine.

Bingham, it was charged, had failed to live up to

the terms of the contract, which stated that twenty-five
hundred settlers had to be placed on the lands before 1803
or the sum of thirty dollars paid the Commonwealth for each
settler short of that figure.

Bingham's heirs, after his

death, had no desire to pay over $70,000 due for non-com
pliance with the terms.
With David Cobb, agent for the Bingham interests, as
the President of the Senate, nothing was done to obtain
compliance with the terms until 1807 , the first year in

^ Ibid. . March 1 6 , 1807.
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which Republicans controlled both H o u s e s . ^
The letter that the Repertory printed charged that
King sold out to the Bingham interests; that he had agreed
to accept, with several of his close business associates,
three townships in the lower range of Bingham’s ’’Kennebec
Million" acres, in exchange for his assumption of the
settling duties, previously contracted by Bingham, to be
paid within a six year period.

That King had done precise

ly this, and in addition had given the Bingham heirs a
promise of protection against future unjust demands by
k5

squatters is beyond all question.

As a result, his sin

cerity as a spokesman for the squatter interests was ques
tioned.

In answer to the charge, King denied receiving any

land and, furthermore, stated that the Bingham heirs were
still obligated to meet their settling obligations.

The

only reason that this defense was not a total falsehood
was that, at the time he wrote it, the deal had not been
officially consummated.
If this incident damaged King’s standing with the set
tlers, and there is no evidence that it did, he was to es
tablish himself, for all time, as their undisputed champ-

^ F o r an excellent discussion of this subject, see,
Allis, 0£. cit., II, pp. 1175 to 1223. My own account of
King's role in the affair will be forthcoming.
^ Ibid.. p. 1 2 1 6 .
^ 6E.A., March 26, 1807.
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ion by his successful effort to obtain the passage of the
"Betterment Act."

This act passed in 1807 provided that

proprietors could not evict squatters who had lived on
their lands for six years unless they paid the squatters a
fair price for improvements to the land.

If squatters

were allowed by proprietors to remain on the land, they
were obligated to pay within a year, a price equal to its
value before improvements.

Even though the one year

credit arrangement proved insufficient time for most set
tlers, and there were many who were unable to meet the
six year residence requirement, both of which led to
greater difficulties, King came out of the battle very
well.

Nor did the enactment damage his position with the

party.

Governor James Sullivan, no doubt, implied more

than he stated when he congratulated King on his victory
in obtaining the passage of the law.

"You cannot say that

you have laboured in vain or spent your strength for
^8 '
nought."
The resounding defeat of 1807 combined with the pre
occupation of everyone with the manifold problems created
by the Embargo and subsequent navigation legislation pro
duced a four year hiatus for the separation movement.

Not

^ Laws of Massachusetts . . . 1807-1816., IV, pp. 19-

21.
James Sullivan to W.K., March 9. 1808, WK MSS,
(Me H.S. ), Box 4.
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until the winter session of the General Court In 1811 was
49
the question again revived.
The session convened on January 23 with the Federalists
behind their president Harrison Gray Otis in control of
the Senate and the Republicans in control of the House by
50
a 282 to 150 margin.
Elbridge Gerry, elected Governor
in April 1810, was concluding his first term in office.
With the Federalists in control of the Senate, Republican
demands for fuller participation in the fruits of govern
mental largess would have to await another year when the
Federalists would lose control of the Senate as well.
The prospect of a legislative stalemate combined with
the hope that Federalists, smarting over the Republican re
vival of 18 10 , might be receptive to the idea of separation
as a means of ridding themselves of, at least, some of
their competitors, apparently was the reason that King made
another attempt at this time.

Also, he had received the

encouraging news that sentiment for separation was on the
increase in the District.

Daniel Rose of Boothbay wrote

him in February praising his past efforts on behalf of the-*
beleagured settlers after which he reported that "the

^ L i p service by more devout separationists was paid to
the cause on occasions like 4th of July celebrations.
In
Falmouth in 1809, a. toast was offered to "The contemplated
State of Maine— May she yet become a towering cedar among
the trees of the forest." E.A., July 13, 1809.
5C o l u m b i a n [Boston] Centlnel, January 26, 1811.
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present time is auspicious as the popular current (in this
part of the country at least) is in favor of [separa- 51
tion]."
King contacted a number of Maine people who were in
Boston on business and invited them to meet with those
members of the Maine legislative delegation who favored
separation in the Senate chamber on the evening of Febru52
ary 19, 1811.
Seventy-four persons responded and with
King presiding, the meeting voted 56 to 18 "that measures
ought to be taken to effect the separation of Maine from
53
Massachusetts."
But all was not well.

A correspondent writing in the

Federalist Columbian Centinel, probably one of the eighteen
dissenters, complained that the meeting had not been
comprised of more than a third of the members of the Maine
delegation and was, therefore, unrepresentative.
ther noted that the vote was on the question:

He fur

"Is it ex

pedient that measures should be taken to effect a separa
tion?" -The nature of the measures to be taken was not
prescribed.

Especially, added the correspondent, no one

should conclude that the group voted to give the Maine

5lDaniel Rose to W.K., February 7, 1811, WK MSS.
H.S. ), Box 6 .
52Columblan [Boston] Centinel, March 2, 6 , 1811.
53ibid.

(Me,
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delegation authority to speak for the people of Maine .&
The day following the meeting called by King, a
second meeting was held in the Senate Chamber.

In attend

ance, among others, were Joshua Cushman, Senator from
Kennebec County; Reuel Williams, an attorney for the Kenne
bec Proprietors; Samuel Thacher, the arch Federalist from
Warren; and most significantly, two of King’s former busi
ness partners, Peleg Tallman of Woolwich and Moses Carlton,
Jr. of Wiscasset, both of whom had broken with King as the
result of the latter’s ambivalent attitude toward the Em
bargo which they both vigorously opposed.

The group was

clearly anti-King as much as anti-separation, although theix
feelings in regard to a separation would have caused them
to oppose an attempt to revive the question at this time
even if King had taken no part in it.
This second meeting, the size of which was not re
ported, was chaired by Cushman.

The group concluded that

King was plotting a kind of coup d'etat and that he ought
not to be permitted to succeed.

Accordingly, it was re

solved that "it is inexpedient to take any measures at the
present time to procure the separation of Maine from Massa55
chusetts."
However, because King's group had agreed to
request that the people of Maine be allowed once again to -

^Ibld.
55rbid.
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give their votes either for or against a separation, the
Cushman group further resolved that if the people of Maine
were to be polled again, they should be polled on the ques
tion: "Should the members of the legislature from Maine
request the legislature to allow another vote on the sub56
ject of separation?"
Before the meeting adjourned, a committee was appoint
ed to recommend a strategy by which the King group could
be stymied.

On February 22, 1811, with Tallman replacing

Cushman in the chair, the group heard the committee's re
port which was adopted in the form of six resolutions.

Ad

mitting that certain advantages would accrue to the Dis
trict in consequence of a separation, the disadvantages,
namely, increased expense and Coasting Law complications,
were more compelling.

The sixth resolve instructed Cush

man to submit the following resolution to the General
57
Court designed to seize the initiative from King:
At the ensuing meeting for the choice of Gover
nor, and etc,, the citizens £of Maine] should be
called upon to vote for this question:
Shall the
Senators and Representatives of the District of
Maine, make application to the Legislature, for
their consent to a separation of the District of
Maine from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and
that the same may be erected into a State.

56Ibid.
57Ibld.
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The resolve was introduced, passed the Senate, but was
carried over to the following session in the House.

There

is no evidence that King bothere to introduce a resolve
emboyding the views of his group.

Instead, when a vote on

Cushman's resolve was called for in the Senate on February
28, King, with all other senators from Maine except Cush
man absented themselves in an attempt to deprive the Senate
of a quorum.

This unusual tactic failed, but confirmed

the view of one Federalist that Cushman was being victi
mized by "demogogues and office hunters" who, by legedermain, were trying to put something over on the people of
58
Maine."
King was outmaneuvered by the efforts of the CushmanTallman group.

By working through the legislature, he

could avoid a test of the wishes of the people until such
time he and others had an opportunity to work on them
through the press.

Certainly, Cushman's resolve calling

for a vote by the people in early April, permitting but a
month to discuss the merits of the question, was not cal
culated to assure a pro-separation vote.

John Chandler

wrote King that "there can be no question but the motion
made by Mr. Cushman . . . was for the purpose of preventing
its taking place , . . ."

Chandler added that he had sus

pected Cushman of being a Federalist all along and "hoped -

58Ibld.
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in God*' that Republicans would put up a candidate to oppose
59
him who could be trusted.
By 1812 , the effort to achieve a separation was near
ly thirty years old.

During this time, the District had

developed from a state of primitiveness to an area quite
generally advanced.

The leadership of the movement had

passed from Federalists to Republicans with the Republi
cans fairing worse than the Federalists had.

The defeats

suffered in 1807 and 1811 shofcld have convinced everyone
that separation was a lost cause.

But they could not have

foreseen that within the space of four years, events would
occur in connection with the War of 1812 that would make
the War a turning point in the history of the movement.

59John Chandler To W.K., WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box.6.
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CHAPTER IV
THE WAR OP 1812: A TURNING POINT IN THE SEPARATION
MOVEMENT
The passage of the Embargo Act in December 1807, In
terrupted and in many cases reversed the growth and pros
perity of the Maine seacoast towns from Eastport to Kittery
which had grown relatively affluent from the profits der
ived from the neutral trade.

It is true that many merchants

circumvented the law by smuggling activities and the de
liberate abuse of the privileges of coastal trading.

There

were even some whose ships, at sea when the law was passed,
continued to trade with other countries.

The majority of

the merchant shippers, however, complied with the law and,
as a result, suffered great losses.

William King, one of

the most successful shippers in the District, estimated
that the Embargo cost him at the very least, $5558 with
1
each passing month.
By the time the law was repealed in
March 1809, sixty percent of the people of the seacoast
towns were unemployed and in the largest town, Portland,
where the Embargo was estimated to have produced losses in
the excess of one million dollars, soup kitchens were set

1William King and R&rkL. Hill, Remarks Upon a Pamphlet
Published at Bath, Me. Relating to Alleged Infractions of
the Laws During the Embargo. Non-Intercourse, and War,
rSatH: Thomas Eaton,” 1825). p. ?. King was accused of
smuggling activities by political enemies.
There is no
doubt that King's ships violated the different navigation
laws but it is a moot question whether King or his captains
were to blame.
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up for the needy.
Politically, the Embargo placed a severe strain on
long standing alliances.

Many Republicans in the seacoast

towns, like King's former business associates, Moses Carl
ton Jr., Abiel Wood Jr., and Peleg Tallman, condemned their
hand chosen representative to Congress, Orchard Cook, for
3
his vote in favor of the Embargo.
Nearly every coastal
town sent anti-Embargo resolves to President Jefferson.
The Embargo, as is well known, revived the lingering
corpse of Federalism in New England.

In 1809, Christopher

Gore won the governorship of Massachusetts over the hope
less efforts of Levi Lincoln.

Gore's victory was due in

no small part to the fact that he polled nearly 3000 votes
more in the District than he had polled in a losing cause
4
in the year before.
It was difficult indeed to remain
loyal to an administration that made life so arduous. Yet,
by in large, the ranks of the Democratic-Republican party
in Maine held together.

With the repeal of the Embargo in

March 1809, the worst was over, at least down to the out
break of the war of 1812.

^Blakely B. Babcock, "The Effects of the Embargo of
1807 on the District of Maine" (Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, 1963), passim; E.A.,
August 18, 1808.
3orchard Cook to Messrs. Wood, Carlton, and McCrate,
January 14, 1808, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 4.
4
Returns of Votes for Governor and Lieutenant Gover
nor 1808-18'09, Massachusetts Archives. Governor Sullivan
died in office in 1808.
He was succeeded by Lieutenant
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The news that Congress had declared war on England
reached Massachusetts in late June, 1812.

On June 26,

jovernor Caleb Strong Issued a proclamation calling for a
iay of public fast and shortly thereafter affirmed his
opposition to "Mr. Madison’s War" by refusing to honor a
request from Washington to allow the militia to leave the
state.

Strong justified his defiance of the national gov*

ernment on the grounds that the law of 1795* authorizing
the President to employ the militia in times of national
5
emergency existed.
This was only the first in a series
of acts, some of which contemplated secession, taken by
the Federalists of Massachusetts during the course of the
war.
In Maine there developed, also, a formidable opposi
tion to the war, particularly along the seacoast.

Though

the leaders of the predominant Democratic-Republican Party,
William King, John Chandler, William Widgery and others,
were generally advocates of the national cause, there was

Governor Levi Lincoln.
^Gardner Ellis, "Massachusetts in the War of 1812,"
Commonwealth History of Massachusetts, ed., Albert B. Hart
(New York: The States History Company, 1939)» I H p. ^77.
For Strong's position see 8 Massachusetts Reports, p, 548.
The legal issue involved here was settled in Martin V.
Mott adversely to the position taken by Governor Strong,
see 1827, 12 Wheat. 19. 6l Ed., p. 537.
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little they were able to do to advance that cause.
Until the summer of 1814, the District was spared the
ravages of war.

Except for an occasional skirmish like the

one that took place in Casco Bay between the Enterprise
and the Boxer in 1813, hardly a shot was heard.

The Bri

tish, it appears, planned it this way, recognizing as one
Ellsworth native reminded them:

6

’’New England may be con-

quered with kindness.”
Many Republicans in Maine could not be so conquered.
The Eastern Argus so angered anti-war Federalists in Port
land; "that the war men in the Argus office, when they
went home late at night, were obliged to arm themselves
with the iron cross bars from their chaises, or other im7
liments to protect themselves from attack.”
William King who, in addition to his other activities
was major general of the Ilth Division of the Massachu
setts militia, agreed to a request made by Washington to
organize several units of volunteers to protect the coast

8

of Maine and to discourage smuggling activities.

In 1813,

the War Department, in an attempt to embarrass Governor

^George Herbert to John Sherbrooke, enclosure number
three in a communique from Sherbrooke to Lord Bathurst,.
September 10, I8l4, Great Britain, Public Record Office,
Colonial Office, Nova Scotia and Cape Breton 1814;, Dis
patches. Secretary of State. Microfilm copies of these
records are on deposit in the Public Archives of Canada,
Ottawa.
Microfilm reads C.O., 217/93. Hereafter, cited by
microfilm reference.
^E.A., October 2, 1848.
®See correspondence between Secretary of War Henry
Dearborn and William King in WK Mss, (Me. H.S.), Box 6.
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Strong for his contumacy, but which only alienated many
of the supporters of the administration in Maine, ordered
all the troops manning the United States garrisons in the
District to the Great Lakes frontier.

According to King,

after the soldiers left Maine was defended only by "a few
invalids in various garrisons who were retained on account
9
of their indispositions."
The defiance of Massachusetts* authorities encouraged
many Maine citizens to cooperate with the British.

General

George Ulmer was appointed to command the United States
garrison at Eastport.

Ulmer was instructed to stop the

thriving illegal trade with New Brunswick.

Arrested on

fabricated charges brought against him by irate citizens
of the area who resented his effectiveness, he was placed
in a Machias Jail.
10
to Washington.

He got his release only by appealing

Peleg Tallman, who refused to vote for the war as
a member of Congress, represented a large number of indi
viduals in Maine who exploited the division of opinion in _
the District for their own advantage.

In 1813# he was

appointed Swedish Vice-Consul for the District of Maine in
charge of the lucrative "neutral trade" which miraculously

9Maine £BathJ Inquirer. February 11, 1825.
The Gen
eral Court rejected a resolve that would have provided
the sum of $100,000 for the defense of the seacoast. P.G.,
March 8, 1813.
10See the several Ulmer letters written in 1813 to
William King, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 6.
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developed In the space of a few m o n ths.H
For those who believed that the war was Just, the
illicit activities of their neighbors were traitorous.
One can only conjecture the extent to which the Jealousies
and hatreds, generated by this abnormal situation, affect
ed the lives of those involved and their relationships with
one-another.
The year 181*1- marked the crisis point of the war for
the New Englanders.

In June, the islands of Passamaquoddy

Bay were occupied by the British.

Further south, the ex

pectation that the British attacks on Falmouth and Scituate would be followed by a bombardment of Boston caused
even the Federalists to question the wisdom of further ne
glect of seacoast defences.

The capture of Castine and

the occupation of Eastern Maine during the first week of
September must have come as a shock to the Boston bankers
who had loaned money to the British while denying Washing
ton access to their tills.
William King in his capacity as major general of the
Ilth Division of the state militia called out his men in
June when news first reached him of British advances.
Throughout the summer and into the fall his men remained
on watch from Belfast to Bath waiting for what all con
ceded would be a British attempt to conquer all of Maine.

11E.A., December
i1813; William Emery, Honorable
Peleg Tallman 176**-18*fl, (Privately Printed, 1935), p. 55.
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West of Bath, other division chiefs did likewise.

However,

as events developed, the area west of the Penobscot, ex
cept for an occasional foray by the British, was spared.
Governor Strong commended King for his able general
ship at the same time he worried over the expense.

Wash

ington revealed its unwillingness, to say nothing of its
inability, to pay for the costs of the defense by the
militia because of the failure of Massachusetts to cooper
ate with Washington,making it clear that no money would be
forthcoming until such time as Governor Strong agreed to
place the militia under federal direction.
Strong was determined to resist.

This, Governor

Consequently, he was

forced to convene a special session of the General Court
in October 181^ for the purpose of raising needed revenues.
The General Court, controlled by a large Federalist ma
jority, dutifully authorized the Governor to borrow as

12
needed from the banks of the Commonwealth.
Members of the General Court from the District were
especially angered by the failure of Strong during this
special session to recommend measures for the expulsion of
13
the British from Eastern Maine.
Most of the money to be

12P.G., October 1?, 181A.
The foregoing is a dis
tillation of much research done by the author in a multi
tude of sources.
One of those who protested against
Strong’s refusal to cooperaite with Washington was Albion
K. Parris, a Republican senator from Paris, Maine. E.A.,
October 27, 181A.
1^Mark L. Hill to W.K., October 27, 181^, WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Packet 25. E.A., Ibid.
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borrowed by the Governor, it seemed, was to provide pro
tection for Boston and surrounding towns; the District was
to be given second priority.

No event in all the previous

history of the union of Massachusetts and Maine so blatantly
and brutally revealed the extent to which the interests of
Maine could be sacrificed to those of Massachusetts proper.
On October 19, Mark Langdon Hill of Phippsburg, sena
tor from Lincoln County and friend of William King, joined
by two new faces, John Holmes of Alfred and Albion K.
Parris of Paris, asked the General Court to appoint a com
mittee to investigate the possibility of a force being
raised to drive the British out of Eastern Maine.

After a

number of days, Hill concluded that the General Court
14
"meant to say or do nothing about it."
A month later another attempt by Hill to obtain ac
tion on his request was again ignored.

Niles Weekly Regi

ster reported that, in reality, however, it was not the
General Court but Governor Strong who was refusing to
"assist in rescuing a part of his own state from the hands
15
of a foreign enemy” .
At this point, the initiative was seized by Washing
ton.

President Madison had decided to exercise the author-

lZfMark L. Hill to W.K., Ibid.
^ N i l e s Weekly Register. December 31. 1814.
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ity invested in the executive branch by an act passed in
1795 to, in effect, nationalize a portion of the Massachu
setts militia for the purpose of forming an expeditionary

16
force to be sent against Castine.

The troops of the

militia were to be summoned, "without the intervention of
the state authority," and the man selected to lead the ex
pedition was none other than William King Maine’s leading
17
Democratic-Republican politician.
There was only one problem: the national government
was without funds to finance the expedition.

The only

part of the country having a surplus of money to lend was
New England.'

Secretary of War Monroe, caught in a dilemma,

instructed General Henry Dearborn to apply to the Boston
banks for a loan but the banks which had liberally lent
money to the British now found themselves without funds.
Monroe was hardly able to contain his fury when he learned
of their refusal.

"A feeble invasion by a few thousand

men only on any part of Massachusetts would have been ex
pelled in a week, at any period of our revolutionary con
test", the Secretary wrote to Henry Dearborn.

"The cause

■^Janies Monroe to General Dearborn, November 1^, 1814,
reproduced in H.A.S. Dearborn, "The Life of Major General
Henry Dearborn", an unpublished biography in six volumes
located in the Maine Historical Society.
The letter cited
appears in Volume VI.
^ H e n r y Dearborn to James Monroe, November 21, 181^,
Ibid.; Dearborn to W.K,, December 7» 1814, WK MSS (Me.H.S.),
Box 12.
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is now the same and we look with equal astonishment and
18
concern, at the change of conduct there”.
At this Juncture, Dearborn, commander in charge of the
New England theatre of the war, ordered William King to
Boston to confer with Strong.

King was instructed to as

certain from the Governor what assistance he was prepared
to offer to guarantee the success of the expedition.

Spe

cifically, the Governor was to be requested to advance a
substantial sum of money from the state treasury to finance
the expedition, the federal government promising to reim19
burse the state within two months if possible.
The
stage was thus set for a humiliating confrontation between
an agent of the national government, King, and Governor
Strong.

It was embarrassing enough for the national

government to have to call on a governor of a state to
bail it out of a difficult situation, but when the gover
nor refused King’s request, it became obvious to all the
extent to which the Madison administration was paralyzed.
Moreover, the failure of King's mission dramatized the ex
tent to which the fate of the District rested in the hands
of a stubborn administration in Boston.

As if this humili

ation suffered by the national government were not enough,
the letter sent by Secretary of War Monroe to the Governor

■^James Monroe to Henry Dearborn, December 1, 181^,
Ibid.
19James Monroe to Caleb Strong, December 1, 181^,
Ibid.
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Informing him of the planned expedition "in some treacher
ous manner" appeared in the Federalist [Boston] Columbian
Centinel the following day after its reception "thus ex
pressing to the enemy, the whole plan and with such celer
ity was the information thus promulgated, that the enemy,
20

[at Castine] was apprised of it in forty eight hours."
Nor was the news of the expedition the only informa
tion "leaked" to the British.

An anonymous gentleman whom

General John Sherbrooke, commander at Halifax, described as
"a most respectable inhabitant of the country lying be
tween the Penobscot and the boundary line of New Brunswick
and who was a member of the House of Representatives of the
State of Massachusetts", met with the General in his office
21
on November 20, 181*K
This man, who was known personally

20H.A.S. Dearborn, op. cit., VI, n.p. General Sher
brooke, British commander stationed at Halifax received the
news of the planned expedition on December 19, 181^.
Sher
brooke to Lord Bathurst, December 19, 181^, C.O. 217/93*

21

Ibid. In reference to the "anonymous gentleman",
the following letter from another "anonymous man" to Wil
liam King dated Machlas, November 26, 181^ (WK MSS. Me.
H.S., Box 7) is of interest:
"This will inform you who were the traitors that sold
this place & invited the British .... I think their names
ought to be known as they have acted Benedict Arnold to
perfection.
(I shall begin with the name of the greatest
villain who says he is going to Boston soon & reports that
he has written Gov. Strong informing him of the business he
has done in selling this part of the District of Maine, &
has received the Gov's, answer approving of his perform
ance — if so, such Governors ought to be scarce; viz. John
Cooper, Stephen Jones, Jacob Longfellow, Ebenezer [ingbe?],
William Chalmer, Stillman Smith, Josiah Harris, & others,
who shall be known if ever the time arrives that we are set
at liberty again, that it may soon be, is the prayer of

13^

by Sherbrooke and the commander of the British fleet in
the northeast, Admiral Griffith, and who was greatly re
spected by them, announced that he had returned from the
special session of the General Court held in October at
which time he had met with Governor Strong,

The Governor,

he claimed, authorized him to make contact with Sherbrooke
to determine if New England could expect assistance from
the English should a secessionist course be taken by the
New England states.

Sherbrooke explained the proposition
22
to his superior in London, Lord Bathurst, as follows:
It seems that the New England States are very
apprehensive that if Great Britain should conclude
a Peace with the general Government their interests
would be sacrificed — And as the President has re
fused to repay expenses already incurred by the
Northern Commonwealth for the purposes of defence,
the Executive of Massachusetts has resolved to
withhold all pecuniary Aid from the General Govern
ment And to apply the Amount of Taxes raised for
the defence of their own Frontier...,

your friend & humble serv’t., a true American in bondage
hoping that the time may come that I shall be at liberty
to sign my name".
Of those mentioned, only Jacob Longfellow was a num
ber of the General Court at the time. No evidence has
been found to suggest that he was the "anonymous gentle
man" who met with Sherbrooke.
As for Cooper, he was not a
member of the General Court; however, that Cooper and Long
fellow were conspiring together is a distinct possibility.
22John Sherbrooke to Lord Bathurst (Secret and Confi
dential), November 20, 181^, C.O. 217/93. A copy of this
letter and subsequent correspondence between the two men
can be found in J.S. Martell, "A Sidelight on Federalist
Strategy During the War of 1812", AHR, XLIII (1937). PP*
559-566.
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Notwithstanding the Custom which prevails of
Calling these 'Federal States', It is right your
Lordship should be informed that there is a very
strong democratic Party in each of these Common
wealths [New England states] And as they will in
the event of any attempt being made to separate
New England from the Union most probably be assist
ed by the General Government in resisting the Meas
ure.
It appears that the Federal Party wishes to
ascertain at this early period whether Great Bri
tain would under these Circumstances afford them
military assistance to effect their purpose should
they stand in need of it.
Maine Republicans were not aware of this meeting between
the Governor's emissary (if indeed he was the Governor's
emissary for we have only his word that he was) and Sher
brooke.

They suspected, however, that a number of promi-

net Federalists were in contact with the British.

One of

those whose activities came under suspicion was president
Jesse Appleton of Bowdoin College.

William King wrote

Appleton the following note in the fall of 181^ which he
signed not with his name but with the pseudonym "Enquir23
er":
Sir, The object of your late visit to his
Magistracy's [sic] Governor General at Castine
[Sherbrooke] has become a subject of enquiry.
The person who now addresses you has not the
honor of a personal acquaintance [untrue - King
was an Trustee of the College]. He therefore
chooses to communicate with you in the way he deems
most interesting to the country.

^"Enquirer” [William King] to Jesse Appleton, n.d.,
181^, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), LBC Box. Three volumes of Appleton letters in the Bowdoin College Library shed no further
light on Appleton's activities.
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Public men, sir, are the property of the Pub
lic; none more so than those literary men who have
the charge of our youth; to you, Sir, as to a
fountain whose streams are either pure or impure
the public look with anxiety; - the least departure
therefore from a correct course of conduct will not
be submitted to.
As our Country is now at war with Great Bri
tain the following questions will not be considered
■uninteresting either to the public or yourself.
Have you, sir, visited Castine since the
British took possession of the place?
Had you a passport or other document to author
ize such a procedure?
Was your object in making this visit Political?
And if so, have you succeeded in your Negotia
tions?
Will you state the conversation which took
place between His Magistracy's [sic] Governor and
yourself?
And will you publish the results of your visit
for the benefit of the people and the satisfaction
of an Enquirer.
As a result of the forgoing actions and suspected
actions, it is understandable that the news that a con
vention of New England Federalists was to take place in
Hartford in December was received among these friendly to
the war with deep concern.

Maine sent two delegates,

Samuel Wilde of Hallowell and Stephen Longfellow of Port
land, father of the poet and the son of Stephen Longfellow
J r . , who participated in the first phase of the separation
movement, both of whom had a reputation of being the most
staunch Federalists in the District.

When taken together,

all of these events produced in the District an atmosphere
of extreme apprehension.
By December, many in the District were in desperate
pursuit of some means by which the tide of events could be
turned in a direction more to their liking.

On December 8

and 9, 1814, there took place in the custom house at Port-
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land a most significant meeting of several of these people.
In attendance were many of the leading Republicans of the
District and a few Federalists who were disgruntled with
the actions of their more extremist brethren, among whom
were William King, William Widgery, Joshua Wingate Jr.,
son-in-law of General Henry Dearborn; Asa Clap and Wood
bury Storer, important shippers of the Portland area; and
Samuel K. Whiting, Samuel Ayer, and William Pitt Preble,
all of whom would become leading separationists within the
year.

Widgery was elected to preside.
The meeting produced a sober and frank appraisal

of the defenceless position of the District.

The conclu

sion was reached that only an appeal to the President of
the United States could save the District from the "Treach
erous ” policies emanating from Boston.

A committee was

appointed, headed by Samuel Whiting, a Bangor lawyer, to

24
draft such an appeal, the text of which read as follows;
Three months have now transpired since the
belligerent power with whom we are contending has
had undistrubed possession of one third of our
territory.
Longer to remain silent upon the ef
fects resulting from this state of things; and
the conduct of our state authorities relative to
the same, would be a tacit assent to all their
measures - would be an abandonment of all our
rights.
We have seen the Executive of the Common
wealth tamely submitting to the invasion of his
territory without making one effort to repel'l the
foe.
We have seen our state legislature assembled

2^A copy of the committee report which was, presumably
sent to President Madison, can be found in WK, MSS (Me.
H.S.), LBC BOX.
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for the express purpose of taking into considera
tion the peculiar state of affairs, and instead of
calling out the energies of our country to drive
out the invaders from our soil, instead of giving
us that aid, rejected with indifference every mo
tion urged for our relief; they passed over in
almost total silence the occupation of our District
by the enemy and adopted those measures only,
which had tendency to embarrass the General Govern
ment - to organize faction - and encourage the ene
my in their mad sickness of conquest.
And the more effectually to restrict our exert
ion, the governor, encircled by his Board of War,
has it in contemplation of passing an order, that
no Maj. General shall march his troops out of his
own District, without an order from the Commander
in Chief:
thus bound we shall be destroyed in de
tail, we shall be presented a living sacrifice,
without the power of reslstence.
Thus^>andoned
by the state authority, we view with serious alarm
the situation in which we are placed - having the
enemy in the bosom of our country - and an exten
sive seaboard unprotected; we shall soon become
an easy prey to the savage attacks of our foe.
Such is the situation of our District, and such
the force of our laws, that the most unrestrained
and unlimited intercourse with the enemy is carried
on.
We have become the general thorough-fare
through which the unprincipled carry on the most
illicit traffic - and thru which our domestic foes
carry on their 'traiterous correspondence.' The
collectors on our frontier in vain raise their arm
of authority, our revenue laws are too insufficient
to support them.
The officers of the Militia call
upon their Troops.
Governor Strong controls their
operations.
Significantly, several days later, after it became obvious
that the national government was powerless to assist its
friends in Maine, Samuel Whiting from his home in Bangor
25
wrote King as follows:
If Massachusetts won't cooperate and the Fed
eral government is unable to, then the crisis has
arrived when the District of Maine ought to Legi-

2-5samuel K. Whiting to W.K., December 21, 1814, Ibid.
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slate for herself. Released from the thraldom of
Boston Influence, we would not suffer this Eastern
section of the country to sink into the insignifi
cance ... if we can get no assistance let us make
an effort ourselves.
On December 28, 181^-, a convention of Republicans
from several towns in Oxford county met at Paris and con
cluded that the authorities of Massachusetts had conducted
themselves in a manner "unbecoming the representatives of
a free people."

It was further resolved, "that it is in

expedient that the District of Maine constitute a part of
the state of Massachusetts - no longer than the state of
26
Massachusetts gives support to the union."
This meeting, coming as it did during the winter ses
sion of the General Court, was designed, undoubtedly, to
support the efforts of the Senator from Oxford County, Al
bion Parris.

Parris, failing to obtain sufficient support

for a proposal he had offered that would have resulted in
the raising of a state force to drive the British from
27
Eastern Maine,
on February 6, 1815, (the war ended in
December, 1814, but word would not reach Massachusetts
until Februar 15). Introduced in the Senate a resolution
calling for legislative authorization of a district-wide
convention to be held in Maine.

This convention was to be

26 E.A., January 19, 1815.
27,Parris offered an amendment calling for the raising
of a state force to a committee report commending the
efforts of the Hartford Convention delegates.
His amend
ment was defeated 17 to 10 in the Senate. E.A., February 9.
ah-LS ♦_______________________________________________________

________

given the power to "consult upon the expediency of the
separation of the District ... and the forming ... of an
independent state and it shall have further power, should
such separation be, by them judged expedient, to frame and
report a constitution of government, and to recommend all
28
things;" necessary to effect the objective.
While the
resolve was being debated, news of the peace was received
from Ghent and on February 25 by a 17 to 10 vote the
29
Senate rejected Parris's resolve.
The question now was
whether the "separation fever" produced by the virus of
war would subside, or continue to rise to a point where
only major surgery would extirpate the cause of the ill30
ness.

28Ibid., February 23, 1815.
29rbid., February 30, 1815.
3°Actually, the revival of the separation question
has to date from June 6, 181^ when the House of Representa
tives appointed a committee to study the question.
Nothing
came from the effort, however. Stanwood, op. cit., p. 139*
The Weekly [Boston] Messenger, December 30, 181^, commented
on the rumor that separation was to be revived because of
the calamitous effects of the policies pursued by the
state administration on the District of Maine:
"Inhabitants of Maine.' there are no doubt emissaries
among you, busy in propogating the doctrine of separation.
Beware of their insidious arts.
You have nothing to gain,
but much to lose by such a course.
Would you at once con
found your seducers, point to your Impoverished country,
and say to them, 'here are the fruits of your past care for
us; we beg to be saved in future from such counsellors'".

CHAPTER V

SEPARATION BECOMES A PARTY QUESTION
When I had the pleasure of passing a few weeks
with you in Boston last winter, 1 recollect that one
of the many subjects that we discussed was relative
to getting up the Eastern Argus upon a more respect
able standing and giving it a more general circula
tion.
Since I have located myself in this town
[Portland] I have thought more on the subject, and
am fully of the opinion that if we could get the
paper enlarged, interest the leading Republicans
in the District in giving it support and have the
paper devoted to such local matters as would be in
teresting to all, it would be a great service to
our political operations.
I know of no better mode
to get up a proper organization of the Republican
interest in the District than this. If we intend to
obtain a separation from old Massachusetts this would
be a powerful organ properly managed, and in all our
future elections the advantages would be very great.
We are extremely deficient in system, we ought to
adopt some mode whereby we can rally all our forces,
and I think to get up this paper judiciously, and
with proper spirit, would be a grand stepping stone
to effect this object.1
This letter, written by Samuel Whiting to William King in
June 1815, can be described as the opening volley in the
most concerted effort yet made by separationists to achieve
the independence of Maine.

The letter is also evidence

that the animosities produced by three years of contention
between old Massachusetts and Maine were more than surface
hatreds that would disappear with a return to normality.
The experience of seeing a portion of their territory occu
pied by the enemy coupled with the refusal of their elected
representatives to defend them would not soon be forgotten.
A point of no return had been reached.

The question was no

1Samuel K. Whiting to W.K., June 13. 1815, WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Box 6.
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longer: should Maine be separated?, but when would it be
come separated?
One of the more pressing problems that faced the
separationists was that the war had so long employed their
energies that they were now, as Whiting said, "deficient
in system".
array.

The Democratic-Republican party was in dis

Clearly, there would have to be extensive planning

and direction for any project as ambitious as separation
to succeed.

To a man, separationists were agreed that only

William King had the resources and interest to do the Job,
but there was question about his willingness to assume the
mantle of leadership.
Francis Douglas, who became the owner and editor of
the Eastern Argus in 1809, was anxious to "get up his paper
2

on a different plane".

He lacked, however, that indis-

pensible commodity, money, or as one of the separationists
put it, "ready rhino."

Whiting sent Douglas to Bath to

see King who at first pleaded poverty and referred the edi
tor to Asa Clap, a Portland merchant who, it was assumed,
had a good deal of ready cash.

Clap, however, pleaded an

even greater poverty due to his heavy losses during the
war; King finally consented to loan Douglas enough money
for the latter to go to New York where he purchased the

2Ibid.

1^ 3

necessary machinery to enlarge his operation.3

For this

assistance Douglas willingly placed in King's hands complete control over the contents of the paper.

More im

portantly, King was now commited to the cause.
Even before efforts were initiated to revitalize the
Eastern Argus, another effort was made to provide for a
less "deficient system".

At the winter session of the

General Court £l8l4-15] Republicans had discussed the
possibility of forming a "Union Society" to counteract
what they considered Federalist tendencies toward disunion.
The Portland Gazette upon hearing this spoke for a number
of Federalists when it labeled the projected society the
"Jacobin Club", or Uni on of Sans Cullottes, referring to
those "vile dregs of society" like Marat who had formed a
society to further the radical cause during the French
5
Revolution.
Nothing was done at the winter session to form such a
society, but at the close of the summer session of the Gen
eral Court, June 7, 1815, a meeting of Republicans was
held in Boston at which it was agreed that two societies
should be formed: one in Boston styled the "Union Society
•«i
3Francis Douglas to W.K., June 26, 1815; Samuel Whit
ing to W.K., June 21, 1815, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 6.
^Samuel Whiting to W.K., June 21, 1815, Ibid.
^P.G., January 30, 1815.

Society of Massachusetts” ; a second in Portland styled the
"Union Society of Maine".

Prom these two trunks many

6
branches were expected to grow.
The announced purpose of these societies was "to or
ganize Republican interests —

to call into action all the

energies —

guard against every attempt to sever the Union
7
of the States...."
The real purpose was to further the

8
cause of the separation.
—

By combining the cause of union

by this time in no danger —

with separation, the leaders

of the movement hoped to snare a number of citizens who
would respond to appeals to save the Union when they would
not raise a hand to promote separation as a cause by it
self.
The gentleman who organized the Union Society of
Maine was Dr. Samuel Ayer of Portland,

Ayer asked King to

be its president but the "Sultan of Bath" thought it unwise
to be so prominently displayed.
In his place, Ayer select9
ed John Holmes of Alfred.
The fact that the membership of
the Portland Society was "made up of very heterogeneous ma-

8Circular-Subscription list, dated Portland, August
14, 1815.
WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 6. The text of the Circifr
lar can be found in Appendix VII.
7Ibid.
8Ibid.
^Samuel Ayer to W. K. , June 21, 1815, WK MSS (Me. H.S.)
Box 12.
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terials" requiring "much delicacy and caution and prudence
10
to keep along with harmony,"
may have accounted for the
King's refusal.

In any event, the slow development of the

main trunk was more than matched by the even slower de
velopment of the branch societies.

By January 1816, only

the Oxford Central Union Society which met in Paris, under
the direction of Albion K. Parris, and the Bath-Brunswick
Branch of the Union Party of Maine, probably promoted by
11
King, were going concerns.
Nevertheless, with the Argus
Ln the process of revitalization and with some organization
albeit a shaky one, the men who were to lead another
attempt to win the independence of Maine were ready to take
the offensive by the fall of 1815.

Before the reader pro

ceeds with these men into the fourth phase of the separa
tion movement, it may be helpful to pause to consider the
men who now assumed leadership of the movement.
As a group, the leaders who pursued the goal of a sep
aration between 1815 and 1820, were a mixture of old and
new faces.

William King and John Chandler of Monmouth were

representatives from the pre-war period providing as much
continuity to the movement as it could claim.

The new

faces were made up of a number of energetic and aspiring
men who, for the most part, had come of age after the tri
umph of Madison in 1808, and on whom the experiences of the
war left an indelible mark.

10Samuel Ayer to W, K . , June 26, 1815. Ibid.. Box Zk.
^ E . A., February 20, 1816.

One of the new leaders was Albion K. Parris.

Born in

the District at Hebron in 1778. the only child of Judge
Samuel Parris, a Federalist, Albion entered Dartmouth in
1803.

Graduating in 1807, he came to Portland where he

studied law with Ezekiel Whitman, a Federalist politician
of some renown.

Only 21 years old when he was admitted to

the Bar of Cumberland County in 1808, he soon made a repu
tation as an able advocate.

In 1811, he moved to Paris

in Oxford County, and in the same year was named Oxford
County Attorney.

The War of 1812 caused him to shed what

ever Federalist tendencies his previous experience had
given him.

In 1813, he went to the General Court as a

representative and in 181*1- moved over to the Senate where
he spearheaded the abortive attempt at separation during
the winter session in 1815.

Although often in Washington

as a United States Representative between 1815 and 1818,
Parris lent his pen to the cause of separation.

His dislike-

of the King variety of hard political infighting made him,
perhaps, the least valuable of the new leaders.

He un-

ioubtedly would have taken his greatest satisfaction not
from the years of public service that he gave to the new
State of Maine, but from the knowledge that "he was ©he of
the most popular men Maine ever produced” and that this
popularity resulted in more baby sons being named for him
12

than any other public figure in Maine during his lifetime.

•^Parris was elected a Republican member of Congress
in the fall of 181** and took his seat in March I 8 15 . Reslected in 1816, he resigned in February 1818 to become
Judge of the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
In 1820. Governor William King appointed
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William Pitt Preble was in many ways the opposite of
his colleague Parris.

If Parris was anxious to please,

Preble was not anxious enough.

"Tall, erect, well propor

tioned and aristocratic in his ideas", he impressed some as
a man "remarkable for the strength and vigor of his in
tellectual powers".

Others were more impressed with his

"almost fearful power of invective" egotistically employed
on anyone who crossed his path.

It was significant that

he never was a candidate for an elective office.

His po

sitions were invariably appointed ones.
Preble was born in York, Maine in 1783* two years be
fore separation was first agitated.

He graduated from Har

vard in 1806 to which his reputation as a mathematician
brought him back as a tutor in 1809.

In 1811, he moved to

Saco and in 1814 was appointed by Madison United States
District Attorney for Maine.

From 1815 to 1820, he was

him Judge of Probate for Cumberland County.
In 1822, he
reluctantly consented to be a candidate for governor.
He
became governor and was re-elected for four successive
terms, retiring in 1827 to enter the United States Senate.
In 1828, he became a judge of the Supreme Court of Maine.
In 1836, he was named Second Comptroller of the United
States Treasury, the second Maine man to hold that position
{^Richard Cutts was the firstj.
In 1849, he returned to
Maine and in 1852 was elected mayor of Portland.
He died
in Portland in 1857 at the age of 69 , For information on
Parris' career see Maxim and Lapham, History of Paris.
Maine. (Paris: 1884), passim; Albion JK.. Parris, "Albion
Keith Parris", Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
IX, second series (I&98 ). pp. 37*5-1^6; William Willis, "Al
bion Keith Parris", Maine Historical and Geneologlcal Re
corder, VII, No. 7 (July, 1&93). pp. 117-121.
While many
Parris letters may be found in the WK MSS and the John
Holmes MSS at the Maine Historical Society, there is no
Parris collection anywhere.

frequently an editorial writer on the Argus.

In that ca

pacity, he worked tirelessly and sometimes even dishonestly
13
for the cause of the separation.
By far the most colorful and controversial of the new
leaders was John Holmes of Alfred.

Holmes was born in

Kingston, Massachusetts, in 1773. the son of an iron work
er.

He received his pre-college education as best he could

and entered Brown University (then Rhode Island College) in
1793.

Graduating in 1796, he read law for two years.

In

1799 he resolved to come to Maine "to seek his fortune in
the Eastern country, as affording to the enterprising and
intelligent adventurer an eminent promise of success".
Holmes, upon arriving in Maine, appears to have placed
a moist-ri finger to the wind and found that it was blowing
in the direction of the proprietors.

Soon he became a

leading counsel for their Interests.

His success in this

endeavor brought him the wealth he so fervently desired as

^ D e t a i l s of Preble’s career can be found In George
Emery, "Reminiscences of Bench and Bar", Collections of the
Maine Historical Society. VIII. Second Series (1897),
p. 115; Willis, The Laws.... op. clt.. pp. 597-61**. Preble
letters are to be found in the WK MSS and John Holmes MSS
at the Maine Historical Society.
In 1820, King appointed
Preble an Associate Justice of the Maine Supreme Court.
In 1828, he was appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to the
Netherlands to act as the spokesman for the interests of
Maine before the King of the Netherlands to whom the North
east Boundary question had been submitted for arbitration.
In the 1840’s he and John Poor planned the construction of
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad. Preble was the
first president of the corporation. He died in Portland
in 1857. only a few weeks after Parris died.
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well as the contempt of many Republican politicians who
considered him a hired mercenary.

It was because of his

past associations and his well publicized Federalist po
litical views that Republicans were astonished when Holmes
joined their ranks in 1811.

Federalists were equally as

tonished at his defection and were convinced that, like
John Quincy Adams and William Gray, both of whom left the
Federalist Party in 1809, Holmes* departure was the result
of a shift in the political wind rather than because, as
he claimed, he could not longer support Federalist foreign
policies.

Not a few Republicans believed his conversion
1^
was ’’wholly of a mercenary character.”
Despite these suspicions, Holmes took his place as a
rival of William King for the leadership of the DemocraticRepublicans of Maine.

In 1813 and 181*1-, he was elected to

the Massachusetts Senate.

In the fall of 181**, when the

Federalists in Massachusetts behind Josiah Quincy and
Governor Strong refused to deliver the state militia to the
service of the national government, it was Holmes who arose
in the Senate to condemn this refusal.

As a result, he en

deared himself to many war Democrats in Massachusetts and
Maine.

Nathaniel Ames, the Dedham Democrat, noted in his

diary after Holmes had delivered an especially scathing
attack against the "Boston Junto": "John Holmes, a new

l^Maine [[Bathj Inquirer. January 8, 1828.
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champion of old principles* has sprung in the Senate of
Massachusetts; and knocked over Quincy etc., and laid the
Boston rebel, Lowell, flat on his back.

r

_

of Boston Stamp, ^arej thunderstruck".

The Federalists

15

By 1815, his conversion to Democracy was complete.

In

an oration delivered at Alfred on July 4, 1815, he outJeffersoned Jefferson by declaring that, "agriculture is
the favorite employment of Heaven.

And in this country,

it is the greatest security to national attachments, pros16
perity, independence and happiness".
For his efforts in behalf of the Madison administra
tion, he was rewarded with an appointment as a commissioner
under the fourth article of the Treaty of Ghent.

His task

was to determine the ownership of the islands in Passamaquoddy Bay.

In 1816, he was elected to Congress and in

1818 his re-election provided him with the opportunity to
play a major role in the passage of the Missouri Compromisa
His greatest opportunity to achieve truly national dis
tinction came in 1818 when the trustees of the state con
trolled Dartmouth College chose him to oppose Daniel Web
ster before the Supreme Court.

William Woodward, a trustee,

15Charles Warren,, Ed., Jacobin and Junto or Early
American Politics as Viewed in the Diary of D r . Nathaniel
Ames 1758-1822. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1931), p. 2737 For the text of one Holmes' speeches in de
fense of the war effort, see E.A., February 2k, 1814.
^ J o h n Holmes, An Oration Pronounced at Alfred on July
1815..., (Boston: Rowe & Hooper, I&I 5 ), p. 19* A copy
of this imprint is on deposit at the Houghton Library, Har-

k,
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was responsible for the choice of Holmes, whom he described
as "extremely ready, of sound mind and a good lawyer, in17
ferior to Daniel Webster only in point of oratory".
The
case was said to have constituted a turning point in Web
ster’s career.

It was certainly a turning point for Holmes.

"Holmes went up like a rocket and down like a stick", noted
one observer.

"Webster aqultted himself with the highest

credit...Holmes fell below mediocrity", noted another.
Webster, delighted with Holmes’ failure wrote to a friend
that "upon the whole j^HolmesJ gave us three hours of the
18
merest stuff that was ever uttered in a county court".
For Holmes it was a bitter defeat.
Holmes' inordinate ambition laid him open throughout
his career to charges of opportunism, unscrupulousness and
hypocracy.

Few men of this period evoked such strong opin

ions of themselves from their opponents.

Rufus King con

sidered him "contemptable and vulgar --

the merest syco

phant and hollow hearted man, who has never understood or
19
felt the direction of conscience."
Rufus wrote his

vard University.
17

Claude M. Fuess, Daniel Webster, (Boston: Little
Brown, 1930), 1, p. 225."”
l 8Ibld.. pp. 233-35.
l^Hufus King to Christopher Gore, April 9» 1820,
printed in Charles R. King, ed., Life and Correspondence of
Rufus King. (New York: G.P. Putnam, 189^-1900), VI, p. 329 .
Hereafter cited C. King, oja. cit.
It should be kept in
mind that the severity of King’s remarks was due, in part,
to Holmes' support of the Missouri Compromise which King
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brother William in 1818 when Holmes was preparing to take
on Webster as well as aspiring to the speakership of the
20

House that he:
had heard much of him in your policitcal con
troversies, in which he may be skilled and capable,
but as an able public man, as one possessed of in
formation and judgement concerning the great inter
est of the Nation, as a statesman whose words would
be wise and salutary, I have no evidence that can
have me rank him in this class — on the contrary
he appears to have taken his hat with a great deal
of prepossession in his favor, and with a generally
entertained opinion that he would become leader of
the House of Representatives, and has left us under
the Universal impression of a complete failure and
disappointment — as a man of influence he is lost
— and for reputation sake, he would have done wise
ly not to have appeared in this theatre.
Holmes was, until late in life, a heavy drinker.

This pro

pensity to Imbibe produced a emaciated facial appearance
that opponents made the object of ridicule.

Martin Van

21
Buren dismissed Holmes as a "reckless inebriate".

The

only national political figure who grew attached to Holmes
was Henry Clay and even Clay confessed that Holmes was
truly an unfortunate man: "fact or principal was always
22

against him".

adamantly opposed on moral grounds. The two men were quite
different; Holmes the compromiser, King the believer in
eternal principles.
How could they get along?
20Rufus King to W.K., April 22, 1818, WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Box 8.
21

JohnFitzpatrick, ed., The Autobiography of Martin
Van Buren, American Historical Association, Annual Report
for the year 1918 (Washington: G.P.O., 1920) II, p. $26',
22

James F. Hopkins, ed., The Papers of Henry Clay. The
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In addition to Parris, Preble, and Holmes, mention
must also be made of two minor characters who joined the
movement in I8l**-l8l5. Samuel Ayer and Samuel Whiting.
Ayer was born in Concord, New Hampshire in 1786.

He

was at Dartmouth with Parris and upon his graduation in
1808, he was made a tutor at the college where he lived
with PresidenttWheelock.

Having earned an M.D., he moved

to Portland in 1811 where he established a practice.

Medi

cine soon gave way to politics, and in 1815 Ayer seems to
have found the cause for which he had long been searching.
His commitment to the separation movement was fanatical,
and for some of his colleagues he proved to be an added
burden.

His major contribution was writing articles on

separation for the Eastern Argus and engaging in organiza23
tional work as secretary of the Union Society of Maine.
Of Whiting's career little is known.
who lived in Bangor in 181**.

He was a lawyer

As previously noted, he

attended the meeting held in Portland on December 8 and 9t
181**, and was chairman of the committee that drafted the
appeal for assistance to President Madison.

He became an

Rising Statesman 181*5-1820 (Lexington: University of Ken
tucky Press, 1961), II, p. 656 . Except where other sources
have been <S>ited, information on Holmes is from Willis, The
Laws. The Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine, pp. 276-286.
Two volumes of Holmes papers are located in the Maine His
torical Society.
Microfilm of these volumes is on de
posit in the University of Maine Library. Another collect
ion of Holmes MSS is located at the New York Public Library.
23a brief sketch of Ayer's career is presented in
James A. Spaulding, Maine Physicians of 1820 (Lewiston:
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avowed separationist and moved to Portland in 1815.

Once

in Portland, he became instrumental in the re-vitalization
of the Eastern Argus.

Like Ayer, he wrote for the paper,

but in the late 1816 his failing health forced him to seek
relief in a Southern climate.

In the Spring of 1817, his

death deprived the separation movement of one of its most
2k
indefatigable workers.
Together, these men, known as the ‘'Junto*' by their
opponents, constituted the most formidable array of talent
that the cause of separation had ever claimed.
The Argus office will this week be removed
from the present stand to Pore Street on the second
and third floors of the store on the left passage to
Ingraham's wharf, where the next Argus will be issued.
Our patrons will notice that this alteration is nec
essary for the enlargement of the paper and the new
arrangement of our concerns...,2-5
This announcement, appearing in the Argus of October 11,
1815, signaled the completion of the re-vitalization pro
gram made possible by the loan of King and marked the be
ginning of the year-long campaign conducted by the Argus
to effect the separation of Maine.

Both Ayer and Whiting

Lewiston Journal Co., 1928), pp. 11-14,
p h,
^ T h i s sketch of Whiting's activities has been gleaned
wholly from letters contained in the WK MSS (Me. H.S.), es
pecially from Box 7.
25e .A., October 11, 1815.
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had solicited articles from "the Knights of the Quill" in
the District to insert in the first issue.

"The campaign

will be opened", Ayer informed King, "with the project of
separation.

Other objects will be embraced and discussed,

and such political information generally communicated as
will tend to rouse the exertions of the inactive, confirm
the wavering, and strengthen the hands of the Republi
cans.... We ought to break off our slavish dependence on
26
Boston for all our politics...."
The November 8, 1815 issue of the Argus contained the
first in a series of thirteen articles promoting separa—
tion.

The articles, all of which were written by junto

members appeared under the general heading, "The District
of Maine".

The first two were written by Parris before he

left for Washington in the Fall to take his seat in Con27
gress.
They contained an appeal to opponents to discon
tinue their opposition to a separation and to unite for the
common good with the forces of independence.

Parris

accused the opposition of preferring its selfish interests
for material gain before the public interest, observing
that "such sordid motives may well fit the seller and the
28
purchaser, but ill became the citizen".

2^Samuel Ayer to W. K . , June 21, 1815, WK MSS (Me. H.
S . ), Box Zk.
2?Samuel Whiting to W. K . , November 28, 1815. Ibid.
Box 6.
2 ®E. A . , November 8. 1815.
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The third article written by Sam Ayer advanced the
simple argument that Maine’s population of close to 270,000
was justification enough for a separation,

Ayer also con

tended that the emigration of farmers to Ohio, an exodus
that proved alarming to speculators in Maine lands, would
29
diminish with independence.
The fourth article written
30
by Sam Whiting elaborated on the "Ohio Fever" theme.
The succeeding articles written by Sam Whiting and
Ayer, who were generously supplied with ammunition by King,
restated the now familiar arguments that had been employed
by separationists from the beginning:

Maine had a pleni

tude of talent to staff a separate government; the expense
of running a separate government would be less; separation
would allow for a more equitable taxation system ([absentee
land owners would be taxed at the six percent rate assessed
on the settlers, rather than the rate of two percent]; the
value of public lands would increase.

One of the more

effective weapons employed was the quoting of passages
from petitions presented to the legislator at previous
attempts to obtain independence by individuals who now, as
Federalists, opposed separation.

Whiting argued that the

29e . A., November 22, 1815.
3°E. A., November 29. 1815. King a land speculator
in his own right was deeply concerned by the exodus. A
number of articles written by him imploring farmers to re
main in Maine appeared in the Argus at this time, e.g.,
"To the Farmers of Maine,” December 5» 1815.
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same arguments that obtained In 1792 or in 1803# were even
31
more relevant in 1815By December 1815, the junto had decided that they
would appeal to the winter session of the Genral Court for
an authorization to test sentiment In Maine on the question
the following Spring.

In order to impress on the members

of the General Court the popularity of separation among
the people of Maine, it was decided that the Argus should
print a circular letter and petition to be sent to each
town in the District.

"This will not only flood the legi

slature with petitions", wrote Whiting, "but it will wake
32
[the people up]."
Unfortunately, there developed a
difference of opinion between King and other members of the
junto over the wording of the petition.

King desired to

see an aggressive stand adopted while others pushed for a
more diplomatic approach in order not to offend the more
33
sensitive members of the General Court.
As a result of
this difference of opinion, the circulation of the peti
tions was delayed.

Mark L. Hill, from Phippsburg, whom

King had selected to lead the separation forces in the
General Court [King was not a member at that timej, report
ed that the delay in the circulation of petitions producecL-

^ F o r example see E. A., November 15, 1815; January 3,

1816.
32

J

Samuel Whiting to W. K. December 16, 1815, o£, clt.,

Box 6.
33Ibld.. December 27, 1815, Box 8.
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a corresponding delay in their being:;;sent to the legisla3*
ture to the detriment of the cause.
In spite of this,
the General Court, controlled by the Federalists, finally
35
consented to the holding of a vote on May 20, 1816.
Should there be a bare majority in favor of separation, the
legislature retained the right to deny separation.

A large
36
majority in favor, it was admitted, could not be denied.
The fact that a Federalist dominated legislature
authorized such an election was a normal political reaction
to the changing political realities of the day.

The Fed

eralists of the Massachusetts business community after the
conclusion of the War of 1812 were determined to reconcile
themselves to the Democratic Republican dominance on the
national level by playing down intense party feeling.

The

election of Monroe in 1816 made this approach all the more
appealing for as William Tudor, editor of the Federalist
North American Review confided

to the President: "I think

on the principles now acted upon at Washington that [Feder37
alistsj have no dispute to maintain".
The President,
anxious to unify the country, agreed with Tudor that there

3^Mark L. Hill to W. K . , January 17, 1816, Ibid., LBC
Box.
35e . A., February 13, 1816.
T “
3°Boston Commercial Gazette, February 12, 1816.
3?George Dangerfield, The Era of Good Feelings. (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 19527, p.
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was every reason to cultivate "an era of good feeling".
Monroe would even tour New England in 1817 as a means of
encouraging this rapproachment with the Federalists.
The Federalist strategy placed the Republicans of
Massachusetts in an awkward position.

Attacks on Federal

ism now became, by implication, attacks on their own party
leadership in Washington.

The strategy was now clear:

Re

publicans would cooperate with Federalists to achieve some
38
if not all of their objectives,
and this they did even
before Monroe assumed the Presidency.

With Massachusetts

Democracy "bought off", only the threat of the Maine Democ
racy remained and this threat could be easily handled by
allowing them to separate from the main body.

It is true

that not all the Federalists of Old Massachusetts looked
at the question in this way.

There were those like Josiah

Quincy who argued that a separation, while virtually guar
anteeing "a smug little Federal State for the rest of our
lives," would also reduce Massachusetts to a second rate
state.

.New York, he argued, would then emerge as the lead

ing Northern state and as the center of Northern opposition^
39
to Southern Democracy.
In Maine, where a number of the leaders of the Demo-

3 8John Chandler to W. K . , March 26, 1816, WK MSS
(Me. H. S.), Box 7.
39

Edmund Quincy, Life of Josiah Quincy (Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1868), p. 37*K
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cratic Republican party, including King, Chandler, and
Parris, were supporters of William H. Crawford of Georgia
whom they considered the only legitimate heir to Jeffer*K)
sonian principles,
the response to the amalgamationist
tendencies of the Republicans of Massachusetts was one of
alarm, for without the active support of the Massachusetts
Republicans, Maine Republicans could see no chance of re
capturing the state government.

The only escape from a

perpetual condition of servitude was a separation.
Some Maine Republican leaders thought their brethren
in Massachusetts were incredibly naive not to see that the
Federalists were employing the consensus device in order to
achieve their own advantage.

These Republicans predicted
!
that when Federalists found;it tpi.their advantage to sacri
fice Republican interests they would do so without apology.

Then Massachusetts Republicans, especially those in Essex
and Suffolk counties, would realize the danger inherent in
consensus politics.

John Chandler, an old party war horse

whose memories of the bitter campaigns he waged against
Federalism in Kennebec County precluded his becoming duped
by Federalist overtures to forgive and forget, wrote Wil
liam King after it had become clear that the Boston Repub
licans, especially, found themselves completely subservient

^0A. K. Parris to W. K . , December 8, 1815* WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), LBG Box.
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to Federalist dominance, that he regretted^-1the present situation of the Republicans of
Massachusetts but they may thank themselves for it.
Had they acted like men, had they taken a bold and
determined stand against their opponents, instead
of a mean, grovllng, temporising system, all would
have been well; they had the whole of the United
States to back them and support them, but the Boston
Republicans, poor souls, always temporising, were
willing to believe, that when the Federalists talked
of uniting, that they were in earnest and that they
were willing to unite on principles of reciprocity;
no such thing ever entered the hearts of their lead
ers, their ideas of union were neither more or less,
that we must unite in their principles and hostility
to the General government, thus far will their lead
ers unite and no further. They find it necessary
to sooth and quiet the public mind, that they may
the better come out in a new shape and perhaps by
a new name. They will know that the public mind has
been worked up to the highest pitch, and that their
continuing their open opposition would strengthen
our ranks under the existing circumstances of our
public affairs.
They know that by ceasing their
open opposition they disarm us, and that tranquili
ty for any length of time would render it diffi
cult, and require time to organize public opinion
against them while they were acting under a differ
ent name from their former one, and their opposition
in a different shape. All this we shall find true,
and it will require much exertion and union amongst
the Republicans to array public opinion against them
as well as it might have done, if we had not been
duped into an opinion that they had given up entire
ly their opposition to our Republican institutions
and government.
In fact, I doubt if we shall ever
do anything as it ought to be done, while we are
connected with Massachusetts proper.
It is not only
the Republicans of Boston who act like the devil,
but those out of Boston are not made up of the same
materials as the Republicans of Maine are. My own
opinion is that our whole strength should be exerted
to sever ourselves from £Massachusetts] as soon as
possible, until that takes place the people of
Maine will do little for themselves or have little
done for them.

^ J o h n Chandler to W. K . , March 26, 1816, op. cit.,
3ox 7.
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Mark Hill reported to King that the Republicans of
Massachusetts were of no assistance In aiding the cause of
separation, "In the' town of Boston the Republicans are

42
worse than dead".

And if William Tudor was any authori

ty even the Federalists considered them "utterly contemp
tible ...cringing and subservient... in reality ready to

43
betray those who have fostered them."
The Democratic-Republicans of Massachusetts were, of
course, in an impossible situation.

To support a separa

tion was to bring it about and this could only result in
relegating them to a position of a permanent minority.

To

support amalgamation, however, was to surrender to Feder
alist domination and there was no

certainty that this

course might not result in political disaster also.

It is

true that there were some Republicans in Massachusetts who
rejected amalgamation in favor of fighting the Federalists
to the very end if necessary but even these persons offered
little encouragement to the separationlsts of Maine.

The

truth was that these few Massachusetts Republicans needed
the Republicans of Maine more than the Maine Republicans
needed them as the following account written by a MassachuI

r

^ M a r k L. Hill to W. K . , January 17, 1816, Ibid.. LBC
Box.
43

Dangerfield, op. olt.. p. 98 . In spite of his con
tempt for the course adopted by the Republicans of Massa
chusetts, King consented to run for the lieutenant gover
norship in 1816. While he may have hoped for a miracle it
is more likely that he was seeking exposure.
If separation
were effected, he hoped to become the state's first governor
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setts Republican of the non-amalgamationist stripe reveals.
The gentleman had Just returned to Boston after a trip

44
through Maine in January 1816:
"From a regard to the political welfare of our
state, and the prospect of our being able at future
elections, to regenerate that deadly policy, which
of late has swayed its councils £Hartford Convention],
I endeavored to persuade iay Republican brethren to
delay the contemplated measure for the present, but
they will not hear of it. Indeed it was nb party
thing with them. Federalists and Republicans are
all united in bringing it about....I could wish...
that they might be induced to hang on a little longer,
and help us get rid of our present mlsrulers. We
might then expect a change in that policy, more es
pecially as it regards [Maine] whidh has now become
so odious to them [Federalists], and is so loudly
complained of.
Men like Ayer and Whiting of the Argus were able to
endure

what they considered a sellout of their interests

by their party colleagues in Massachusetts up to a point.
Finally, two weeks before the election was to be held on
May 20, they unleashed a pitiless attack against the Repub
lican papers of Boston, the Yankee, Independent Chronicle
and the Patriot, for their opposition to the cause.

"In

fact", said the Argus, ilthe Centlnel [Federalist Columbian
Centinel] has been the only paper in Boston that has treat-

45

ed the subject with any degree of candor or fairness".
The Yankee admitted that the angry outburst of the Ar-

^Dfibstonl Independent Chronicle. January 18, 1816.
^5e . A., May 7. 1816.
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gus editors was justified for Maine had always been treated
"illiberally" by the rulers of Massachusetts.

The editor of;

the Yankee observed that circumstances were such, however,
that the Republicans of Massachusetts were forced to put
their interests first.

"Our first question of course would

be, how will the interests of this part be affected by the
proposed measure?

And we must say that we can read in it

46
nothing favorable to the interests of Massachusetts proper'!,
k

separation would mean as Quincy had said, that Massachu

setts would "sink, never to rise again".

Portland would

soon challenge Boston as the financial capitol of New Eng
land and the taxes in Massachusetts would rise $70t000 a
year.

It was sad indeed, continued the Yankee.to contem

plate losing Maine with its great agricultural potential,
"the richest part of New England... [and ] lost by our own
47
fault and folly."
The Independent Chronicle was deeply offended by the
attafck of the junto in Portland.
separation, the editor said,

Its refusal to advocate

should not have obscured the

fact It did not oppose it either.

The reason for its "flie-

jlect was simple... we supposed our feeble aid was not
jailed for... [[and besides] we are too crowded with matters

^[Boston] Yankee. August 16, 18 16 .
^7 Ibid.
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of a general nature to volunteer in a more local discussion
--------"58”then is called for by our friends at large."
The only result of the exchange was to bring the split
of the Maine and Massachusetts Bepublleans into the open
for all to see, which, perhaps, was where it belonged.
The Federalists of Maine could not help but be con
fused by the alignment of forces in the contest.

A major

ity of them, despite reports that separation was a non-par
tisan cause, opposed the independence of Maine for the same
reason as the Massachusetts' Republicans —
coming a permanent minority.

fear of be

They could expect no help

from most of their political friends in Massachusetts.
Their only hope was to encourage defections from the ranks
of the Republicans in Maine, while at the same time they
were discouraging defections from their own party.

This

latter problem was a real one for there existed in Maine a
number of Influential Federalists like Nathan Kinsman of
Portland who were not so anchored to the District that
they could not leave if developments resulting from a
separation warranted.

Kinsman explained his attitude in

regard to the proposed separation to his Federalist friend
Leverett Saltonstall of Salem, a supporter of separation in

59
the General Court:

ho
Independent Chronicle. May 7. 1816.
^ N a t h a n Kinsman to Leverett Saltonstall, May 27»
1816, Leverett Saltonstall MSS (Me. H. S.), VI, No. 6l.
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As to separation..., I can only promise myself
an experiment, which I should perhaps be unwilling
to try if I were obliged to remain here in case it
proved unfortunate-I can not call myself an advocate of separation,
but confess myself willing to see the experiment. I
am not to continue many years longer in a province...
so far remote from the capitol or will exclude me
from all the influences of the various advantages
attending the seat of the government when placed in
a large commercial town— in case of separation,
should our capitol go farther East, or in case Port
land should be agreed upon, and should not give a
spring to business to equal my expectations, Maine
would no longer continue to be my place of residence.
Kinsman added that those who fear the rule of King and
Holmes should take comfort in the knowledge that "in two
or three years after £Maine] became an independent State
£she] would be at least as Federalist as old Massachu50
setts'.'.
The Portland Gazette, lineal descendent of the Fal
mouth Gazette in whose columns pro-separationlst arguments
had once abounded, led the campaign against separation.

C

At

first, the movement was not taken seriously by the Gazette .
attributing the agitation to "^0 or ^0 dear lovers of the
people, who hover around the Union Societies like eagles
51
over a dead carcass".
But once it became evident that

5°Ibld.
^1 P. G., January 23, 1816; On January 1, 1816 the Ga
zette sarcastically dealt with the separation cause in an
extract from a "Carrier's Address".
"There is, it
A scheme that
Its object is
This district

seems, in operation
causes agitation.
to separate
from its parent State!
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the movement had gained considerable momentum,the Federa
list organ came alive.

A series of articles prepared by

"Aristides" was the paper’s answer to those prepared by
Parris, Whiting, and Ayer for the Argus.

The time worn

arguments that separation would prove expensive, that the
state had not enough men of talent, that Maine would lose
her interests in the public land and that the evils com
plained of by separationists were rectifiable by legisla
tion were advanced.

By far the most effective argument

raised by the Gazette and repeated by her sister newspaper
the Hallowell Gazette was the old betey noire of the separa
tionists, the coasting law objection.

Shippers were re

minded of the fact that they would have to enter and clear
at ports all along the Atlantic coast if independence were
achieved, a prospect which the Gaz:ette hoped would cause
many seaport towns to remain in the ranks of the unionists.
The Junto recognized the potential effectiveness of
this objection and did all in their power to counteract it.
Finally, the editor of the Argus took the position that the

And thus to add, by calculation,
A star to our bright constellation.
Now should an eastern star thus honor
Our valiant country’s starry banner,
Then will such furious joy abound
As will unnumbered worlds confound."
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coasting law objection was really a specious one employed
by scheming individuals as a weapon of convenience by which
they could defeat a separation, and without regard to eco5?
:iomlc facts of life:
It is well known to every man possessing com
mon sense, that we neverhave carried on the coasting
trade without entering and clearing every trip; ex
cept to ports in our own state, or to New Hampshire
or Rhode Island.
It is a fact well known, that about two thirds
of the coasters that go from Maine to Boston, are
obliged to enter and clear either in going up or
down, owing to the amount of foriegn articles they
have on board, £the coasting law did not apply to
carriers of foreign manufactures].
It is also a fact, that in consequence of the
scandalous and unprincipled surveys of lumber in Bos
ton this trade with them is fast decreasing — it is
now carried on with New York and the Southward,
where our merchants receive a better price and an
honest survey of their cargoes. This trade, which we
have for so many years carried on with Massachusetts,
has been but very little benefit to our District or
with the individuals concerned in it — it has only
served to enrich a few rapacious Jews and speculators
of Boston.
?or those who remained unconvinced, there was no reason,
continued the Argus. to suppose that Congress would not
grant Maine shippers relief as had been done for Rhode Is
land in 1795 in order that her trade with Long Island would
53
:iot suffer from Inconvenience.
In spite of the opposition, the leaders of the separa
tion movement were sanguine about the prospects of success/

52E. A., February 13, 1816.

53ibid.
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As the May 20 date approached, the leaders became even
more encouraged by the announcement that Nathan Kinsman,
Ezekiel Whitman, and three other Federalist lawyers of
54
Portland were supporting separation.
From Saco, William
Moody confessed to William King that his "attachment to
olde Massachusetts has lessened a considerable extent since
last winter", and he believed that others in York, a tra
ditional anti-separationist stronghold, felt the same
55
way.
Another encouraging development took place in Port
land on May 6 when voters elected six pro-separationist
Republicans to the House of Representatives.

"This is the

first real triumph we have ever had in Portland", wrote
56
Whiting elatedly.
Even with these favorable portents, King and the junto
were determined not to slacken in their efforts.

At King's

urging, separationists from Wiscasset, Bath, and vicinity
drew up a "circular letter" that was sent to selected in
dividuals in the counties of Somerset, Kennebec, and Lin
coln inviting them to attend an open convention to be held
at the Augusta Court House Aprdbll 24.

The objective of the

meeting was, as the signers frankly admitted, to confront

^ S a m u e l Whiting to W. E., April 13, 1816 WK MSS (Me.
H. S. ), Box 7.
^ W i l l i a m Moody to W. K . , May 1, 1816, Ibid.
■^Samuel Whiting to W. K . , May 7, 1816, Ibid.

l?o
opponents of separation with the facts hoping thereby to
57
convert them to the cause.
On the 24th at 10 a.m., representatives from half the
towns in Lincoln, from two thirds of the towns in Kennebec
and nearly half cf the towns in Somerset, met in Augusta.
It was estimated that four or five hundred jammed into the
court house with as many left outside.

The meeting was

moved first to the "town house" and then to the meeting
house of the Congregational Church before all the repre
sentatives, including a few who were convinced anti-separ58
ationists, could be accommodated.
The venerable Dan Cony, Augusta*s leading citizen,
presided and Mark L. Hill was elected secretary.

The con

vention then proceeded to select a committee of twentysix from the three counties, who were instructed to draw
up a report that could be submitted to the convention as a
59
whole for debate and action.
The committee, over the ob
jections of its dissenting members, produced a report
recommending, without qualification, the independence of
Maine for the often mentioned reasons.

Significantly, how

ever, a number of pledges were also adopted, no doubt to

5?e . a ., April 16, 1816.
The signatories were Samuel
Davis, Mark L. Hill, Abiel Wood, Samuel Cony, Erastus Pbote,
Nathaniel Coffin.
The last two named were members of
King’s family by marriage.
Hill, Wood, and Foote were
close friends of King.
58E. A., April 30, 1816.
_____ 59lbid., The names of the members of the committal of
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appease the more vehement objectors and to re-assure those
who believed that separation would result in what they call
ed "democratic excesses".
Among the pledges given by the majority were;

(1) that

the constitution of Maine would secure the rights of per
sons and property (2) that in the selection of the judiciarjy
only "learning, virtue, and talents" would be considered,
£the presumption was, with the Federalists, that since
they possessed these qualities they would not suffer from
loss of office].

(3) that the "rights and immunities of

our colleges, academies, manufacturing, and monied insti
tutions" would be guaranteed and religion would be fostered,
That these pledges were considered as "sops" by King
and his cohorts, there can be little doubt.

In 1820 and

1821, despite similar pledges made in 1819, King, as Gov
ernor of Maine, was not deterred from instituting measures
to the contrary, particularly in regard to education.
Moreover, by paying lip service to the demands of some of
the opponents, the separationist succeeded in obtaining

twenty six were; Lincoln County; Thruston Whiting, William
King, Samuel Davis, Samuel Cony, Joshua Wingate, Jr.,
Erastus Foote, Nathaniel Coffin, David Otis, John Neal,
E. Ford; Kennebec; John Davis, Nathan Weston, Jr., Henry
Fuller, John Chandler, Elias Bond, E. T. Warren, Lemuel
Paine, Benjamin Dearborn, Thomas Eldred, Joshua Gage; Som
erset; William Kendall, Nahum Baldwin, Andrew Groswell,
Philip Leavitt, Benjamin Adams and Joseph Haskell.
See
also, Bangor Weekly Register. May 18, 1816.
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the signatures of these people on the report adopted by
the convention as a whole, which was what they wanted after
all.

Needless to say, no expense was spared in circulat

ing copies of the report to all quarters.
Not to be out done, the opponents of separation, led
by Moses Carlton Jr., of Wiscasset, a former business asso
ciate of King, held a meeting in Nobleboro on May 7.

Pro

ponents as well as opponents had been invited and to the
dismay of the latter, the proponents came in such force
that they put through a report reaffirming in detail the >
60

action taken at Augusta.

Stunned by the quick turn of

events, Carlton hastily called another meeting for the 8th
of May at which his own report, prepared for the previous
meeting, was adopted.

Carlton’s report contained the now
6l
familiar objections including the "coasting law" one.
The men in the Argus office, Preble, Whiting, and

Ayer, concluded their eight month campaign by preparing a
pamphlet containing the reasons why one should vote for a
separation.

The pamphlet was distributed to most towns

in Maine by circuit riders hired expressly for that pur
pose.

With this last effort, Samuel Whiting leaned back

60E. A., May 15, 1816.
6lP. G . , May 14, 1816.
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In his chair to await the results, fearful that, despite
their efforts, the "junto” had placed too great a reliance
"on the goodness of our cause" and too little on efforts
62
to get the people to the polls.
The returns of the May 20, 1816 vote confirmed Whit
ing’s fear.

Only 17.000 of nearly 38,000 eligible voters

in the District bothered to vote.

Prom a population that,

by 1816, approximated 270 ,000, this figure represented only
about six percent of the people of the District.

Conse

quently, even though separation votes out-numbered anti
separation ballots by nearly Jj-,000, it was clear that only
the most determined separations could claim a clear-cut
victory for their cause.
FIGURE III

County
York
Cumberland
Lincoln
Hancock
Kennebec,
Oxford
Somerset
Washington

a
VOTES IN MAINE FOR GOVERNOR, 1816_________
Dexter and
Brooks and
King (Dem)
Phillips (Fed)
1883
3273

2720

2565

2786
1798

2194
1088
1751
1020
75^
287
11.542

3020
19^6
1010
223
16,776

a. Source: Returns for Governor and Lieutenant Governor
1816. Massachusetts Archives.

62Samuel Whiting to W. K . , May 7. 1816. WK MSS (Me.
H. S . ), Box 7.
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FIGURE IV
ci
VOTES BY COUNTY ON SEPARATION - MAY 20. 1816
County
York
Cumberland
Lincoln
Penobscot-Hancock
Kennebec
Oxford
Somerset
Washington
Totals

Yeas
13^3
20 65
1428

906
2316
1446
758
109
10,393

Nays
§99
1487
1772
684

667
566
288
138
6501

Legal Voters
6917
7509
6952
3994
6934
3524
2228

670
37,828

a. Source: P.G. , September 10, 1816; E.A., September 11,
1816.
FIGURE V
SEACOAST TOWNS IN SOUTHERN LINCOLN COUNTY:
VOTES FOR GOVERNOR, APRIL 1816, COMPARED WITH
VOTES FOR AND AGAINST SEPARATION MAY 20. 1816.
Votes-Governor
Votes-Separation
BrooksDexterTowns
Yeas
Nays
King (Dem)
Phillips (Fed)
Wiscasset
"7F”
143
105
95
Aina
24
48
56
57
Newcastle
41
21
61
52
Edgecomb
16
28
81
33
Boothbay
10
80
66
52
Georgetown
22
112
17
35
Bristol
98
132
103
73
Totals
4o8
606
426
239
a. Source: P.G., September 10, 1816; E.A., September 11,
1816.
FIGURE VI
TOWNS LOCATED IN THE INTERIOR ON LANDS CARVED FROM
THE KENNEBEC PURCHASE: VOTES FOR GOVERNOR APRIL
1816 COMPARED WITH VOTES FOR AND AGAINST SEPARATION,
May 20. 1816.a
Votes-Governor
Votes-Separation
BrooksDexterTowns
Yeas
Nays
King (Dem)
Phillips (Fed)
Sidney
------- 94
57
57
75
Vassalboro
84
88
104
52
Augusta
248
24
168
115
Harlem (China) 47
23
79
51
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FIGURE VI (C0NT‘D)
Fairfax
(Albion)
Winslow
Unity
Freedom
Palermo
Totals

60
59
85
77
70
786

12
1
2
0
8
179

It
82
77
37
748

64
24
6
12
22
545

a. Source: P.G., September 10, 1816; E.A., September 11,
1816.
FIGURE VII
TRADITIONAL FEDERALIST TOWNS: VOTES FOR GOVERNOR, APRIL „
1816. AND VOTES FOR AND AGAINST SEPARATION. May 20. 1816
Votes-Governor
BrooksVotes-Separatlon
DexterPhillips
(Fed)
Kin/? (Dem)
Nays
Towns
Yeas
415
Wells
136
27
151
138
4
Lyman
49
107
248
Waldoboro
8
262
59
70
Blue Hill
0
19
59
78
21
Gastine
49
3
284
628
Totals
^ 2
949
a. Source: P.G., September 10, 1816; E.A., September 11,
1816.
FIGURE VIII
TRADITIONALLY REPUBLICAN TOWNS: VOTES FOR GOVERNOR APRIL
1816 AND VOTES FOR AND AGAINST SEPARATION MAY 20. 1816.a
Votes-Governor
BrooksVotes-Separatlon
DexterPhillips (Fed)
Towns
Nays
Kin/? (Dem)
Yeas
Clinton
0
134
50
9
Dearborn
18
0
0
55
Unity
6
82
1
Mt. Vernon
0
12 7
150
19
Malta
16
50
0
73
Totals
330
1
50
494

m

a. Source: P.G,, September 10, 1816; E.A., September 11,
1816.
An analysis of the vote reveals a number of significant patterns:
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(1) For the first time in the history of separation elec
tions, the vote was divided roughly along party lines.
Samuel Dexter and William King had captured 60$ of the vote
in the District in the April 1816 gubernatorial election
[[Figure III].

A month later, 61.5$ of the votes cast were

cast for a separation {[Figure IV],

This does not mean

that in selected towns there was a one to one correlation
between Republican votes and pro-separation votes.

Rather,

it means that taken as a whole such a correlation existed.
(2) The greatest opposition was recorded in the seacoast
communities.

A cluster of seven towns in southern Lincoln

County ([Figure V] had voted Republican in April 666 to 426,
but on May 20, separation was defeated by a vote of 420 to
24l.

Obviously, even in Republican seaport towns, the fear

of the effects of the ’'coasting law” on commerce hurt the
separation cause.

(3) Conversely, the greatest support for

separation came from inland towns especially in Oxford,
Lincoln, Cumberland and Kennebec counties.

A cluster of

nine towns carved out of the Kennebec Purchase where squat
ter troubles had been centered ([Figure VI] gave Dexter and
King 748 votes to 545 for Brooks and Phillips, the Feder
alist candidates.

But in the same towns, a vote of 786 to

179 was recorded in favor of separation.

In these seven

towns as in many other Republican communities, Federalist
defections to the cause of separation offset the Republican
defections to the opponents of separation in the seaport
towns.
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(4) In most traditionally Federalist towns separation was
overwhelmingly defeated.

In five selected towns [Figure

VII] that had given Brooks and Phillips 949 to only 284 fox
Dexter and King [78$ of the vote], anti-separationists
voted 628 to 42 against independence [94$].

Conversely, ir

most traditionally Republican towns separation sentiment
was nearly unanimous.

In five such towns [Figure VIII],

all located inland, Dexter and King won by a 494 to 50 mar
gin [90$].

In the same towns 330 votes were given for

separation while only 1 [one] was given against [99*7$].
(5) By counties [Figure IV], as expected, the inland count
ies of Oxford, Kennebec, and Somerset went heavily for
separation 4520 to 1521 [75$].

The coastal counties which

contained both inland and seaport towns saw closer con
tests but only Lincoln County of the more populated
counties, voted against separation.

York county, tradi

tionally an anti-separationlst stronghold swung into the
separation!st ranks to stay.
(6) In summary, the vote of May 20, 1816 divided roughly
along party lines.

In many inland towns, separation was

supported solidly by Republicans with a few Federalist de
fections.

In seaport towns anti-separation was supported

solidly by Federalists and a few Republican defectors.
Next to political considerations, geography was the most
important factor.

Maine was clearly divided between the

Republican hinterland and the Federalist coastal area.
The fact remains, however, that the separationists had
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won the election.

i

The question remaining to be answered

was whether the General Court would accept the results as
a fair representation of the wishes of the people of Maine^
Federalists controlled both houses of the General
Court that convened on May 29. 1816.

Governor John Brooks,

also a Federalist, in his address to the legislators con63
splcuously omitted any mention of separation.
The "Junto}1
of King, Parris, Preble, and Holmes was in Boston through
out the month-long session to plead its case.

Only Holmes,

however, was, at the time, a member of the General Court.
It is possible, indeed, that the others were in the capitol to act as watchdogs over Holmes.

The "Duke1
,', as the

gentleman from Alfred was unaffectionately called, had con
cluded at least for a while, after the May 20 vote, that
he had more to gain personally from a continuation of the
64union with Massachusetts than by a separation.
Left to
himself, it was possible that he might have attempted to
sabotage what little chance separation had with the Gener
al Court.

Only after Holmes consented to draw up a mem

orial in favor of separation which was signed by 112 of
the approximately 150 members of the General Court from
Maine were the minds of the remaining members of the "Jun-

63E. A., June 12, 1816.
^ S a m u e l Whiting to W. K . , May 29, 1816. WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 7. Possibly the fact that Holmes* town of Al
fred voted against separation 4-0 to 10 may explain his
attitude.
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to" eased.
According to Samuel Whiting, the opponents of separa
tion, who constituted a minority of Maine's representatives
to the legislature, would take the position before the
legislature that the people who remained at home on May 20
were under the impression that their absence was to be in-

66
terpreted as opposition to independence.

If the General

Court swallowed this entirely unprovable assertion then
separation was clearly dead.
On June 6, the results of the May 20 vote were brought
before the House.

A committee was appointed, made up of

representatives from Massachusetts, chosen by "the votes
67
of Maine separationists"
which was merged with a Senate
committee headed by Harrison Gray Otis, to form a joint
committee of both houses.

The joint committee was to

study the returns and to report to the General Court its
conclusions as to the action the legislature should now
take on the question of separation.
The joint committee, dominated by Otis, reported to
the Senate on June 13 a bill giving the consent of Massa-

6% .

A., June 26, 1816.

^ S a m u e l Whiting to W. K . , ojo. clt.
^ E d w a r d Stanwood, "The Separation of Maine from
Massachusetts," Massachusetts Historical Society Proceed
ings 1907-1908, I (1907), p. 1W .

i
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chusetts to a separation, providing for the election of
delegates to a constitutional convention, and presenting I
the terms of separation.

Otis subjoined to the bill a re

port written by him and described by John Holmes as ’’one
68
of the ablest state papers he ever heard."
Otis declared
in his report that it was true that the size of the May 20
vote indicated indifference to a separation by many Maine
people but to refuse separation for that reason would cre
ate a regrettable sense of bitterness among the proponents.
Conversely, to grant independence would produce a similar
ly regrettable reaction among the opponents.

The only al

ternative, continued Otis, was to authorize as the bill
did, a convention to be held in Brunswick on August 26,
1816.

If the delegates to the convention chosen by elect

ions, voted for a separation, then that fact would be
taken as proof that Maine desired independence.

The dele

gates would then proceed to draw up a constitution and
69
then petition Congress for admittance into the union.
70
The following terms were included in Otis's bill:
(1) All lands and buildings located within Massachu
setts proper were to be retained by Massachusetts.
(2) All public lands located in the District were to

68Ibid.
6?Ibid.. p. 1^8; E. A., July 3. 1816.
?°E. A., June 26, 1816.
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be divided equally, with Massachusetts* share being
exempt from taxation as long as she retained them.
(3) If the national government reimbursed to Massa
chusetts the nearly $900 ,000.00 plus interests for
the costs of defense assumed by the state during the
war, and if after the debts were paid, money was
left, Maine would be presented with one-fourth of the
residue.

If the sum reimbursed should fail to cover

the debts incurred by the war, Maine would be obliga
ted to asstime one-fourth of the debt remaining.
(4) All grants of land, franchises, corporate immu
nities and otherwise, and all contracts made by Mass
achusetts before the separation would continue to be
honored after the separation.
(5) No taxes, actions, limitations or remedies would
be passed by the new state that discriminated between
resident and non-resident proprietors of land.

(6) The terms would be considered Ipso facto incor
porated in the constitution of the new state and
could not be annulled or modified except by the con
sent of the legislatures of both states.
The willingness of Otis and other Federalists who
were members of the committee to treat the cause of separ
ation liberally when at almost any time previously such a
small turnout at the polls as occurred on May 20 would
have been deemed sufficient cause to have scuttled the pro
ject, can be taken as demonstrating the desire of the Fed-
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erallsts In Massachusetts, generally, to rid themselves
of the Republican albatross around their necks.
The support of Otis was also crucial.

As president

of the Senate, he was spokesman and whip of his party.

A

year earlier he had indicated his willingness to support
separation to William King.

Otis and King, it will be re

called, cooperated with one another as leaders of their
respective parties in 180? to save the heiis of the Bingham
interests in Maine a $50,000 to $60,000 penalty payment to
the state for failure to place on their lands a sufficient
number of settlers.

King and Otis, with the participation

of several friends of each, had agreed to assume the set
tling duties of the Bingham heirs to be met within a six
year period in exchange for three townships in the lower

71
range of the Kennebec million acres.

To the state, both

King and Otis had given a $75,000 bond guaranteeing the
duties.

King and Otis were no more successful in obtain

ing settlers on the land than Bingham had been.

In 1813.

the General Court gave them both until 1817 to fulfill
their pledges or pay $30 a head for every person short of
72
2500 required settlers.
As the year 1817, approached,
Otis became concerned.

The extension had helped but little

^Frederick Allis, Jr., ed., William B i n g h a m ^ Maine
Lands. 1790-1820. Collections of the Colonial Society of
Massachusetts, II (195^). pp. 1220-1221.
^ F r o m a manuscript in the W. K. MSS (Me. H. S.), Box
9, dated February 20, 1820.
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in meeting the settling duties and both he and King would
have to pay over $30*000 if something were not done to en
courage settlement.

"...thirty dollars a head is a dear

[price] for a white man in our case", he wrote King in
73
June of 1815.
The salvation of both men, he concluded,
was to erect Maine as a separate state; then, hopefully,
7^

thousands of settlers would flock to take up land.

Ad

mittedly, this was a gamble on Otis's part but it was worth
a try even if it meant another close association with King,
a man whom Otis personally abhorred because of what he
75
called King's lack of "political conscience".
The bill introduced by Otis's committee was consid
ered by both the Senate and the House on June 1*K

In the

House a numberof motions designed to defeat the bill were
76
themselves defeated.
One amendment of crucial importance
was, however, accepted.

To placate those members who were

in reality opposed to separation but who contended that
the people of the District should be given an opportunity
to be heard again on the question, it was agreed that the
delegates elected to the constitutional convention should

^Harfcison Gray Otis to W. K . , June 2^. 1815, Ibid..
Box 6.
7^Ibld.
"^Harrison Gray Otis to Mrs. Otis, February 11, 1816,
Hardison Gray Otis MSS. Massachusetts Historical Society.
? 6 P.

G . , June 25, 1816.

not alone have the power to declare a separation to exist.
As an added check the people were to be allowed to vote on
September 2, 1816 for not only delegates but also on the
direct question of whether or not they desired a separa
tion.

This amendment, therefore, took from the delegates

the discretionary power given them in the bill as first re77
ported.
A further refinement was also added to the bill that
was to prove extremely significant later on.

Some be

lieved that only a majority of votes cast should be re
quired for a separation, others demanded as much as a twothirds majority.

A compromise, offered by John Holmes, re

quiring a majority of "five to four at least” was
78
adopted.
Only if that figure were achieved would the
delegates to the convention, now scheduled for Brunswick
on the last Monday of September, be authorized to draw up
a constitution.
The bill as amended was passed by the Senate and
79
House and approved by Governor Brooks.
In the Senate,

7?Ibid.
78Ibld.
79ihe Text of the "Act of Separation” adopted by the
General Court in June 1816 can be found in Appendix VIII.
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the vote was 35 to 1.

Only Joslah Quincy, the future

President of Harvard, voted against the measure.

John

Quincy Adams, years later referring to this occasion, re
marked to Quincy, "And that was not the only time, Mr.
Quincy, that you played the part of Abdiel".

Indeed, it

80

was not.

^°Edward Quincy, ojd. cit., p. 37 5* Abdiel was the
"servant of God," son of Gunl.
The name appears in I
Chronicles. 15:5.
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CHAPTER VI
THE SEPTEMBER ELECTION AND THE BRUNSWICK CONVENTION
OF 1816.
Never in the long history of the separation movement
was interest among the citizenry of the District higher
than in the summer .months of 1816.

Separationists appre

ciated the importance of the eight week interlude between
the end of June and the September 2 election.

There was,

they realized, a limit to the number of opportunities they
could reasonably expect, even from a sympathetic General
Court, to effect their objective.

A defeat in September

would probably deliver the coup de grace to their cause.
Similarly, the opponents of separation realized that
failure to stop the separationists now would mean the end.
There would be no appealing over the heads of the Maine
citizens to a sympathetic Legislature.

This was their

last chance as well.
Cognizant of their "do or die" situation, opponents
initiated a concerted effort to win the confidence of the
people.

Led by Moses Carlton Jr. and General David Payson

of Wiscasset, a shipping town that suffered a severe
economic setback during the War of 1812, the opponents, at
first, stressed the time worn arguments that independence
would result in higher taxes and a sharp decline in the
profits of the coasting trdde.
It soon became apparent to the opposition, however,
that a criticism of the terms of the separation contained

18?
in the Otis Bill and accepted by the General Court had
greater vote getting appeal in the District as a whole
than did the traditional arguments.

At a meeting held on

June 22, at Castine, a seaport town that was evacuated by
the British a year earlier, Carlton and Payson joined with
gentlemen from Hancock, Washington and Penobscot counties
to denounce the terms of the separation as "incompatible
with the interest and highly derogatory to the honor of
Maine".

Meetings patterned after the one at Castine

were held through out the District during the summer.

The

most important one, however, was assembled at Brunswick
on August 1.
Peleg Tallman, who, with Carlton, was a former busi
ness associate of King was elected president of the Bruns
wick anti-separation meeting.

In addition, a number of

the leading Maine Federalists were in attendance includ
ing: Stephen Longfellow Jr., Benjamin Orr, a Brunswick
lawyer who, as Attorney for Bowdoin College, was an avowed
2
antagonist of William King,
William Ladd of Minot, a
former sea captain turned gentleman farmer who in 1828 was
to found the American Peace Society, and David Payson of
Wiscasset who had been associated with William King as a

■^P. G . , July 9, 1816; Independent (Boston) Chronicle,
July 11, 1816.
2Louis Hatch, The History of Bowdoin College. (Port
land: Loring, Short, and Harmon, 1927), p. 42.
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regimental leader of King's Ilth Division of the Massa
chusetts militia fduring the War of 1812.
The convention adopted a report that claimed separa
tion would cost the people an additional $^0,000 annually
in taxes and would produce a debt of $180,000 just to con
struct the public buildings needed by a new state.

These

assertions were followed by an item analysis of the terms
of the separation^whlch were described as "ruinious to the
people of Maine.”

The report pointed out that Maine

would receive nothing from the value of public property and
buildings located in Massachusetts proper, the cost of
which had been borne in party by Maine people; that Maine
would receive nothing from the money reimbursed to Massa
chusetts by the national government for expenses incurred
by the state during the War of 1812 because the total
amount that was due was encumbered by debts; and that the
tax exempt status accorded the lands to be retained by
Massachusetts in Maine was not only fiscally unwise but
amounted to an abridgement of state sovereignty.
The greatest threat to the hopes of the Argus junto
was not the machinations of the opposition, although these
could not be taken lightly, but, rather, the overconfi
dent attitude of some of the advocates of separation.

The

four thousand majority gained in the May election repre
sented to many the irreducible minimum strength of the

3p. G., August 20, 1816.
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cause in Maine.

William King, ordinarily an extremely

shrewd observer, wrote to his brother Rufus in July that
he
‘'was inclined to think the majority in favor
of the separation of Maine, will be much larger
when the question is again taken, then it was last
time.
It is not considered a party question at all,
and will, unless I am mistaken, have a tendency to
do away with the asperity of party in the District:
it is intended in the case of our being separated
to organize the government without reference to the
party and I feel confident it will be effected"
So sure of victory was King that he invited his brother to
send him his thoughts on the kind of constitution that
Maine should adopt.
John Holmes, a notoriously poor Judge of such matters,
reported to William Pitt Preble that separation was gain
ing many adherents in York County where a large pro-separ5
ation vote was needed.
•
The men in the Argus office were less sanguine.

"De

pend on it there is more reason to fear a failure than you
seem to apprehend," Preble wrote Holmes.

"Thererls an ex

tensive organization of opposition and whatever zeal, c^esperation, Juntoism and falsehood can do will be done".
Samuel Whiting, a keen observer of shifting winds who had
access to more intelligence than most in his capacity as

^Charles King, 0£. olt., VI, p. 28.
^William Pitt Preble to John Holmes, July 17, 1816,
JohnHolmes MSS (N. Y. P. L . ).
6Ibid.,
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one of the editorialists in the Argus office, informed
King, "There is much of a current setting against the
terms.

The people are afraid and nothing will accomplish

the object, but a constant, persevering and active ex7
ertion".
So suspicious was the Argus junto bof the pre
sumed diabolical propensities of the opposition, that when
the Portland Gazette offered to open its column to pro
separation scribes if the Argus would reciprocate, the
offer was rebuffed on the grounds that the Gazette people

8
could not be trusted.
Throughout the summer, Whiting and Preble ground out
articles in an attempt to combat the criticisms of the
terms of the separation emanating from the reports made
public by opponents of the several meetings held through
out the District.

For Preble, the task appeared at times

futile because, as he wrote King, "the truth is they are
opposed to separation upon any terms.

They would oppose
9
it even if they could themselves make the conditions."
The "junto" made much of the fact that one of the

most respected men in Maine, Cyrus King of Saco, the
brother of William King, announced his support for separa-.^

7Sam Whiting to W. K . , July 9. 1816, WK MSS (Me. H.
S . ), Box 7.
8P. G . , July 16, 23, 1816.
^William Pitt Preble to W. K . , August 17. 1816, WK
MSS (Me. H. S.), Box 7.
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tion at a York County meeting attended by over 300 people.
King, a Fed'ereelist representative to Congress who had un
seated Richard Cutts in 1812, condemned the arguments ad
vanced by opponents as specious.

King confessed that he

had been always a separationist at heart who resented the
fact that Maine had been originally taken over by Massa
chusetts by "forcible and violent measures".

The speech

by King was made all the more poignant by the fact that
most people knew that he was dying from an incurable
affliction that would take his life the following year
while he was in the prime of his career.

Consequently,

what he said was considered the product of a disinterested
man who only desired to leave the world in better condition
than he found it.

He concluded with this following im-

10
passioned appeal:
Much as I venerate the institutions, much as
I honor the statesmen of Massachusetts, I must be
allowed to cherish a stronger attachment to Maine.
I was born here.
My family, my children were born
and live here.
The ashes of my father lie buried
here.... It is but few weeks that I followed to
her grave a much loved mother. And my feeble
health and constitution admonish me that the peri
od cannot be distant when my dust must again mingle
with theirs.
I have no private plans or views to
answer.
As I said on a former occasion and in a

10E. A., August l^, 1816. Cyrus’s and William’s
mother, Mary Black King, an admirable person, died in 1816.
Cyrus King MSS can be found at the Essex Institute, Salem,
Massachusetts; Columbia University Libraries \ and the
Maine Historical Society.
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different place, I can say with respect to any fu
ture government in Maine ...I expect nothing — I
ask nothing — I want nothing — God is my wit
ness — I act from other and I trust higher motives.
And may the God I envoke smile upon the doings of
this meeting, that they may contribute toward
effecting the INDEPENDENCE OF MAINE.
As welcome as Cyrus King's support was, it was no sub
stitute for an offense vigorously pursued to convert large
numbers of the people to the separation cause.

To counter

act the influence of the meetings held by the opponents
required similar meetings.

As a result, during the month

of August pro-separation conclaves were held in such di
verse locations as Belfast, Watervllle, Whltefield, and

11
Gray.
It was necessary as well to retain what support
separationists had enjoyed, particularly from the squatter
elements in the interior sections.

This would necessitate

reminding the settlers of the evil designs of their an
cient adversaries, the proprietors.

Many non-resident

proprietors, including the Bingham heirs, were apprehensive
over the possibility that independence would prove harm
ful to their interests.

They especially feared that pro

fits from speculation would decline because of higher

12
taxes.

Whether they actively supported the opposition

to separation at the time is, at this date, uncertain.

^ E . A., August 7, 28, 1816.
12Allis,

ojd.

cit., 11, p. 1222.
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Whiting and Preble, however, believed they did or wanted
settlers to believe so.

The Argus readers were reminded of

the past '’sins” committed by the men of "lordly dictation"
who had made squatters pay as many as three times for
their lands thereby contributing to their "over-grown for13
tunes".
It was further charged by the Argus editors
that a number of lawyers and sheriffs were the servants of
the proprietors and deserved as much condemnation as their
proprietor friends.

Nevertheless, it was the men who

lorded over the tenants who were the object of curses
emanating from the Argus office:
Gentlemen, your objects are apparent ....
Startle not at my rudeness, for though your names
are graced with high sounding titles, though you
roll through the country, with your guilded char
iots and silver lackeys, you are not ... elevated
so far above the "ignoble throng" as to escape
the weapons of truth.1^
Proprietors refused to be lured into battle by these pro
vocative remarks; it was probably well that they didn’t
for there was little that they could have said that would
have been received with any degree of understanding.
Hardly a voice was heard during the summer from Mass
achusetts.

The Republican ([Boston] Yankee persisted in

13 e . A.. July 24, 1816.
- ^ E . A . , August 1 4 ,

1816.

19^
lamenting the "narrowness, illiberal!ty, and selfishness"
of the authorities of Massachusetts which, the editor
claimed, produced the separation fever in Maine.

But even

the Yankee found consolation in the belief that the Massa
chusetts Republicans would survive the loss of their Maine
friends.

It was certain, the newspaper asserted, that the

corpse of Federalism would survive only a couple of years
15
longer anyway.
The Federalist press maintained an aloof
ness which betrayed their pleasure in contemplating the
day when no longer would civilization be endangered by
subversive elements from the District of Maine.

For in

truth, to paraphrase Adam Smith, the leading Federalists
of Massachusetts, as well as of Maine, desired nothing
more than the "preservation of their own importance".

Ver

bal exchanges similar to those above continued down to the
day upon which all were waiting, September 2, 1816 when
Maine people would once again go to the pools to register
their feelings on the question of a separation.
"It is greatly to be feared that we shall be under
the necessity of continuing our vassalage to old Massachu16
setts",
wrote the editor of the Portland Gazette sardon
ically as the returns from the September 2 election drib
bled into his office.

And it was true, for although the

1-5(Boston) Yankee, August 23, 1816.
■^P. G . , September 10, 1816.
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vote was close, 1 1,9 2 7 for to 10,539 against, it was
clear that the requisite five-ninths majority was not ob
Instead of the 55. 5% needed, the

tained [Figure IX] .

separationists received only 53% of the vote as was offi
cially recorded by the newspapers.
FIGURE IX
VOTE BY COUNTIES - SEPARATION ELECTION SEPTEMBER 2, 1816,
COMPARED WITH THE MAY 20, 1816 VOTE TOTALS8,
September 2. 18l6
May 20, 1816
County___________ Yeas__________ Nays___________ Yeas
Nays
Y o r k
1755
1712
1363
o99
Cumberland
2369
2162
2065
148?
Lincoln
1752
2357
1428
1772
Hancock
407Q11
1257
906
684
Penobscot
504 y
204
Washington
55
176
109
138
Kennebec
2646
11/5
2316
067
Oxford
1562
1446
586
Somerset
84-7
668
758
288
Totals

11.927

10.339

10,393

650I

a. "Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates, Held in
Brunswick Maine, 1816", Massachusetts Legislation Documents.
1813-1816. No. 45. For complete voting returns see, Appen
dix V.
FIGURE X
SELECTED FEDERALIST-ANTI-SEPARATION TOWNS - VOTES FOR AND
AGAINST SEPARATION MAY 20, I8l6 AND SEPTEMBER 2, I8l6.a
September 2, 1816

Hay 20, 1816

Towns________________ Yeas______Nays________Yeas_____ Nays
Wells
^7
Wt
27
151
North Yarmouth
71
39^
^8
316
Waldoboro
11
J
8
262
Blue Hill
0
77
0
59
Castine__________________ 7________ 65___________ 3________fr-9
Totals
136
1216
86
837
0 6

a. Source: Ibid.
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FIGURE XI
TOWNS IN YORK AND CUMBERLAND COUNTIES WHERE LARGE ANTISEPARATION VOTES WERE CAST, VOTES FOR AND AGAINST
SEPARATION , MAY 20, 1816 AND SEPTEMBER 2, 1816 • a
September 2, 1816
Nays
Yeas
370
4 7
l6o
16
106
128
29
80
159
144
93
1067
339

Towns
Wells
Freeport
Arundel
Lebanon
Minot
Brunswick
Totals

May 20. lSl6
Ye a s
Nays
27
151
107
59
23
63
41
21
108
89
61
90
280
560

a. Source: Ibid •
FIGURE XII
HEAVILY SEPARATIONIST TOWNS LOCATED INLANE
VOTE TOTALS
FOR MAY 20, 1816, AND SEPTEMBER 2, 1816 ELECTION S •
September 2. 1816
Yeas
Nays
110
4
32
0
86
3
l
135
56
0
T "
4l9

Towns
Clinton
Dearborn
Unity
Mt. Vernon
Malta
Totals
a. Source: Ibid

May 20. 1816
Yeas
Nays
0
50
18
0
1
85
0
127
0
50
330
1

0

FIGURE XIII
HEAVILY SEPARATIONIST TOWNS LOCATED INLAND AND WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF THE KENNEBEC PURCHASE TERRITORY - VOTES FOR
AND AGAINST A SEPARATION - MAY 20, 1816 AND SEPTEMBER 2,
1816,ELECTIONS.a
Towns
Sidney
Vassalboro
Augusta
China
Albion
Winslow
Unity
Freedom

September 2. 1816
Yeas
Nays
124
~TT
64
76
258
39
36
65
22
103
57
3
86
3
4
73

May 20. 1816
Yeas
Nays
57
l\
52
248
24
46
23
12
. 60
1
59
2
85
0
77
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FIGURE XIII (cont’d)
Palermo
Totals

78
832

20

70
___ 786

8
___1Z2_

a. Source: Ibid.
FIGURE XIV
TOWNS IN SOUTHERN LINCOLN COUNTY WHICH WERE GENERALLY
REPUBLICAN BUT WHICH OPPOSED SEPARATION. VOTE TOTALS MAY 20, 1816 AND SEPTEMBER 2, I8l6.a
Towns
Wiscasset
Aina
Newcastle
Boothbay
Georgetown
Bristol
Edsecomb
Totals

September 2 . 1816
Yeas
Nays
68
123
22
65
22
67
12
64
13
33
142
76
24
32
526
_______ 237

May 20. 1816
Yeas
Nays
“ 73“
95
24
48
21
52
10
52
17
35
98
73

28

16

239___

4o8

a. Source: Ibid.
An analysis of the returns of the September 2 election
reveals that the separationlsts lost the election not be
cause of the defections from their own ranks [Figures XII,
XIIIJ but, rather, because of the spectacular increase in
the vote of towns that had voted against separation in May.
This was especially true in the counties of York and Cumber
land where the pro-separation margin was cut from nearly a
thousand in May to less than three hundred in September.
Nearly five hundred votes of the May victory margin were
erased in six towns located in the two counties alone [Fig
ure XI ].
In Hancock and Penobscot counties anti-separationists
doubled their May total while the separationlsts gained
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only five votes [Figure IX],

As in the counties of Cum

berland and York, the increase was due to the heavy turn
out in anti-separation towns.

For example, the towns of

Deer Isle and Ellsworth, which had voted against indepen
dence in May 15^ to 0, recorded a September vote of 260
to

a net gain for the foes of separation of 102 votes.
Once again seaport towns contained the bulk of the

opposition.

Those that were nearly unanimously Federalist

in politics produced one sided votes against separation
[Figure Xj.

Even seaport towns which were generally Re

publican in politics continued to oppose separation, a
fact that suggests that the coasting law objection was
still an important factor in those towns.

In seven

southern Lincoln County towns [Figure XIV] which were gen
erally Republican in politics and were seaport communities
(except Aina, and even Aina depended upon commerce for its
prosperity), separationists lost two votes while opponents
gained over one hundred more votes than were cast for them
in May.
In contrast to anti-separation towns where the votes
increased sharply between May and September, the vote in
Republican strongholds generally remained about the same
or rose ever so slightly [Figure XII].

Separatlonist

strength continued to be greatest in inland communities.
However, in a number of inland communities, the anti-separatlonists managed to cut into the margin of victory
rolled up in May.

This was especially true in the towns
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carved from the "Kennebec Purchase" where proprietorsquatter conflicts were historically most pronounced £Fig17
ure XIII].
In summary, the District remained divided along geo
graphic lines in regard to separation, the coastal region
being predominately opposed, the inland areas being pre
dominately in favor of separation.

Politically, the lines

were not so sharply draw as in geography.

Nevertheless,

on the whole, with a few exceptions, the majority of the
Republicans continued to support separation; the majority
of the Federalists continued in opposition.

Separation-

ists lost the election of September 2, 1816 because anti
separation Federalists got their followers to the polls.
The increase in the anti-separationist Federalist
vote was not matched by a corresponding increase in the
vote of the Republican separationist towns.

Federalists

turned out nearly all of their voters; Republicans, as
Samuel Whiting feared, could not claim as much.
Why this sudden reversal of fortune for the cause was
not clear.

One explanation is that the coastal towns

■^This was, no doubt, partly due to the fact that in
the year 1816 the proprietors of the Kennebec Purchase
auctioned off all the rest of the patent, except for what
each proprietor took for himself.
The company, however,
dissolved in 1816. See Robert H. Gardiner "History of the
Kennebec Purchase" Collection of the Maine Historical
Society. 11, 1 st Series (l8^7), pp. 269-295.
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feared the effect of the "coasting law" on their already
greatly diminished prosperity.

The difficulty with this

explanation is that if people in the coastal towns were
concerned why had they turned out in so few numbers the
previous May?

Another explanation that has some validity

is that the opposition, for the first time, appears to have
made a strenuous effort to defeat the measure.

Certainly

more anti-separation meetings were held during the summer
of 1816 than at any time in the past.
The result of the election stunned the leaders of the
separation movement.

"I am as much disappointed...— and

can hardly keep cool", declared Samuel Whiting, "but we
18
must not desert the ship".
Increduously, Albion K. Par
ris asked, "what shall we do if the majority should not be
quite five-ninths?

Will not a handsome majority decide the

question as effectually, as if it amounted to that num19
ber?"
Desperately the "junto" members searched for a way
by which victory could be salvaged from what appeared to be
certain defeat, and they soon deluded themselves that they
had found it.
Believing that the official vote count would reveal
that they had fallen short of the five ninths majority re- “
quired for a separation by a meager 200 votes, instead of

18Samuel Whiting to W. K . , September 7, 1816.
(Me. H. S.), Box ?.

WK MSS

^ A l b i o n K. Parris to W. K . , September 1^, 1816. Ibid.
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nearly 1000 as opponents claimed, several junto members
were convinced that the General Court would take the posi
tion that the vote was close enough to justify granting a
separation, especially if the delegates elected by the
voters to attend the Brunswick Convention took a determin20

ed stand in favor of such a liberal view.

The problem

with this approach, as no doubt William King realized,
was that it assumed that the people of Maine had elected a
substantial majority of pro-separation delegates to attend
the Brunswick Convention.

If this were, in fact, the case,

then there was a modicum of hope that victory might yet be
realized.

And, of course, there was always the possibility

that such a majority could find enough illegal anti-separ
ation ballots so that the five-ninths majority would be
obtained.

In any case, all hope rested on the complexion

of the delegation and it was useless to make any plans un
til that complexion was determined.
Accordingly, William King furiously set about to make
that determination.

He decided that the Fall meeting of

the District Court for Lincoln County scheduled to convene
in Wlscasset on September 12, would provide a splendid
opportunity to meet a large number of people.

Lawyers and

court officials from throughout the District, many of them
separationists, would be assembled under one roof.
** •

20Samuel Whiting to W. K . , September 2^, 1816, W. K.
MSS (Me. H. S . ), Box 6.
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On the 12th, King, having traveled to Wiscasset,
called a secret meeting of gentlemen who were at the Court,
Thomas G. Thornton, United States Marshall for Maine was
chosen presiding officer.

King, undoubtedly, explained

the purpose of the meeting to those in attendance.

The

session resulted in the appointment of one person from
each county to serve as an agent "to ascertain the names
and so far as possible the views of the delegates in his
respective County", the information to be communicated to

21

King and the other agents.

The agents selected reveals

to what extent the project was under the complete control
of separationists:
YORK,............ William Pitt Preble (Saco)
CUMBERLAND....... William Widgery (Portland)
OXFORD........... Albion K. Parris (Paris)
LINCOLN.......... William King (Bath)
KENNEBEC A n £) SOMERSET...... 7John Chandler (Monmouth)
HANCOCK.......... Benjamin Whitten (Belfast)
PENOBSCOT........ David Farnham (Brewer
Before adjourning, the group also voted that it was
"expedient that those friendly to separation although not
members of the Brunswick Convention, should attend at
22
Brunswick."
A committee was chosen to invite such per
sons who fitted the description among whose members were
Cyrus King of Saco, Thomas G. Thornton of |aco, Juda Dana
of Paris and William Williamson of Bangor.

Presumably

21 The minutes of the meeting recorded by Samuel Smith
of Massachusetts, later Governor of Maine (1830-1833) are
preserved in the WK MSS (Me. H. S.), Box 24.
22Ibid.
23ibld. Williamson later became Governor of Maine
and one of Maine's first historians.
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those who accepted the invitation would engage in lobbying
activity to persuade the unpersuaded of the Justice of the
cause.
Within two weeks King had received from the agents
information that indicated a majority of the delegates
elected to go to Brunswick were probably in favor of sep
aration.

John Chandler reported that in Kennebec County

he believed that only one of the twenty elected delegates
to be definitely opposed to separation.

He added that he

had seen "but few of them but believe that Should there
not be a 5/9 [majority] they would generally be in favor
of pressing the legislature by memorial to give consent to
a separation upon the [grounds of] the majority twice ob
tained....—

William Pitt Preble wrote King that in

York County twenty five delegates were in favor of separ
ation while thirteen "will go to all lengths" to oppose,
25
and three were "weake in the faith".
In spite of Preble's encouraging report to King, it
is clear that he thought little of King's strategy.

Elthei

he was convinced that a majority of delegates to the Bruns
wick Convention, even though they were separatlonists,
would refuse to ignore the fact that the five-ninths
requisite majority had not been obtained, or he believed
that the General Court would not ignore the fact.

For

2^John Chandler to W. K . , September 22, 1816, Ibid.,
Box 7.
^ W i l l i a m Pitt Preble to W. K . , September 21, 1816,
Ibid., LBC Box

Preble, the only certain way to victory was to make sure
that the five-ninths majority was obtained, even though
one had to resort to chicanery to produce such a result.
The length to which the former tutor of mathematics at
Harvard was prepared to go to obtain his goal is revealed
in the following note he penned to King:
Cannot the votes at Bath be helpful at home
[forgotten] or lost? Though the majority is in
our favor, by losing them we again gain twenty
seven.26 Cannot the same be done in Thomas Town
and Camden? You must not expect any aid from us
this way for all our towns are sharply looked
after- And stories about mis-conduct prove to be
idle tales.
I have made particular inquiries as
to Wells [Wells defeated separation 37^-^]•
There
is nothing which we can avail ouselves of. We
must therefore depend, on your quarter for aid and
materials out of Which to make a justification.
The more I reflect the more I am convinced that
if from a too rigid regard to punctilios the
question is now lost - we have little to hope for
from Massachusetts.2?
The Brunswick Convention of 1816
On September 30. 1816, 185 delegates representing 137
towns assembled at the Congregational Meeting House in
Brunswick.

Weeks of contentious squabbling in the press

2^Bath voted 1^6 to 138 for separation, a majority of
only seven.
Since this amounted to less than five-ninths,
it was, in fact, a defeat for separation. By losing the
vote, separationists would gain twenty-seven votes, the
margin of victory of the opponents.
^ W i l l i a m Pitt Preble to W. K . , 0£. cit. Unfortunate
ly, King's reply, if there was one, is noTT^extant.
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and rumors that separatlonists were prepared to resort to
trickery, if necessary, to achieve their objectives, pro
duced an atmosphere that was decidedly unchristian.
The convention was split into two major factions.
There was the "junto" group at full strength represented by
Parris, Preble, Holmes, King, Chandler, Widgery and Whit
ing, some of whom were resolved to achieve a separation
even if the rules of the game had to be violated.

Second

ly, there were the opponents who were determined to veto
any action designed to frustrate the will of the people,
as they called it.

Included in the ranks of the opposition

were an undisclosed number of "mild" separatlonists who
would have nothing to do with their militant brethren.
Politically, as near as it is possible to determine, the
opponents were mostly FAderailsts while the more determined
of the proponents were Republicans.
On the morning of the 30th of September, the first day
of the convention, confusion reigned.

Neither faction

seemed to know what move should be made first, mainly be
cause neither side was certain of its relative strength.
Finally, the convention recessed in order to allow time for
the grouping of forces.

Opponents met at Eastman Hall

where they chose Colonel Lathrop Lewis of Gorham as their
spokesman.

Separation advocates chose William Widgery as
28
their acting chairman.
Presumably each group agreed on

William Allen, "Brunswick Convention of 1816,"
Collections of the Maine Historical Society, Second Series
(1 8 9 1 ), p . 130 . Sllen was an opposition delegate to the
convention.
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a strategy to be followed during the convention.

At the

adjournment of both caucuses the strength of the two
groups was assessed and the separationlsts were found to
29
have a majority of twelve,
somewhait. fewer than King had
counted on.
The delegates returned to the meeting house where
Widgery was declared temporary chairman of the convention
"but he did not seem to know how to do it", so the con
vention was again recessed, this time until the after30
noon.
At two o'clock, with Widgery again in the chair, the
convention was finally declared in session.

Peleg Tallman

of Woolwich, an opponent of separation, introduced a mo
tion to elect a secretary but was opposed by John Holmes
and Albion Parris who suspected that the opposition had
smuggled into its ranks a number of unauthorized people to
increase its voting strength.

Holmes demanded that a

committee on credential be appointed as the first order of
business to seat only duly elected delegates.

Tallman

withdrew his motion, Widgery appointed the committee, and
the convention was then adjourned until the following morn31
ing.
During the evening of the 30th, both sides caucused

29Ibld., p. 1 3 1 .
3°Ibld.
3!p. G . , October 8, 1816.
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to choose their candidates for president of the convention.
The anti-separationists, as a tactical move, indicated
their willingness to support a "friend” of separation from
32
their ranks "provided he were an honest and capable man."
Accordingly, they chose Ezekiel Whitman of Portland a
Federalist member of the Governor's Executive Council of
Massachusetts who would be elected to Congress the follow33
ing November.
The proponents, not surprisingly, chose
William King as their candidate.
When the convention opened the next morning, King was
elected President by a vote of 97 to 85 .

Balloting for

secretary then followed, and Samuel Whiting, an observer
at the convention and the man King backed, was elected.
Jesse Appleton, president of Bowdoin and a devoutly "re
ligious "man for whom King had little if any respect was
permitted to invoke the blessings of the Diety on the del
egates.

It was his fervent wish, he said, that God would,

"prevent animosity and strife from predominating, and that
wisdom instead of cunning intrigue should be their guide."

32 Ibid .
33Willis, The Law's ....
^P.

ojd.

cit., pp. 603-60^;633-63^-

G. October 8 , 1816.

3^Henry Chapman, "Early Movements to Separate the Dis
trict of Maine from Massachusetts, and the Brunswick Con
vention of 1816," Collections of the Pe.lebscot Historical
Society. Vol. I, Part I (1889 ), p. II. On the whole, Chap
man's account is unreliable.
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With this formality disposed of, the separationists
turned their attention to a more crucial concern—

the

official tabulation of the votes of the September election.
If, as the unofficial returns Indicated, the five-ninths
majority had not been obtained, then, according to the
"Act of Separation", the convention would have no choice
but to adjourn.

Obviously the "junto” had a stake in see

ing that this did not happen.

William King, who as Presi

dent named the members of the committees, proceeded to
appoint thirteen delegates to the 'Committee to Examine the
Returns'.'.

With Preble’s admonition about a regard to

"punctilios" doubtless fresh in his mind, he appointed
nine separationists and four opponents.

John Holmes was

appointed chairman, and Chandler, Parris, Preble, and
Widgery were also named members.
was stacked.

Clearly, the committee

The minority complained that the committee

was unfairly weighted against them but to no avail.

Par

ticularly galling to them was the appointment of the aged
Dummer Sewall of Bath, a member of several conventions
held in the 1790's and an old King nemesis, as one of the
four minority members.

Sewall, they complained, was

worse than useless since he was deaf and could not as a re36
suit be expected ""to do business or correct mistakes’
.'.
An

attempt by the minority to add two of their own

36lbid., p. 12; P. G., October 8, 1816.
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members to the committee failed of adoption,27 but a
second motion was passed providing that the votes should
be announced in open convention and recorded by the Secre
tary, before being delivered into the hands of the com38
mittee.
The passage of the motion was certainly a de
feat for the “junto” for it made the manipulation of the
returns much more difficult, if, as Preble suggested, man
ipulation was contemplated.
For the next several days the convention was engaged
in trivia.

Behind the scenes, however, an interesting

drama was unfolding as the “Committee to Examine the Re
turns” did its work.. Preble was charged with collecting
the returns from towns where known separation majorities
had been polled; a member of the minority did the same for
the towns that fell into the anti-separation column.
William Allen of Skowhegan, a member of the convention,
who later wrote an account of the preceedings of the con
vention, claimed that Preble was constantly on the look out
for any evidence of wrong doing among the minority.

When

Allen received the returns from Avon and Phillips from a
friend of his, both nearly unanimous for a separation,
Preble accosted the friend and scolded him for his indis
cretion.

Allen, said Preble, was a known opponent and the
39
’’returns would be withheld or destroyed.”

3?Ibid.
38lbid.
_____ ^^Allen, op. clt. . p. 133._______ _____________________
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Allen claimed, further, that when the returns were all
collected It was discovered that returns from five or six
towns were missing, one of which was from Lyman in York
County where separation had been rejected 179 to 6.

"The

return, *• continued Allen,
was traced into two or three hands and lost in the
fog. Preble was challenged and denied he had it.
I thought he equivocated, and as he had suggested
that I ought not to be trusted, I thought of the
motto attached to the sign of the Order of the
Garter.
'Evil to him who evil thinks.' When a
committee was appointed the next day to make
search for returns that were missing, I kept my
eye on him until I saw him pass that from Lyman
to a respectable clergyman, a member from the
county of York, behind the corner of the meeting
house as we were coming in at the afternoon ses
sion, and whisper a verbal message to him.
I fol
lowed the bearer in and saw him lay the return on
the secretary's table without any ceremony.
When
the convention was called to order the secretary
passed the document to the president and said he
found it on his table, and aid not know how it
came there.
The contents were announced and the
return passed to the committee, but this was not j,0
the end of it. It was rejected by the committee. u
Allen asserted that Preble was responsible for the burning
or losing of several other returns.

Whether Allen's

account was accurate in its details is now impossible to
establish.

He wrote it fifty years later and if the re

liability of other such reminiscences is any guide, it
probably was not.

However, considering Preble's willing

ness to disregard "punctilios,11 it is not, perhaps, unfair

^°Ibid.
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to presume that Allen was correct In the substance of his
remarks.

Indeed, one delegate who was appalled at what

he observed at the convention supported Allen's charges
when he wrote to the Portland Gazette that certain "desper
adoes" may employ "fraud, violence, and usurpation" to
achieve their end, but that there were enough men in the
convention who favored separation "upon just and lawful
grounds" only, so that those who would steal the prize
4l
would be frustrated.
Further evidence that Preble was
not above resorting to the very chicanery that he espoused
42
in his letter to King,
was provided in the report of the
Committee to Examine the Returns which was presented to
the convention on Monday October 6.
The report presented by Holmes was addressed to two
major questions:

the legality of votes cast and the de

termination of whether or not the five-ninths majority had
been obtained.

On the first question, the committee found

"that a very large proportion of those votes are incorrect
ly or illegally returned."

In nearly half the towns, the

committee found, "the question which was to have been sub
mitted to the people, was imperfectly or erroneously

^ P . G . , October 8, 1816.
Supra. p. 204.
43The report appeared in the E.A., October 16, 1816
and the P.G., October 15* 1816.
For the complete text see
Appendix IX.
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stated. ii

In addition, evidence suggested that in a num

ber of towns a large percentage of the votes cast were
cast by non-qualifled voters, i. e. voters who were ineli
gible to vote for state senators.
voters were denied their suffrage.

In other towns eligible
The committee, thus

discrediting the election returns, nevertheless, concluded
that all the returns, except those from Lyman, should be
certified.

In the case of the town of Lyman, to which

Allen referred, the committee felt obligated to make a
judgment in as much as one John Low, Jr. of the town had
sent a memorial to the committee demanding that the votes
be rejected.

According to the report, the situation in

Lyman on September 2, was as follows:
... after the meeting [called for the purpose of
balloting] was opened, a motion was regularly made,
and put, and carried, that the voters be polled to
see who were for and against the separation: that
though this course was objected to, it was carried
into effect.
Thus in a town where the majority was
against the separation (179-6), were its advocates
designated and pointed out, before they were allow
ed to carry their written votes. Thus were a por
tion of the citizens deprived the privilege of ex
pressing their opinions without inspection, and
subjected to the influence of powerful men, and
the censure or disapprobation of a vindictive ma
jority— your committee have therefore rejected the
return from the town of Lyman.11
The decision of the committee raised a storm in the
convention led by John Low, Sr., the father of the memori-

2|4
Ibid.
ibid.
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alist, who charged that his son, in effect, did not know
what he was talking about.

The protestf-was ignored; the

report was adopted.
On the second question— was a five-ninths majorityobtained?— the committee dropped a bombshell.

The majori

ty on the committee decided, apparently, that the scrutinous eyes of the opposition made it unwise to attempt the
manipulation of returns by vaitous means to obtain a fiveninths majority.

Consequently, it was necessary to adopt

an alternative approach that would bring about the desired
result while seemingly remaining within the bounds of
legality.

It was the ingenious mind of Preble, the former

tutor of mathematics at Harvard, that produced the answer
46
to the problem.
According to the Act of Separation, if it appeared to
£the delegates at the Brunswick Convention] that a majori
ty of five to four at least of the votes returned were in
favor of a separation, then, and only then could the convention proceed to draw up a constitution.

The report of

The authority for stating that Preble, not Holmes as
has been often claimed, devised the scheme is William Wil
lis who in his The L a w , The Courts, and The Lawyers of
Maine, op. cit.. pp. 2 6 8 609 , says it was Preble. No fur
ther supporting evidence has been found by me. The P.G.,
believed King to have been responsible, £March 25» 1^171,
but there is no reason to believe he was the originator.
^7P.G., June 2 5 , 1 8 1 6 .
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the committee pointed out that it had been a "popular con
struction” that five ninths meant five-ninths of the votes
returned, but that this construction "has prevailed rather
from the use of an expression not contained in the act,
48
than from a necessary import of the words themselves.”
The report continued;
The meaning of the rod majority is doubtful—
this word is sometimes understood to mean the ex
cess of one number over another, and sometimes the
excess of half the whole number. Exclude the
words 'a majority of*-- and no doubt remains but
five yeas to four nays, or five ninths of the votes
returned, would be required. But your committee
[[Preble] do not feel authorized to say that those
words have no meaning.
In the report of the Committee [[the Otis Com
mittee] prefixed to the act [[of separation], it
appears to have been the intention, that the expe
diency of separation should have been decided by
•an assembly of men,... meaning no doubt a con
vention of delegates chosen by towns. Here the
delegates would have been in proportion to the
aggregate majority of all the votes returned.
It is understood that the bill as first re
ported to the Legislature authorized the delegates
to decide on the expediency. It was however so far
amended as that on the day of the choice of dele
gates, the inhabitants of the towns, districts and
plantations, qualified to vote for senators, were
to give in their written votes on the question pro
posed in the act, and a majority of five to four
was required— as the delegates must be apportioned
according to the respective majorities of their
towns, so on the question of separation, the major
ity of yeas in the towns...in favor must be, to the
majority'of nays in those opposed as five is to
four, of the votes returned.
The corporate majori
ties of yeas must be placed in one column and those
of nays in the other and each added.
Then, as five
is to four so is the aggregate majority of nays in

^ S e e Appendix IX.
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those opposed.— In this way only can your committee
give a meaning to the word majority as contained in
the second... section of the act.
The
The
The
The

whole number of votes returned...i s : 22,316
yeas are
11,969
nays are
10,3*17
whole aggregate majority of yeas
in the towns infavor is...
6,031
The whole aggregate majority of nays
in the towns opposed is....
^,^09
Then as five is to four so is 6,031 to *l-,825t
the nays required. But the majority of nays is
^,^09 only.
Hence it appears that upon this con
struction of the Act.there is a majority of five
to four at least....
The incredible audacity of Preble, and of the commit
tee that accepted his sophisticated reasoning was outdone,
if this were possible, in the following portion of the re
port which contained the assertion that since Maine people
had in May and September by majority votes elected to
separate, it was inconceivable that their wishes should be
denied by giving a construction to the wording of the Act
of Separation that denied them what was rightfully theirs
anyway.

The committee, therefore, concluded that "where

the act is doubtful, it should receive such interpretation,
50
as shall best comport with the public will."
The report next recommended to the convention that
before any action was taken the General Court should be
consulted for its opinions and if the court accepted the

^Ibid.
5°Ibid.
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construction offered, "as they undoubtedly will", or modi
fied the law so that the construction would prevail than
much disputation and contention would be avoided.

However,

if the General Court should refuse to honor the action of
the convention, then the convention could reassemble to
act "as may be thought proper.”
Finally, the report recommended that president Wil
liam King appoint committees to draw up a constitution; to
apply to Congress for admission into the union; to appeal
to Congress to amend the coasting law in a manner that
would not leave Maine commerce inconvenienced as a result
of separation; and to apply to the General Court for its
51
consent to independence.
•

•

•

*

•

•

•

The opposition may have been dumbfounded as Holmes
read the committee report but they soon regained their
senses.

After Albion Parris moved that the report be

accepted, pandemonium broke loose.

After the situation

was brought under control, the opposition commenced an un
merciful attack on the report and on John Holmes whom the
critics mistakenly thought to be its author.

The substance

of the attacks was represented by the remarks of the for
mer sea ciaptain, William Ladd of Minot, a Federalist in
52
politics and an orthodox Calvinist in religion:

51Ibid.

52p#G., October 22, 1816.
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I am more used to the tumults of the ocean,
than of this assembly.
I am a sailor, sir, and
this is the first deliberative assembly I ever
addressed.
Sir, I cannot understand that report:
I cannot catch the points of it. I might as well
chase a mosquito in the Pacific Ocean. I wish
the report may be made as plain as a pike staff,
and straight as a hand spike, and capable of demon
stration to every hand before the mast. Is it by
a majority of 5/ 9 ths, or 5/ 9ths of a majority, we
are to be separated?... Now it is evident, that
there are not 5/ 9ths of the votes in favor of sep
aration.
If I lay 9 dollars on your honor’s table
from which I take k, are there more than 5 left?
The case is self-evident.
It reminds me of the
philosophers of the dark ages, who decreed there
was no motion, while their tongues incessantly
moved to prove it. We now look on them and their
arguments with pity and contempt. But a set of
modern philosophers, by jumbling logic with
mathematics come at a result still more contempt
ible.
They are not to be argued against....Sir,
the motives of the majority are to be found in
the deception of the human heart. The heart is
deceitful above all things, and I may add, des
perately wicked.
^Called to order by Holmes].
Our conduct shews a rotteness in the very bud,
which like original sin, will stick to our poster
ity.
William Widgery in concert with John Holmes defended
the report as a classic defense of majority rule and writ
ten with the best of motives.

On Tuesday the motion of

Parris to accept the report was carried by a vote of 10353
8^.
On Wednesday, the day of adjournment, the opponents
entered a minority opinion on the record.

Signe$bJ>y 71

53chapman, 0£. clt., p. 18.
It was doubtful that
this was the actual vote recorded.
There were originally
182 delegates.
If Chapmans figures were accepted than
there would have had to be 187 delegates present. It is
possible that there were late arrivals.
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of the Qk dissenters, the protest condemned the majority
report as the work of ambitious and scheming men bent on
obtaining their objective by any means.

The minority re

port also condemned what they thought was the disrespect
ful attitude manifested by the majority toward the General
Court and concluded by invoking the blessings of God on
5^
their virtuous stand against the forces of evil.
The last business before the adjournment of the now
highly controversial Brunswick Convention was the naming of
personnel to the committees recommended in the majority re
port.

King complied with the expectations of his partisan

friends by packing the committees with the friends of in
dependence.

To the committee to report a constitution, he

named Holmes, Widgery, Chandler, and several others who
outnumbered the opposition two to one; to the committee to
make an application to the General Court, he appointed five
proponents Including Preble, Chandler, and John Davis of
Augusta.

Finally, he appointed himself, Holmes, and Chand55
ler as a committee to make application to Congress.
The
convention then adjourned until after the winter session of
the General Court when it would be known if a reconvention
of the group would be necessary.
Before the "junto" left Brunswick to return to their
homes, they held one last conclave at which it was agreed

5^ E.A.,

November 6 , 1816; P.G., October 22, 1816.
See Appendix XI for complete text.

55p. g ., October 15, 1816.
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that Holmes, Preble, and John Davis should prepare an
address to the people of Maine in answer to the protest of
the minority and in anticipation of protests from the peo
ple at large which, they were sensible enough to realize
56
would be forth coming.
The abuse that greeted the result of the week long de
liberations at Brunswick was unprecedented in its severity.
The New York Columbian labeled the Holmes committee report
57
a "very clever piece of sophistry.”
The [New York] Cour
ier described it as ”the greatest Yankee trick ever prac58
ticed;”
From Boston, the Yankee, a Republican antlsep59
aration organ called the entire proceedings "outrageous.”
Nathaniel Willis, former editor of the Eastern Argus turned
mystic, wrote in his Boston Weekly Messenger that now
history has the Brunswick Convention "the Rump Parliament
will no longer be an object of division, nor the National

■5^The "Address” appeared in the E.A. , November 6;,\
1816.
The address was a much more cautious statement than
was the minority report, pointing out that the convention
had expressed a "preference”, but not a decided opinion.”
in favor of the Holmes committee’s construction of the
five-ninths clause. As for the charges of fraud, the
"Address” denied that they were true and that what fraud
existed, was found in the great numberof illegal ballots
cast on September 2. The "Address” concluded with what
was tantamount to an assertion that God was, after all, a
separationist who favored the action of the majority. See
Appendix XII for complete text.
^7New York Columbian,

29 ,

1

8

1

quoted in the P.G., October

ZT

•58£New York] Courier. Ibid.

59£Boston] Yankee, October 11, 1816.
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Assembly of France the subject of detestation."°u

The

[^Boston] Dally Advertiser described the report "as one of
the most contemptibly absurd documents that ever received
6l
the sanction of a public body of men."
Predictably,
only, the Eastern Argus:, stood out as a defender of the pro
ceedings.
Many Federalists in Maine were elated at the storm
created by Preble’s arithmetic for he had given them a life
that all their efforts could not have achieved.

William

Abbot of Castine, who signed the minority report, wrote
to the Federalist supporter of separation in the Massachu
setts General Court, Leverett Saltonstall of Salem.

Sal-

tonstall was a member of the Otis committee that drew up
the "Act of Separation" and it is clear that Abbot knew he
had an issue, perhaps for the first time in his life, that
would cause his Federalist political friends in Massachu
setts to ball Maine Federalism out of serious trouble:
I hope you in Massachusetts proper will do
your duty....I am surprised that you are willing
to lose your consequence in the great national
point of view. And to turn os over to be buffeted
by Satan is not just. You see into what a state
we should fall if left to ourselves— I hope you
will take firm ground and all good men will con-

^°Boston Weekly Messenger, October 31. 1816.
^■[Boston] Daily Advertiser, October 17. 1816.
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sider the subject at rest. Let the union be per
petuated.
You will want us hereafter.
Maine is
destined to save Massachusetts. If John Holmes &
Co. will let the Governor issue his proclamation
to disperse them [the convention], and if they re
fuse let them be accused of treason, tried and
hung. As a legislator remember your oath to pro
tect and defend the Commonwealth against traitorous
conspiracies and all hostile attempts whatever. 2
From York, Isaac Lyman, also a Federalist member of the 0
Otis committee, expressed similar sentiments.

"We shall,

at our next session, Lyman wrote Saltanstall,

"give this
63
subject its quietus and I hope an eternal one."

Most of the leaders of the separation movement in Maine
were badly shaken by the criticism heaped on them, a num
ber of them concluded that Preble’s scheme was not only

Skill advised but would damage the cause irreparably.
Others were more angry than regretful at what they thought
was the amateurish management of the business.

Still others

were infuriated more by the fact that the leadership at
Brunswick "did not now cut the cord, than because the re65
port went too far."

62william Abbot to Leverett Saltonstall, October 22,
1816, Leverett Saltonstall MSS (M.H.S.), Vol. VI, No. 58.
63issac Lyman to Leverett Saltonstall, October 22,
1816, Ibid., Box 7.
^ S a m u e l Whiting to William King, October 2 3 1 1816,
WK MSS (Me. H. S . ), Box 7.

65ibid.
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Ironically, the man who was responsible for the awk
ward situation in which separation!sts now found themselves
escaped the brunt of the abuse.

It was John Holmes, as

chairman of the Committee to Examine the Returns, who pre
sented the report to the convention and was its most
assiduous defender, who was considered by opponents the
man responsible for the report.

"Mr. Holmes,*' reported

Sam Whiting, "feels himself placed in rather an unpleasant
situation, but will not shrink.

The federal lawyers (in

Portland) all direct their malice against Holmes.
Preble, and others escape."

Parris,

As for King, Whiting added,

"his manner of presiding is approved, even by these feder
alists, with the exception of appointing that committee on
66
votes."
While Holmes stoically shouldered more than his share

66lbid.

Whiting was exaggerating the extent to which
King's conduct was approbated. The following Spring, 1817,
King was a candidate for the post of Lieutenant Governor.
The Portland Gazette, the mouth piece of Maine Federalists,
revealed the contempt in which King was held by many of
that party, when it wrote of King's conduct at the conven
tion: "His inconsistant decisions to favor his schemes and
particularly his selection of committees mortified even
his friends: and came finally very near rousing a sense of
shame even in him. The famous construction to make out
the five to four majority was origianlly a maggot of his
brain.
This he has denied to be sure. But members can
attest that they heard him first broach the absurdity; and
urge it as the true construction without ever imputing its
origins to anyone else".
(March 25, 1817).
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of the criticism, others were less willing to do so.
William Widgery, who was criticized for his participation
in the convention, and for his contention that the con
vention was, in reality, a confrontation of two classes,
debtors and creditors, wrote a long letter that appeared
67
in the Argus reaffirming that belief.
Nathan Weston of Augusta, later to becomecdiiieeir jus
tice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, thought it
necessary to explain that while he had misgivings about
endorsing the Holmes’ committee report, he did so be
cause he sincerely believed that old Massachusetts really
intended that only a simple majority be required for a sep
aration; that the five-ninths amendment was adopted to
satisfy recalcitrant opponents of the independence of

68
Maine.

Weston was, undoubtedly, right in claiming that

the General Court, as a whole, desired only a simple major
ity but if this were true it was irrelevant to the situa
tion that arose at Brunswick.

Separationists who held

Weston’s view had chosen the wrong battlefield.

They

should not have permitted the adoption of the five-ninth
requirement in the first place, a requirement, ironically
69
enough, that was proposed by John Holmes.

6?E.A., October 30, 1816.
68E.A., October 30, 1816.
69P.G., June 26, 1816.

The Weston line of reasoning was adopted by Holmes,
Chandler, Preble, and John Davis is the memorial that they
drew up to accompany the majority report that was submitted
to the Otis committee when the General Court convened on
70
November 13, 1816.
They also pointed out that opponents
in Maine had shamelessly circulated lies in regard to the
terms of separation which not only harmed the cause but
reflected unfavorably on the intelligence of the members of
the Otis committee.

Significantly, the memorialists made

no effort to defend the Preble construction of the fiveninths clause contained in the report Itself.

They did,

however, appeal to the General Court to permit another
test of separation sentiment in Maine on the principle of
a majority, if separation were now refused.
The Otis committee found itself in an awkward posi
tion.

Many of the members for political reasons, notably

Otis, were not averse to letting Maine go.

But to permit

separation at this time and under present circumstances
would have been to raise the lid on Pandora’s Box.

The

committee would have exposed itself to the wrath of many
in Massachusetts asr-well as Maine who would have charged
that it accepted the specious reasoning contained in the
Preble construction of the five-ninths clause.

It came as

a surprise to no one, therefore, when on November 1 6 , Otis

?°The memorial is printed in full in Appendix X.
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’or the committee, reported the following:
...the committee have no hesitation in expressing
their full conviction, that the [majority of the
Brunswick Convention J misconstrued the act by which
their powers were defined: That the word 'majority1
refers to the majority of tfotes returned, and not
to the aggregate of local and municipal majorities:
That this is a self evident position, resulting from
a perusal of the act, and not susceptible of illus
tration or contravention by any argument.
That of
consequent, the contingency, provided by the act as
prerequisite to the formation of a Constitution, and
as a condition of the consent of this legislature, to
the separation of Maine, has not occurred, and that
the powers of said convention are at an end.
In respect to the request that another test of sentinent be arranged, the committee observed that such a re
quest could not be honored for the reason that there was
no evidence that opinion in Maine had changed since the
September vote.

As for revising the original bill to allow

a. separation on the principle of a simple majority, the
71
committee noted:
Should...the same Legislature which has once and
so lately adjusted the principles, and with great
deliberation fixed the terms and conditions which
appertain to the dismemberment of the State, revise
the fundamental provisions of its act without any
new occasion, they might be considered as betray
ing an undue solicitude to accelerate the partition,
and as regardless of the feelings and interests of
a large and respectable class of their fellow citi
zens.
7lThe committee report appeared among other places
in the E.A., December 10, 1816.
The full text is printed
in Appendix XIII.
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On December

18l6, the General Court passed two resolves,

one dissolving the Brunswick Convention, the other declar
ing it inexpedient to adopt any further measures in regard
72
to separation,
and thus, the curtain fell on what
proved to be the most bizarre episode in the long struggle
to achieve the independence of Maine.
f
!
•

•

•

•

•

•

In retrospect, and even at the time, it is clear that
the leaders of the separation movement very badly mis
managed the entire affair.

It would have been wiser as

well as more honorable to have accepted the defeat and to
have returned to the General Court to try again unmarked
by charges of corruption and fraud.

The General Court,

given the dispostion of Otis and other Federalists toward
separation might have conceivably permitted another test
of separation sentiment in Maine or, perhaps, have recom
mended that a separation be permitted, notwithstanding the
failure to achieve the five -ninths majority, on the ground
that a majority bound to the jurisdiction of another state
against its wishes makes for an unhealthy body politic.
Moreover, even if such a strategy failed, the end result
could not have been more injurious to the cause than the
result of the course that was chosen.

However desireable

their objective, the means employed were inappropriate,
morally and rationally, and once adopted, were employed

A . , December 10, 1816.
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with the dexterity of a first class bungler.

In the first

real test of their political leadership ability, the junto
was found embarrassingly wanting.
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CHAPTER VII
THE JUNTO TRIES AGAIN
With the demise of the cause in December 1816, the
’'junto" avoided all talk of a separation for several
months.

The prolonged battle evidently had worn them

down; they were more than prepared to seek a respite from
further discord.
Holmes and Parris went to Washington as congressmen
where they developed new interests to command their atten
tion.

Holmes, indeed, aspired to become a figure of

national prominence and within two years had achieved his
1
objective.
King, likewise frustrated by his failure to
win independence for the District, sought from President
elect Monroe the post of Secretary of the Navy only to be
disappointed when Monroe retained Benjamin Crowriinshield,
2
a Salem merchant, in the position.
Sam Whiting, whose
health was not improved by the experiences of the previous
months, borrowed $300 from King, left his desk at the
Argus office, and went South for the Winter only to die
3
there in the Spring of 1817.
Preble returned to Saco

•^Holmes, by 1818, was prominently mentioned as a can
didate for the speakership of the House of Representatives.
In that year, also, he opposed Webster before the Supreme
Court in the Dartmouth College Case.
^Henry Dearborn to W.K., December 25t 1816, WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 7.
3samuel Whiting to W.K., October 23, 1816, Ibid.

where he remained occupied in his capacity as United
States District Attorney for Maine.

Only Sam Ayer was

left in Portland to agitate political questions and to
pity himself because his friends deserted him without pubA
lie office.
But if separation was no longer seriously entertained,
politics was, for only if the Commonwealth could be re
turned to the control of the Republicans could the union
of Maine and Massachusetts be long tolerated.

Given the

tendency of the Republicans of Massachusetts to amalgamate
with the Federalists, the liklihood of a Republican resur
gence was doubtful.

Yet, what alternative was there but

to try to resuscitate the party state-wide?
The party in the District was still strong and the
leaders meant to keep it that way.

The Eastern Argus had

contributed greatly to the strength of the party through
the years and it was important that competent and correct
men were retained to manage it.

Upon the death of Whiting

in the Spring of 181?, Samuel Ayer and William Pitt Preble
induced Ashur Ware to come to Portland to lend his bril-

^Ayer sought from Parris and Holmes aid in obtaining
the post of collector of customs at Eastport, Belfast,
and Portland.
Frustrated in this desire, he was named
finally in 1 8 2 1 , Surveyor of the port of Eastport. See
Samuel Ayer to W.K., February 2A, 1 8 1 8 , Ibid., Box 2A;
Ayer to John Holmes, December 2 0 , 1 8 2 0 , John Holmes MSS.
(Me. H. S.).
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liant pen to the cause of promoting the p a r t y . 5

Ware was

the nephew of the celebrated Unitarian Professor of Divini
ty at Harvard, Henry Ware.

Ashur graduated from Harvard

in the class of 1804 and in 1807 became a tutor of Greek
from which position he was promoted to the rank of pro
fessor in 1811.

It was while he was a tutor that he came

to know Preble, himself a tutor in mathematics.

Among

Ware's students were the future notables: George Bancroft,
Caleb Cushing, William H. Prescott, and Edward Everett.
However, the sedentary life of a college professor was un
able to satisfy his insatiable Interest in political con
troversy.

As a consequence, he left Harvard in 1815,

studied law, and was admitted to the bar.

In 1816, he be

came an associate editor of the [Boston] Yankee, a Republi
can organ that opposed separation to the consternation of
the Argus junto.

It was, ironically, from the Yankee that

Ware came to Portland in 1817 to write for the Argus while

6
he practiced law as time permitted.

^Ayer to W.K., February 7» 1817. Ibid. , LBC Box.
^For an account of Ware's career, see, Willis, The
Laws, The Courts, and the Lawyers of Maine,"o p . clt.,
pp. 63^- 6^65 and George Talbot, "Ashur Ware", Collections
of the Maine Historical Society, I, Second Series (1890),
pp.
. Ware and King got along famously.
In 1820, he
was made King's Secretary of State.
In 1822, he succeeded
Albion K. Parris as a judge on the U.S. District Court for
Maine, a position he held for forty-four years. Regret
tably, Ware's personal papers were destroyed in the great
Portland fire of 1866. An Oration Delivered Before the
Republicans of Portland, July
1817. printed by the Ar
gus, a copy of which is located in the Houghton Library at
Harvard University, was Ware's first effort on behalf of
Maine Republicanism.
The oration was a defense of democ-
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Despite all the efforts of Maine Republicans to re
unite their party on the statb level they soon discovered
the Massachusetts Republicans were so impossibly divided
that any hope the party could regain control of the state
soon vanished.

With this realization came a feeling of

utter frustration and desperation which produced in them a
greater feeling of alienation from their political friends
in Massachusetts.

The extent to which the alienation went

was revealed in the reaction of Samuel Ayer upon learning
that the Republicans of Massachusetts had succeeded in
naming the aged General Henry Dearborn as their candidate
for Governor in 181?.

Dearborn was chosen only after Wil

liam Gray, a wealthy Salem merchant, refused to accept the
nomination.

Dearborn, even though he was with Maine con

nections, was considered a loser with little if any chance
of ousting the incumbent John Brooks.

Ayer's response al

so revealed that separation had not disappeared completely
from the calculation of Maine Republicans as an answer to
7
their peculiar situation:

cracy against its enemies as far back as Plato. In the
United States Ware believed that democracy had become sec
ond nature to most people.
"The great body of the people
in this country without distinction of political party,
are unquestionably republican. But in every society there
will always be some who prefer the crooked and pimping
politics of a Court, to the integrity and plain dealing of
freedom...." (p. 11).
^Samuel Ayer to W.K., December 31. 1816, WK MSS (Me.
H. S . ), Box 25.
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With our present candidate for Governor, we
have really a gloomy prospect before us. When Mr.
Gray’s name was announced, all hearts seemed to be
encouraged, and the fullest confidence was expressed,
that he would be elected, and that separation would
soon be accomplished as a matter of course.
... But when it was afterwards announced that
General D. was the candidate by Mr. Gray’s declining,
the news came like a thunderclap. A perfect apathy,
indifference, disgust, or despair seems to have en
sued or taken hold of the Republicans generally. To
say the least, Gen. D. is unpopular, and in many
places exceedingly so. In the present state of par
ties our candidate ought to be one, who will unite
the whole Republican strength, to afford an# reason
able prospect of success. This cannot be expected
in the present instance.
What then is to be done?
Ayer, then, proceeded to answer his own question:
A project has occurred to me- to set up a new
candidate in Maine. This might be done in our
County conventions. Let Cumberland, for instance,
start soon with the nomination, and such arrange
ments made in other Counties, as they follow it up.
A sufficient excuse might be found in the right of
Maine to a Candidate, having never yet been honored
with one. This might perhaps be a sufficient ease
off for the present one.
This course, I think, is dictated by sound
[partyJ policy under present circumstances.
If no
other man is held up, I should not be surprised
that there should be a falling off of 5 to 10,000
votes on the Republican side from last year.* It
will at once be sounded abroad that the party is
going down.
Whereas a split in the candidates will
be sufficient explanation of the falling off, if
any there be. Such a move might, if it took well,
possibly prevent a choice, and by means of the
Legislature we could get the Governorship.
... There may be also many objections as to its
practicality.
But I think of none, which over bal
ance in my mind the reasons in its favor. I have
mentioned to a few only-who are pleased with it.
But shall not go a step farther until I can have
your opinion.
Holmes ...^affected to be much pleased
with it. He says that D [earbornj will not run at
all in York County.
He further stated, that had he

*The Republican vote in 1817 fell to 38,128 from
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and the other members from Maine not come away
j_from the caucus that nominated Dearborn] before
they knew Gray had declined 'no other man but Gen.
King should have been the Candidate for Governor'.
King rejected Ayer's plan.

Instead he agreed to run with

Dearborn as the candidate for Lieutenant Governor in the
hope that he would attract enough votes in Maine to offset
the Federalist vote in Massachusetts.

He failed in this

and emerged from the contest more dejected than ever.

The

Republican vote fell off by more than 3 0 0 0 in Maine and by
9 0 0 0 in the state at large.

The strength of the party was

now the weakest it had been since before the days of James

8
Sullivan.
The next year, 1818, brought an even greater decline
in the fortunes of the party.

In February, a caucus of

Republicans held in Boston chose Dearborn again as the can9
didate for Governor though only by a "naked majority".
Angered by criticism leveled at him in the caucus, Dear
born summarily refused to accept the nomination thereby
10
throwing the caucus into chaos.
Levi Lincoln Jr. of Wor
cester, son of Levi Lincoln, Governor of Massachusetts in

11
1809, was then chosen but he declined as well.

The caucus

^7,321 in 1816. Ayer was a fair judge, at least in this
instance.
^Returns for Governor and Lieutenant Governor. 1817,
Massachusetts Archives.
^Mark L. Hill to W.K., February 7, 1818, WK MSS (Me.
H. S . ), Box 8,
l°Hill to W.K., February 4, 1818, Ibid.
_____ H-Hlll To W.K.. February 9. 1818. Ibid._____________
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then offered the nomination to Benjamin Crowninshield of
Salem who at first declined but who finally agreed to
12
accept.
While this spectacle of Republicans engaging in a
game of musical chairs amused Federalists who saw in it a
promise of certain victory for their candidate John
Brooks, Maine Republicans were left bemused.

William

King, again offered the nomination for Lieutenant Governor,
refused to be a party to such amateurish conduct in spite
of appeals to him to accept the nomination for the sake of
13
party unity.
Maine Republicans were convinced that the
blame for the sad state of affairs rested wholly with the
Republicans of Massachusetts whose amalgamating tendencies
were pursued in utter disregard of their effect on the
party statewide.

Joshua Wingate Jr. of Bath, a member of

the General Court and the son-in-law of General Dearborn,
in a letter to King predicted certain defeat for the Repub
licans in the April elections: "And in fact, I am inclined
to believe, our political friends in Mass’t. proper, as
they are improperly called would sooner aid the Federalists
£of MassachusettsJ than the Republicans of Maine”.

For

f

^2Joshua Wingate to W.K., February 17, 1816, Ibid.
13Hill to W.K., February 21, 1018, Ibid.
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Wingate, as for others, the time had arrived "for the in
habitants of Maine to decide whether they will protect
themselves, their rights & privileges, or become the vas14
sals and slaves of Mass't. proper,"
For Sam Ayer, from his perch at the Argus office,
matters looked worse than ever,

"Our chance for succeeding

in this election under present circumstances with £Crowninshieldj to head the list, is not worth a sixpence" he
wrote King, and added that he thought it absurd that year
after year the Republican nomination for governor goes a
begging while King "who has so long stood foremost in our
ranks, and who has done more & has more ability" than all
who had been nominated was denied the nomination by the
Republicans of Massachusetts because they thought him un15
fit.
"Ashur Ware and myself", Ayer informed King, "have
frequently put our heads together but the only result is,
every time we attempt a conversation, a chapter of lamen
tations over the worse than wretched condition of our state
16
politics".
But, of course, the greatest frustration
came from the knowledge that in any election Maine Repub
licans would capture at least sixty per cent of the total
vote in the District.
If Ayer believed Growninshield an unfortunate choice,
l^Wingate to W.K., February 17. 1818, Ibid.
l^Ayer to W.K,, February 20, 1818, WK MSS (Me. H.S.)
Box 24.
■^Ayer to W.K., February 24, 1818, Ibid.
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he thought the nomination of the innocuous Thomas Kittrldge
for lieutenant governor disastrous.

Enraged, he proposed

that Maine Republicans offer Mark L. Hill of Phippsburg in
stead of Kittredge, not because he thought Hill could win
17
but to embarrass the leaders of the party in Massachusetts.
When Ayer received word from King that Hill would not con
sider running, the Portland physician could no longer re
strain himself: "Is there any chance to try separation
again?

The question is continually asked by persons from
18
all sections of the District."
No doubt separation had occurred to King as a possible

answer to the problems faced by Maine Republicans, but it
is apparent that he considered the time not yet propitious
so soon after the debacle of 1816.

Moreover, King had al

ways believed himself to have more influence in the politi
cal life of Massachusetts than he in fact enjoyed.

If

anyone could restore the party to its rightful place wihin the Commonwealth, it appears that he thought it was
he.

It was because of his belief that the Republicans

could yet recapture control of the state machinery that he
ran for the state senate in April 1818 and won.

For Ayer,

who could only think of separation, King's decision was
disappointing, but even Ayer agreed that it was worth a
try.

"By going into the senate," he wrote King, "it is

possible your genius may strike out some system of opera■^Ayer to W.K., March 2, 1818, Ibid.
_____ “^ A y e r to W.K., February 2^. 1818. Ibid._______________
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tion, which under your direction may not only revive the
present despairing hopes, but eventuate in the complete
regeneration of the state,"

The only problem in this

plan, thought Ayer, was that King was needed in Congress
19
as well- "in fact we want you everywhere1.1.
Behind King's move was his belief that a more ration
al alignment of political forces in the country could be
brought about.

Specifically, he seemed to think that "true1

Jeffersonian Democrats under the leadership of William H.
Crawford, Monroe's Secretary of the Treasury from Georgia,
should form the basis for one of the parties with the Mon
roe Democrats and the remnants of the Federalist party
forming another.

In Massachusetts, King thought he saw

such an alignment already a fact with many of the Republi
cans actively cooperating with Federalists in support of
such departures from pure Jeffersonianism on the national

^ Ibid. It is significant that in his nearly thirty
years of public employment, King ran for Congress only
once, in 1802.
He could have gone to Washington anytime
after 1806, but he chose, instead, the statehouse at Bos
ton as his arena. The reason for this was that he con
sidered Boston rather than Washington the city where the
important decisions were made. In the present era when
the national government has assumed such an important role
in the lives of citizens, it is understandable that many
believe that it was always so. The fact is, however, that
in the period under discussion the state governments were
considerably more powerful than they now are.
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level as the enactment of the tariff of 1816 and the
chartering of the Second Bank of the United States.

King

hoped to cultivate a close relationship with Crawford and
thereby emerge as the leader of the "true" Jeffersonian
party in Massachusetts.

Having once achieved this posi

tion, it then could be decided if a separation would
20
prove advantageous to Maine Republicans.
No sooner had the "Sultan of Bath" taken his seat in
the Massachusetts General Court at the June 1818 session,
than it became apparent that whatever the validity of his
analysis of the political situation nationwide, he was
not going to play an important role in Massachusetts.

The

Federalist Party was much stronger than many had thought.
It is not improbable that King, faced with this discourag
ing situation concluded that however much he wanted it to
be otherwise, the Maine Republicans were destined to play
a miner role in the future course of Massachusetts’ polit
ical life as long as Maine remained connected to Massachu
setts.

The logical, indeed the only alternative to at

least another decade of bitter frustration was to separate ^

20W.K., to Rufus King, March 22, 1818, in Charles R.
King, op>. cit. , VI, p. 128. William was unhappy for a
time with Crawford’s handling of the tariff but he soon
forgave him.
See W.K., to Rufus King, February 24, 1818,
Ibid.. pp. 117-118.
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the two areas.

Even though past experience offered little

encouragement that a separation was a realistic alterna*^
tive, one could never be sure until one tried.
William Pitt Preble, who had withdrawn from his ac
tive role in party affairs after the debacle of 1816 for
which he was largely responsible, surveyed the political
landscape in the Spring of 1818 and concluded that it was
now time to resume where he had left off.

A move from

Saco to Portland allowed him the opportunity to associate
himself more closely with Ayer and Ware on the Argus.
Ayer was of the opinion that unless separation was revived
"we are down forever, nothing else I am confident will

21

rouse the people".

After listening to Ayer and Ware

predict the worse, Preble decided that the situation de
manded a letter to William King.
friends were getting restless.

He told King that their
Everyone, said Preble,

looked to King to give the go ahead signal.

"We depend on

your experience and Influence to do something to call
forth the sleeping energies of Republicans.

Our last

legislature administered nothing but soporifics. There was
not an animated soul among them".

Preble informed King

that a decision would have to be reached soon.

"Will you

... attempt to resuscitate the republicans of the whole

21Ayer to W.K., April 8, 1818, WK MSS. (Me. H.S.),
Box 24.

state?

or do you think favorably of marshalling and

bringing into the field the friends of the Independence of
Maine”?

If separation were decided on, continued Preble re

calling 1816, "To use your idea; let us not by a want of

-

proper arrangements or understandings among ourselves be
22
again disappointed."
Shortly after hearing from Preble, King received a
note from another separationist urging him to revive the
question.

The correspondent informed King that sentiment

for a separation was increasing in the District and that
"the subject ought to be brought before the state legisla
ture next winter so that before taking the next census we
23
can have the thing settled".
Actually, King had never given up on his hope for a
separation.

It was always a possiblity but he seemed not

to want to jeopardize the prospects of success by prema
turely raising the issue.

In any event, as Preble's

letter suggested, he was determined not to duplicate the
disaster of 1816.

If the question were to be revived, it

would be revived only after the most careful planning had
guaranteed success.

Any factors that contributed to de

feat in 1816 would have to be effectively dealt with.

22William Pitt Preble to W.K., April 7. 1818, Ibid.,
LBG.Box.
23james Irish to W.K., May 17, 1818, Ibid.
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All agreed that the bete noire of the separationists
since the 1790’s, the coasting law objection, was the most
important factor in the defeat of 1816.

Consequently,

something must be done to answer those who raised this ob
jection if separtion was to have any chance of success, •
Accordingly, King, even before he was elected to the state
senate, contacted the Maine congressional delegation and
asked them to initiate an effort to revise the coasting
24
law.
The attempt was made but was defeated largely be
cause of the opposition of the Federalist representative
from Portland, Prentice Mellon, who correctly charged that
the effort was "merely a lure to the citizens of Maine to
25
separate from Massachusetts".
The opposition of Mellon seemed to produce a more de
termined attitude among many of the leaders who became
very encouraged by the evidence that sentiment among Maine
people had definitely swung toward a separation.

In Octo

ber 1818, John Chandler wrote King that he was now con
vinced that the friends of independence should introduce
the question in the General Court that convened in Decem
ber.

"I have attended the Supreme Court this week, and

I assure you that I have never before seen so strong a

2^Enoch Lincoln to W.K., February 8, 1818, Ibid.,
Box 8.
25Ibld.
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current... in favor of a Separation as at this time- many,
very many who were before opposed to the measure now come
26

out freely and unequivocably in its favor....”
As a result of such assurances, King decided to
travel to Washington in the latter part of October to con
fer with a number of his friends, including his brother
Bufus, and Secretary of the Treasury William Crawford.

The

object of his mission was to gain support of key individu
als for a renewed effort to obtain a revision of the
Coasting law.

It was an important mission for even oppon

ents of a separation admitted that a revised coasting law
that answered the objections of opponents would ensure the
27
triumph of separation.
King found his brother Bufus more than happy to as
sist in any way that he coSild.

Crawford, likewise, indi

cated that he would do all in his power to achieve the de
sired result.

The support of the Secretary was especially

valuable since without it, the Congress would not likely
agree to a revision for as Secretary of the Treasury, Craw
ford was in charge of administering the laws regulating
the coasting trade.

Moreover, a revision in the coasting

2^John Chandler to W.K., October £8?J, 1818, Ibid.,
Box 8.
.
2?Preble to W.K., January 23, 1819, Ibid.. LBC Box.
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law was bound to result in a decrease in revenue, some
thing that Treasury secretaries would not be expected to
welcome.
Crawford was one of several men in Monroe's cabinet
who desired to succeed the President when he stepped down.
As the man "whom Thomas Jefferson would have selected as
28
Monroe's successor",
Crawford laboriously cultivated
support for himself in the different states by assuming
the mantle of leadership of the "old Republicans", though
his support of such "new Republican" programs as the tarriff of 1816 and the Second Bank oftthe United States
caused many to question his credentials.
For some time, Crawford had looked to William King as
his Staunchest supporter in Massachusetts.

With the immense

patronage power of the Treasury at his disposal, Crawford
29
deferred to King on appointments in the District
as well
as making certain that a sizable government deposit was
30
maintained in King's bank at Bath.
With his eyes, no
doubt, focused on Maine's electoral vote should she also

^ G e o r g e Dangerfield, The Era of Good Feeling, (New
York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 195277 p. 103.
29 w .K. to William H. Crawford, July 21, 1817. Frank
Fellows Mss. The Fellows collection is located in a vault
in the office of Mr. John White, Coe Building, Bangor,
Maine. See also, Crawford to W.K., May 25, 1819, Jane
Stevens Mss. Bath, Maine.
3°W.K. to Crawford, July 16, 1818, American- State Pa
pers : On Finance. IV, p. 1026; Mark L. Hill to W.K., March
7, 1820, WK Mss (Me. H.S.), Box 9.

become independent, the Secretary claimed to be in complete
accord with King that “the only inducement to continue the
connection [[with Massachusetts] is the expectation of revo
lutionizing the state.

If that is abandoned, the sooner
31
separation shall be effected the betten”
Assured by King
that the latter was now the case, he promised to support a
change in the coasting law and there can be no doubt that
32
his efforts in this regard were decisive.
His mission a complete success. King returned to
Maine torfind events moving rapidly.

John Chandler, in

December, called for a meeting of interested citizens to
be held in Augusta.

From the meeting came the following

letter addressed to the leading persons in a score of towns
33
in central Maine:
At a meeting of Gentlemen, citizens of {[Ken
nebec] County, convened, on notice, to consider
the ever interesting subject of erecting Maine in
to an independent state, the subscribers were
appointed a Committee to correspond with the mem
bers of the Legislature, and others, supposed to be

31Crawford to W.K., May 25, 1819, Jane Stevens MSS.

32Ibid.
33December _?, 1818, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 8. Dan
iel Cony sent a copy of the circular to John Adams who re
plied in a letter dated February 1, 1819. Adams reply is
printed in full in Jeremial Perley, The Debates, Resolu
tions. and Other Proceedings of the Convention of Dele
gates... 1819. (Portland: A. Shirley, Printer, 1^20), pp.
299-300. Adams opposed the separation.
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friendly to the measure; with a view to interchange
opinions, and if practicable, to fix upon some time
and mode to bring the question anew before the peo
ple and the Legislature.
We have therefore taken the liberty to address
you, and invite your attention to the subject. We
have no hesitation in giving as our decided and de
liberate opinion, that the best interests of Maine
will be essentially promoted by giving it the con
trol of its own energies.
But as toethe time and manner of agitating the
question, we wish to collect the sentiments of its
friends throughout the District, whether it will be
expedient to petition the Legislature of the next
political year, is deserving much consideration,
and we are not, at this time, prepared to give aimopinionlor.Yet, if, on inquiry, such a course shall
be deemed most eligible, we can assure pur friends,
that this section of the District will cordially
co-operate.
We will thank you to ascertain, as far as is
convenient, the public mind in your section of the
country, and write the result to the chairman of
this Committee at Monmouth.
As the friends of the measure contemplate a general
meeting in Boston, during the winter, it is desir
able, that your communications be received as early
as possible.
We are, with respect, yours, etc.
John Chandler
James Bridge
E.T. Warrent
Timothy Boutelle
Nathan Cutler
Reuel Williams
Replies to the circular letter arrived soon after the let
ter was sent.

The contents of nearly all confirmed Chand

l e r ’s contention that separation was gaining ground with
each passing day.

From Readfield and Hallowell, it was re

ported that the opponents of independence in past years
34
were now in favor of it.
Mount Vernon reported that

34jonathan Hunton, Edward Fuller, to John Chandler,
January 28, 1819, Frank Fellows Mss.; E. Warren to John
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separation was supported unanimously. 35

A correspondent

from Vassalboro wrote that his town "would be in favor of
36
separation to a man."
Silvanus Low of East Andover sent
the welcome news that the people "had laid aside those
local prejudices which a few years since proved a bane" to
37
independence.
James Irish reported from Gorham, a strong
hold for the opposition in 1816, that he found no opposi
tion except from "brave Col. [Lathrop] Lewis....Oh, that
38
Salary for Nothing."
In Portland, William Pitt Preble was, at first,
alarmed by the sudden flury of interest in a separation
39
fearing that proponents were proceeding too rapidly.
Within a month, however, even he was optimistic, reporting
to King that so strongly was public opinion in all sections
running in favor of separation that they might "be com
pelled to take up the subject this year" even if the coast40
ing law was not revised by Congress.

Chandler, January 23, 1819, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 8.
^ N a t h a n Price, John R. Robinson, Daniel Thing, et.al.,
to John Chandler, January 23, 1819, WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box

8.

^ A b i j a h Smith to Chandler, January 29, 1819, Ibid.
37silvanus Low to Chandler, January 15, 1819, Ibid.
38james Irish to W.K., January 20, 1819, Ibid.
^ W i l l i a m pitt Preble to W.K., January 2, 1819, Ibid.
^Opreble to W.K., February 18, 1819, Ibid.

Preble's reference to the coasting law was prompted
by the decision of King not to introduce in the General
Court at the winter session a resolve calling for a sep
aration unless Congress revised the law.

King, it appears,

believed that victory depended on the passage of a revised
coasting law.

By the first of February, the winter ses

sion nearly over, the Maine delegation led by King, con
cluded that if the revision was enacted by Congress, it
would not occur until after the General Court had adjourned,
Ignoring Preble's suggestion to introduce a resolve call
ing for a separation anyway, King decided that it would be
more prudent to appoint an interim committee to plan for
the action to be taken at the May session of the General
Court by which time it was expected that a revised coast
ing law would have passed Congress.
Accordingly, on February 2, 1819, with King presiding,
a large caucus attended by the Maine delegation to the
General Court met in the Senate chamber.

An interim com-

mittee consisting of a member from each county in the Dis
trict was appointed and instructed to report to the group
on the day the legislature adjourned "what is expedient to
be done, the ensuing season, relative to this important
subject".

^ E . A . , February 23, 1819; P.G., February 9, 1819.
The Gazette, with evident disgust, announced to its read
ers that news of "office seekers at their dirty work
again," had been received from Boston.
"Will nothing sat
isfy the cravings of Mr. King's maw but the Gubernatorial

2^8

The committee, it was soon discovered, was unable to
agree precisely on what was expedient.

While the members

were all separationists, there were some who wished to
wait until 1820, after the census was taken, before the
question was pressed again.

John Chandler, who like King

had no intention of waiting longer than was absolutely
necessary, was disturbed upon hearing the news that the
committee was divided.

His concern prompted him to write

King recommending to the leader of the movement that he
employ a little muscle: ”1 hope you will so manage at the
next meeting... as to appoint a committee, who will not be
afraid to agitate the question when the proper time shall
come... circumstances may exist

& probably will, which

will warrant an attempt at the [May sessionj, and as very
much will depend on the committee, it is not only necessary
that they should be prudent... and wise, but nerve will

kZ
be necessary...."
On February 18, the day the General Court adjourned,
the group met as scheduled in the Senate chamber to hear
from the committee.

But the committee did not report.

Rather, William King opened the meeting with the announce-

chair? Can't he name something which he will consent to
as a substitute, and thus permit the District of Maine to
rest in peace a little longer....”
^2Chandler to W.K., February 15. 1819, WK MSS. (Me.
H.S.), Box 8.
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ment that his brother Rufus had successfully guided a re
vised coasting bill through the Senate and that passage of
the bill in the House was imminent despite attempts by
opponents led by Prentice Mellon to amend it to death.

4>3

King then appointed a new committee consisting of eighteen
men "wise, prudent, and with nerve", who were authorized,
upon receiving news that the House had passed a revised
coasting law bill, to take such measures as they judged
most efficacious for bringing before the people of Maine
the question of separation at the May session of the Gen44
eral Court.
Word was received on March 8 , 1819 that the House had
approved the bill on March 2.

The new law did away with

the division of the coast along state boundaries.

Instead,

the Atlantic and Gulf coastline was divided into two dis
tricts, one running from Eastport, Maine to the Perdido
River, the boundary line between Florida and the Alabama
Territory; the other, running from the Perdido to the

^ W . K . to Enoch Lincoln, February 24-, 1819, Enoch
Lincoln MSS (American Antiquarian Society), VIII.
^ E . A . , February 23, 1819; March 2, 1819. The mem
bers of the Standing Provisional Council were: Lincoln,
William King, David Payson; Cumberland, Albion K. Parris,
Mathew Cobb; York, William Moody, George Thacher Jr.; Ken
nebec, James Bridge, John Chandler; Oxford, Enoch Lincoln,
Samuel Small; Hancock, Alfred Johnson, Moses Judkins P e n 
obscot, William Williamson, Robert Parker; Somerset, Judah
McLellan, Warren Preston; Washington, James Campbell,
Stephen Thacher.
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Louisiana-Texas boundary . 45

As Ashur Ware explained in the

Eastern Argus, the new law threw the entire Atlantic sea
board into one district "so that a vessel may go from Port•

land to Savannah with out being under any necessity to en
ter and clear.... The admission of Maine into the union as
a separate state, will not in the smallest degree effect
46
our coasting business”.
On March 12, Moses Carlton Jr., of Wiscasset who had
led the opposition to a separation so successfully in 18 16 ,
after perusing the contents of the law, sat down to his
iesk and penned a note to his old business associate over
at Bath, William King.

Carlton, a near illiterate, whose

father had set him up in a lucrative shipping business, had
Learned from General David Payson who worked with Carlton
Ln 1816 to defeat separation, that King had sent a note to
Payson asking the latter to work on Carlton in order to get
lim to support separation.
4?
wrote:

In his letter to King, Carlton

I have seen a letter from you to Gen'l Payson
wheare you menchen my name. I think the Seperation
stands bettor now than heretofore and I think it
would be well for you to come over on Monday and we

^ u . S . Statutes a t Large, 15 Cong., 1 Sess., Chap. 48.
^^E.A., March 16, 1819.
^ M o s e s Carlton Jr. to W.K., March 12, I8l9t WK Mss,
(Me. H.S.) Box 8 .
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will have an understanding abought the thing- I
think the Genal will be governed some by me and
if we ware all together I think we can give the
thing a favorable turn.
Ten days later the following insertion was placed in a numk8
ber of newspapers including the Eastern Argus:
The undersigned, when the question of separ
ation was a subject of consideration in 18 16 , con
sidering the terms in relation to the wild lands in
Maine to have been objectionable;- considering also
the many inconveniences which would result to the
coasting interest of the District- for these con
siderations we were of opinion that it was not ex
pedient to separate from Massachusetts proper.
The Bill which has passed Congress, and which
permits coasting vessels to proceed from Maine to
Georgia without entering or clearing, does away
with all the coasting objections.
Presuming that different arrangements can be
effected in relation to a division of the wild
lands, which, while they will be more interesting
to Maine, will be also mutually advantageous, our
objections therefore to the separation cease.
Moses Carlton Jr.
David Payson
The appearance of the Carlton-Payson letter represent
ed another turning point in the separation movement.

Not

only had these men led the opposition in 18 16 , but as rep
resentatives of the mercantile community in which opposi
tion had always been especially strong, their support
could be, and was, interpreted as the most decisive devel
opment for the cause of separation in many years.

It was

true that the two men qualified their support but this was
made little of in the discussions the letter produced.

^8E.A., March 23, 1819.
^9see comment by Ashur Ware 1m Ibid-

4-9
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In retrospect, it is clear that the passage of the
revised coasting law resulted in everthing that King said
it would.

Prom that moment on, the opposition was reduced

to the hard core Federalists who constituted only an in
effectual minority in the District.

William Williamson

reported to King that the enactment of the coasting law
bill had produced a number of conversions to the cause in
the Bangor area and that as a result separation "is thought
50
in this quarter to be certain".
John Chandler writing
from Kennebec County noted that while many former opponents
still reserved the right to object to the terms, most of
51
them now accepted the inevitability of the outcome.
Sim
ilar reports were received from other places in the Dis
trict.

From Washington, came the word from Secretary of

Treasury Crawford who informed King that the coasting law
revision would prove more costly to the national treasury
than he supposed, but he was quick to add that "so far as
the measure may facilitate the separation... I am persua
ded that the public interest [and Crawford's?] will be
promoted.

It is a source of satisfaction to have been in52
strumental in effecting the object".

5°William Williamson to W.K., April 19, 1819, WK MSS.
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
5!john Chandler to W.K., April 7, 1819, Ibid.
•52William H. Crawford to W.K., March 25, 1819, Jane
Stevens MSS.
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The situation looked so promising to the proponents
that they should have concluded that, at last, success has
been all but achieved.

William Pitt Preble, however, re

calling that appearances sometimes confound realities as
they did in 18 16 , admonished against over optimism re
minding King that there were still opponents who presented
a challenge to the cause.

Some of them Preble claimed,

were alreay writing letters to "different parts of our
District stirring or attempting to stir up opposition
53
••••f!
Even William King, now having the advantage of hind
sight, could not rest assured of success until he was
convinced that the Federalists did not have sufficient in
fluence to frustrate the final drive toward independence.
Thinking that a statement from his brother Rufus, who was
the titular head of the Federalist Party nationally, in
support of the separation might cinch the question once
and for all, he asked him to write such a statement con
taining his reasons for his support.

"They can be pub

lished in a pamphlet form [and] it is confidently expected
5
they will do away with the last remnant of opposition...."

33William Pitt Preble to W.K., March 17, 1819 WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
5^W.K. to Rufus King, March 5. 1819, In Charles R.
King, op. clt., VI, p. 218.

Rufus replied that he felt it necessary to refuse his
brother's request not only because Maine people would re
sent interference from outside the District but also be55
cause
I... have a feeling for these persons in Maine
who belong to the [Federalist PartyJ. I am aware
that this is a ship wrecked party, and that the Rats
are dally quitting their old friends & forming new
ones- still I shall be consistent, and cannot con
cur to take a part that may materially & disadvan
tageous^ offend old and deserving political friends.
As an afterthought, Rufus, whose efforts to prohibit
slavery in Missouri the following year caused his brother
many moments of anguish, advised William "to instruct yr.
senators [to bej to vote agt. the admission of Slavery in
any State west of the Mississippi, admitted into the
56
Union".
Of course, even if Rufus had consented to lend his
pen to the cause of separation, the hard core Federalist
opposition would probably not have dissolved.

The real

threat as both Preble and Chandler saw it was that this
hard core would retreat to the chambers of the General
Court and there, by some means, throw an obstacle in the
path of the separation bill that was to be introduced at

•55Rufus King to W.K. , March 23. 1819, WK MSS (Me. H.S.)
LBC Box.

56 ibid.
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the May session.-57

It was in anticipation of such a move

that King called a meeting of the Provisional Standing
58
committee to be held in Portland on April 8 , 1819.
A
number of the eighteen members of the committee informed
King that they were unable to attend.

However, a few of

those unable to attend authorized King to sign their names
59
to the report that emerged from the session.
Among those who did attend the April 8 meeting were
Chandler, Preble, and Parris.

The group agreed with King

that a circular letter should be sent to the selectmen of
the several towns and plantations in the District explain
ing the objectives of those who supported separation.

The

letter that was drawn up stated that with the passage of
coasting law revision, the most discussed objection to a
separation was eliminated.

Nevertheless, it was admitted

that there were many who still opposed separation, particu
larly Federalists, because they feared that the influence
of party feeling would produce a constitution and a state
government inimical to their interests.

The committee

assured those who were thus concerned that the Republicans
intended to conduct themselves with the spirit of the "era

•^John Chandler to W.K., April 7. 1819. Ibid. Box 8 ;
William Pitt Preble to W.K., March 17, 1819, Ibid.
5®W.K. to Enoch Lincoln, March 2 5 , 1819, Enoch Lincoln
MSS(American Antiquarian Society), III.
^ W i l l i a m Williamson to W.K., April, 1819 WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Box 8 .
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of good feeling" and that reason rather than party passion
would prevail.

"We disavow party feelings as having any
60

influence in this question".
The response from the Federalist camp was immediate;
the Portland Gazette viewed this appeal for a kind of po
litical ecumenicalism as nothing more than a cynib&lly de
signed scheme to disarm Federalist opponents to be opera61
tional only until after separation was achieved.
There
was, no doubt, considerable truth to this claim.
The Hallowe11 Gazette. for years the defender of the
status quo against the dangerous incursions of Republicans
and squatters, was especially invectious in its denuncia
tion of the contents of the circular letter.

Recognizing

that a separation was, at last, likely to suceed, the edi
tor offered the following "Very Valuable and Curious Arti62
cles for the New Constitution";
Article 1: No one of the authors and finishers of
the Brunswick Convention report , or the President
of that Convention [King], who volunteered his votes
in support of that false trick shall ever be en
trusted in any public station, except for the three
years of the new government.
[Evidently, three
years was the expected life span of the new govern
ment to be erected by the separationists_].

6®This circular letter appeared in a number of news
papers including the E.A., April 20, 1819 and the P.G.,
April 20, 1819.
6lP.G., April 20, 1819.
^2Hallowell Gazette, quoted in the Bangor [Maine]
Weekly Register, April 19, 1819.
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2. Any committee who shall hereafter be
trusted with public concerns and shall adopt any
false rules of arithmetic whereby to attempt to
cheat the public [and] shall be detected therein,
shall be liable to indictment and on conviction
shall ever after be incapable of holding any office
of honor or profit in the new government.
3. No man shall ever be a candidate for
Governor who can not speak his mother tongue as
correctly as Sancho Panza spoke the Spanish. [King
was the subject of much ridicule from his political
enemies because of his alleged ungrammatical utter
ances.
This author has found that the allegation
was greatly exaggerated]*
Every false pretender to the promotion
of the interests of religion, with a view to degrade
all religious denominations, shall be put in with
the Pope to be dealt with according to his sins.
[King and other Republican leaders were accused by
their political enemies of being hostile to organ
ized religion].
5. Every man who attempts to promote his
own glory by more lies than would sink a ship and
as much vanity as would render him as bouyant as a
goose, shall never be eligible to any office above
Hog constable, after the first three years of govern
ment.
6 . The seat of government for the first
three years shall be at Owl's Head**, and all delib
erations of the assembly shall be held in the night,
and all Important questions shall be decided by Hoot
and Toot instead of yeas and nays.

When King was Governor, his enemies claimed that he
asked Ashur Ware, the Secretary of State, to write a Thanks
giving Day proclamation because he was incapable of writing
such a public document.
This, likewise, was not true. The
following extract from a letter written by King to Ashur
Ware (September 13, 1820, Pejebscot Historical Society
MSS.), is revealing on this point:
"I must tax you with
the business of getting up a Thanksgiving Proclamation,
which I wish you to do in your best stile, and send to me
as soon as your convenience will permit, I think your pie
ty will appear better on paper than mine, at any rate on
this occasion I suppose I must be a pious man, it will be
well however not to be tediously so."
Owls Head is a peninsula town three miles south of
the present city of Rockland.
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7. The coat of arms shall be an Owl with
an open Arithmetic in his claws and this mottovon
his beak, 'Success by hook or by crook',
8 . All old laws shall be abolished and new
issued in their stead. They shall be made and fit
ted for use at Governor Plummer's codification manufactury, and pursued into use by the assembly at
Owl's Head. [Governor Plummer of New Hampshire was
a Republican who had instituted a number of reforms
hostile to the interests of Federalism in that state.
King was compared invidiously with Plummer by his
Federalist enemies.J
9. There shall be a government newspaper, and
the editor shall have $600 a year for wear and tear
of conscience, if he has any conscience, and if
not, he shall have prerequisites of double that sum.
10. If the governor or any other great offi
cer of the state should be treated with cotumely,
or called a liar, or any other hard name, he shall
have free access to the government paper and there
redress himself in as high a tone as possible.
11. The title of the Governor shall be 'his
Mightiness'. All other titles shall be fixed by
law, except two principle persons to be near the
governor on all public occasions, who shall be
styled 'The Governor's Dandies' [Preble and
Holmes?J.
12. The legislature shall be called the assem
bly, and shall promulgate all codifications sub
mitted to them.
In all matters of arithmetic they
shall consult the governor's Dandies, and be govern
ed accordingly.
13. The Judiciary shall consist of as many
courts and Judges as the assembly at Owl's Head
shall determine. And all candidates shall be as
well qualified for office as the Judges of David
Starrett who was sentenced to death by diving from
the Charlestown Bridge in Ohio.
The supercilious attitude manifested in this extract from
the Gazette reflected the attitude that prevailed among
many of the hard core Federalists in Maine toward their
"inferiors".

This attitude had existed for years and con

tributed substantially toward the alienation of many Maine
people from their "natural born" rulers both in the Dis
trict and in Massachusetts proper.

It was publicly stated
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by these Federalists that Maine could not support an in
dependent government for lack of sufficient talent.

One

Boston paper scornfully wrote in 1818 that nthe Federal
ists have feared also for the ascendency of their party
and that such a dead weight around our necks [MaineJ would

63

soon drag us down to democracy”.

The most offensive

item to appear in the Boston Federalist press appeared in
the Columbian Centinel in early 1818.

The Centlnel print

ed the following conversation that alledgedly took place
between a representative to the General Court from Penob
scot County and a '‘gentlemen from Essex County” who met at

6ka Newburyport coffeehouse:
Gen. D . : You are from the District of Maine, I
suppose.
Representative: Yes.
Gen. D . : Going to the General Court, no doubt.
Representative: Yes.
Gen. D . : I thought as much. A squatter Representa
tive.' Going up to Boston to get a Justice's com
mission, I'll warrant.
The shoals of Representa
tives that pour out of the District of Maine are
just fit to rob hen roasts.
I tell you what sir,
such gentry as you, brought up to stealing logs,
and trespassing on our Eastern lands make very
shabby legislators.
Of course, such remarks as these played into the hands of
Republicans who only needed to cite them in the presence
of Maine people to create the desired effect.

6^
JDally [Boston] Advertiser, quoted in E.A., April
2 1 , 1818.

62jTbid.
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Proponents did not allow the reception given by the
hard core Federalists to the contents of the circular let
ter to deter them in their efforts to bring the issue of
separation up at the May session of the General Court.
The towns in the District responded to an appeal contained
in the circular letter to send their full complement of
representatives to the Court in a spectacular fashion.

In

all, 12 ?. nine more than were sent by all the towns in
Massachusetts proper, came from towns in the District.
King happily reported that at least three-fourths of them
65
were separationists.
In addition, all of Maine's nine

66
senators elected in May were separationists.
At first King thought that the Federalists of Massa
chusetts might prove less friendly to the cause than they
67
had been in 1816.
Why he thought this is not clear but
he must have had sufficient reason.

That such a fear was

unjustified, he soon discovered from James Bridge of Augus
ta, a member of Governor Brooks' Executive Council.

Bridge

wrote to King ten days before the May session of the legi-

68
slature was to convene:

65 W.K. to Rufus King, May 10, 1819, Charles R. King,
op. clt., VI, p. 222. As it developed, 11^ of the 127 mem
bers were separationists.
66

Stanwood,

ojd.

_

cit.. p. 158.

^ W . k . to Rufus King., 0£. clt.
^ J a m e s Bridge to W.K., May 17, 1819, WK MSS (Me. H.
S . ), Box 8 .
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...I am greatly mistaken if the leading fed
eralists of old Massachusetts are not quite as
sollicitous to have this important measure carfcied
into effect, as its friends in the District of
Maine can be.
I have had free conversation with
the Governor, Chief Justice Parker, the President
of the senate, Mr. Lloyd, and others- They appear
anxious that the contemplated division of the
state should be completed the present year, and
they concurrently suggest the following course as
best adapted to the object that the Legislature at
its approaching Session pass a resolution for tak
ing the sense of the people in Maine on the Ques
tion as early as may be convenient- That the votes
of the citizens be returned to the Governor and
Council- & if the requisite majority in favor of
separation be found, that the Governor issue pre
cepts to the towns in Maine for the choice of Del
egates to meet in convention for the purpose of
framing a constitution- The proceedings of the con
vention to be reported to the Legislature at the
next winter session & that the whole business be
then finished.
If King, after receiving Bridge's letter, still possessed
a doubt as to where most Massachusetts' Federalists stood,
it should have been dispelled by the receipt of another
letter, this one from John Russel, editor of the Colum
bian [Boston] Centinel.

Through the years, Russel had

been highly critical of Maine republicanism and its
leader, King.

Now, Russel was writing King to gain his

support for his appointment as state printer.

Russel ad

mitted that another Federalist editor was his competitor
for the job but that this other man had supported separa
tion for the first time only a week earlier, while Russel
reminded King that "the gentlemen from Maine must be
aware that my paper has been the constant & undeviating
friend not only of the general interest of the District,
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but on the distinct question of Separation. & should seem
to have a prior and better earned claim to their patron-

69

age.... "
The General Court convened on May 25, 1819.

By the

end of the month petitions from towns in the District had
arrived in unprecedented numbers and they continued to
The final count totalled 130 with
70
125 of them in support of separation.

arrive well into June.

On May 2 7 * both houses created committees on separa
tion to receive the petitions.

In the Senate, Josiah

Quincy, the staunchest foe of independence in Massachusetts
was appointed to serve with Leverett Saltonstall of Essex,
Jonathan Lyman of Hampshire, Benjamin Gorham of Suffolk,
William Moody of York, and William King of Lincoln.

In

the House, an eight man committee that included three
Maine representatives- Benjamin Ames of Bath, Samuel Redington of Vassalboro, and Lathrop Lewis of Gorham-was
71
named.
On June 9, Quincy, chairman of the Senate committee,
reported a bill providing for the terms of the separation.
The bill followed closely the "Act of Separation '.1 produced*

^ J o h n Russel to W.K., June 2, 1819* Ibid., Box 2k.
?°Stanwood,

ojd.

cit., p. 159.

^ Bangor [Mainej Weekly Register, June 10, 1819.
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by the Otis committee in June 1816.

The public lands and

buildings in Massachusetts proper were to be retained by
Massachusetts.

One-half of the public lands in Maine were

to be retained by Massachusetts, tax-exempted until sold.
[Nothing was done to placate Carlton and others who were
not pleased with the terms in respect to the public lands
in 1816J.

Maine was to receive one- third of all money,

after debts, received from the federal government by Mass
achusetts for expenses incurred in defense of her seacoast during the war of 1812.

All grants and contracts

involving education, roads, and lands were to remain in
72
force.
Subjoined to the bill was the committee's report.
The report stated that all indicators pointed to a decided
shift in opinion in Maine since 1816.

In addition, the

report contained the following observations which separa73
tionists had made for nearly forty years:
Maine is separated from Massachusetts proper,
by part of another state.
The extremities of this
District are four hundred miles from the seat of
government- Maine exceeds in territory most of the
States.
Her population is probably three hundred
thousand.
In wealth and commercial importance,she
would now hold an honorable rank. There is a great
extent of sea coast, with capacious bays, and large
navigable rivers.
More than one- ninth part of the

^2The Act of Separation is printed in full as Appen
dix XIV.
73ibld.
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tonnage of the United States is now owned in the
District of Maine. There are immense tracts of
land, the settlement of which may, perhaps, be
better promoted by a local and independent govern
ment.
Returning to the bill, it was further provided that
Maine voters were to assemble on July 12 [later changed to
July 2 6 ], to vote on the question: "Is it expedient that
the District of Maine shall become a separate and independ
ent State" upon the prescribed terms?

Particular atten

tion was given to the phrasing of that part of the bill
containing the information on the procedures to be follow
ed.

If the votes in favor of the question should exceed

those against by the sum of 1500 , the question would be
considered passed.

If this majority were obtained, then,

and only then, would an election be held to elect dele
gates to attend a constitutional convention to be held in
Portland beginning October 2, 1819.
The 1500 vote provision was strongly objected to by
some of the separationists as being "repugnant to the very
genius of our government".

Any requirement that departed

from the very principle of a simple majority rule, they
contended, was arbitrary and undemocratic, comporting
7^
"with the spirit of a monarchy or an aristocracy..."
the whole, however, most of the separationists seemed to

7^E.A., June 15, 1819 .

On
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agree with William Pitt Preble that the terms were the
75
best that could have been obtained.
The Senate took up the bill from June 11 to June 15,
Led by Quincy, the opponents offered a number of amend
ments designed to defeat the measure, including one that
76
would have increased the required majority to 2500.
After
these attempts were defeated by large majorities in every
case, Quincy rose on June 15, and for two hours fulminated
against the bill.

His main objection to its passage, he

claimed, was that separation was unconstitutional, an ob~
77
jection that few took seriously.
In answer to Quincy,
Leverett Saltonstall spoke for two more hours after which
a vote of 26 to 1 1 was recorded in favor of the passage of
78
the bill. All nine Maine senators voted in favor.
On
June 17, the House concurred with the Senate by a vote of
79
193 to 59,
and on June 19, Governor Brooks signed it.
For those who had, by this time, become thoroughly
bored by the thirty year long dialogue between separationists and opponents, the five week period between the time

^ W i l l i a m Pitt Preble to W.K., June 1^, 1819, WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
^^Stanwood,

ojd.

clt.. p. l 6l.

??Ibld. ; Edmund Quincy,. 0£. cit. , p. 375.
78P.G., June 22, 1819.
?9lbid.
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the bill passed and July 26 mercifully produced a minimum
of verbal wrangling.

The leaders of the movement in the

District confined their efforts, at first, to defending
the terms as equitable while pointing with evident pleas
ure to the passage of the revised coasting law bill.
Ashur Ware prepared a' full page article for the Argus
which appeared on July 1 3 , explaining the position of the
80

proponents in a completely predictable manner.

The one

remaining argument that opponents employed with some suc
cess- that separation would result in a great increase in
expenditures for the support of the government- was pub
licly denied by the leaders, but in private they ack-‘ —
i

nowledged the liklihood that this would occur.
In their more detached moments, the men on the Argus
must have appreciated the fact that all evidence suggested
certain victory at long last.
to remain detached.

However, it was difficult

Memories of 1816 caused them to panic

at the least sign of resurgence from the opposition.
Gloomy Sam Ayer upon returning to Portland from Boston in
early July reported that "the best informed... now con
sider separation very doubtful... things look here since
81
my return very different from what I expected".
William

80E.A., July 13, 1819; Preble to W.K., July k, 1819,
WK MSS TMe. H.S.), Box 8 .
8-*-Samuel Ayer to W.K., July 8 , 1819, Ibid., Box 2k.
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Pitt Preble was especially worried about the opposition
that appeared in populous York County which contained the
traditional strongholds of anti-separation sentiment, Wells,
Lyman, and Arundel.

Preble, was also worried by the equivo

cable position taken by John Holmes who was waiting to see
toward which direction the wind was blowing before he de82
d a r e d himself either for or against independence.
Holmes, if he ever really was a close associate of the "jun
to, " was always its most independently minded member.

To

King, Preble wrote: "We do not feel quite so sure of suc83
ceeding as you gentlemen on the Kennebeck".
It was because of their belief that the opposition
was more formidable than it really turned out to be, that
the separationists in the Portland area paid particular
attention to developing an organization that would be able
to get out the vote.

They organized county and town com

mittees which were quickly imitated in the more eastern
counties.

The extent to which organization was stressed

may be seen in the following letter written by Woodbury

8k
Storer, Portland merchant, to William King in early July:

82William Pitt Preble to W.K., July k, 1819, Ibid.,
Box 8 .

83Ibid.
^Woodbury Storer to W.K., July 8, 1819. Ibid., Box 1.
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The stage driver is charged with four bundles
containing 800 addresses on the subject of the Separ
ation of Maine, which we wish to forward to the
County committees of Hancock and Penobscot. Mr.
David Stinson [Bath postmaster] is the Chairman of
the [Lincoln County Committee] who will inform you
of the names of those in the other Counties. No
time is to be lost in our endeavors to bring every
person to the Poll.
Our opponents are all the time
to work.. In the County of York its said from good
authority [the vote] will be 500 more than in 18 16 .
The friends of Separation in that County are waking
up- hope they will do better than our fears - un
less every exertion is made by its friends east of
us, we shall still remain a bob to the kite during
this generation.
The Committee of [Cumberland] County, appointed
6 or 8 persons in each town arid addressed a letter to
each.... They have likewise divided the County into
districts, each one of the Committee undertakes the
week previous to giving in their Votes, to call on
each Town Committeeman in his district stating the
necessity of the him and his bretheren dividing
these towns into Districts on the morning of the
day giving in their votes, and if possible bring
every one to the poll.... We have thought of send
ing persons through the District to deliver the ad
dresses to the County Committees but we have about
$500 dolls, expense from printing [said addresses].
The opposition, despite exaggeration of its influence on
the part of proponents, was ineffective.

Deprived of many

leaders like David Payson and Moses Carlton who now re
luctantly supported a separation, the few that survived
were the hard core, die hard Federalists identified in the
public mind with the reactionary elements in the District.
One group that opposed independence was Identified
with Bowdoin College.

The college for a number of years

had been a stronghold of Federalism and Congregationalism
in Maine.

William King, who had been appointed an Over

seer of Bowdoin in 1802, before his conversion to Democ-
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racy, gradually developed an intense hatred of the in
stitution.

In 1814, he suspected the president of Bowdoin,
85
Jesse Appleton, of cooperating with the enemy at Castine.
In 1815, his brother- in- law, Dr. Benjamin Jones Porter,
treasurer of the college was found to have a shortage of
funds.

King, as Porter's bondsman, was then harrassed for

the next four years by the college to make good the short
age.

Add to these annoyances, the fact that undemocratic

and pro-establishment utterances were frequently heard
coming from ivy colored Massachusetts Hall on the Bruns
wick campus and one can easily understand why a first
class political war developed between King and the col-

86
lege.
To King as to other Republicans like Governor Plum
mer of New Hampshire and Thomas Jefferson in Virginia, a
college should not be a sanctuary for a privileged few
who held political and religious views in opposition to
the spirit of democracy.

Especially was this true with

an Institution that received funds from the state treas
ury as did Bowdoin.

Much to be preferred was an institu

„

^■5Supra, pp. 135.
^Details concerning King's troubles with Bowdoin can
be found in Louis Hatch, A History of Bowdoin College
(Portland: Loring, Short, and Harmon, 19 2 7 ), pp.
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tion open to all on the basis of talent only.
In 1816, Jesse Appleton, his treasurer John Abbot,
the college lawyer, Benjamin Orr, and others connected
with the institution like Joseph McKeen, son of Bowdoin's
first president, were among the more adamant opponents of
separation, fearing as it was said that independence would
result in the democratization and secularization of the
institution.

Because of their opposition, the officers of

the college were castigated by Republicans through the
8?
Argus.
In an effort to undercut the position of Bowdoin,
King became the champion of the Maine Literary and Theo
logical Institute to be located eventually in Waterville.
This institution, chartered in 1813, was the product of a
nation wide campaign, in which many Maine Baptist mini
sters participated, to establish a seminary in every
state.

The first student was admitted in 1818, thereby

making the school the first such seminary to be established.
88
in the United States.
While King was never impressed with the theological
bent of the institution- he forced them to drop this em
phasis as soon as he became governor- he was in great

10•

8?E. A., April 16, 1816.
88Ernest Marriner, A History of Colby College (Water
ville: Colby College Press, 1963 ), pp. 1-50.
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sympathy with the Baptists and Methodists of Maine who
continuously complained that they were treated as second
class citizens.

They were forced to pay ministerial taxes

for the support of the Congregational churches and, in
regard to Bowdoin, the Baptists complained that their sons
were the victims of a discriminatory admissions policy.
Even if a Baptist were admitted, which occurred infrequent
ly, it was charged that he was subjected toy-four years of
89
Calvinist theology.
The more sophisticated of the Bap
tists recognized that their status was fixed by the ruling
groups in Massachusetts who attempted to maintain their
dominance through the instruments of the church and col
lege as well as the counting house.

In the political

arena, the Federalist Party represented the interests of
these groups and for that reason most Baptists [and Metho
dists] were driven into the ranks of the Democratic- Re
publican Party where they were welcome.
At first, the Baptists were too few to be politically
important in the District.
183 members.

In 178?, they claimed only

By 1800, their numbers had increased to over
ii

1600 , and by 1810 they claimed a membership of 51^4 dis-

^9»Maine Literary and Theological Institution", E.A.,
March 23, 1819.
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tributed among ninety-eight churches.

By 1820, their

church membership of 9.328 made them the largest denomina90
tion in the District.
The Methodists, who were also called dissenters, en
joyed nearly as impressive a growth as the Baptists.

From

1792, when they claimed no members in Maine, they grew to
become the second largest denomination in 1820 with over
.
91
6000 members.
Like the Baptists, they too smarted under
the domination of the Congregational Church.

They re

sented as well the invidious remarks made about the qual
ity of their membership by representatives of the estab
lished church.
criticism.

Even their clergymen were unable to escape

It was the first president of Bowdoin, Joseph

McKeen, who once described the Methodist circuit riders
who traveled throughout the District a group of "llliter92
ate vagabonds".
As long as they shared a common enemy,
the Baptists and Methodists acted together.
The phenomenal growth of the two denominations was
the product of the advancing frontier in Maine between
1790 and 1820.

The growth paralleled the growth of the

9°Henry Burrage, A History of the Baptists in Maine
(Portland: Marks Printing House, 190^), pp. 105.1^1.1^8;
Williamson, op. cit., II, p. 696.
^Williamson,

Ibid., p. 697 .

92Hatch, pp. cit.. p. 19.
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Republican Party.

Most settlers gravitated toward men

like John Chandler and William King who welcomed their
support and who fought their battles for them in the Gen
eral Court against the hated proprietory interests on whose
land many of them settled as squatters.
The increase in their numbers produced, eventually,
an increase in their political influence.

As early as

1805* the Federalist Portland Gazette felt it necessary to
spank the hands of the naughty dissenters for their criti
cism of Governor Strong, symbol of Massachusett1s orthodoxy
93
in politics and religion.
The dissenters counted their
first success in the year 1808 with the passage of the
’’Betterment Act?.

Their next success came in 1811 with

the enactment of the "Toleration Act".

This act was aimed

at the abolition of the hated compulsory ministerial tax.
While provision had been made previously for the tax of a
dissenter to be paid to his own minister, this was per
mitted only when the dissenting group had its own resident
minister and when the religious group was incorporated by
the General Court.

An act passed in 1800 designed to pla

cate dissenters was made nugatory by a series of unfavor- 9^
able court decisions handed down between 180 ^ and 18 10 .

93P.G., March 2 3 , 1819.
9^Washburn v. West Springfield (180*0, 1 Mass. Reports
p. 32; Kendall v. Klingston (1809), 5 Mass. Reports, p.52^;
and Barnes v. Falmouth (1810), 6 Mass. Reports, p. 401.

27^
By 1811, dissenters were still complaining that because
they did not have a resident minister and because the Gen
eral Court refused to incorporate them, they were forced
to pay double taxation to support the Congregational
Church as well as their own.

The "Toleration Act" made

possible by the votes of Maine representatives who voted
95
four to one in favor,
removed these obstacles to re96
ligious equality.
The major credit for the passage of
the "Toleration Act',' was reserved to its chief proponent,
William King.
All that was left for dissenters, particularly Bap
tists, was the achievement of educational equality.

It

was only natural that they would turn to the champion of
their interests, William King, to assist them in obtaining
this objective.

King proved only too willing to help.

From 1816 to 1819, King led the unsuccessful attempt to
gain financial support from the state for the Maine Liter
ary and Theological Institute.

Bowdoin, he argued, had

received a number of townships of land in addition to a
grant of $3000 a year after 181^.

Baptists deserved equal

treatment with Congregationalists, he said, but for all
his effort the only result was the token award of one town-v.
ship.

9^Paul Goodman, The Democratic- Republicans of Massa
chusetts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1 9 ^ ) , p.1 6 5 .
9^Public and General Laws of ... Massachusetts from
.♦. 1807... to 1816, IV. p. 230. The act passed June 17,
1811.
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The refusal of the Federalist majority in Massachu
setts to aid the Waterville institution played into the
hands of the Republicans of Maine who pointed to it as
just another example of the contempt with which Maine peo
ple were held by their ’’superiors" in Massachusetts.

King

cried that the refusal to assist the Institute was evidence
of a Federalist-Congregationalist conspiracy to protect
Bowdoin from the threat of a competing institution, and
admonished the Baptists that such discrimination would
continue until separation placed in power men friendly to
their interests.
The last confrontation between King and the enemies
of the Maine Literary and Theological Institute occured in
March 1819, timed strategically by King to produce the
greatest amount of support for the cause of separation.
King had introduced a bill .<

calling for the granting of

several townships and $3000 a year to the seminary by the
state, without which aid president Jeremiah Chaplin warned
97
that the school would be forced to close its doors.
The
request was denied as expected.

King promptly sent to

the Argus an angrily written account of the debate that
took place on the floor of the Senate.
In his account, King wrote that in the Senate the
bill had been defeated by a vote of fourteen to twelve,

9?Jeremiah Chaplin to W.K., March 1, 1819. WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
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pointing out that had two of Maine's senators, Samuel
Fessenden and Lathrop Lewis, both Federalists, and both
opponents of a separation, voted for the bill it would
have passed.

According to King, Fessenden delivered the

coup de grace to the bill with a speech from which King
98
printed the following extract:
One college is all that is necessary in the
District of Maine, and I have no idea of conveying
or giving away any aid to any College whatever,
that is to be in the way, or a rival to Brunswick
[Bowdoin] College.
If the Baptists want a College
... I have no objections... provided that they can
afford it. Sir, situated as it now is, there
appears to be a disposition to bring it forward,
not only as a rival, but as an Institution calcula
ted to destroy Bowdoin College.
The Fessenden statement stirred up a storm.

Fessenden

called King a liar who misrepresented his views in order
99
to achieve a political advantage.
In any case, King ob
tained what he wanted; Jeremiah Chaplin wrote him that he
was now convinced that only a separation would save his

100

school from its enemies like Fessenden.

The Baptists,

it seemed, could now be counted on to deliver their votes
for a separation.
The men who controlled Bowdoin were aware that they

98E.A., March 16, 1819.
"

p

.G. , April 5, 1819.

100Jeremiah Chaplin to W.K., April 20, 1819, WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
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would experience the same fate as those who had control
led Dartmouth College if they failed to fend off the
assault directed toward their institution.

Samuel Long

fellow, an opponent of separation and a Federalist, wrote
president Appleton in December 1818 in regard to Bowdoin1s
101
request to the General Court for increased state aid that
It is important that we should succeed in our
application at the present session, as it is said
the subject of separation is again to be brought
forward— and if it should prevail I have no hope
of patronage to our college from the government of
Maine.
At the May 1819 session of the General Court the
friends of Bowdoln, recognizing the threat to her automony
posed by the Republicans led by King, placed in the "Act
of Separation" a proviso that Maine should continue paying
to the college the sum of $3000 a year until 182A, at
least, and that "the President and Trustees, and the Over
seers of said College, shall have, hold and enjoy their
powers & privileges in all respects; so that the same
shall not be altered, limited, annuled or restrained, ex-

102
cept by judicial process according to law."
It was the Federalist friends of Bowdoin who organ
ized the only anti-separation meeting held in the District

10^Samuel Longfellow to Jesse Appleton, December 28 ,
1818, Jesse ^Appleton MSS (Bowdoin College Library), III.
^°^See Appendix XIV.
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before the election of July 26, 1819.

Among those attend

ing the meeting held at Freeport were Samuel Fessenden,
Samuel Longfellow, Benjamin Orr, Joseph McKeen, and Wil
liam Vaughn and Robert H. Gardiner, both of Hallowell.
These men were joined by a score of other Federalists in
condemning the terms of the separation, particularly the
provision giving Massachusetts one-half of the public
lands located in Maine.

This feeble objection was support

ed by the claim that in the near future, Maine's popula
tion would be larger than that of Massachusetts, which, in
turn, would mean a corresponding increase in representa
tion in the General Court.

This happy circumstance would

place Maine in control of the state government.

Thus, in

control, the capitol could then be moved from Boston to a
more centrally located point "of if she chooses to become
a separate state, she may do it on her own terms; and at
least be rid of the disgrace of containing lands in her own
limits over which she has no sovereignty, which she is
bound to protect and defend, but which she cannot tax one
103
cent to pay the expense of her protection."
Another group singled out by the separationists as
foes of independence was the absentee landed proprietors,
the nemfesis of the squatters of Maine, and of the programs
of the Republicans generally.

103p.G., July 20, 1819.

Woodbury Storer, a Portland
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merchant, reported to King two weeks before the July 2 6
election that "persons from Boston, landholders, are riding
through the County of Oxford, endeavoring to make con104
verts against [[separation]."
No doubt, part of the ex
planation for the opposition to independence by Benjamin
Orr and Samuel Fessenden was due to the fact that both men
105
were lawyers for the absentee landed interest.
John
Richards, an agent for the Bingham interests in Maine, re
vealed his concern over the impending independence of
Maine in his usual sardonic manner in a letter to David
106
Cobb, then living in retirement in Gouldsboro:
How like you the separation of Maine? How
will it effect the value of property in lands?
what legions of Devils will it let loose as office
holders? & how will Massachusetts be able to swim
without such a Mill Stone about her neck?
The reason for the apprehension with which the owners
viewed the future seemed to be rooted in their fear that
King would raise the tax on wild lands from two per cent
to six per cent, the rate paid on improved lands.

Repub-

10\roodbury Storer to W.K., WK MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 8 .

10 ^Willis, The Laws, The Lawyers, and the Courts of
Maine, op. cit., pp. 3^9-350» points out that Orr especial
ly was an advocate for the landed interests.
^°^John Richards to David Cobb, June 26, 1819, David
Cobb MSS (Massachusetts Historical Society).
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licans had long complained of the injustice of what they
believed to be the discriminatory taxation policy of the
state which favored speculators over settlers and were
pledged to rectify the situation once they achieved power.
It was true that not all landed proprietors were Federalists
and for that reason there were always some Republicans who
believed that the party had made too much out of“ the issue*so
much in fact that if the tax rate were equalized many of
their friends would be hurt financially.

The leaders of

the separation movement were not unaware of the difficul
ties involved in equalization, but most appeared to agree
with William Pitt Preble who wrote King that while many
"feel a little timid as to its effects-some of our warmest
friends are landholders- but we will sound easily and if it
will not satisfy some it will be a good point to enforce to

107
the people."
After King became Governor, he followed through in
his plan to equalize the rates on land but it is apparent
that he submitted to the pressure of landholders, some of
whom were doubtless members of his own party, by agreeing
to the request made of him by John Richards to try to keep
the state valuation of the lands low.

Richards discovered

that others were not so easily persuaded, however.

He

wrote a friend that he had obtained "the names of all

10?William Pitt Preble to W.K., July
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .

1819, WK MSS
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whose noisy mouths should be silenced- the only question
will be whether the price of molasses to sweeten the sap
108
may not be too high."
On the whole, despite the apprehensions of many land
holders, it appears that they did not, as a group, oppose
actively the separation.
Most of them probably concluded
109
with John Richards that
As to the Separation of the District I care
little about it... at all events it is better to
happen now than at a moment when party spirit runs
high & after some few years growing under democracy
it is hoped they may become ♦perfect by suffering*
& as the Lord chastieth those whom he loves, it is
hoped the district may not avoid its most certain
means of improvement [[agricultureJ.
In conclusion, notice must be made of the inevitable
countercharge that was leveled at William King.

The edi

tor of the Portland Gazette claimed that for all of his
efforts to discredit proprietors whom he did not like, King
was, in fact, more of a scoundrel than he claimed them to
be, for by a separation he would save himself i&O.OOO in
settling duties for which he had contracted in the deal
that brought him three townships of land from the Bingham

l°®John Richards to John Powel, December 15. 1819;
March 28, 1820, quoted in Frederick Allis Jr., William
Bingham*s Maine Lands, op. cit., II, p. 1222.
109jOhn Richards to David Cobb, July 23. 1819. David
Cobb MSS (Massachusetts Historical Society).
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heirs in I 807.110

King angrily replied to the charge by

declaring that his settling duties had been met either byplacing settlers on the lands or by the expenditure of
111
money on roads.
As to the question- who was telling the
truth?- that determination must await future diggings in
the appropriate sources although it is the opinion of this
author that King was probably telling the truth.

110 P.G., July 6, 1819.
111 E.A., July 13, 1819.
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C H A P T E R VIII
VICTORY AT LAST

I congratulate you upon the certainty of our
Independence by a majority of at least 6,000 votes.
York County gives a majority of about 400. [Cumber
land] County gives a majority of at least 1 ,600.
It is astonishing . 1
Thus, an elated and a relieved William Pitt Preble
wrote to William King two days after District voters went
to the polls In what, for the separation movement, was the
largest turnout ever.

The long sought after and illusory

goal was finally achieved.

And the final margin of vic

tory was not 6,000 but 10,0001

[Figure XV]

TABLE XV

VOTES FOR GOVERNOR, APRIL, 1819, COMPARED WITH VOTES FOR
AND AGAINST SEPARATION, JULY 26, 1819.a
_______________ Governor__________________Separation________
CrowinCounty
shield Brooks
_____________(Dem.)
(Fed.) Totals Yeas Nays Totals
York
1,412
1,753
3,165 2,086 1 t h
3^732
Cumberland
1,990
2 ,1 1 1
4,101 3.315 1,394
4,709
Lincoln
1.995
1,790
2,785 2,523 1,534
4,057
Hancock
593
598
1,^91
820
?61
1,581
Kennebec
1.987
1,390
3,377 3,950
641
4,591
Oxford
1.4Q3
742
2,l45 1,893
550
2,443
Somerset
7 09
0I 3
1,382 l,44o
237
1,667
Washington
254
311
565
480
138
618
Penobscot_______ 537
250
787
584
231
815
Totals
11,040
9,558 19.598 17,091 7,132 24,223
6

6

a Source: Votes for Governor and Lieutenant Governor,
1819. Massachusetts Archives; Separation totals from Jour
nal of the Constitutional Convention . . . 1819-20 (Augus
ta: Fuller and Fuller, 1856), p. 52.

1William Pitt Preble to W. K . , July 28, 1819, WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .

TABLE XVI
VOTES FOR GOVERNOR, APRIL, 1819, IN THIRTEEN DEMOCRATICREPUBLICAN TOWNS COMPARED WITH VOTES ON SEPARATION,
JULY 26, 1819.a
•

*

Governor
CrowninTowns_________ shield (Dem.)
Brooks (Fed.)

Separation"
Yeas

Nays

Raymond
52
20
77
00
Buxton
93
72
365
11
Saco
1644-9
325
16
Litchfield
108
17
282
4Montville
50
16
1441
Monmouth
139
4-1
273
6
Mt. Vernon
98
14160
00
Malta
81
21
131
00
Jay
88
27
150
7
Canaan
92
33
192
16
Belfast
4-6
45
14-5
25
Newport
38
10
90
00
Eastport______________ 67____________ 76___________ 14-7_____
Totals_____________ 1,116___________ 441_________ 2.4-81

91

aSource: Ibid.
TABLE XVII
VOTES FOR GOVERNOR, APRIL, 1819, IN SIX FEDERALIST TOWNS
COMPARED WITH VOTES (FOR AND AGAINST) SEPARATION
JULY 26, I8l9.a
Governor
CrowninTowns_________ shield (Dem.)
Brooks (Fed.)

Separation
Yeas

Nays

Wells
4-9
4-08
55
297
Phippsburg
21
211
0
111
Warren
2b
103
59
96
Waldoboro
24280
29
206
Blue Hill
b
27
8
4-2
Buoksport______________ 8_____________ 22___________ 24;_____64Totals_______________ ]J0__________ 1,122__________ 255

816

aSource: Ibid.
2
An analysis of the returns,

reveals the following:

_____ 2Returns by towns are found In the following sources:
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1.

In contrast to the September 2, 1816 election when

three counties, Washington, Hancock, and Lincoln, opposed
separation , all nine counties in 1819 supported separa
tion.

The largest majority was obtained in Kennebec County,

the traditionally separationist— Democratic-Republican
stronghold, where every town voted for separation with all
but six of those towns supported the question by majorities
exceeding 75%»
2.

Compared to the voter turnout for the election of

Governor in April, 1819. the separation turnout was nearly
4,000 more.

The increase in voter participation favored

separation.

The Federalists, to the extent

they were

opposed to independence, lost nearly 2,500 voters to the
cause of separation. [[Figure XVj.
3.

The bulk of the anti-separation strength was, as

in previous elections, greatest in seaport towns.

However,

the passage of the coasting law revision cut into the
anti-separation strength in those towns resulting in at
least half of the District's coastal communities support
ing separation.

This was especially true in Lincoln County

and accounted for the 1,000 vote majority in favor of
separation in that county.

In September 1816, Lincoln

County defeated separation by nearly 600 votes.
4.

The seacoast towns that continued to oppose separ-

E.A., August 3, 10, 17, 24, 1819; P.G., August 3. 10, 17,
24, 1819.
See Appendix V for complete totals.
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ation were the traditionally Federalist towns.

Figure

XVII gives the votes for governor and for and against sep
aration in six overwhelmingly Federalist towns all of
which except Warren were located on the coast.

These com

munities along with a dozen more contained the hardcore
Federalist minority in Maine who had always opposed a sep
aration for political reasons.

In fact, it is not un

reasonable to conclude that nearly all of the 7 ,13 2 antiseparationist votes came from this source, and conversely,
it is reasonable to assume that practically no Republican
voters cast their lot with the anti-separationists.

The

vote of July 26, 1819, was a vote cast along party lines
to an extent greater than in any previous separation
election.
5.

Separationlst strength was, as in previous elec

tions, greatest in the interior sections.

Only a dozen

non-seaport towns voted nay, while more than a hundred
voted in favor.

The separationlst strength was, as in the

past, most impressive in heavily Democratic-Republioan
towns.

Figure XVI lists the votes of thirteen towns, one

at least from each county, that gave the most impressive
victories for separation.

In every town the Federalists

lost voters to separation who had supported the Federalist
candidate for governor in April.

In every case, the Demo

cratic-Republicans gained voters, in some cases twice as
many.

The increase in the Democratic-Republican vote for

separation over that cast for governor further reveals the
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extent to which apathy had overtaken Maine Republlcansthe result of the Massachusetts' Republicans selection of
unpopular candidates for Governor.

If the full strength

of the Republicans in Maine had voted in April, the Fed
eralist John Brooks would have been the victim of a land
slide .
6.

Above all, an analysis of the returns reveals

the significant fact that this struggle was a struggle be
tween the old and the new.

For the most part the Federal

ist dominated towns that voted against separation were
towns that were settled before the American Revolution,
and in a few instances, in the 1 7 th century.

With roots

more firmly entrenched, many of the people in those towns,
grown accustomed to time honored religious, economic, so
cial and political connections with the people of Massachu
setts proper, were unwilling to pull up those roots at
the insistence of the brash, impatient newcomers.
The newcomers who inundated the District after the
American Revolution coming from Massachusetts or New Hamp
shire seeking opportunity possessed many of the charac
teristics of later frontier men.

Settling on the land

available in the interior, where Congregationalism and
other symbols of the established order were at first ab
sent, their problem was putting down new roots to be
nourished by new experiences.

Had their ambitions not en

countered the opposition of proprietory interests they
would have been contented eking out an existence from
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their modest farms.

But after the proprietory interests

caught up with them along with the attempt of religious
orthodoxy to discourage their dissenting Baptist and Meth
odist inclinations, they sought an escape from these agents
of the old order.

They found such an escape in the Demo

cratic- Republican Party, whose leaders obtained for them
the Betterment Act and the Toleration Act.

When these

same leaders, frustrated in their political, and economic
ambitions by elements who controlled the state machinery
in Massachusetts proper, sought an escape of their own in
the separation movement, they found a ready made base of
support among the masses of people who lived in the inter
ior.

In a fundamental sense this was what the separation

movement, especially after 1807, was all about.*

*A letter written by William Pitt Preble to William
King (WvK. MSS, Me. H.S., Box 8) dated December 27, 1817
illustrates the extent to which the conflict between the
old established leaders and the aspiring ’’newcomers” in
fluenced the actions of the leaders of the Democratic-Re
publicans of Maine. Preble suggested that King recommend
Ashur Ware, Woodbury Storer and Ether Shepley to President
Monroe as commissioners of bankruptcy should a national
bankruptcy law be passed.
His object was to prevent the
commissionshlps from going to Federalist Judges in the Dis
trict.
’’With respect to the soundness of the policy of
aiding and assisting younger men of enterprising talents
there can be no question. After all, our dependence is on
this class of our citizens and if we are governed by per
sonal considerations, I am satisfied the best mode of es
tablishing and enlarging our own personal influence is to
afford countenance and aid to such men. The old Dons have
and their reward. Besides they are not so
capable as our younger men and would not do so much honor
to the appointment.”
John Quincy Adams noted in his diary, October 8, 1819,
in regard to the result:
"Much to be lamented as affecting
the importance of the State as a member of the Union but
quite unavoidable from the moment that it became the wish
of the majority.” Quoted in Albert Ames Whitmore, "Separ-
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THE MAINE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1819
On Monday morning, October 11, 1819, 27*+ delegates
representing nearly all of the 236 incorporated towns in
the District of Maine assembled at the Cumberland County
courthouse in Portland to draw up a constitution for the
new state.

The delegates had been chosen by their re

spective towns on September 20 and reflected the over
whelmingly pro-separationist leanings of those who elect
ed them.

Conspicuously absent among the list of delegates

were most of the inveterate foes of separation, Federal
ists such as Samuel Fessenden, Stephen Longfellow, Benja
min Orr, William Ladd, and others who had been present at
Brunswick in 1816.

Their absence was of considerable im

portance for without them, the views that they represented,
views that were akin to those of Daniel Webster, Joseph
Story and Chancellor James Kent, were not represented to
any significant extent.

Conspicuously present were John

Holmes, Albion Parris, William Pitt Preble, William King,
and John Chandler.

Needless to say, these men had resolved

to exercise a "decided controal [sicj and management" over
the convention and the democratic document that emerged
3
was the result of their handiwork.

ation of Maine from Massachusetts" (Unpublished M.A. The
sis, University of Maine, 1917), p. 20.
^William Moody to W.K., October
H.S.) Box 8.

1819, WK MSS (Me.
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The only effort to compile information on the dele
gates was made in the decade of I 89O by an Augusta school
master, George Chamberlain.

The result of Chamberlain’s

research was Incorporated in a volume entitled Debates and
Journal of the Cons11tut1onal Convention of the State of
Maine. 1819-1820.

Unfortunately, Chamberlain was unable

to find information on nearly a hundred of the delegates.
Nor was the information he did collect on the others al
ways judiciously selected; the biographical sketches that
he wrote, therefore, leave much to be desired from the
point of view of the historian.

Nevertheless, fromJGham-

berlain's effort it is possible to identify roughly the
occupations, trades, or professions of a significant num
ber of the delegates.

It appears that the largest number

of delegates, forty five at least, were involved in com
mercial pursuits oriented around the sea; shippers, ship
builders, sea captains, and retail store owners who sold
goods imported from abroad.

Needless to say, several of

the forty-five, like William King, were involved in more
than one of these interests.
The second largest group, at least thirty-seven, were
lawyers.

Holmes, Preble, and Parris, for example, were

^Charles Nash, ed.,
189*0, pp. 57-120.

(Augusta: Charles Nash, printer:
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from this group, many of whom were professional politi
cians.

Thirteen physicians, seventeen civil servants—

postmasters, sheriffs, and other comparable office-hold
ers— , eight school teachers or principals, two editors,
two surveyors, three lumber manufacturers (saw mill own
ers), and one shoe maker were also represented.

Eight of

the delegates were Baptist ministers; four were Methodist
ministers; only one was a Congregational minister.

The

presence of so many dissenting clergymen reflected dra
matically the extent to which the old orthodoxy had been
superceded in the District between 1780 and 1820.

Their

presence also helps to explain why the convention adopted
no religious tests of any kind in the constitution.

Fi

nally, Chamberlain’s sketches indicate that eight farmers
were present.

However, it is certain that there were many

times this number of farmers selected as delegates.

No

doubt the nearly one-hundred delegates on whom Chamberlain
could find no information of significance, were mostly far
mers from the small inland towns, who, in spite of the
convention, have remained obscure and unknown figures .
Therefore, it is likely, that the largest group in attend
ance were farmers.

Their influence in the proceedings,

however, appears to have been negligible, no doubt because
they felt themselves, as John Holmes observed, out of place
in the presence of so many delegates with more legal ex
perience .
The venerable Daniel Cony of Augusta who had partici-
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pated in separation conventions in the 1 7 9 0 's was accorded
5
the honor of opening theproceedings of the convention.
After John Holmes, Albion K. Parris, and three other
delegates formed a committee to examine the credentials of
the delegates and reported the presence of 27 ^ members, the
convention adjourned until 3*00 p.m. at which time ballot
ing for president of the convention was to take place.
The office of president of the convention was more
than a ceremonial office.

The president not only named

the committee members but recognized speakers from the
floor.

He was, in fact, the most powerful individual at

the convention.

In addition, the person elected president

would serve as acting governor of the state between the
time Maine was admitted into the union and the time of the

^Two sources on the proceedings of the convention are
available to the historian. Jeremiah Perley attended the
convention as an observer and his notes were printed in
the Portland Gazette during the convention and were finally
published in 1820 under the title The Debates, Resolutions.
and other Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates Assem
bled at Portland on the 11th; And Continued Until the 29th
Day of October. 1%19, For the Purpose of Forming a Consti
tution for the State of Maine (Portland: A. Shirley, Printer: 1820).
The Eastern Argus likewise had an observer in
attendance at the convention who had his material printed
in the E.A., on October 22, 26, 29, 1819. It is doubtful
that either account— they were virtually the same— can be
considered a complete account of the debates. Perley, in
fact, submitted his notes to King who "revised or corrected
them" for the record.
He may have done likewise with other
participants.
Jeremiah Perley to W.K., January 20, 1820,
WK MSS (Me. H.S.), LBC Box. All references to the debates
in the text are from Perley unless otherwise noted.
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first elections.

And since all assumed that the acting

governor would become governor by election, the delegates
were to choose not only a president for the convention but
a governor as well, a responsibility of some import.
It was, of course, no mystery that William King would
be elected.

When the votes were counted, the leader of

the separation movement and the most powerful man in the
District got 230 of the 24l cast.
After King offered the customary platitudes in an
address to the delegates, his lieutenants, Parris, Holmes,
and Preble, proceeded to organize the convention.

Three

resolutions providing for the creation of three committees
were adopted.

To the committee to prepare rules under

which the proceedings would be disciplined, King appointed
George Thacher Sr., associate justice of the Massachusetts
Supreme Court; Benjamin Greene, chief justice of the East
ern Circuit Court which included Oxford, York, and Cumber
land counties; and James Campbell of Harrington.

Daniel

Cony, Benjamin Greene, Benjamin Ames of Bath, Leonard Jar
vis of Surry and Asa Clap of Portland were appointed to
perform the perfunctory task of applying to Congress for
admission.

To the most important committee of all, the

committee on the Constitution, King appointed thirty-three
members including Holmes, Parris, Chandler, and Joshua Win'
gate of Bath.

Holmes would become the chairman.

In the

meantime a number of minor committees were appointed and
for the next two days the delegates were largely involved
with their respective committee assignments.

29^
On Thursday, October 1^, the fourth day of the con
vention, the committee on style and title of the new state
reported the recommendation that the state be named the
"Commonwealth of Maine.”

The recommendation produced a

spirited debate in which the name “Columbus” was offered
instead.

Finally, on Friday, it was agreed to name the

6

new state "Maine.”

From October 18 to October 29. the

convention considered the recommendations of Holmes’ "Com
mittee on the Constitution" which reported the various ar
ticles to the delegates for their consideration article by
article.
The subject of a constitution for Maine had long been
under consideration.

In 1816, William King had gathered

ideas from a number of sources anticipating that he would
be called upon to help draw up a constitution at the Bruns
wick Convention.

After that time he, and undoubtedly,

others, continued to gather suggestions from some of the
country's most distinguished minds including James Madi7
8
son and Thomas Jefferson.
Two months before the con-

^Later in the convention, the name Ligonia was also
suggested. Ligonia was the name Ferdinando Gorges gave to
a portion of the Province of Maine in the early part of
the 1 7 th century.
?James Madison to W.K., May 20, 1819, Letters & Other
Writings of James Madison (Philadelphia: Lippencott, 1 665 )
III, p. 131.
O
W.K. to Thomas Jefferson, November 3» 1819, Jeffersor
MSS. Huntington Library; Thomas Jefferson to W.K., Novem
ber 19, 1819, Jefferson MSS Library of Congress.
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vention met in Portland, in 181$ King recommended that an
attempt be made to write an entirely new constitution
without reference to the Massachusetts constitution of
0
9
1780, largely the work of John M a m s .
Others like Preble,
thought King’s suggestion was ill advised.

The want of

sufficient time, thought Preble, precluded such an ambi
tious undertaking; he recommended taking the Massachusetts
constitution as a basis:
I say taking the constitution of Massachusetts
as a basis, because it is already rooted in the good
feeling and affections of the public, and practical
politicians ought always to keep an eye to public , 0
sentiment and not unnecessarily do violence to it. u
Preble had evidently become more sensitive to public opin
ion than he had been in 1816.

In any case, the sentiments

espoused by Preble prevailed.

The constitution reported

by Holmes was, indeed, modeled after the Massachusetts con
stitution although the differences between the two were by
no means insignificant.
What folbws is an effort to deal with the provisions
of the Maine Constitution as they were proposed by the
Holmes' committee and as they were finally adopted.

To

avoid the pitfalls that usually result from the attempt to

9w. P. Preble to W.K., August 5. 1819. W.K. MSS (Me.
H.S.), L.B.C. Boz.
10Ibid.
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treat such subjects In a vacuum, the author has compared
most of the provisions with their counterparts embodied in
the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780, under which the
District of Maine was governed for forty years.

Thus com

pared, the Maine Constitution emerges, with the constitu
tions of several Western states, as one of the more demo
cratic ^constitutions of the time, nine years before the
inair^erat ion: of Andrew Jackson.
as adopted contained ten articles.

The Constitution of Maine
Six chapters under two

parts constituted the major divisions of the Massachusetts
Constitution of 1780.*
Article
I
"
—
Article I of the Maine Constitution contained twentyfour sections devoted to a "Declaration of Rights."

This

article was patterned after Part I of the Massachusetts
Constitution which contained thirty-three provisions.

Botlr

were devoted to the enumeration of "Inalienable rights"
that were to be enjoyed by all citizens but the Maine Con
stitution departed from its model in two important respects1} The Maine Constitution [sec. A] guaranteed freedom of
speech and press.

The Massachusetts Constitution, to the

*The Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 is reprinted
in Appendix XVII. The Maine Constitution of 1819 may be
found in Appendix XV.
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regret of John Adams, its chief architect, guaranteed only
11
the freedom of the press.
2) The Massachusetts Consti
tution [part I, art. 2, 3] established a “quasi-religious"
commonwealth.

Article 2 stated:

It is the right as well as the duty of all men
in society, publicly, and at stated seasons, to
worship the SUPREME BEING . . . . And no subject
shall be hurt, molested, or restrained, in his per
son, liberty, or estate, for worshipping God in
the manner and season most agreeable to the dictates
of his own conscience . . . .
Thus having stated the principle of the absolute freedom
of religion, the framers in 1780 proceeded in article 3 to
abridge that freedom.

Article 3 required church attendance,

and the taxation of all citizens for the support of public
worship and "protestant teachers of piety."

Article 3

further provided that a protestant could apply his tax to
the support of a minister of his own denomination.

In

reality, however, the courts so narrowly construed this
provision that until 1811, only incorporated Baptist,
Methodist, and other non-Congregational religious societies
12
were allowed to receive tax money. As has been noted,
these court decisions produced an a special hardship on dis-

Manual for the Constitutional Convention of 1917
[Massachusetts], (Boston: Weight & Potter, 1917), p. 23.
Hereafter cited, A Manual A
^ 1917.
Supra,
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senting groups in Maine.
The discrimination against Catholics and Jews,, re
flected the anti-popish and Christian biases of the age.
These peoples justifiably resented being singled out in
such dramatic fashion as well as being under the necessity
of paying "double taxation."
In the Maine convention, Holmes' committee reported
a provision that guaranteed absolute freedom of religion.
The provision followed closely the wording of article 2
of the Massachusetts Constitution but omitted the first
clause of that article which described the worshipping of
the Supreme Being as not only a right but a duty.

No dis

tinction, whatever, was made between Protestants and Cath
olics, Christians and non-Christians, reflecting the liber
al attitude of most of those at the convention.

This lib

eral attitude was demonstrated by the words of one dele
gate who addressed the convention as follows [paraphrased
,
13
by PerleyJ during the debate on the provision:
[He] . . . trusted no distinction or pre-emmence would ever be given to any religious sect .
. . whether Catholics, Jews or Mahometans [sic].
The liberal principles of our government ought to
make no difference between them, so far as we look
to the investigation of truth by the force and
effect of an oath, there is no ground for the ex
clusion of either of these great divisions. Does

13perley, 0£. olt.. p. 71.
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a court of justice rest satisfied when a Christian
calls God to witness the truth of the testimony?
and does not the descendants of Abraham call the
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob to be present, while
they depose, and is he not also the GOD and FATHER
of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom Christians swear?
The Mahometans in their most solemn transactions,
speak in the name of the MOST MERCIFUL GOD, who is
the Jehovah of Jews and Christians. The Hindoos
too, were there any in this country, would be en
titled to give testimony in our courts of justice,
tho1 they were to call upon Juggarnant himself, as
the God they feared."
In the debate over what became section 3 of Article I, no
one contested the establishment of the principle of free
dom of religion.

The only disagreement came from those

who thought that the omission of the phrase "duty to wor
ship" was too permissive and would encourage some to seek
14freedom from religion.
The convention, led by Holmes
who declared that "To make it a duty to exercise a right
is proposterous," defeated what Holmes described as an
attempt to incorporate in the constitution "a whole body
15
of ethics."
There was no discussion at all on the floor of the
convention of the delicate question of the status of
Catholics.

The committee had received a memorial from

James Kavanagh, Matthew Cottrill, and William Moony,

lZjIbld.. p. 7 2 .
l5Ibid.. p. 74-87.
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leaders of one of the only two non-French and non-Indian
Catholic communities in Maine centered around Damariscotta,
begging the delegates to give Catholics equality with
16
Protestants.
Despite some backstage opposition to grant
ing their prayer, especially from William King who har17
bored a deeply imbedded mistrust of "popish ambition,"
the convention would probably have given Catholics equality
even if the memorial had not been presented.
Article II
Article II of the Maine Constitution established the
qualifications for electors.
The Massachusetts Constitution of 1780, reflecting
the notions of the classical republican theorists who ab
jured universal manhood suffrage in favor of a property
qualifications for voting, established property require
ments for electors.

Electors for senators, house members,

governor and lieutenant governor, and members of Congress
were required to possess an estate of at least sixty
pounds or have an annual / income of three pounds or more "
derived from the possession of a freehold estate [Chap. I,

l^The memorial was printed in the E.A., January 25,
1820.
-^For King's anti-clerical, especially anti-Catholic
views, see John Fiske, Reasons for Particular Consideration
Upon the Death of Great Men; on Occasion of the Death of
General William King (Bath: Haines & Freeman, I 852 ), p. 1 9 .
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Sec. 2, art. 2; Chap. I, Sec. 3, art. A; and Chap. II,
Sec. 1, art. 3].

It may have been true that the qualifi18
cations "soon became a dead letter"
but the provisions
were there, nevertheless, and could be enforced by local
officials who found it advantageous to do so.
In the summer of I8l6, when it seemed likely that the
Brunswick Convention would be called on to create a con
stitution, William Pitt Preble wrote to John Holmes his
views on what a constitution should include.

Among other

comments, Preble observed that "pecuniary qualifications
are a mere cloak for petty tyranny, as to the electors,
what say you to make citizens of the U.S. of age, not
paupers, resident in the town or plantation where they
19
vote," eligible voters.
It is obvious that Holmes took Preble's suggestion
seriously for Article II, as reported by Holmes' committee
provided for universal manhood suffrage for those over
twenty one excepting "paupers, persons under guardianship
and Indians not taxed" having residence established in the
state for three months preceding any election.
During the debate on Article II, no one objected to
this departure from previous practice.

-^A Manual

Several delegates

1917, o n . cit., p. 26.

19William P. Preble to John Holmes, July 17, I8l6,
John Holmes MSS (N.Y. P.L.).
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recommended the exclusion of felons and Negroes not taxed,
both of which failed of adoption, but no one questioned
the principle of universal manhood suffrage as John Adams,
Daniel Webster, and Josiah Quincy did the following year
at the Massachusetts Constitutional Convention.

One rea

son for this was that the Adams, Websters and Quincys of
Maine, men such as Samuel Longfellow, Samuel Fessenden,
and other arch-Federalists were not delegates to the con
vention, either because they were not candidates or be
cause they were defeated in the election held on September
20.

Secondly, if it is true that the property qualifica

tions written into the Massachusetts Constitution became
a "dead letter," then the convention was simply recogniz
ing de .jure a de facto condition that had prevailed for
20
years.
And even if the qualifications were not a "dead
letter," it is not certain that a significant number of
people in the District were disfranchised.

It is certain

ly significant that between 1780 and 1820 the question of
property qualifications for voting was never discussed in
the leading newspapers published in the District that the
author has seen.

For the people of Maine, it seems no

problem existed.

It is impossible to say for sure, but it

20It will be recalled that the report of the Bruns
wick Convention of 1816 had stated that the requirement
that only qualified voters be allowed to vote was disre
garded in most towns. Presumably "qualified voter" was
one who could meet the property qualification for voting
x op sX&X6 s6na.uop •
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is not unlikely that nearly everyone owned enough property
21
to qualify anyway.
Article III
Article III of the Maine Constitution established the
principle of a separation of powers between the legisla
tive, executive, and Judicial branches of the state gov
ernment.

There is no evidence to suggest that any other

arrangement was considered by the Holmes’ committee.

By

this time, Maine people had come to believe that such a
separation was ’'natural."
notes succinctly:

Perley’s account of the debates
22
"This article passed without debate."
Article IV, Part I

Article IV, Part I of the Maine Constitution describes
the make up of the House of Representatives and prescribes
the powers of that body.

Of all the articles, submitted

to the convention by the Holmes’ committee. Article IV
precipitated the greatest debate.
Sections II and III of Article IV, Part I, as drafted,
provided for a House of Representatives of not less than

23-There were people who were unrepresented in Maine
but not because they did not own property.
They were the
hundreds of people who lived on plantations, who had no
representatives in the General Court. They were allowed,
however, to vote for Governor and senators.
22Perley,

ojd.

cit., p. 99.

one hundred nor more than two hundred members.

The first

legislature, however, would be apportioned between one
hundred and one hundred and fifty members only based on
the following formula:
Number of Inhabitants
1.5 0 0 -

4-, 0 0 0

4-,000- 7,500
7 .500- 12,000
1 2 ,000-17,500
1 7 .500-24,000
24 ,000-31,500
31.500-

Number of Representatives
1
2
3
4
7

For towns with less than 1,500 inhabitants, the Holm
es' committee recommended the adoption of the class sys
tem whereby two or more towns with less than 1,500 inhabi
tants would be joined and classified as one legislative
district entitled to one representative who would rotate
from year to year among the towns of the district.

No

town could have more than seven representatives no matter
how large its population.

Because the town of Portland

with 8,000 people was the largest town in the District,
this limitation did not pose a threat to any town at the
time.
Objections to this plan were heard fromtwo groups,
spokesmen for the very small towns and spokesmen for the
larger towns.

The spokesmen for the small towns objected

to the departure from the system under which they had
lived for forty years.

The Massachusetts Constitution of

1780 provided for corporate representation, i.e. for one
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representative at least from every incorporated town (a
town could not become incorporated until it had 150 rate
able polls).

While the practice of making towns pay for

their representatives' salaries„ kept the size of the House
of Representatives usually within manageable limits, it
was possible to have nearly 1,000 representatives accord
ing to the formula adopted in 1?80.

In 1812, after the

Gerry administration had passed a bill providing for the
payment of legislative salaries from the state treasury,
the number exceeded 700 , or roughly one for every 1,000 in23
habitants.
It was to avoid creating an unmanageable
House of Representatives in Maine that prompted the Holmes'
committee to so limit the size of the body.
Spokesmen for the larger towns argued that the for
mula, far from discriminating against small towns, dis
criminated against larger towns.

Their criticism was val

id enough for it was true that a town such as Portland,
with 8,000 people, would have but three representatives
though its population was more than five times as large as
a town with 1,500 people.

Holmes, whose vanity caused him

to take criticism of the efforts of his committee person
ally, fired back at the critics that the committee had
been faced with diametrically opposite demands— to limit

23a Manual j_ ± ± 1917, on. cit., p. 26.
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the size of the House and to give every town equal repre
sentation regardless of population.

He predicted that

following the latter alternative, the House would someday
"bear more the character of a mob, than a legislative

2k

assembly. "
A motion to accept the committee’s recommended draft
was passed but a motion to reconsider the votes also
passed.

The debate was, therefore, revived and so pro

tracted did it become that Holmes, at one point, threw up
his arms and exclaimed that it was fortunate that the
Massachusetts Constititution was to be provisionally opera
tional in Maine "for I begin to doubt whether we shall be
25
found capable of agreeing upon one for ourselves.*
Finally, patience was rewarded, and on October 22, the
convention accepted Article IV, Part I, as drafted by the
committee-or so it seemed.
A week later, when Article X dealing with apportion
ment was reported to the convention the debate on the size
of the House fixed by the adoption of Article IV, Part I,

2k Perley, op. cit., p. 106.
25lbld. . p. 119.
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was again reopened, this time from delegates representing
the larger towns who restated their objections to the
weighting of the formula against them.

Holmes admitted

that their objection was a valid one but explained once
again the dilemma with which the committee was faced.

Wil

liam Pitt Preble argued that the larger towns would receive
their due as a result of the equal representation prlncip
pie adopted in regard to the Senate.

Finally, Holmes, in

evident frustration, reminded the delegates from the lar
ger towns, in true Jeffersonian manner, that there was
nothing much to be said for larger towns anyway consider
ing the tendency for them to become "great sores" on the
26
body politic.
However, in a gesture toward "conciliation1
,1
as Holmes put it, speaking for the committee, he offered
to accept the following revision of the apportionment
schedule as a concession to the larger towns:
Number of Inhabitants
1.500- 3,750
3,750- 6,750
6 ,750 -10,500
1 0 ,500-15,000
1 5 ,000-22,500
22 ,500-26,250
26 ,250-

26Ibid., p. 23^.

Number of Representatives

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Article IV, Part II
On Friday afternoon, October 22, the delegates turned
their attention to a discussion of Article IV, Part II
dealing with the description of the Senate and functions.
Holmes' committee recommended that the Senate consist of
twenty-three members to be apportioned by counties accord
ing to population.
The Massachusetts Constitution, following the bias of
many toward property distinctions among the population,
had apportioned the Senate of the Commonwealth according
to the wealth of the counties.

As was intended by the

framers, this provision gave Suffolk and Essex counties,
both wealthy merchant dominated areas, almost a monopoly
in the Senate to the consternation of the peoples in West
ern Massachusetts and the District of Maine.

John Holmes

was asked if his committee had taken into consideration
the basis for the selection of senators and, if it had,
why it had chosen population over property?
replied,

Holmes tartly

"the answer to the first question is that we did.

The answer to the other is equally concise— the reason why
we established it upon population was, because we saw no
27
good reason to do it otherwise."
With that reply, his
tory was deprived of what might have been a very interest
ing discussion in political theory.

27Ibid., p. 1 5 3 .

The committee report
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was adopted.
As with Article IV, Part I, a number of delegates
were unhappy with Article IV, Part II.

A week later, when

a committee reported the allocation of senators for the
first session of the legislature, the wisdom of limiting
the number of senators to twenty-three was again question
ed.

The committee reported the following allotments based

on the estimated population of each county according to
28
the ratio of one senator for every 15 ,264 people:
Counties
York
Cumberland
Lincoln
Kennebec
Oxford
Somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washington

Number of
Inhabitants
50,291
56,043
59.148
5^,992
33.336
30,790
34,276

1 9 ,1 2 6
13.076

Senators
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

Fractions
Wanting
10,765
5,013
1,918

Excess

9,200
2,808
262
3.748
3,862
2,188

The committee chairman proceeded to recommend the
obvious to the convention, that for the sake of equity,
one additional senator be authorized to be given to
Kennebec County,making for a total of twenty-four senators.
The reason that Kennebec had been penalized rather than
York was not revealed.

However, it probably was due to

?P
Ibid., p. 216; P.G., October 21, 1819.
It is in
teresting to note that the estimated population, on which
the allocations were made, was over 3^9»000. The census
of 1820 found only about 298,000 people living in Maine.
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the fact that. York County was the first county in Maine
having been established in 1658 .
The recommendation of the committee produced another
heated discussion with John Holmes again the object of
most criticism.

Eventually, the convention voted to

accept the recommendation of the committee by a vote of
29
125-106.
No sooner had the vote been taken, however,
then the question was reopened by a motion offered by Al
fred Johnson of Belfast to increase the allotment of sen
ators for Hancock County from two to three.

After a dele

gate from Castine made a similar request concerning the
number of senators from Penobscot County, an alarmed
Holmes jumped to his feet to offer an amendment to fix
the number of senators at twenty rather than twenty-three.
The amendment passed unanimously, thus York, Cumberland,
and Lincoln were deprived of one senator each placing them
30
in equality with Kennebec.
In order to admit some flex
ibility in the future consideration of the subject, $t was
further provided that subsequent legislatures could re
apportion the Senate increasing the maximum number of sen
ators to no more than thirty-one.

2 9perley, op. cit., p. 2 2 1 .
3°Op. cit., p . 223.

With this, discussion
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concerning Article IV, Part II, ceased.
Article IV, Part III
Article IV, Part III, addressed itself to procedural
questions and with certain rules defining the role of leg
islators.
Article V, Part I
Article V, Part I of the Maine Constitution, concern
ing the office of governor, was reported to the convention
by the Holmes' committee on Saturday, October 23.

The

committee, once again, departed significantly from the
Massachusetts Constitution of 1780.

The Massachusetts

Constitution [Chap. II, sec. 1, art. 2] stated that no
person should be governor unless he had lived in the state
seven years previous to his election and "unless he shall,
at the same time, be seized in his own right, of a freehold
within the Commonwealth, of the value of one thousand
pounds; and unless he shall declare himself to be of the
Christian religion."

And the word "Christian" was not to

be applied indiscriminately, for as the address to the peo
ple which accompanied the presentation of the Constitution
of 1780 explained, it was intended to exclude from office
*

tho§e "who will not disclaim these Principals of Spiritual
Jurisdiction which Roman Catholiks in some countries have
3l
held."

Manual of A _j_ j_ 1917. op. clt., p. 2h,
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Such restrictions did not, however, reduce the im
portance of the office.

On the contrary, the absence of

any restriction on the number of terms a governor might
serve, combined with an extensive appointive power, and a
veto power made the governor of Massachusetts "the most
imposing and independent chief executive in the United
32
States."
The alleged negative reaction against the
powerful office of Royal Governor was not so great as has
been assumed, at least in Massachusetts.
The Maine convention accepted the recommendation of
the Holmes’ committee that no property or religious test
be imposed on the governorship, only that the governor be
not less than thirty years old, a natural born citizen of
the United States, and a resident of the state for at
least five years.

As the "Address to the People" subjoin

ed to the completed Constitution put it: ". . . merit, not
wealth, is the proper qualification for office."

As for
jt .

a religious test, the same "Address" explained that ". . .
vital religion cannot be regulated by human legislation."
It was, however, "pre supposed, that ([office holders] be
lieve in the existence and Providence of God."
The governor of Maine was given all of the powers

32Ibid., p. 26. This assumes a friendly Governor’s
Council, for the Council was given the power of consent to
all appointments.
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possessed by the governor of Massachusetts, which, by the
standards of the day, his Council willing, made him a po33
tentially strong governor.
The Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 provided for
the office of Lieutenant Governor ([Chap. II, sec. 2].

The

Lieutenant Governor was to meet all the qualifications for
the position of governor and would suceed to the governor
ship if that office were vacated.

In actuality, his duties

were negligible, the most important being the assumption
of the duties of the governor when the governor was absent
from the state, an infrequent occurrence in the days of
poor transportation.
nor's Council.

He was also a member of the Gover

The Senate elected its own president.

The Holmes' committee concluded quite logically, that Maine
did not need a Lieutenant Governor.
ed, "is given up [by] all hands."

The office, it report
The President of the

Senate was designated to succeed the Governor.

No doubt,

33journal of the Constitutional Convention of the
District of Maine With the Articles of Separation, etc.,
(Augusta: Fuller and Fuller, 185^)* pp. 91-9^. According
to Peter Barry, Nineteenth Century Constitutlonal Amend
ment. (M.A. thesis, University of Maine, 19^3). Passim,
the office of governor was made much weaker by amendments
adopted between 1820 and 1900. By 1900, therefore, the
governorship of Maine was a relatively impotent office.
Only recently, since 1955. has the governorship been
strengthened significantly in Maine.

the committee was influenced in its decision by the ad
vice of Rufus King written to his brother William.

Rufus

had been a member of the committee of the Constitutional
Convention of 1787 which recommended the creation of the
office of Vice President.

Rufus wrote in reply to his

brother’s invitation to submit his ideas on a constitution
for Maine, that in his opinion "a lieutenant Governor &
vice President are equally useless.

I d o n ’t think there

w ’d have been a vice President, had not Mr. Adams’ friends
34
devised the Place for him."
Article V, Part II
One of the more spirited debates at the Maine con
vention arose over the recommendation of the Holmes'
committee that the executive council be retained in the
Maine constitution.
The Governor's Council had its origin in the colonial
period.

Unlike councils in other colonies whose members

were chosen by the King of England, the Massachusetts'
Council was elected by the people.

As the Revolution

approached, the Council often opposed the wishes of the
royal governor to his great frustration and from this con
flict, no doubt, emerged the image of the Council as an

-^Rufus King to W.K., August 24, 1816, WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Box 7.
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institutional check upon the designs of an ambitious and
tyrannical executive.

It was likely this image that

caused the framers in 1780, to retain the Council.
Under the Constitution of 1 ? 80, £Chap. II, sec. 3 ]
the Council consisted of nine members and the Lieutenant
Governor.

The nine were chosen from the forty state sena

tors by a joint ballot of the two houses of the legisla
ture.

If a senator refused to serve ^eventually many did

because their acceptance would weaken or erase the voting
majority of their party in the senate], the legislature
then elected councillors from among the people at large.
The duties of the Council were loosely defined but in
cluded giving the governor advice on executive matters
and giving advice and consent to many executive appoint
ments .
The Holmes' committee recommended the creation of a
council of seven members, one each from seven council dis
tricts to be chosen by joint ballot of the Senate and
House.

No member of the legislature, however, could be

elected a councilor nor could a member of Congress, nor a
federal or state employee.
The duties of the Council were the same as those pre
scribed in the Constitution of 1780 except that advice and
consent to pardons was given to the Maine Council.

The

difficulty was, however, that the impreciseness of the
statement of the powers of the Council in the Massachu
setts Constitution of 1780 was carried over into the Maine
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Constitution.

Article V, Part 2, Sec. 1 states, in part,

that the governor "with the counsellors,

. . . may . . .

hold and keep a council, for ordering and directing the
affairs of state according to law,

[[italics added].

This

clause suggests that the Holmes’ committee was placing the
Council in a position of equality vis a vis the governor.
Yet, Article V, Part 1, Section 1 states the "supreme ex
ecutive power of this state . . . "

rests with the governor.

The Council is "to advise the Governor in the executive
part of the government" and he is to assemble the Council
"at his discretion."

Although there has raged a controver

sy over which clause should be taken as giving the intent
of the Holmes’ committee, there can be little doubt but
the committee meant the governor to be the "supreme execu
tive power."

In the context of the times, the delegates

at the convention were unfamiliar with the theory, now so
often advanced for partisan purposes, that the council is
equal to the governor.

This certainly had not been true

during the forty years during which the Massachusetts Con
stitution was the fundamental law of the Commonwealth nor
did the supporters of the council imply as much during the
35
debate at the convention.

35
vFor a brief discussion of this point see Edward F.
Dow, "The Governors Council, Our Unknown Constitution-I,"
Portland [Maine] Sunday Telegram. March 11, 1962 .
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Dr. Daniel Rose of Boothbay, later the first warden
of the Maine State Prison, at Thomaston, and still later,
Maine's land agent, led the opposition that arrayed itself
against the creation of a council.
36
Rose’s remarks as follows:

Perley paraphrased

Dr. Rose . . . thought a council unnecessary,
and that dispensing with one would be a great saving
of expense. . . . The government of the United
States had no established council.
The President
consults with the heads of departments, who are
called his cabinet council; and the governor will
have his aids; adjutant general and other officers
to assist him in the discharge of his duties, with
whom he may advise. The Executive of most other
States, act without a council, and no complaint
is made of want of one. New York has one, which
they would be glad to be rid of.
I believe, said Dr. R . , we can get a Governor
as capable of doing the business of the Executive
alone, as other States.
If we give him a council,
we not only incur a useless expense, but divide the
responsibility, and open a door for intrigue. The
Senators will come from all parts of the State, and
will give him all the information he could obtain
from a Council. And besides, as has heretofore
been the case, he may have a council in whom he has
no confidence.
Rufus King, in a letter to his brother William, offered a
similar criticism of the council describing it as "worse
than useless, it is the scene of intrigue, and destroys
37
executive Responsibility."

-^Perley, op. clt.. p. 16 9 .
Rufus King to W.K., op. cit.
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John Holmes asserted that he had urged the same argu
ments against the council as Rose in the committee “con
sidering it a useless appendage to the government," but
that he had been convinced by those who believed it a val38
uable and useful institution that it should be retained.
In the debate, two delegates [Ezekiel Whitman of Port
land and James Bridge of Augusta] who had served on the
Council of Massachusetts advanced now familiar arguments
as to its great utility in regard to hearing pardons and
as a watchdog over the treasury.

A motion to have the

council elected by the people was defeated for the reason
that it would then be necessary to redistrict the state
anew for that purpose.

Finally, a vote to accept the com

mittee report was passed.
[Article V, Parts 3 and
creating the posi
tions of Secretary of State Treasurer both to be
elected by the legislature were lifted with minor
amendments from the constitution of 1780 and passed
without debate].
Article VI
Article VI, adopted without debate by the convention,
established a Supreme Judicial Court only, leaving the es
tablishment of other courts to legislative decision.
Constitution of 1780 [Chap. Ill, art. l] provided that

38perley, op. cit.. p. 1 7 0 .

The
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judges, with a few exceptions, should hold their offices
during good behavior.

However, "the Governor, with con

sent of the Council, may remove them upon the address of
both Houses of the Legislature."

The Maine constitution,

for reasons not explained, provided that judges of the
Supreme Judicial Court should hold their offices during
good behavior but not beyond the age of 70.

No provision

was made at the time for creating a machinery for their
39
dismissal.
Article VII
Article VII dealing with the militia of the new state
was the subject of a protracted discussion over the wisdom
of exempting Quakers and Shakers on religious grounds.
The debate, of interest philosophically, was politically
significant to the extent the convention voted to allow
persons between eighteen and forty-five to buy their ex
emption from militia service.

This was one of the few in

stances where the democratic inclinations of the delegates
failed them.
Article VIII
It will come as a surprise to those who are accust-

^Amendment m

to the constitution approved March

1 ^, 1839 corrected this deficiency by making judicial
appointments for seven years and renewable.
Judges were,
also, by the amendment subject to removal by impeachment
or by address of both branches of the legislature to the
executive.
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omed to thinking that education, like theology, should be
strictly divorced from politics, that the article in the
Maine constitution which owed most to considerations of a
partisan political nature was Article VIII prescribing the
role the new state should play in the education of its
citizens.

Of course, higher educational institutions have

always had and always will have a great influence on the
political life of a community not only as training grounds
for political leaders but because of the ideas to which
the potential leaders are exposed.

Any institution worth

its salt has at one time or another come under attack be
cause within its walls ideas are formulated and transmitted
which are considered by power wielding groups in society
at large as either too conservative or too progressive.

In

either case, the institution will have exposed itself to
charges of harboring subversive influences and only the
strongest institutions will be able to withstand the mani
fold pressures, political and economic, exerted on them to
change their ways.

To say that an institution should

avoid being placed in a position where it must defend it
self is, of course, the position often taken by those who
misunderstand not only the nature of politics conceived
broadly, but who misunderstand the nature of knowledge as
well.

For knowledge is, per s e .neutra.1.

It is the pur

pose, the objective to which knowledge is applied that is
politically significant.

To expect the producer of know

ledge to idly sit by while his discovery or Invention is.
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by his standard of values, wrongly applied to achieve ob
jectives with which he has no sympathy is simply unrealis
tic.

Likewise, for a discoverer or inventor to sit idly by

while his contribution is neglected in favor of means that
he believes are deficient in comparison to his own is also
unrealistic.

He will and he must profess what he believes

to be true and there is nothing any more politically sig
nificant than a new "truth," or an old one recently reviv
ed, that comes into collision with prevailing notions of
truth on which the power wielders in society justify their
demands for deference and obeisance.

The final arbiter

in such a conflict is power, broadly defined, to include
ideological, rhetorical, and other factors that make up
the complicated equation that produces a victory.
Bowdoin College in the year 1819 found itself under
attack from those who believed it was the guardian of sub
versive elements and ideas.

Like many instiutions of high

er learning in America in that period, the college had
been established to transmit the traditions Of ruling
groups in society at large.

These traditions were alleged

ly those that developed out of the Protestant Reformation,
especially Calvinism with its emphasis on a rigorous moral
life based on the teachings of St. Paul and after him St.
Augustine.

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the Cal-

vinistic notion of predestination and its derivative, the
sleet, had largely gone out of style for a variety of rea-
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sons.

However, the notion of an elect lived on in the be

lief that the clergy, in particular, constituted God's
aristocracy on earth to whom the mass of mankind in gener
al should look for guidance in the conduct of their lives.
Bowdoin was administered from 1805 to 1819 by Jesse
Appleton.

"The saintly Appleton," as he was affection

ately called by his friends, was a man who believed as
much as it was possible to believe in the mission of the
Congregational clergy as agents of God on earth.

To

Appleton, Bowdoin College existed to provide these agents
for Maine as Harvard had so nobly done for two centuries
for Massachusetts and in so doing it would serve as a bul
wark of orthodoxy.
AO
As noted previously,

there were many people in

Maine who thought that Jesse Appleton performed his task
too well.

Baptists, who by 1812, were the largest denomi

nation in Maine charged that Bowdoin was a closed corpora
tion.

The sons of Baptist families were often denied ad

mission or, they claimed, the few that were admitted were
subjected to nothing but the most severe teachings of Con^1
gregational orthodoxy.
It was, in part, due to this
discrimination that the Baptists sought to establish their
own institution at Waterville.

^°Supra, pp. 268-27$.
^ E . A . , March 23, 1 8 1 9 .

Democratic-Republicans,
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behind William King, who had personal reasons for dislik42
ing the leaders of the college,
complained that Bowdoin
was not only a center of orthodoxy in the District but
also the center of die hard Federalist elitist ideas.

The

leaders of the Democratic- Republicans admonished the
leaders of the Brunswick college that unless they managed
their affairs more "meritoriously,” the consequences
43
would be grave.
The example of Dartmouth College did not go unnoticed
by Republicans.

When in 1817, Dartmouth was "liberated"

from "the thraldom of an oppressive hierarchy and aristoc
racy" and placed under legislative control, the Republi
cans on the Argus staff were elated.

"Whoever tho*t . . .

a public institution, established for the public benefit,"
queried the editors,

"by the force of a charter, and the

appointment of certain persons as trustees to manage its
concerns, thereby became the private property of the
44
trustees."

42

Supra, p. 268.
King, as late as July 1819, was
still involved in a law suit with the college, the officers
of which were attempting to collect money from King for the
bond he signed for his brother-in-law, the former treasury
of Bowdoin, Dr. Benjamin Jones Porter.
William Pitt Preble
to W.K., July 25, 1819.
W.K. MSS (Me. H.S.) Box 8; Ed
ward P. Mayman to W.K., June 25, 1819. Ibid.
^ E . A . , April 1 6 , 1816.
^ E . A . , October 7, 1817.

32^
The answer was, of course, that only Federalists
thought so, and their defeat at the hands of the Repub
licans of New Hampshire proved that they were not invinc
ible.

It was, doubtless, the Dartmouth experience that

presented King and his cohorts with the idea to place Bowdoin under state control when and if the time presented
itself.

But as long as Maine was a mere ’'appendage" of

Massachusetts, the Federalists of the state would protect
the college from the corrupting influences of "illiter45
ates."
46
As previously noted,
the officers of the college
during the winter session of the General Court in 1819,
were determined to obtain increased assistance from the
General Court because they "had no hope of patronage . . .
from the government of Maine," should a separation take
47
place.
Nor did the defeat of the forces representing
state control in New Hampshire as a result of the Dart
mouth College decision bode well for Bowdoln, for it was
John Holmes who was the victim of Daniel Webster’s elo
quence and John Marshall’s disposition toward the sanctity

45Republicans believed that Federalists who supported
Bowdoin thought them "illiterate" as well as hostile to
the college.
E.A., July 25, 1820.
^ Supra, p. 2 7 7 .
^ S a m u e l Longfellow to Jesse Appleton, December 28,
1818, Appleton MSS., Bowdoin College Library, Vol. III.
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of contracts, and, as everyone knew, Holmes did not take
defeat gracefully.

Jesse Appleton might assure his asso

ciates that "God has taken care of the college, and God
will take care of the college,"

but others looked toward

more reliable guardians, the Federalists of Massachusetts
proper.
The more legalistically inclined Federalists such as
lawyer Nathan Kinsman of Portland realized that the Dart
mouth College decision, which held that a college charter
was a contract and therefore unalterable by a state legi
slature, was of dubious value in the case of Bowdoin be
cause Bowdoin's charter ["sec. 161 gave to the legislature

b9
the authority to alter the charter.

Consequently, Kins

man went to Boston in June 1819, during the time William
King was guiding through the General Court the "Act of
Separation."

The Portland lawyer conferred with Senator

Lyman of Hampshire County, a member of the Senate commit
tee charged with framing the "Act," and Lyman, over the
protest of King, got inserted in the bill what he con
sidered a sufficient safeguard of the integrity of the

^ L o u i s Hatch, The History of Bowdoin College (Port
land: Loring, Short and Harmon, 1927). p. *H.
^ T h e charter of Bowdoin College can be found in Nehemiah Cleaveland, and A.S. Packard, History of Bowdoin Col
lege,
p. 1885, pp. 878-883 .
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college.50

King, reportedly, backed off from a showdown

with the college at that time, only because of appeals
made to him from Republicans in Maine requesting that he
51
take a moderate course.
The presumed safeguard was contained in article
seven of the Act of Separation providing that the "Presi
dent and Trustees and Overseers of the college, shall have,
hold and enjoy their powers and privileges in all respects;
to that the same shall not be subject to be altered, limit
ed, annulled or restrained, except by judicial process,
according to law."

However Article nine of the "Act" pro

vided that any of the terms of the "Act of Separation,"
including article seven might be modified or annulled by
• ' .
52
the agreement of the legislatures of both states.
Arti
cle nine, as events proved, provided just the loophole
that Maine Republicans needed to achieve their ultimate
objective.

The "Act" further provided that Bowdoin would

receive from the State of Maine the sum of

until

the year 1824.

5°Hatch, op. cit., p. 42.
5^-Ibid.
52"Act of Separation," Journal of the Constitutional
Convention of the District of Maine with the Articles of
Separation, etc., (Augusta: Puller and Fuller, 185^), pp.
3-14.
Hereafter cited, Fuller and Fuller.
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Out maneuvered for the time being by the friends of
the college, King and his associates, between the adjourn
ment of the General Court in June 1819 and the opening of
the Constitutional Convention in October, considered diff
erent means by which the constitutional barrier erected
around Bowdoin could be scaled or circumvented.

One who

played a significant role in these discussions was Juda
Dana of Fryeburg.

Dana, the grandson of General Israel

Putnam of Revolutionary War fame, was a Dartmouth College
graduate (17 9 5 ).

In 1798. he became the first lawyer to

settle in Oxford County.

The nearest lawyer to him was

located in Portland, fifty miles from his home at Fryeburg.
In 1801, Daniel Webster came to Fryeburg as preceptor of
Fryeburg Academy and promptly became Dana’s prize student
in the law.

Another was Samuel Fessenden whose son Wil

liam Pitt Fessenden was the God-Son of ’’Godlike Daniel."
In 1811, as a result of the Gerry revolution in Massachu
setts, Dana was named associate justice of the Oxford
County Court of Common Pleas.

A man of unusual indepen

dence of mind, Dana left the Congregational church in a
53
dispute over doctrine to become an active Methodist.
It
is obvious that Dana’s hostility to Bowdoin College

^Willis, The Law, the Courts and the Lawyers of
Maine, op. cit., 25^-261; John S. Barrows, Fryeburg,
Maine: An Historical Sketch (Fryeburg; Pequaket Press,
1938) p. 216. Dana’s son John became governor of Maine
and minister to Bolivia.
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derived from his conviction that it was the home of re
ligious privilege.

A letter written by him in 1833* re

veals that he was struggling even then with what he called
"sectarian despotism."

"I become more and more convinced

of the [necessity] of the government taking a still more
decided stand against the arrogance and dictation of sect
s'
arian despotism."
Above all, Dana understood the po
litical dimension of the activities of a college.
It was Dana who wrote William King in July, 1819 that
. . . it becomes us as Citizens of Maine early to
take a view of [college], and in our infancy, so
to shape our literary establishments that the
greatest possible benefit may be derived from them
to individuals and the community, and that those
placed over them should receive the patronage of
the government and in turn, they should be attached
to and support the same. In a country like ours,
where its learning is mostly to be found in the
desk [pulpit] and at the Bar, those orders of men
have an extensive, steady and increasing influence
over the public mind, hence the necessity of hav
ing them filled with Gentlemen friendly to the
Government; this can only be done by that wisdom
and foresight, which shall enable us to establish
pure fountains of literature, so that the daily
streams issuing forth, to replenish those profes
sions, may not only be salubrious and healthful
to the community, but also add strength and sta
bility to the government . . . . the Instructors
of our Colleges are daily instilling into the
minds of the youth under their care, such princi
ples as they themselves embrace— and as these
youth are most generally destined to fill important

5^Juda Dana, to F.O.J. Smith, April 5* 1833* F.O.J.
Smith MSS, 1818-1873, (No. 1), (Me. H.S.).
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stations in life, it becomes very necessary for
the welfare of government as well as the community
that these Instructors should possess sound prin
ciples and unbiased tastes and feelings; indeed,
Sir, to a Gentleman of your experience and fore
sight, it will be needless to remark, that the
literary Institutions of a Country, when arrayed
against its government, are the most powerful en
gine to batter it down; but when favourably dis
posed, are its firmest and most desirable pillars.35
King could not have agreed with Dana more but the problem
yet remained— how could the barricade erected around the
college be circumvented in order to implement any program
designed to bring the college under state control?

Dana

had no answer to this question but he did have a proposal
which he thought would constitute a beginning.

He in

formed King that Chief Justice Marshall's decision that
returned Dartmouth to the control of trustees would result
in the unemployment of President William Allen who had
been selected by the Republican forces of the State of
New Hampshire to serve as Dartmouth's President.

Now that

President Appleton was nearing death* why not persuade
the governing boards to hire Allen?
"I am
members of
on account
influence,

aware that some of the Electors [[the
the boards] would secretly reject him
of his polltiks and the dread of his
in that way, among the Clergy— the

55juda Dana to W.K., July JO, 1819, W.K. MSS (Me. H.
S . ), Box 8.
*Appleton's short but severe illness ended with his
death in December 1819.
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Literati, and particularly among the youth, but
when they reflect that the State will be highly
republican, and that the College cannot flourish
without state patronage, would they not overcome
their prejudices and consent to appoint him? and
would they not be brought to this measure from a
conviction that the college as now organized,
,
would not be a favorite with the new government
King’s immediate reaction to Dana’s letter is not known
but it is evident from subsequent events that the suggestion
hinting at the possibility of withholding state patronage
from the college, despite the clause in the Act of Separ
ation which bound the state to pay Bowdoin $3*000 a year
until 182^, was not unheeded.

In addition, it is signifi

cant that Allen was hired in 1820 as Bowdoin's new presi
dent succeeding the deceased Appleton.
In the meantime, the rumblings within the ranks of
the Republicans did not go unnoticed by the friends of the
college.

The more numerous Board of Overseers on August

3 1 . 1819, voted to appoint a committee "to take into con
sideration that part of the law relative to the Separation
of Maine, which applies to Bowdoin College, and to report
at our meeting in May next what measures ought to be
57
adopted in relation to the same."
The Board of Trustees,
58
of which King was a member, voted against the Overseers,

56Ibld.
57

Bowdoin College Records, August 31* 1819* Treasurer’s
office, Bowdoin College.
58Ibid.
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producing an impasse which lasted for several months.
By the time the Constitutional Convention assembled
in October 1819, a few of the more recalcitrant members of
the governing boards of Bowdoin had reluctantly concluded
that, legalistic safeguards notwithstanding, the future
of Bowdoin College would be uncertain unless some effort
were made to placate men like King and Dana who, after
all, were going to be running the new state.

One of these

was William Vaughan of Hallowell, a friend of Priestly,
Franklin, and other late eighteenth century luminaries.
Vaughan, who was a member of the Board of Overseers, wrote
King that he had concluded that it was wise, after all, to
bend a little.

As a result, he was now in favor of "throw

ing {[Bowdoin] open to every sect . . , [and] to all part
ies" but with this concession he expected the college to
remain in the hands of "men of some property of a colle59
giate education."
What influence this apparent willingness of some of
the college's more ardent defenders to relax their control
over the institution had on the action taken at the Con
stitutional Convention, is impossible to determine.

King,

there can be no doubt, remained determined to place the
institution under state control.

He appointed Dana and

■^William Vaughan to W.K., September 25, 1819, W.K.
MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 8.
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John Holmes to the committee to draw up a constitution.
Holmes, the chairman of the committee, and the loser in
his encounter with Daniel Webster before the Supreme
Court in the Dartmouth College case, was in sympathy with
both King and Dana on the subject of the future of the
college, and was further angered by what he described as
the "officious interference" of Massachusetts in the af
fairs of Maine by her erection of the legal barrier around
60
the college.
On the evening of Monday, October 25. beginning the
third week of the convention, the delegates received the
long awaited Article VIII, entitled "Literature" from the
Holmes’ committee.
6l
read as follows:

The original draft of Article VIII

A general diffusion of the advantages of edu
cation being essential to the preservation of the
rights and liberties of the people; to promote
this important object, the Legislature are author
ized, and it shall be their duty to require, the
several towns to make suitable provision, at their
own expense, for the support and maintenance of
public schools; and it shall further be their duty
to encourage and suitably endow, from time to time,
as the circumstances of the people may authorise,
all academies, colleges and seminaries of learning
within the State: Provided, that no donation,
grant or endowment shall at any time be made by
the Legislature, to any Literary Institution now

^Statement written by John Holmes dated April 10,
1820, John Holmes MSS (Me. H.S.) Vol. II, No. ^12.
^-Perley,

ojd.

cit. , pp. 21, 204, 205.
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established, or which m a y hereafter be established,
unless, at the time of making such endowments, the
Governor and Council shall have the power of revis
ing and negativing the doings of the Trustees and
Government of such Institution~TItalics added] in
the selection of its officers and the management
of its funds.
The first portion of Article VIII dealing with the estab
lishment of public schools was modeled after a similar
statement in the Constitution of 1?80 [chap. V, sec, 2]
which in turn was a lineal descendant of the "Old Deluder
Satan" law of 16^7» the first law ever passed providing
for the compulsory support of public schools.
62
therefore, of historic origin.

It was,

The second portion contained the answer that William
King provided for the question: how best can the barricade
placed around Bowdoin, be circumvented?

The governor,

which meant King, and his council would exercise a veto
power over the actions of the governing boards of the
college.

If this were not permitted, then the state would

be obligated to cease its contribution to the college,
an action that, King knew, the college could not afford
to allow.
The debate on Article VIII, as expected centered on

^2This first portion of Article VIII did not specify
the amount of support that was to be required of towns.
This was left to the legislature which in 1821 passed a
statute entitled "Education of Youth" which compelled
every town to tax itself forty cents at least, for every
inhabitant for the support of schools. Laws of Maine,
Chapter CXVII, (1822).

33^
the delegation of this immense power to the governor and
council.

Those delegates who were friendly to the college

and desired a continuation of past practices were repre
sented by Calvin Stockbridge from North Yarmouth, a
strongly anti-separationist and Federalist town.

Stock-

bridge offered a motion that would have limited the lati
tude of executive power to cases where the governing
63
boards mismanaged funds.
The motion was defeated.
Ether Shepley of Saco represented a far larger num
ber of delegates than had Stockbridge when he offered an
amendment to strike out that part of Article VIII giving
the governor and council a veto power over the actions of
the governing boards of educational institutions, and
substituting for it the following: that the state should

6k
not make grants or endow any Literary Institution
[unless] the Legislature of the State shall have
the right to grant any further powers to, alter,
limit or restrain any of the powers vested in
any such Literary Institution, as shall be judged
necessary to promote the best interests thereof.
Shepley explained that he offered the amendment because
he believed the legislature to be the proper regulator of

63perley,

61tibid.

ojd.

cit. , p. 205 .
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such matters not the executive.

Furthermore, he believed

that such power should be employed only in regard to the
management of funds, "having done that, let [such institu
tions] be managed by those to whom it properly belongs"
[the governing boards].
No doubt recognizing that to insist on the original
wording of Article VIII might jeopardize the ultimate ob
jective of placing Bowdoin under state control, and that
Shepley's amendment, regardless of his own views on how
such powers should be employed, nevertheless gave to the
legislature the power to act in any way it saw fit, Judah
Dana rose to offer his support for the amendment.

The im

portant consideration, according to Dana was not that the
executive must control such institutions but that they
must be controlled by some public authority.

On this

66
principle he would never compromise.
The absolute and uncontrolled power given to
Trustees to perpetuate themselves and successors
in office, without any check upon them, in some
future time will be considered as obnoxious to
the community, and unfortunate to the institutions,
themselves; as they can never expect the public
munificence, without the public confidence. If
the perpetuity of office is contained without a
legislative control, favoritism, instead of merit,
will decide the claims of candidates, and the
*v

65 Ibid.
66Ibid., pp. 208-209.
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successful recommendation to office will be
political or religious sentiments, or familyconnections; and before the expiration of half
a century, it will be found, that if our numerous
Boards of Trustees are not converted into politi
cal junta or religious hierarchies, they will be
twisted up into indissoluble knots of family con
nections, who will consult their own gratifica
tion and interest, rather than the public good.
At this juncture, the moderate voice of Albion K. Parris
was raised in objection to Shepley's amendment and to
Dana's reasoning.

He was, he said, in favor of some con

trol over Bowdoin College, "for it is Bowdoin College
which is the object of this provision, and we may as well
name it, as keep it out of sight," but he would not go so
far as to allow the legislature to interfere with the
charter rights of the governing bodies.

More acceptable,

asserted Parris, would be an arrangement by which officers
of the state government would be appointed to the Board of
Overseers.

Instead of being punitive in intent, this pro

posal, continued Parris, would be preventative in that
state officers would serve as watchdogs for the public in
terest preventing abuses of a private character from being
67
perpertrated.
At this point, John Holmes, in his characteristically
blunt manner, observed that he "felt mortified at the pro
vision in the act of separation imposing on us shackles in

6?Ibid.. p. 211.
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relation to this subject.
strings?

Sir, are we in leading

Are we too ignorant even to be made sensible

of the importance of knowledge?

And does Massachusetts
68
therefore undertake to prescribe for us?"
He supported

the Shepley amendment and opposed Parris* alternative
mode.

Holmes, then, reminded the delegates that the

amendment embodied a principle already well established.
The charters of Harvard College and the charter of Bowdoin
College did, in fact, contain provisions for legislative
restriction on the power of the governing boards of both
institutions.

The problem presented to the delegates was

not derived from the charters but from the provision in
the "Act of Separation" designed to insulate Bowdoin Col-

69
lege from state control.

1

Holmes continued:

What will be the consequence of this pro
vision.
To create a jealousy, and withdraw our
patronage from Bowdoin College. I think the gov
ernment of the College are aware of it, and will
be willing to give up the c'odious provision. We
cannot confide in those who are afraid to place
confidence in us. Ought there to be a literary
institution in a State not subject to the control
of the laws, nor subservient to the government
that protects it? Why should this institution,
more than any other, be beyond our reach? It is
dangerous to place too much confidence even in
friends.
Having acquired the power, they may
defy the authority from which it was derived.

68Ibid., p. 212.
69Ibid., pp. 212-213.
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If the college at Brunswick prefers to proceed
on its present basis, it has its choice. I am for
letting it alone, until it shall come forward and
ask for aid, and if it will couple its request with
a relinquishment of this odious provision, I would
grant it.
The Shepley amendment passed 151 to 18.

With the amend

ment Article VIII of the Maine Constitution read, and con
tinues to read for it is the only article that has never
been amended, as follows:
A general diffusion of the advantages of edu
cation being essential to the preservation of the
rights and liberties of the people; to promote
this important object, the Legislature are author
ized, and it shall be their duty to require, the
several towns to make suitable provision, at their
own expense, for the support and maintenance of
public schools; and it shall further be their duty
to encourage and suitably endow, from time to time,
as the circumstances of the people may authorise,
all academies, colleges and seminaries of learning
within the State: Provided, that no donation, grant
or endowment shall at any time be made by the Legi
slature, to any Literary Institution now estab
lished, or which may hereafter be established, un
less; at the time of making such endowment, the
Legislature of the State shall have the right to
grant any further powers to, alter, limit or re
strain any of the powers vested in, any such lit
erary institution, as shall be judged necessary to
promote the best interests thereof.
Article VIII, as adopted, provided the means that
allowed the state to virtually place the institution under
state control.

It assumed correctly that the college

could not survive without such support and that sooner
or later, the governing boards would submit to superior
power.

What actually occurred was that the governing

boards first accepted William Allen, Dartmouth's deposed
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president, as the successor to the deceased Jesse Apple70
ton,
and then, lured by the promise of King to establish
a state medical school, Allen persuaded the governing
boards that realism dictated that they submit to state
71
control.
In 1821, Governor William King, with legisla
tive approval, increased the size of the Board of Trustees
from a maximum of thirteen as provided in the college
charter to a maximum of twenty-five.

The Board of Over72
seers was increased in number by a third.
To the Board
of Trustees, King appointed only his closest friends, all

Republicans, including John Holmes, John Chandler, James
Bridge, Dr. Benjamin Jones Porter, and Ashur Ware.

In

addition, he appointed as trustees William P. Preble, Al
bion K. Parris, Mark L. Hill, Judah Dana, Joshua Wingate,
Jr., and Nathan Weston, all of whom had been members of
the less influential Board of Overseers.

To the Board of

Overseers, the Governor, appointed, among others, Samuel
Ayer, William Williamson, Daniel Rose and three future
governors of the state, Robert P. Dunlap of Brunswick,

^ B o w d o i n College Records, December 15» 1819. "Special
Meeting" of the governing boards.
^ Ibid.. May 16, 1820.
Massachusetts gave its con
sent to the nullification of that section of the "Act of
Separation" designed to protect Bowdoin from state control
on June 12, 1820.
?2The act was passed March 19» 1821.

Samuel Smith of Wiscasset, and John Anderson of Belfast.
Also to the Board of Overseers, King appointed his nephew
73
William King Porter, a Somerset County lawyer.
The result of these appointments was to place Bowdoin
not only under state control but the control of the Repub
licans as well, which, of course, was what had been really
7^intended all along.

73Bowdoin College Records, May 9. 1821; E.A., May 3»
1821.
74-Bowdoin remained under state control until 18 33 .
In that year Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court, Joseph Story, returned Bowdoin to private control.
Story's decision was prompted by an appeal made by William
Allen who had been dismissed, ironically, as president of
Bowdoin as the result of an act passed by the legislature
in 1 8 3 1 , aimed at Allen, requiring that presidents of
colleges in Maine, receiving state funds, be re-elected
each year by a vote of two thirds of the members of the
governing boards of the respective colleges. The law
achieved its purpose. Allen moved to Massachusetts which
fact allowed him to seek redress in the federal courts.
"It was a curious situation," wrote one of Bowdoin's his
torians "the plaintiff had been removed, against his will,
from the presidency of Dartmouth, by virtue of the princi
ples to which he now appealed to save him from a like fate
at Bowdoin." £Hatch, ojd. cit. , p. 77]
In May I 833 , Story, in Portland, declared that Allen
had been wrongfully removed by the legislature because of
the"Act of Separation" prohibited any modifications in the
charter of the college unless the legislatures of Maine
and Massachusetts gave their consent and only then when
the boards of the college agreed to such modifications.
Employing a dubious interpretation of the resolve of June
12, 1820 in which Massachusetts agreed to state control,
Story argued that such consent had been given only to ad
vance the best interests of the college. Also, the re
solve enacted by Massachusetts applied only to the immedi
ate question of state control.
It did not give the legi
slature the power to enlarge the size of the governing
boards as King had succeeded in doing. In fact, Story con
cluded, all legislative acts passed after June 12, 1820,
concerning the college were unconstitutional, including the

3^1
In 18 76 , Samuel Benson, who had attended a legisla
tive hearing in 183 ^ concerned with the question of state
support of literary institutions recalled that William
King had testified that Thomas Jefferson was responsible
for the substance if not the exact wording of Article VIII.
King, according to Benson, said that he had visited Jeffer
son before the Constitutional Convention and that "his old
75
ftiend" had avised him to adopt Article VIII.
Until now
no corroborating evidence has been offered to support
Benson's claim.
The following extract from a letter to Jefferson from
King written after the convention adjourned supplies such
76
evidence:
The interest you are known to take in what
ever relates to our institutions in every section
act of 1831, concerning the annual election of the presi
dent.
As a result of this decision further aid to Bowdoin
was discontinued and from 1833 until the present, Bowdoin
has been governed even more "privately" than it ever was
before 1820.
The decision of Story is given in Cleaveland
and Packard, ojd. clt., pp. 103-106.
75samuel Benson, "Origin of Article VIII, Literature
in the Constitution of Maine," Collections of the Maine
Historical Society, VII, 1st Series (lS7^), pp. 2Al-2^2.
76 w .K. to Thomas Jefferson, November 3. 1819. Jeffer
son MSS, Huntington Library.

3^2
of this country, is my inducement for forwarding
the endorsed Constitution which we have presented
to the people of Maine. [TheJ Literary Article we
are indebted to you for, which received almost
the unanimous support of the Convention, when at
your hospitable mansion the last winter you may
recollect naming the article of the kind to me as
of the first importance, as calculated to perpetu
ate our Republican systems. I was convinced of the
correctness of your opinions on that, as on every
other occasion.
The unqualified manner in which King attributed the author
ship of the Article VIII, should not detract, however,
from the contributions made to the formulation of the
article by others.

In the first place, as already noted,

while Jefferson was committed to public education, he was
not the only one to be so committed.

The injunction to

the legislature to direct the towns to support public ed
ucation had a long history in Massachusetts dating back to
at least 16^7, and was, in fact; lifted from the Massachu
setts Constitution of 1780.

[Chap. V, sec. 2 j .

One con

tribution which Jefferson may have made was the insistence
that the legislature "require the several towns to make
suitable provision, at their own expense, for the support
and maintenance of public schools."

The Massachusetts

Constitution described the provision of schools by the
towns as a duty but did not specifically require such
support, although the courts often interpreted the word
duty to imply as much.

Jefferson, as James B. Conant has

noted, wrote in his autobiography of his utter disappoint
ment at the fact that the Virginia legislature in 1796

3^3
had passed a bill to provide a free elementary education
for all, but that it turned out to be a fraud because, by
leaving the implementation of the bill to the courts of
_
_
'
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the counties, little in fact was done.
Why Jefferson
had more confidence in the good judgment of legislatures
than local authorities, Conant does not attempt to explain.
It is, likewise, impossible to say which parts of the
second portion of Article VIII, dealing with colleges,
Jefferson influenced.

Certainly, the technique to withhold

funds that was adopted to force Bowdoin to capitulate did
not originate with King’s trip to Monticello.

Juda Dana

had suggested as much to King in July 1819. four months
78
before King visited Jefferson.
Moreover, the Shepley
amendment that was adopted, and which provided the sub
stance of the second portion of Article VIII originated in
the convention itself.

It is more likely that King out

lined generally to Jefferson what he, Dana, and others had
contemplated doing to bring Bowdoin under state control,
and that Jefferson, already excited about the probable es
tablishment of the University of Virginia along non-sectar-
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James B. Conant, Thomas Jefferson and the Develop
ment of American Public Education (Berkeley and Los Angeles
University of California Press, 19 6 2 ), p. 28.
^8Juda Dana to W.K., July 30, 1819, WK MSS (Me. H.S.),
Box 8.

ian lines, nodded his approval and perhaps made a few
tactical suggestions.

After all, among men who shared

Jefferson’s political philosophy, the desire to bring
private educational institutions, controlled by a few,
under public control, was not uncommon.

The belief that

institutions, especially those that received public monies,
should be free from sectarian influences was also wide
spread.

One might say that the "ideas were in the air,"

and were the product of the enlightenment tendency to ridi
cule all pretentions to power based on a foundation of
knowledge derived from sources other than "science."

It is

certainly clear that William King would have agreed with
Jefferson’s famous utterance, "I am of a sect by myself,
as far as I know."

Because of this, it is doubtless true

that Article VIII would not have been significantly diff
erent had King never gone to Monticello.
Article IX
Article IX, as reported, contained provisions for
oaths and prescriptions, tenure of offices, and the im
peachment of civil officers.

In substance, these provis

ions were patterned after the Constitution of 1780.
Vlj.

[Chap.

There was an effort to deny public office to anyone

who "denies the Christian religion," but Holmes, once
again, rose to beat back the attempt on the grounds that
such a requirement would be inconsistent with the Bill of
Rights as well as violating the spirit of the constitution

3^5
"which was not to require a religious test as a qualifica79
tion for office."
Article IX likewise established what landed proprie
tors feared, a system of equal taxation as between improved
and settled lands and wild lands held for purposes of spec
ulation.

However, if James Richards, one of the Bingham

trustees' agents in Maine, was correct, the full impact of
this measure was considerably blunted by King's agreement
80

to keep the valuation on the lands low.
Article X
[Article X, among other subjects, dealt with the
apportionment problem handled under the discussion of Art
icle IV.]

With the settlement of the apportionment question, the
last hurdle of the convention was surmounted.

The remain

ing hours were taken up in routine matters such as the
election of Ashur Ware as Secretary of State and the de
cision to convene the first session of the legislature in
Portland.

On Friday afternoon, October 29, 1819, the six

teenth and last day of the convention, 236 of the 27 ^ dele
gates signed the completed constitution.

Thirty-two mem-

81
bers refused to sign and eight were absent.

Preble and

^^Perley, op. cit. , p. 215.
^0Supra, jp. 286-. 281.
8lperiey, op. cit., The names of those who did not

3^6
Parris, of the seven delegates from Portland signed; the
others could not accept what they considered discrimination
against their town in the apportionment of representa^
82
tives.
It is probable that four of Wells' five man del
egation refused to sign for the same reason, although the
fact that Wells had been historically one of the towns
most opposed to a separation in District cannot be lightly
dismissed.

Among the delegates from the smaller towns who

did not sign, the departure from the principle of corpor-

83
ate representation was said to be decisive.

Of the

twenty-five delegates, excluding those from Portland, who

sign the constitution were as follows: York County: Elisha
Allen and Timothy Shaw of Sanford; John Bodwell, Shapleigh;
Jeremiah Bradbury, Saco; Joshua Chase, South Berwick;
Nathaniel Clark, Limington; Stephen Neal, Elisha Shap
leigh, Eliot; Daniel Wood of Lebanon; and four of the five
delegates from Wells, Samuel Curtis, Joseph Dane, Nahum
Merrill, George Wallingford.
Cumberland County: Joseph Chute, Noah Reed, Windham; Cal
vin Stockbridge, North Yarmouth; James Tucker, Standish;
and five of Portland's seven man delegation, Asa Clap,
Nicholas Emery, Isaac Ilsley, Ezekiel Whitman, and Henry
Smith.
Lincoln County: Parker McCobb, Phippsburg.
Kennebec County: Peaslee Morrill, Dearborn; Moses Sleeper,
Vassalborough.
Hancock County: Leonard Jarvis, Surry; Samuel Pond, Bucksport.
Washington County: Jonathan Bartlett, Eastport.
Somerset County: Nahum Baldwin, Mercer; William Butter
field, Northfield; Stevens Kendall, Warsaw; Stephen Thayer,
Fairfield.
®2P.G., November 9, 1819.
83e .A., October 29, 1819.

3^7
did not sign, it is interesting to note that fifteen came
fromFederalist towns that had voted heavily against a
separation in July 1819.

The greatest opposition was cen

tered in York County which claimed thirteen of the dissi
dents.

No explanation as to why this was true was ad

vanced at the time.

The county had always contained anti

separation strongholds, particularly those towns that bor
dered New Hampshire who argued that Boston was nearer to
them than any location that had been proposed as a capitol
for Maine.

Possibly the same objection still pertained.

Most people, including Federalists, however, had
nothing but praise for the efforts of the delegates.

The

Portland Gazette agreed with John Russel of the [Boston]
Columbian Centinel who thought the Maine Constitution
would not "suffer by a comparison with the best in the
84

United States."

Republicans were delighted with the

warm reception of the Constitution.

The more serious

minded of them were more pleased that a significant step
had been taken toward the creation of a thoroughly demo
cratic community in which "artifical" distinctions based
on religion, race, and property had no place.

Martin

Kinsley of Hampden who had been labeled a "jacobin" by

^^P.G., November 9» 1819. Actually, Russel made some
criticism of the Constitution.
He preferred a property
qualification for voting. As to Bowdoin— "the provision
which relates to the endowment of Colleges is small, very
small." See Columbian Centinel, October 25. 1819.

3^8
Federalists because of his presumably ultra democratic
leanings summed up the feelings of this latter group in a
letter he wrote to King at the time the convention was
85
still in progress:
"We are all literally charmed with the mild
ness & wisdom with which you proceed in your Conven
tion. e Party spirit seems to have been lost in a
spirit of Phylanthropy and Patriotism. We rejoice
that you are not likely to shackle us with any Re
ligious Tests or injunctions of Religious Duties:
Those can never make us Christians; but will be
pretty sure to produce Pharisees & Hypocrites. We
need no Pecuniary qualifications for office. Was
it ever heard of that a Senator or Representative
refused to swear that he had such qualifications?
Although some of his friends & creditors might have
very serious doubts of the fact at the time. Go
on my good friends .1 . . . Posterity shall "rise up
& call you blessed."

Ironically, the man whose words were invoked most frequntly throughout the convention, (especially by Holmes in
justification of the decision to discriminate against the
larger towns in representation), Thomas Jefferson, was
not entirely pleased by the constitution, a copy of which
William King sent him.

Acknowledging the receipt of the
86

Constitution Jefferson wrote King:

85jy[art;in Kinsley to W.K. , October 28, 1819. WK MSS
(Me. H.S.), Box 8 .
^ T homas Jefferson to W.K., November 19. 1819* Jeff
erson MSS, Library of Congress, No. 181. In the District
of Maine, Portland, with 8,581 people was the largest
town.
The next largest was York with 3.22^ inhabitants.
Maine did not, therefore, have anything like a rural-urban
division in her population.
This fact might cause one to
question what all the fuss was about over the apportioning
of representatives.
With a relatively homogeneous popula-

3^9
Thomas Jefferson returns thanks to General
King for his kind communication of the constitution
of Maine which he finds marked with wisdom in every
point, except that of representation. Equal repre
sentation is so fundamental a principle in a true
republic that no prejudices can justify its viola
tion because the prejudices themselves cannot be
justified.
The claims of the corporate towns in
this case, [the small towns under 1,500 inhabitants,
not the larger townsj like those of the barons in
England have formed the body of the nation to accept
a gov. by capitulation there, the = rights of the
people at large are forced to yield to the privi
leges of a few, however you will amend it bye &
by e . . . .
The Constitution, accompanied by an 'Address to the People"
explaining why the convention departed in many instances
from the Massachusetts Constitution, especially in regard
to religious and property qualifications for voting and

tion malapportionment is said not to be a problem since all
the people want the same things anyway.
The answer to this query is that, at the time, the
delegates to the convention believed that lack of equal
representation was important.
For some, this belief was
justified because they saw that the District was in fact
not economically homogeneous.
For them the interests of
the often larger sea coast towns oriented toward commerce
were different than the interests of the small rural farm
communities in the interior; although the author believes
that the economy was integrated to an extent that the
economic interests of the two areas complemented each
other.
However, many did not see it that way.
For many, the objection to the departure from cor
porate representation was bad simply because it always had
been done in that manner.
Others, steeped in agrarian
mysticism, thought there was a sacredness to the idea of
corporate representation.
In any case, it is probably
true that malapportionment does not really become a prob
lem until the industrial revolution produces cities whose
needs are substantially different than those of rural or
town life.
Maine was nearly a century away from that
point in her history.
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office holding, 87 was submitted to the people of Maine on
December 6, 1819.

The people responded by giving an over

whelming vote in favor of the Constitution.
vote was 9 ,040 in favor and only 796 against.

The aggregate
Figure

XVIII indicates that only in York County, where three
towns, including Shapleigh which voted 132 to 25 against
adoption, was there any appreciable opposition, and even
88
there the vote was three to one in favor.
In the entire
District only nine of the 241 returns were recorded
89
against adoption.
FIGURE XVIII
AGGREGATE VOTE ON THE ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTION,1819
Aggregate of Votes,

Aggregate of Votes,

______________ Legally Returned_____Not Legally Returned
Whole
Whole
Counties_____ Number
York
17*01
Cumberland
1,814Lincoln
1,553
Hancock
7 84Washington
203
Kennebec
1,509
Oxford
1,350
Somerset
653
Penobscot_______ 560

Yeas
1,09*+
1,675
1,4-96
686
199
1,4-66
1,262

Totals________ 9.837

9.04-0

Nays
317
139

Number
135
70
56
110
98
744344-3
329
88
88
27
14-7
24-_______ 75

626
53 6

796

1,062

Yeas
TlB
57
110
73
23
318
88
123
75
985

Nays
17
13
0
1
11
11
0
240
77

aSource: See Appendix XVI.

^?The "Address to the People" is printed in Appendix
XV.
OO

A complete tabulation of votes is given in Appendix
XVI.
^9ibld. The towns were: New Portland 15-9; Albany,
16-5; Columbia, 11-9; Blue Hill, 37-9; Brooksville, 11-7;
Sedgewick, 24— 23; Kittery, 21-10; Sanford, 85-10; Shap
leigh, 132-25.
Only Sanford, Albany, and New Portland
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The Constitutional Convention reconvened on January
5, 1820 in Portland, at which time the votes given on the
constitution were officially recorded.

A number of pro

cedural matters were disposed of including the naming of
John Chandler to succeed William King as acting governor
in case of the latter's death.

But what should have been

a time of feasting and celebration, was transformed into
a time of great apprehension, for from Washington news was
received that Maine's application for statehood had run
afoul of the most inflammatory issue that the young repub
lic had yet faced, the question of the extension of slavery
into the areas beyond the Mississippi River.

As a result,

there was real doubt that Maine would be admitted before
the March 3, 1820 deadline contained in the Act of Separa
tion.

If she failed to meet this deadline, unless Massa

chusetts agreed to extend it, Maine would revert back to
the status she held between 1780 and 1819.

For those who

had worked for the independence of Maine for years, this
prospect was a dreadful and depressing one.

voted in favor of a separation in July, 1819.
The votes
of New Portland and Columbia were rejected because of ir
regularities.
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CHAPTER IX
THE MISSOURI COMPROMISE
"THE MOTHER HAS TWINS"
With the resounding victory gained in the polls in
July 1819, the separationists had every reason to believe,
as they did, that they could now coast. To be sure, there
\
had been concern manifested within the ranks of the
leadership that the constitutional convention would pre
sent some challenges from the opposition but few doubted
that the challenges would constitute any more than a nuis
ance.

The application to Congress for the admission of

1

Maine as a state was viewed as a mere formality,
deed, it should have been.

as in

Consequently, it was with dis

belief and shock that the news was received from Washing
ton in December 1819, that the Maine statehood bill had
encountered an unforeseen obstacle.
The latest difficulty was triggered by Republican
Representative James Tallmadge of the Poughkeepsie Dis
trict of New York.

On February 13, 1819, less than a

month before Congress cleared the way for the reopening
of the separation question by the passage of the revised
coasting law, Tallmadge "lit the fuse" to the most explo- slve controversy of the time by offering an amendment to

XJohn Holmes to W.K., August 16, 1817, WK MSS (Me. H.
S.), Box 8 .
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the Missouri statehood bill to prohibit the further intro
duction of slaves into Missouri and to free all children
born of slaves already in Missouri at the age of twenty2
five.
The debate on the Tallmadge amendment in the House
i
'
lasted through February and into March 1819, when it pass
ed with the votes of northern representatives.

Only six

northern representatives, including John Holmes, voted
3
against the amendment.
In the Senate where equality of representation
favored the Southern states, the Tallmadge amendment was
4
foredoomed to defeat.
But Rufus King so ably led the exclusionist forces in that body that the Southerners for
the first time bristled at the prospect that they might
soon lose their power in the Senate to a new alliance of
Northerners and Westerners united In opposition to slav5
ery.
When the Southerners succeeded in passing the Mis-

2Annals of Congress. 15 Cong., 2 Sess.,

pp. 1215-1217,

^Glover Moore, The Missouri Compromise. 1819-1821.
(Lexington: University of KentuckyPress, 1953), p . 35*
Moore*s book is the best account of the controversy. I
have relied upon it heavily in writing this chapter. Moore
used both the King and Holmes papers at the Maine Histori
cal Society, and used them Judiciously.
**Ibld., p. 53 .
^Ibld.. p. 59 .

„
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souri statehood bill without any restriction placed on
slavery, no one believed that this was the last airing of
the question but simply the openiing volley in what would
prove to be a protracted stalemate that would, before it
was broken, shake the very foundation of the Union,
/"
The Sixteenth Congress that assembled on December 6 ,
1819, contained seven representatives from Maine: John
Holmes of Alfred, Mark Langdon Hill of Phippsburg, Ezekiel
Whitman of Portland, Martin Kinsley of Hampden, Enoch
Lincoln of Paris, Joshua Cushman of Winslow, and James
Parker of Gardiner,

All but Whitman were Democratic-Re

publicans (although Cushman's allegiance to the Republicans
was suspect) and all but Whitman and Cushman had been en
thusiastic supporters of separation.

Even Whitman, how

ever, had grudgingly supported the cause.

In addition,

Prentice Mellen of Portland, a Federalist, joined with

*

Harrison Gray Otis to make up Massachusetts' senatorial

6
delegation.
On December 8 , 1869 John Holmes presented a petition

^When he was elected by the Massachusetts General
Court in 1818, Mellon became the first Maine based man
ever to serve in the Senate of the United States. The past
refusal of Massachusetts to choose one of its senators
from Maine had been a source of much animosity between the
two areas. The refusal was taken by many in Maine to be
still more evidence that Massachusetts leaders thought
that Maine people were too unworthy to serve In responsi
ble positions: Separation, it was argued, wotfldetotfeest
this great injustice. Mellon was appointed by William
King as Maine's first chief Justice of the Supreme Judi
cial Court, one of King's few Federalist appointments.
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to the House asking for the admission of Maine into the
7
8
union.
Prentice Mellon did likewise in the Senate.
By
the end of December, it was apparent that all was not well.
Mark Hill became so concerned that he sent for William
King:

"I wish you would come on this winter and if you
9
can, come soon."
Two days later, he informed King that
"our difficulties appear to thicken....The speaker ([Henry
Clay] came out openly... in opposition to the admission
10
of Maine without Missouri."
Discouragement was in
creased by the news received from Prentice Mellon that in
the Senate, General James Barbour of Virginia was deteri
mined to unite the Maine and Missouri bills. Mellon's plee
that the admission of Maine should be considered on its
own merit was to no avail.

"The friends of Missouri have

a majority and can defeat us if they unite," lamented Mel-

11
Ion.

John Holmes, after a visit with President Monroe

with several members of the Senate, reported to King that

^Annals. 16 Cong. 1 Sess., p. 70^.

8Ibid.. p. 20 .
9Mark L. Hill to W.K., December 28, 1819, WK MSS (Me.
H.S.), Box 8 .
^QIbld.. December 30, 18 19 .
H-Prentice Mellon to W.K., January 3. 1820. Ibid..
Box 7.
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most senators, Including Barbour, had expressed "a very
friendly disposition towards our admission, but Governor
Barbour and several others thought it would be best that
12
the Mother should have twins this time.”
Clearly, Maine
had become ensnared in a net the escape from which bore
absolutely no relation to the merit of her application.
She was inextricable caught in the power play between con
tending forces.

Her fate was now in the hands of the

players.
The allusion to Clay's opposition by Hill was in ref
erence to the debate that took place on the floor of the
House, on December 30#

With Hill in the speaker's chair,

Clay informed the membership that he could not accept any
effort to restrict slavery in Missouri and that in order
to assure that this would not happen he was supporting the
uniting of the Maine and Missouri bills.

John Holmes re

minded Slay that if Maine were not admitted by March 3»
she would revert to the control of Massachusetts.

He

hoped, he said, that Clay's strategy did not mean that
Clay would sacrifice Maine in this contest. Clay succinct13
ly replied: "yes it did."
In spite of Clay's opposition

12

John Holmes to W.K., January 1, 1820, Ibid., Box 7.

Annals, 16 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 831 ; also see James
Hopkins, ed., The Papers of Henry Clay: The Rising States
man, (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 19&l), 11,
pp. 7^0-748.
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however, the House passed on January 3, 1820, the Maine
14
statehood bill,
and then turned Its attention to the
Missouri bill.

Clay, now turned his attention to the Sen

ate where, he knew only too well, the axe would certainly
15
fall.
*
1
¥*
'
The admission of Alabama on December 14, 1819, gave
the Senate an evenly divided membership between the North
I
and the South of eleven states each. However, because a
number of northern senators, led by Jesse Thomas of Illi
nois, were opposed to restricting slavery in Missouri,
the anti-restrictionist, pro-South element had a clear cut
majority.

When the House bill admitting Maine reached the

Senate Judiciary Committee, an enabling amendment was
attached to it allowing Missouri to form a constitution and
state government without restriction of the institution of

16
slavery in either.
formally Joined.

Thus, Maine and Missouri now became
Both Harrison Gray Otis and Prentice

Mellon objected to the acttoon of the Judiciary Committee
but their two votes were insufficient to block Senate
17
passage of the committee's recommendation.

14
Annals. 16 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 849.
"^Clement Eaton, Henry Clay and the Art of American
Politics. (Boston: Little, Brown, Co., 19577. p. 123.
16Annals, 16 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 85.
1?Ibid.,pp. 89-97; 107-116.
jvife.'>
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On February 17, the Senate paved the way for a
compromise when it passed a second amendment, the Thomas
amendment named after its sponsor, the pro-southern sena
tor from Illinois, providing that slavery be forever for
bidden in the area known as the Louisiana Purchase north
of the line 36°30l, excepting Missouri,

The vote was 34

to 20 on the Thomas amendment with both Otis and Mellon
18
among the minority.
As one southerner explained, it
would be difficult now, for the Congressmen from Massachu
setts and Maine to vote against the Senate compromise pack19
age. To do so would doom Maine as well.
Joshua Cushman
exclaimed upon hearing of the scheme: "Maine!
Maine!

Ill fated

2C
The story of her woes wofcld make the angels weep?

Yet that was precisely what happened.

When the Sen

ate amended House bill was returned to the House, the
House on February 23, after a debate that consumed over

600 pages in the Annals, rejected the Senate amendment
uniting Maine and Missouri by a vote of 93 to 72.

The

Thomas amendment embodying the compromise proposal was

21
similarly defeated by a resounding 159 to 18 margin.

l8Ibld.. pp. 427-28.
-^Moore, pp. clt.. p. 89.

20Annals. 16 Cong., 1 Sess., op. cit., p. 1292.
21 Ibid.. pp. 1455-1457.

On
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each vote all seven of Maine's representatives voted with
22
the majority.
To complicate matters, the House now resumed consid
eration of its own Missouri statehood bill.

An amendment

proposed by John Taylor of New York, which would have
barred slavery in Missouri, passed the House on March 1,
by a vote of 91 to 82 with, significantly, John Holmes
[
the only one of Maine's seven representatives voting
23
against passage.
In the meantime, the Senate informed the House of
its unconditional commitment to the two amendments it had
attached to the House Maine bill.

Now, when the Senate

received the House Missouri bill, it predictably rejected
that bill as well and returned it to the House with the
Thomas amendment appended to it.

Both Houses were at

logger heads and Mark Hill wrote William King that it
might take as long as two years "for Congress to let us
in."
However, at this juncture, the Senate requested a
conference with the House and the House aceepted.

The

Senate appointed three conferees: Jesse Thomas, James Bar
bour, and William Pinckney, all of whom were against the2

22Ibld.
23rbid., pp. 1572-1575.
2^Mark L. Hill to W.K., February 28, 1820. WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 9.
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restriction of slavery in Missouri.

The House designated

five conferees including John Holmes and James Parker of
Maine.

All of the House members of the joint committees

were moderates, chosen carefully by Clay who knew they
25
"would be favorable to any reasonable settlement."
On March 2, John Holmes, whom Henry Clay later com-

26
mended for his contribution in reaching a compromise,
read to the House the report from the committee of con
ference.

The report, which owed much to the efforts of
27
Senator Jesse Thomas of Illinois,
recommended: (1) that
the Senate "recede" or withdraw the two amendments, one
of them the Thomas amendment, from the Maine Bill thus re
turning it to its former unencumbered state; (2 ) that both
houses be asked to strike out the clause restricting sla
very in Missouri from the House Missouri Bill, (3) that
both houses accept the Thomas amendment to be incorporated
in the House Missouri bill, which amendment would prohibit
slavery north of the line 36°30* in the Louisiana Terri28
tory, excepting Missouri.2

25Annals-l6 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 459, 1558; Moore; op.
cit., p. 102 .
26
J. C. Fitzpatrick, ed., "The Autobiography of Mar
tin Van Buren," American Historical Association, Annual
Report for the year 1918 (Washington; G. P. 0., 1920),11,

p7oo5.

2 ?Moore, op. cit., p. 112.
28Annals. 16 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 1576 -15 7 ?.
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Actually, the House never voted on the compromise
package as a whole.

If It had, believes Glover Moore,

the historian of the compromise, the package would not

29
have passed.

Rather, the question was divided, each of

the provisions taken up separately.

On the second pro

vision— the recommendation that the Senate strike the
anti slavery proviso from the House Missouri Bill— the
30
House voted in favor, 90 to 87 .
Of the fourteen north
ern representatives who voted in favor, two of them, John
Holmes and Mark Hill were from Maine.

While the same

could be said of any two of the remaining twelve, it is
nevertheless true that had these two Maine men not broken
with their five colleagues from Maine who voted against
the second provision, the Missouri compromise would have
failed of passage, a fact which both Holmes and Hill were
not allowed to forget.
The third provision, Thomas' amendment to exclude
slavery north of

, excepting Missouri, in the Loui31
siana Territory, was passed easily 13^-^2.
Of the seven

man Maine delegation, only Whitman, who was absent, did

29Moore, o£. cit., p. 102.
3°Annals. 16 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 1586.

31 Ibld.. p. 158 7 .
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not vote for the third provision.
The House immediately sent to the Senate provision
one which the Senate accepted on March 3, 1820, thus allow
ing Maine to be admitted into the Union on the same day.
.
I
>
Back in Maine, the news from Washington that the
Maine’s statehood bill was in trouble caught many unpre
pared.

No one had foreseen any difficulty arising in

Maine’s application for admission; the prospect that those
who had long sought independence would be further frustra
ted was almost too much to contemplate.
Throughout the month of January, before Jesse Thomas
suggested what eventually became the Missouri Compromise,
many Maine people saw the problem as one created by the
slavocracy of the southern states— unless Missouri were
admitted slave, Maine was to be denied admittance as a
free state.

•

The spectre of slavery being permitted in all

the land beyond the Mississippi was even more frightening
to many.

As far as anyone in Maine knew, only John Holmes,

among Maine's representatives, was at all amenable to
such an arragnement.
Most men in Maine evinced feelings of shock that the
Maine and Missouri questions had been joined,

Dan Cony of

Augusta could see no justice in the arrangement:

"The

spirits of pandamonium could not conjure up a plausible
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pretext” for rejecting Maine’s a p p l i c a t i o n , h e wrote
William King, adding in a note to William's brother Rufus,
the hero of the anti-slavery forces in Congress, that
"We protest... against coupling the destiny of Maine, the
civilized populous State of Maine... with the trackless
regions, the dreary wastes, the sable tribes of the Mis33
souri beyond the Mississippi."
"How it is possible that
men of high and honorable minds, men belonging to the
most dignified body on earth can so far descend to adopt
Such a course]," wrote Preble to John Holmes.

"It is at

least a miserable. unworthy. and unwarrantable course.
The people of Maine deserve different treatment from the
3^
republicans of the South and West...."
The venerable
George Thacher of Biddeford reported to Holmes that the
delegates to Maine's &6nstlfcufciongl Convention who met the
first week in January agreed that Maine's admission ought
to be postponed for a year rather than allow Maine to be
come "a mere pack horse to transport the odlus, anti-republican principle of slavery" into Missouri.'

If necess

ary, advised Thacher, Maine's delegation should "suffer

^Daniel Cony to W. K., January 14, 1820, WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 9.
•^Daniel Cony to Rufus King February 7» 1820, Charles
King, ed., o&. cit., VI, p. 268.
3^William P. Preble to John Holmes, January 16, 1820,
John Holmes MSS (Me. H. S.), 1 1 , No. 26l.

martyrdom in the cause of liberty, rather than yield an
35
,inch in favor of slavery."
Even William King, not usu
ally a man to sacrifice all to principle, complained that
John Holmes willingness to compromise was disapproved of
36
by the people of Maine as a dishonorable course of action.
The Portland Gazette, a long time opponent of slavery, was
disgusted at the entire proceedings in Washington and ad
vised the Maine delegation to "hold fast to their political
integrity, "for as much as we wish success to the Maine
Bill, we confess we had rather it would sink, than bear up
37
so wicked a freight as the slavery of Missouri."
The men in the Argus office, namely William Pitt
Preble and Ashur Ware, became alarmed by those who would
sacrifice Maine's independence to a principle.

They, with

others, protested the manifest injustice of coupling $fte
Ma$S©o&nd^Missouri bills but to the question— "shall Maine
yield to the admission of Missouri without restrictions?"—
the answer was yes, "if she can become a state in no other
38
manner."
In response to a letter' from John Holmes who
by mid-January was one of the leading exponents of compro-

35George Thacher to John Holmes, January 16, 1870.
Ibid., No. 338.
3^w. K. to Rufus King, King, op. clt., p. 255.
3?P. G., January 18, 1820.
3®E. A., January 11, 1820.
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mise, and who was seeking support for his efforts in
Maine, Preble referred him to the Argus. which, said Pre
ble, was taking a position agreed upon "after a pretty gen
eral consultation with our principal political friends and
39
friends of separation."
The position, to which Preble
/ •

referred, was promulgated in the January 11, 1820 Eastern
Argus: "...it is the duty of our delegates to see that
Maine is admitted as a member of the union before the 4th
of March.

The people expect it, and will, we believe,
40
take no excuse for the neglect."
Because of this "unprincipled" stand, the Argus came
under fire from those who charged that the chief organ of
the Maine Republicans was not only placing political expe
diency before considerations of morality but that it held
a pro-slavery attitude.

To this charge, Preble and Ware

answered: "We admit in the fullest manner that [[slavery]
is both a moral and political evil.

But having said this,

it must be admitted on the other hand that it is an evil
too deeply seated to admit of an immediate cure. No man in
his senses, thinks of emancipation.

All agree that it
41
would be ruinous both to master and slave."
3o
William P. Preble to John Holmes, January 16, 1820,
John Holmes MSS, (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 26l.
^°E. A., January 11, 1820.
^ E . A., February 29, 1820, Ware wrote to Enoch Lin
coln: "If I were a citizen of Missouri I should oppose
slavery. But I do not feel that I have a right to dictate
to the citizens of that state the local policy which they
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Independence must take, therefore, precedence over all
other considerations.

That others in Maine shared the Ar

gus position is revealed in a letter written to Enoch Lin
coln by a citizen of Oxford County, who reported that the
t

leading figures of Paris supported the restriction of sla■» ;

very in Missouri but that “there are some, who, either in
fatuated by the desire of public office, or instigated by
the caprice of individual gain, would advocate the separa42
tion of Maine, let the sacrifice be what it may."
Not everyone was as certain as the editors of the
Argus or Gazette as to the proper position to take in re
gard to the question.
of these.

It appears that William King was one

As noted, King at first condemned John Holmes

for his willingness to entertain the thought of a compro
mise.

His brother Rufus, whom he greatly admired, was the

leading figure in the restrictionist ranks, and William
must have been deeply impressed by his brother’s commit
ment to his cause.

When the Maine delegation to the Gen

eral Court [William was a senator from Lincoln County] met
in Boston in January 1820, it was King along with John

shall pursue, and if I had the right I do not think as a
member of the union that it would be safe to f ? 1 legi
slate against the wishes of the majority of the people in
the state." Ashur Ware to Enoch Lincoln, February 7,
1820, Enoch Lincoln MSS. (A. A. S.),
42
S. G. Keitheto Enoch Lincoln, January 26, 1820, Ibid,
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Chandler, who drafted instructions to the Maine delegation
in Washington, instructions that manifested a sense of deep
frustration as the following extract from them demon^3
strates:
We ask you gentlemen to disentangle our ques
tion from the Missouri one. If this cannot be
effected, the bill will no doubt be lost in which
case we are instructed to request you to take up
the bill which was postponed in the Senate, add
to it a section prohibiting slavery in Maine and
insist on the passage of the bill with that pro
vision, You will in this way represent truely
the opinions of an immense majority of the peo
ple of our District as well as the best interests
of the country.
King, try as he might, could not, however, accept such a
hollow victory.

He might not compromise, but that did

not mean that there was no alternative.

To his brother

Rufus, he wrote that he fully expected, if Congress refused
to admit Maine, that a state government would be organized
in Maine that would "obtain the assent of Congress when it
is their pleasure to give it to us.n

This, William ad

mitted, might be a regrettable course to take but the peo
ple of Maine would not consent to revert to the control of
Massachusetts— "it is the only one they will be satisfied
*14
with if we are not admitted into the union."
William

43

King, Chandler, et. al. to Enoch Lincoln, January 21,
1820, Ibid.
^ W . K. to Rufus King, January 23, 1820, King, op. clt,

\fl,

p. 256.
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Williamson of Bangor seconded King declaring that he was
"about as willing to risk the untried consequences of
sovereignty...as to have slavery indelibly graven on the
frontlet of that bill, which shall make Maine a member of

45
the great American Empire."

The Republic of Maine I!
t•
But not even King could long entertain such a radical

notion as this.

It is not surprising, therefore, that he

led the effort to obtain a two year extension on the terms
of separation from the General Court.

He was successful

and as a result the greatest fear of many— that Maine
would revert to the control of Massachusetts if she were
4i
not admitted to the union by March 4, 1820— was dispelled.
By February, however. King was beginning to question
the wisdom of the doctrinaire anti-slavery position and it
was not long before he rivaled even Holmes as an exponent
of compromise.

It is tempting to attribute his conversion

to strains of personal ambition and well it may have been.
Nevertheless, one cannot discount the cumulative effect of
the many letters King received from both Mark Hill and
John Holmes imploring him to throw his influence behind a
compromise.

The logic of their positions, given the pre

mises which they held, could not be refuted.

4*5

After all,

^William Williamson to Rufus King, January 26, 1820,
Ibid.
46
E. A., February 29, 1820.
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as Hill said, to be for a compromise was not to be for
slavery but for the union:
I am for going as far as anybody to restrict
slavery, if it can be done without setting the
United States on fire, for I think the welfare of
eight million of whites are of more importance
than a question about the black population and
that the preservation of the Union and the ad
mission of Maine, of more importance, than the
doubtful right by the constitution to meddle with
state sovereignty in the present question.
It was certain, Hill informed King, that without a
compromise Maine would ’'fall to the ground.”

And since

he was convinced that southerners would never yield, an
uncompromising position on the part of northerners would
mean that Maine would, perhaps, never come into the
48
union.
The first hint King received that a compromise was a
possibility was in a letter from John Holmes received the
first week in February.

Holmes wrote that there existed

more hope for Maine's admission than at any time previous
ly.

"The ground of this hope I cannot communicate.

If we ^

do, you will know it, and after the storm is over, I will
49
then tell you what I mean. Keep this to yourself....”

^7Mark L. Hill to W. K., January 28, 1820, WK MSS
(Me. H. S.), Box 9 .
---

48Ibld.
^9John Holmes to W. K., January 27, 1820, Ibid.
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A week later, King heard again from Holmes.-5°
Inasmuch as the confidential hint which I
gave you...came from a very intimate friend of
yours it was communicated in perfect confidence
I am only at liberty to add that, if all other
expedients fail, one may be resorted to, which
will eventually succeed, altho the person making
the intimation, who is of high influence where
such influence would be necessary, would not be
known to favor such a measure now. Perhaps I
have already said too much.
I trust we shall get Maine in, without com
promising principle or interest.
What the expedient was to which Holmes referred is not
known.

It is possible that he meant the Thomas amendment

which was introduced in the Senate on February 3» but it
is not likely.

In the first place, Holmes’ second letter

to King was dated February 7, three days after the Thomas
amendment was introduced.
7 public knowledge.

It was, therefore, by February

The tenor of Holmes’ letter suggests

that the expedient about which he was concerned was not
yet publicly known.

Secondly, Holmes’ confidence that

neither "principle or interest" would be sacrificed would
seem to rule out the Thomas amendment since the admission
of Missouri without restriction, regardless of the other
points of the Thomas compromise, could hardly be taken by
restrictionists as a principled solution, at least at that
stage of the controversy.
Whatever Holmes had in mind, it is apparent that King*,

5°Ibld.. February ?, 1820
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believed he was referring to the Thomas amendment.

King

wrote to a friend that nine-tenths of Maine people support51
ed the Thomas solution as a means out the impasse
and
to Holmes, King wrote that he now supported Holmes' effort
to achieve a compromise and would share with Holmes the
responsibility in enacting one, based on the Thomas amend52
ment.
King had now come full circle.
Throughout February, Holmes and Mark Hill kept King
informed of the progress of events.

For Holmes, first

William’s brother Rufus was cast in the role of villain
53
for his fanatical opposition to any compromise.
Then
the obstructionists became Maine's five other Congressmen,
Whitman, Parker, Kinsley, Cushman, and Lincoln, all of
whom refused to entertain any sympathy for an accomodation.
"There is some chance for a compromise," Holmes, who now
supported the Thomas amendment as Maine's only hope, wrote
King.

"If that fails, Maine must be admitted or rejected
5^
at last by her own members."
After the House voted 9^
to 86, on February 29 , not to drop its insistence upon re-.*.

•51W. K. to John Williams, £n.d.J Raymond Fellows MSS.
52W. K. to John Holmes, February 23, 1820, John Holmes
MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 197.
53John Holmes to W. K., February 15, 1820, WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 9.
5^John Holmes to W. K., February 25, 1820, Ibid.
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striction of slavery in Missouri thus frustrating what
seemed the only hope for a compromise, Holmes cursed the
five representatives from Maine whose votes against the
55
motion were deolsive:
It is strange... that our own members will com
pound for nothing. They can carry in Maine, if
they will. Would it not be much better to re
strict the territories where we have the constitu
tional power, and propose and recommend to Missouri
to write a restriction in her constitution, and
get Maine admitted than to insist upon this point
of doubtful policy and still more doubtful consti
tutionality and have our state?
The opposition to a compromise of the five Maine
representatives, thought Holmes, was not due to moral con
siderations as alleged but, rather, to the fact that they
had sold out to those who were "opposed to the admission
of Maine."

If something were not done to pressure them
56
into line, it was Holmes' opinion that "we are gone."

As events developed, the five votes represented by the
Maine restrict!onists were not needed even though they
remained against the compromise to the end.
King, by now an ardent supporter of the compromise,
attempted to persuade the five dissidents that the people
of Maine would not tolerate their voting in opposition to
the compromise.

He reminded them that:

The best informed people in Boston, as well
as all the people of this section of the state of

-^John Holmes to W. K,, February 29» 1820, Ibid.

56ibid.
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all parties with whom we have conversed are agreed
In the opinion that a compromise on those princi
ples would be highly proper, and more interesting
to the north than anything which the most sanguine
had ever contemplated. Considering the...interest
which the people of our District have, we should
consider ourselves wanting in attention to our
Representatives should we withhold saying that such
are the opinions entertained by the people of Maine
at this time, that if they are kept out of the
union in consequence of any of our Representatives
opposing the compromise proposed by Thomas, the
real interest of the District will be considered
as abandoned to the pride of opinion on the part
of such persons.57
• ,;v
There can now be no doubt that the efforts of Holmes
were instrumentall in obtaining the Missouri Compromise.
He was throughout the debate in the House one of the more
active exponents of compromise.

His friend Henry Clay

selected him to be a member of the conference committee
that finally framed the compromise.

In the debate on the

House floor on the report of the conferees delivered by
Holmes, it was he with Representative Lowndes who success
fully convinced the members that the Senate had yielded as
much as it would and that it was now up to the House to
58
yield.
Even Rufus King, the acknowledged leader of the
restrictionists in the Senate, described Holmes as the

57w. k . to (one of the five representatives from
Maine), March 6 , 1820, Ibid., Box 9.
58John Holmes to W. K., March 12, 1820, Ibid.

"champion” of the compromise faction in the House.59

No

less a person than Martin Van Buren remembered that HenryClay, who is often given the credit for arranging the
final settlement, in a Senate debate with Daniel Webster
in the early 1830 's, said how "happy he was to find himr■
self connected (again) with his friend from Maine with
whom he had acted in the final adjustment of the Missouri

60
Question."

Holmes himself asked for and received no
)
credit for his efforts. To him the entire proceedings had
£een a struggle with the result being in doubt until the
last.

He confided to William King that "an hour before or
6l
an hour after we should have lost the vote."
Nor should
the contribution of Mark Hill be overlooked.

It was he

who was instrumental in obtaining a conference of the two
houses.
Four of the five dissenters from Maine, Cushman,
Kinsley, Whitman, and Lincoln found it advisable to ex
plain why they had not followed the lead of Holmes and

■5%ufus King to Christopher Gore, January 30* 1820,
King, 0£. cit., VI, p. 263 .

6°Fitzpatrick, ojd. cit., p. 68b. In the Life of
Josiah Quincy. op. cit.. pp. 291-292, is printed an ex
tract from the Diary of Edward Dowse as follows: "As to
putting Maine and Missouri together, in my opinion it was
a jockeying trick, just worthy of ostlers in a livery sta
ble; and I suspect Holmes and Clay were at the bottom of
it." To the extent that he credits anyone for the passage
of the compromise in the House, Glover Moore, fop* cit..
p. 102,J credits Clay. Holmes is given no credit by Moore.
6lJohn Holmes to W. K., March 12, 1820, WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 9.
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Mark Hill.

The address that they prepared, printed in the
62
Portland Gazette.
condemned the compromise as "insidi
ous", a "scheme" to perpetuate the predominant power of
the southern slavocracy well into the future.

The people

1

of Maine, they presumed, supported their decision to re*•
sist this effort.
The columns of the Portland Gazette, predictably,
were filled with torrents of abuse aimed at both Holmes
and Hill.

They were charged with having "leagued them63
selves with southern slave drivers".
Holmes was des

cribed by one correspondnent as a "Demagogue and Parasite".
The editor of the Gazette was less vltrolic; he was content to "let the result... be upon the heads of those, by
whose means it has been procured."
For both Hill and Holmes, the severity and extent of
the criticism heaped on them was alarming.

Holmes, at

least, seemed to believe that even his supporters might
abandon him to the wolves.

Perhaps he had heard that Sam

uel Ayer had recommended doing just that now that indepen-6
*

P. G., March 21, 1820.
dix XVIII.

6^P. G., March 14, 1820.
6^Ibid.

Full text printed in Appen
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dence was finally secured.65

I have no doubt that the

republicans will defend us for getting Maine admitted,"
he wrote King in a tone that suggested he feared the

66

worst.
Ashur Ware, who, more than anyone, had been respons
ible for putting the Argus behind a compromise, took note
of the statements that Ayer and others were making and de
cided that a letter to King was in order:
important their votes were to us.
67
to be sacrificed"?

"We know how

Ought we to suffer them

The answer was soon forthcoming from William Pitt
Preble.

Preble, still a member of the inner council of

the Argus staff, assured Holmes that the paper woi&ld com-

68
mence "a regular defense of yourself and Mr. Hill...,"
King, likewise, informed Holmes that neither he nor Hill
had anything to fear from the "howlings" of the opposition;
69
*s.
their friends would protect them.
As for the five rep-

^5william P. Preble to John Holmes, March 16, 1820,
John Holmes MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 262.
66John Holmes to W.K., March 29, 1820, WK MSS (Me.
H. S.), Box 9.
^?Ashur Ware to W. K., March 11, 1820, Ibid.
^William P. Preble to John Holmes, March 16, 1820,
John Holmes MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 262.
69
W. K. to John Holmes, March 28, 1820, John Holmes
MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 198 .
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resentatives "who have done so much to embarrass and so
little to aid us," Preble wrote King, "may they not be
70
forgotten."
Holmes viewed the attacks directed at him as motivated
not by the moral revulsion of men who could accept no
compromise with an evil institution, but by the political
ambitions of old line Federalists like Rufus King and the
Clintonian wing of the Democratic-Republican Par£y of New
York who, he contended, were attempting to use the slavery
question to form an anti-slave state coalition from which
71
a new political party would emerge along sectional lines.
He was confident, however, that the passage of the com
promise had foiled the plan on the national level for the
time being, but on the state level he was not so sure.

"I

have strong reasons to believe," he wrote William King,
"that the restrictionists of our delegation will either
get up a newspaper or throw themselves into the arms of
the federalists.

Their object will be two fold— one to

create a party against the State administration and the
other to be looking towards a northern combination against
_
72
the Presidential election after next £l824J."

7°William P. Preble to W. K., March 9, 1820, WK MSS
(Me. H. S.), L. B. C. Box.
71
John Holmes to W. K., January 29, 1820, Ibid.,Box 9.
72John Holmes to W. K., March 29, 1820, Ibid.
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There were others who agreed with Holmes* analysis
of the situation.

Lewis Williams from Washington, D. C.

was one of these.

He wrote William King in January that

73
"The Missouri question I have no doubt will be conjured up
into a kind of political hobby horse.

I have been very
tV

much surprised that in some parts of the country it should
be understood as a question of slavery.

In fact the ques

tion of slavery has no imaginable connection with the
Missouri Question."
William King, not one to be victimized by such
schemes if he could help it, immediately upon learning of
the alledged plan Informed Holmes that the gentlemen who
were making such plans would be disappointed in regard to
their prospects for success in Maine for he was directing
"all Republican papers" to give all their efforts toward
7^
destroying their hopes in Maine.
Whether the slavery issue was the cause of the great
debate or was simply instrumental to the larger goal of
creating a Northern sectional party through which frustra
ted Federalists and disenchanted Democratic-Republicans
could achieve their goals, depends on whom one believes.

73l,ewis Williams to W. K., January 29, 1820, Ibid.
^ W . K. to John Holmes, March 28, 1820, John Holmes
MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 198. The only other important
Democratic-Republican paper in Maine was the American Ad
vocate published in Hallowell.
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For some the first consideration was doubtless most im
portant, for others, the second took precedence, and for
still some others a combination of both influences worked
75
to produce opposition to the compromise.
Despite the support given Holmes and Hill in the
t9
party press and by the leading party figures both men
thought it advisable to issue public statements in their
own defense in answer to the statement circulated by Cush
man, Kinsley, Lincoln, and Whitman.

This they did and

both statements were circulated throughout the country.
In his remarks entitled "Fellow Citizens of the State
76
of Maine"
Hill explained that when he first considered
the Missouri question, he was inclined to support re
striction because of his contempt for chattel slavery,
but that he was persuaded to change his mind.

Claiming

that he was "instrumental" in getting up theocommittee
of conference that produced the compromise, he presented
his reasons for doing so.

The Louisiana Territory he

asserted, was purchased out of a common fund; Southerners,
therefore, had a right to move to the area with their
property.

There were no constitutional means by which

^ F o r a discussion of this important question, see
Moore, 0£. cit., pp. 179 -I85 .
^ T h e text of Hill's address appeared in the E. A.,
April 25, 1820. Hill's address appears in full in Append
ix XIX.
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the rights of property could be abridged in a state.

Mis

souri was created a first stage territory in 1805 and a
second stage territory in 1812 without restrictions being
placed by Congress on slavery; therefore, it was not wise,
even if it were constitutionally possible, which it was
t

not, to deprive Missourians of their property at the third
stage.

Critics of the compromise, said Hill, were not

only unfair but unrealistic.

Slavery now was forbidden

north of 36°30* in the Louisiana Territory; if the stale
mate had not been broken, Southerners would have taken
slaves into this area in which event, the Institution
would not have befcoiaeeeven partially restricted.
more, Maine would not have entered the union.

Further

But Maine

aside, "my vote would have been the same" for to deprive
Missourians of slaves would have required force "which
would have produced civil war; andtprobably disunion."
For Hill, and there is no reason to question his sincerity
here, the higher value was the preservation of the union.
Throughout the debates he had been haunted by the specter
of a civil war; in the final analysis it was this fearx
that took precedence over his distaste for slavery.

It is

interesting to speculate on the position he would have
taken had he been living in i860.

The choice then was

inescapable: disunion or civil war— or capitulation to
southern demands for no restrictions on slavery.
Hill sent a copy of his address to James Madison from
whom he hoped to receive commendation for his conduct.

He
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was not disappointed.

Madison who, with Holmes, sus

pected that the object of the restrictionists was in fact
not the improvement of the condition of the slaves but "to
form a new state of parties founded on local Instead of
77
political distinctions...,"
replied that in his
78
opinion
The candid view you have given of the Missouri
question is well calculated to assuage the party zeal
which it generated. As long as the concllitory
spirit which produced the Constitution remains in
the mass of people, and the several parts of the
Union understand the d 6ep interest, which every
other part has in maintaining it, these stormy
subjects will soon blow over; and the people, on
the return of calm, be more disposed to consider
wherein, their interests agree, than wherein their
opinions differ.
In his remarks entitled "Mr. Holmes' letter to the people
79
of Maine",
Holmes took a more defensive and at the
same time a more aggressive stance than had Hill.

"Apolo

gies or justifications are extraordinary efforts and cal
culated to excite suspicion" he explained, while assuring
the readers that it was not because he doubted the correct
ness of his actions that he prepared his defense.

He de-

77James Madison to James Monroe, February 10, 1820,
quoted in Letters and Other Writings of James Madison
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 186>5) IV, pp. 16^16 5 .
78
James Madison to Mark L. Hill, Ibid.. Ill, p. 175.
79(Washington: 1820); E. A., May 2, 1820; John Holmes
MSS (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 142; WK MSS (Me. H. S.), Box 9 . ~
HolmeS4 letter appears in full in Appendix XIX.
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nled, as he had previously denied, that the opposition to
his stand was motivlated by moral considerations.

Rather,

it was his conviction that the entire controversy was
manufactured by calculating politicians to enhance their
80
own selfish ends.
It was not until an anti-slavery circular issued by a meeting of New York abolitionists in
November 1819, was circulated in Maine, claimed Holmes,

81
that restriction became an issue in the District.

In

1819, before the Maine bill was Introduced, he voted
against restriction in Missouri and "never received a
letter in protest."
Holmes presented most of the same objections to re
striction contained in Hill’s letter, adding that by
allowing slaves to be dispersed rather than confining them
to existing areas avoided the evil of huge aggregates of
on
Louis Hatch in his, Maine. A History, op. cit.. I,
p. 166, paraphrases the contents of a letter from King to
Holmes: "General King advised Holmes to say £in his letterj that he and Hill had secured the independence of
Maine, that the proposed restriction on Missouri was un
constitutional, and dangerous to the Union, and that it
would be unjust to exclude slavery after the Federal Gov
ernment had allowed it to go into Missouri and had sold
lands there to slave holders who bought in the belief that
Missouri was to be a slave state. But General King also
recommended Holmes to make no use of the argument...that
the restrictionist movement was really a Federalist one.
Many Federalists, he said, were willing to justify Holmes
and exert themselves in his behalf, but if he attacked the
opposition to the admission of Missouri as a political
plot, he would seriously offend these men." Holmes did
not mention Federalists or Clintonians by name. He, there
fore, appears to have followed King’s advice in composing
his letter.
SlFor a copy of the circular, see John T. Irving to
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slaves building up.

Such aggregates, he contended, meant

that control over slaves passed from benevolent owners who
no longer could manage such large numbers to overseers
who were notoriously cruel.

The compromise. In short,

would act as a kind of ‘’anti-trust*’ solution to the evils
of excessive concentration.
For Holmes as for Hill the legalistic arguments
V

against restriction were unimportant compared to the
threat to the union that the controversy presented.

He

assured his readers that he had incontestable evidence
that the Senate would not have yielded, and that the
practical politican was really faced with a choice be
tween evils; the question was not was slavery an evil?
“Slavery is a most dangerous evil,” but to remove the evil
without inflicting the greater evil of disunion was
found to be impossible.

Consequently, the compromise

whose passage owed so much to Holmes* efforts, was he be
lieved the most that could have been achieved given the
existing political realities, and added Holmes, was it not
a prime example cf how democracy resolves conflicts be-p
tween contesting interests in a relatively peaceful man
ner: something for everyone, everything for no one?
Holmes continued:
Those who apprehended that slavery would be ex
tended over the immeasurable west, will derive con
solation that it is from thence excluded, and that
settlements will be commenced and continued, by a
people who will never often consent to establish it.
Those who claim the territory as a common property

fo r a common r e t r e a t , w il l be s a t is f ie d w ith the
reflectio n th a t though t h e ir p o rtio n i s sm all, i t
i s populous and v a lu a b le , and th a t they are ex
cluded from a la t it u d e where s la v e s could never
be p r o fita b ly employed, Thosswho saw, in t h is
c o n te s t, an approaching storm w ith d e v a sta tio n
and ru in in i t s wake, may r e jo ic e 'w ith joy
unspeakable* th a t i t s fu ry i s assuaged, i t s
clouds are s c a tte r in g , and the sun o f harmony
i s r is in g * w ith h ealin g in h is wings and m ajesty
in h is beam s.*
Holmes, like Hill, sought approbation for his stand.
Accordingly, he forwarded copies of his statement to a
number of leading men including Thomas Jefferson who re
plied with a now famous letter that contained the often
quoted "fire bell in the night" phrase and revealed that
even Jefferson preferred union to all else.

It also re-
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veals Jefferson as an anguished prophet:
I thank you, dear sir, for the copyyyou have
been so kind as to send me of the letter to your
constituents on the Missouri question. It is a
perfect justification to them. I had for a long
time ceased to read newspapers, or pay any atten
tion to public affairs, confident they were in
good hands, and content to be a passenger in our
bark to the shore from which I am not far dista&fc

W. K., November 17, 1819, WK MSS (Me. H. S.), Box 9 . 1
Thomas Jefferson to John Holmes April 22, 1820 WK
MSS, Houghton Library, Harvard University, 6 MS, Am. 1122
(No. 20); printed in Lipscomb and Bergh, eds. The Writings
°£ Thomas Jefferson. (Washington D. C., The Thomas Jeff
erson Memorial Association, 1905), XV, pp. 248-250.
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But this momentous question, like a fire-bell in
the night, awakened and filled me with terror. I
considered it at once as the knell of the Union.
It is hushed indeed for the moment, but this is a
reprieve only, not a final sentence. A geograph
ical line, coinciding with a marked principle,
moral and political, once conceived and held up
to the angry passions of men, will ever be obliter
ated, and every new irritation will mark it deeper
and deeper. I can say with conscientious truth,
that there is not a man on earth, who would sac
rifice more than I would, to relieve us from this
heavy reproach in any practicable way. The ces
sion of that kind of property, for so it is mis
named, is a bagatelle which would not cost me a
second thought, if, in that way, a general eman
cipation and expatriation would be effected: and
gradually and with due sacrifices, I think it
might be. But, as it is, we have the wolf by
the ear, and we can neither hold him, nor safely
let him go. Justice is in one scale, and selfpreservation in the other. Of one thing I am
certain, that as the passage of slaves from one
state to another would not make a slave of a single
human being who would be so without it, so their
diffusion over a greater surface would make them
individually happier, and proportionally facili
tate the accomplishment of their emancipation by
dividing the burden on a greater number of coajutors. An abstinence too from this act of power
would remove the jealousy excited by the under
taking of Congress, to regulate the condition of
the different descriptions of men,composing, a
state. This certainly is,tne exclusive right
of every state, which nothing in the constitution
has taken from them and given to the general gov
ernment. Could Congress, for example, say that
the non-freeman of Connecticut shall be freemen,
or that they shall not emigrate into any other
state? I regret that I am now to die In the be
lief that the useless sacrifice of themselves by
the generation of *76 , to acquire self-government
and b&PPihess f° their country,,is to be thrown
away by the universal and unworthy passions of
their sons, and that my only consolation is to
be, that I live not to weep over it. If they
would but dispassionately weigh the blessings
they would throw away, against an abstract prin
ciple, more likely to be effected by union than
by secession, they would pause before they would
perpertrate this act of suicide on themselves,
and of treason against the hopes of the worlds.
To yourself, as the faithful advocate of
union, I tender the offering of my high esteem
and respect.
Thomas Jefferson
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But, for all the excitement created by the votes of
Maine’s seven Congressmen, the people of Maine appeared
unmoved by it all.

They sent Hill back to Washington for

another term in 1820.

Holmes was elected by the Maine

legislature in 1820 as one of Maine's two senators £john
Chandler was the other onej.

Yet, they also returned to

Congress three of the four restrictionists, Cushman, Whit-

83
man, and Lincoln.

No one, it seems, was punished for

his participation in the great controversy.
The reason for this ambivalent attitude on the part
of the people of Maine is not easy to identify.

Perhaps,

it was the result of a monumental indifference to public
questions as Barnabas Palmer of Kennebunk contended in a
84letter to Holmes.
Or, perhaps the explanation is more
complex.

It is entirely possible that many Maine people

who professed to be morally offended at the thought of
extending an evil institution further westward were, never
theless, relieved that the passage of the compromise would
not endanger the complementary economic relationship be
tween Maine shippers and southern exporters of cotton and
other commodities, a relationship that began about 1800 ,
when William King became the first Maine shipper to enter
the New Orleans-Liverpool cotton trade, and continued

^3e . A., August 1 5 , 1820; January 12, 1821; February

2 , 1821.
O il

°TBarnabas Palmer to John Holmes, April 1 9 , 1820,
John Holmes MSS, (Me. H. S.), 1 1 , No. 250.
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down to the Civil War.

By rewarding both those who voted

for and against the compromise, one could, so to speak,
have his cake and eat it too.
On the fifteenth of March 1820, Maine became the
twenty-third state in the union.

William King, by virtue
i ■

of being president of the Constitutional Convention, was
declared acting Governor until elections could be held in
April.

His election was certain, however, for not only

was he unopposed but at a meeting held the previous Janu
ary 6 , in Portland attended by many delegates at the con
vention, Preble had called for his nomination.

It was

85

given him by a vote of 151 to 1 .

King accepted the nomination which he said was "by
no means the most desirable one in the gift of the people,"
on the condition that he be allowed to organize a govern86
ment aloof from party considerations.
His statement was
hailed by Federalists, who desperately wanted to believe
in his sincerity.^ as augering well for the future.

87

There were a number of Democratic-Republicans, led by8
*

85P. G. , March lA, 1820.
Q^Ibid., King did not wish to alienate Federalists
who supported separation.

8?Ibid.. March 28, 1820.
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Joshua Wingate Jr., of Bath, who were convinced that Federalists would always be Federalists and that King was con
ceding much to them that rightfully belonged to loya Re
publicans.

Even though King obtained 21,083 of the 22,01*f

votes cast for Governor in April, Wingate pointed out to
/>
John Holmes that “in almost every town the Federalists
either voted against General King as Governor or entirely
withheld their votes.

They are no wise changed as a party,

and another election will exhibit them in full opposition
to [King's] administration— at least if it is the kind of

88
administration we ought to have in Maine."
Within the year, Wingate broke with King because the
Governor had not been partisan enough.

Ironically, the

Portland Gazette, at the same time was denouncing King for

i
failing to live up to his promise to remain above party
considerations.

In Cumberland County, alone, the paper
89
charged, King had named only one Federalist to office.
Denounced from within and from without his party, King re
signed the governorship in June 1821, to become a com
missioner to settle the "Spanish Claims" of American citi90
zens under the terms of the Adams-Onis Treaty.
Thus,
the man who had achieved national attention for his po-

~88

Joshua Wingate Jr., to John Holmes, April 12, 1820,
John Holmes MSS, (Me. H. S.), 11, No. 359.

89P. G . , June 5. 1821.
90King owed this appointment to his friend William H.
Crawford, Monroe's Secretary of Treasury, see Mark L. Hill
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litical prowess but who had never held a federal post, left

the S ta te of Maine which he had done so much to c r e a te ,
fo r Washington, D. C ., where he remained fo r the b e tte r
part of two years.

Upon his return in 1824-, his once great

influence commenced its decline.

In the 1830’s, his own

party taken over by "young Turks" who supported Jackson
against the "true Jeffersonian Republicans" became so
hostile to King's political ideas that he finally joined
the Whigs.

In 1835* now 67 years old, King, smarting under

the loss of his once great influence, ran for Governor on

the Whig t ic k e t and su ffe re d one of the worst d e fe a ts in
91
the history of gubernatorial elections in Maine.

In

1852 , insane for three years, he died leaving his wife
nearly penniless.
Yet, between 1807 when the "King of Bath" took over
the leadership of the separation movement until 1821 when
he left the state for a time, this man who "had an eye to
the causes and effects of things," whose "voice seemed to
echo grimly from the deep concaves of his eyes, which from
under their forest like brows, would sternly look a command that was not to be resisted by ordinary mortals," was

to W. K., January 12, 1821, WK MSS (Me. H. S.). Box 10.
9lRobert Dunlap (Dem.) got 4-5.208 votes to King's
16,860.
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the most influential citizen of the District.92

Nei-

ther the arrogance of a Holmes or the cunning of a Preble
could match the leadership ability of William King.

All

his associates cleared their next moves with ,,BillM King.
If he objected, the move was not taken.

If, he supported
/'
it, men proceeded with confidence that they had the most
powerful man in Maine with them.

But for all the defer-

ence accorded him, King was not the dictator his enemies
claimed.

Rather, he possessed those rare attributes of

leadership that made men want to please him.

Their per

formances were naturally measured against his and if found
wanting in comparison, then that was to be expected.

King

seldom set a goal that he did not expect Ultimately to
achieve.

It was well he did not for he abhorred defeat.

It may be argued that for all his talents, his
achievements, when measured against the timeless exploits
of the great men of history, of even his own era, shrink
to insignificance.

And this,is, of course, true.

But his

milieu, the District of Maine between 1790 and 1820, ex
hibiting as it did all of the characteristics of a frontier
community, was not a likely place for heroic exploits.
Like all communities, however, it contained people with
problems to solve and with aspirations hungering for9

92Deane Dudley, "Recollections of General King, First
Governor of Maine." Maine Historical and Geneological Re
corder, 1, No. 3 (188M, pp. 95-96.
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achievement, and it was William King, as much as anyone,
who formulated a program constructed within a liberal
democratic framework, the success of which, it was assumed,
would make possible the solving of some of those problems
and the realization of some of those aspirations.

Given

the realities of life in the District, combined with the
knowledge that ultimately men strive in this world to create what they believe to be a state of happiness for them
selves and others, could any man, under the circumstances,
have achieved more by following the same course or even
another?

John Adams would have said yes for he was opposed

to the independence of Maine..."I can tell you how it will
be when there arises in Maine a bold, daring, ardent genius
with talents capable of inspiring the people with his own
enthusiasm and ambition," he wrote Daniel Cony in 1819.
"He will tear off Maine from Massachusetts and leave her ir
93
a state below mediocrity in the union."

^ J o h n Adams to Daniel Cony, February 1, 1819, Perley, o£. cit., p. 300.

^
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CHAPTER X
SUMMARY
If one takes a broad view of the events that made up
the movement for the separation of Maine from Massachusetts,
it is clear that there were two separation movements.
first covered the period from 1785 to about 1803.

The

It was

led, for the most part, by a Federalist minority who lived
in the Portland area.

These leaders desired a separation

because they believed that their political friends in Bos
ton were unable to legislate in a manner conducive to fur
thering their own interests.

As Federalists, these lead

ers represented the "more substantial" element in the
Portland area.

It is fair to say that, for this reason,

they were not representative of the majority of the people
of the District.

Indeed, many of the leaders were unsympa

thetic to the grievances of the newly arrived settlers who
inundated Maine between 1785 and 1820.

As a result, even

though many of the settlers favored a separation, the
leaders were never able to generate the enthusiasm for
themselves in the hearts and minds of the settlers that
was needed for the two gropps to work resolutely together.
It was not surprising, therefore, that this first phase
of the separation movement was a failure.
The second phase of the movement dated from about
1803.

In that year the Democratic-Republican Party com

menced its rise in the District.

The leaders of the party,
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William King, John Chandler, and W illiam Widgery, soon be
came the dominant p o l i t i c a l fig u r e s in Maine.

Whereas the

lea d ers o f the f i r s t phase of the sep aratio n movement
viewed the s e t t l e r s w ith su sp icio n , the le a d e rs o f the
Democratic- Republican P arty e n th u s ia s tic a lly embraced
f'
•

them.
Above all also, the leaders of the Republicans like
their predecessors wished to be freed in their economic
and political activities from the constraints placed on
them by the Federalists who controlled the government in
Boston.

Their attitude toward the separation question

fluctuated, therefore, between a mild interest and a great
enthusiasm depending on the degree of success which the
Republicans enjoyed in their never ending quest to oust
the Federalists from power.

Thus, when the Republicans

gained control of the state government, as they did in
1807 and 1811, the leaders in Maine did not pursue a sep
aration with as much determination as they would later.
The War of 1812 proved to be a major turning point in
the history of the movement.

The policies pursued by the

Federalists during the war opened wounds in Maine which
were never to heal as long as union of the two peoples con
tinued.

In addition, the war served to entrench Federa

lism in Massachusetts.

These two factors caused Maine Re

publicans to turn their attention as they never had before
to the possibility of independence.
_____ The problem which the Republican leadership had faced

39^
before the war was to get their political followers as ex
cited about a separation as they were themselves.

If this

could be done, if separation could be made a party ques
tion, then, they reasoned, victory was assured.

It was to

achieve this objective that King, spurred on by new con- •
verts to the cause- Holmes, Preble, Parris, Whiting, and
Ayer, threw his support to an attempt to build an organiza
tion in 1815.

Union Societies were founded.

Eastern Argus was enlarged.

The Portland

By the fall of 1815, the “Jun

to" as they were known were convinced that they had pro
duced enough support within their own party to carry an
election on the separation question.
The leaders were able to achieve their objective of
making separation a party issue in the May election of
1816.

However, victory did not result as they assumed it

would.

The Massachusetts General Court ruled that the four

thousand vote majority obtained by the separationists was
insufficient to warrant a separation because the total of
the votes cast represented less than one-half of the eli
gible voters in Maine.
Another election was called for September 1816.
result was disastrous for the separationists.

The

Maine Fed

eralists succeeded in their effort to discredit separation.
They claimed that the terms of the separation were unfair
and that the coasting trade would suffer.

Enough Repub

licans living in the seacoast towns defected to deprive
the separationists of the requisite five-ninths majority.
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The separationists in Maine were stunned to find what they
regarded as almost certain victory snatched from them.

In

desperation, they resorted to extreme measures to salvage
a victory at the Brunswick Convention of 1816.

In this

effort they succeeded in bringing only discredit to themselves.
Success finally came in 1819.

The reason for this

amazing turn-about in fortune was a simple one.

Behind

the leadership of William King the bete noire of the separ-ationists, the Coasting Law, was revised.

No longer could

opponents refer to the effects that a separation would have
on the coasting trade to influence voters.

With this Im

portant economic argument no longer a factor, anti-separ
ation strength was reduced to those hard-core Federalists
whose greatest fear was that a separation would relegate
them to a position of a permanent minority.

There simply

was not enough of them to make any difference in the out
come of the election held In July, 1819.

The dem ocratic lea n in g s o f the Republicans o f Maine
were m anifested In the C o n stitu tio n o f Maine drawn up in
P ortland in 1819.

In f a c t , i t can be p la u s ib ly argued

th a t the sep a ra tio n movement a f t e r i t was captured by the
Republicans was a movement to dem ocratize p o l i t i c a l l i f e
in Maine.

Without t h is important elem ent, sep aratio n

would have had much le s s appeal to the average c i t i z e n
than i t had.
_____ One final hurdle was placed between Maine and state-
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hood.

The combining of the Maine- Missouri statehood bills

in Congress threatened to frustrate for years to come the
desire of Maine people to be independent.

If it was Wil

liam King who was most responsible for the winning of sep
aration, it was John Holmes who deserves the credit for
*4

bringing Maine into the union.

His efforts to arrange a

compromise met bitter resistence in Congress and in Maine;

1
yet, he persisted until the arrangement was finally made.With its passage of the Missouri Compromise, the thirtyfive year struggle to achieve the Independence of Maine
was successfully concluded.

1. I am aware that Holmes emerges from this study as
an enigmatic figure. Clarification of his views in respect
to many issues as well as a thorough treatment of his role
in the controversies of the day must await the appearance
of a full scale study of this man. Such a study may pro
duce a more generous appraisal of Holmes* career than has
up to now been the case.
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a p p e n d i CES

APPENDIX I

REPORT OF THE FIRST SEPARATION CONVENTION HELD IN
FALMOUTH, OCTOBER 5» 17 8 5 .1
At a meeting of a number of respectable inhabitants
of the counties of York, Cumberland, and Lincoln, at
4 »

v>

Messrs. Smith and Deane’s meetinghouse, in Falmouth, on
the fifth of October, instant— agreeable to a notification
published in the Falmouth gazette, of September 17th, and
the 1st October, instant, in order to form some plan for
collecting the sentiments of said inhabitants, on the sub
ject of said counties being formed into a separate state-Voted— "That the subscribers be a committee to apply
to the several towns and plantations, in said counties,
requesting them to send delegates to meet at said meeting
house, on the first Wednesday of January next, at 10
o ’clock, A.M. to consider the expediency of said counties
being formed into a separate state; and if, after mature
consideration it should appear to them expedient, to pur
sue some regular and orderly method of carrying the same
into effect."
Pursuant to the above vote, we the committee afore
said hereby request the inhabitants of

to choose

a delegate or delegates, to meet at the time and place
above-mentioned, for the purpose aforesaid.

^Daniel Davis. "The Proceedings of Two Conventions,
Held at Portland, to Consider the Expediency of a Separate
Government in the District of Maine." Collections of the
Massachusetts Historical Society. IV (1795), p. 35.
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Peleg Wadsworth, Chairmen,
Stephen Longfellow, Jun.

Falmouth,
October 5th, 1785.

William Gorham,
Stephen Hall,

i

Jeremiah Hill,
§
Joshua Fabian,
Henry Y. Brown.

APPENDIX II

REPORT OF THE SECOND SEPARATION CONVENTION HELD
IN FALMOUTH, JANUARY 1786.1
At a convention of delegates from a number of towns
in the counties of York, Cumberland, and Lincoln, held at
Falmouth, on the first Wednesday of January, 1786:-- The
hon. William Gorham, esq. was chosen president, Mr. Stephen
Longfellow, jun. clerk.
It was then voted, that a committee of nine be chosen
to state the grievances, which the three counties of York,
Cumberland, and Lincoln labour under, as connected with
the other counties in the commonwealth of Massachusetts,
from which they are separated by the intervention of the
state of New-Hampshire; and also to form an estimate of
the expense of a separate government, and compare the same
with the expense of the government they are now under— who
reported as follows:
That from their local situation, their interests are
different; and consequently cannot be fully understood,
particularly attended to, and promoted in their present
connexion; whereby their growth and importance are pre
vented, which retards that of the United States.
That the General Court of the commonwealth of Massa
chusetts being so large, and their business so various and1

1Ibld., pp. 36-37.

perplexing, unavoidably renders it inconvenient and expen
sive to the inhabitants of those counties, both with re
gard to their members at Court, and suitors for Justice.
That applications to the supreme executive authority,
being frequently necessary, are attended with great exi*
pense; to the injury and prejudice of the inhabitants of
those counties.
That the business of the Supreme Judicial Court, from
the extent of territories, is so great as renders a proper
arrangement in that department exceedingly difficult; And
to repair to their office at Boston is very expensive.
That the present regulations of trade operate un
equally, and against those counties, by reducing the price
of lumber, which is detrimental to those that are employed
in making the same; while they tend to the emolument of
many in the other part of the commonwealth.
That we consider it as a matter of grievance that a
considerable part of the inhabitants of these counties are
deprived of a vote in the House of Representatives, where
all money bills originate; and there appears to be no pros
pect of a speedy relief.
That the present mode of taxation, by polls and es
tates, is very injurious to this territory, as the inhabi
tants cannot be employed to the same advantage, and their
stocks are not so profitable; neither can their lands be
so advantageously improved, as in the other part of the
commonwealth, where they enjoy a milder climate.
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That the excise and impost acts operate grievously on
the inhabitants of those counties, as they have not in
general the advantage of orchards; and the keeping of
sheep is difficult and expensive, by the hazard from wolves
and other beasts of prey, and the great length of their
f*
winters.
That the act Imposing a duty on deeds, &c. operates
unequally, by reason of the more frequent conveyances of
real property in a new than in old settled countries.
That the necessary attendance upon the state treasury
is inconvenient, expensive and grievous.
The committee have taken a view of the several con
stitutions of the United States; and from some calcula
tions they have made, are of opinion that a separate gov
ernment may be adopted, whereby a very considerable part
of the expense, now paid by these counties, may be
saved:— But not knowing what form of government the people
in said counties would choose, in case of a separation,
they have not thought proper to report any estimate there
on.
Voted, to subjoin the following to the report of the
above committee.
As a full representation is supposed to be the most
likely way to obtain a redress of grievances, we hope the
several towns in these counties will pay that attention
which our peculiar circumstances require, by a general
choice of members to represent them in General Court the
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next year.
Voted, that the report of the above committee, with
what is subjoined thereto, be signed by the president of
this convention, and transmitted to the several towns and
plantations in the counties of York, Cumberland, and
t*
Lincoln, requesting them to choose a delegate or delegates,
at their annual meeting in March next, or at such other
meeting as they shall think proper, to meet in convention
on the first Wednesday of September next, at the Meeting
house in the first parish of Falmouth, at ten o ’clock,
A.M. to consider of the grievances the inhabitants of said
counties labour under; and to adopt and pursue some orderly
and peaceably measure to obtain relief: And also request
ing said inhabitants to certify to said convention the
number of voters for and against said choice of delegates.
William Gorham, president
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APPENDIX III
PROCEEDINGS OP THE THIRD CONVENTION, HELD AT PORTLAND,
SEPTEMBER 6, 1786.1
At a convention of delegates from a number of towns
and plantations, in the three counties of York, Cumberland,
and Lincoln, held at Portland, on Wednesday the 6th day of
September, 1786 — for the purpose of considering the griev
ances which the inhabitants of said counties labour under,
and adopting some orderly and peaceable measure to obtain
relief— Hon. William Gorham, esq. being first chosen
president, and Mr. Stephen Longfellow, Jun. clerk—
Voted, that the following address, and form of a peti
tion therein referred to, be transmitted to the several
towns and plantations in the said three counties, as soon
as may be.
Friends and Brethren.
AGREEABLY to the duties of our appointment, we have
taken into serious consideration the grievances that the
inhabitants of these three counties labour under;--and,
after a close attention to this important subject are
clearly of opinion, that they cannot be remedied in their
present connexion with the other part of the commonwealth.
Our local situation, the nature of our commerce, and the
Jarring of our interests, render it necessary, in order to

^-Ibld.. pp. 38-40.
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an effectual removal of them, that we should be erected In
to an Independent state.
The expediency of this measure has engaged the atten
tion of the publick for a long time— it has been considered,
as it undoubtedly ought to be, a subject of the greatest
ty
importance. Two conventions have had it before them, and
have carefully attended to the arguments which have been
offered on both sides of the question.
We now communicate to you the result of our present
deliberations; and we submit it to your wise and prudent
consideration.
You feel yourselves distressed, and your distresses
will increase until you legislate for yourselves.— In this
there is no great difficulty.
easy thing.

Government is a very simple,

Mysteries in politicks are mere absurdities—

invented entirely to gratify the ambition of princes and
designing men— to aggrandize those who gtovern, at the ex
pense of those who are governed.
But the end of government is the good of the people—
the only design of its institution is to secure to them,
as far as possible, the blessings of life;— We therefore,
in Justice to our constituents*

to ourselves, to the good

citizens of the three counties, and of the commonwealth at
large, address you upon the subject; and transmit to you
a form of a •»«.petition to the General Court, requesting
them to relinquish all right of jurisdiction in this
eastern territory; and to give their consent that the same

^22
may be formed into a separate state.
And we do earnestly call upon every free citizen
within the said counties, to take the same into his most
serious consideration; and each one, for himself, give his
vote for or against a separation.

>f
And we also desire each town and plantation, within

the said counties, to meet for the purpose; and transmit
their doings to this convention, at their adjournment.
Voted, that those towns and plantations that have not
chosen, be desired to choose delegates to attend at, or
send their votes to, this convention, at the adjournment;
otherwise they will be considered as acquiescing in the
doings of their brethren.— It is earnestly recommended to
the selectmen

of towns, and committees of plantations, to

notify publick meetings for the purpose;— and to the clerks
of the several towns and plantations, that they be par
ticular in making returns of the number of voters, for and
against a separation.
Form of the Petition.
To the honourable Senate and House of Representatives of
the commonwealth of Massachusetts, in Gen, Court assembled,
THE petition of the inhabitants of the towns and
plantations of the counties of York, Cumberland, and
Lincoln, by their delegates, met in convention, at Port
land, the

day of

humbly sheweth— That the inhabi

tants of said counties, previous to the late revolution,
considered themselves a part of the government of Massaohu-
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setts; and, at the formation of the present constitution,
they either approved of, or submitted to, the same, and
have cheerfully joined in support of government, and have
paid due obedience to the laws thereof; and at the present
time they feel, most sensibly, the difficulties in common
to the various parts of the commonwealth, and are ready to
exert themselves, to the utmost of their power, to remove
them, by paying their taxes, and supporting good order,
and the laws of the government; but when they take a view
of the political disadvantages they labour under, peculiar
to their local situation, being separated from the other
part of the government by the intervention of another state,
as well as their great distance from the seat of govern
ment, they look upon it as duty they owe themselves and
their brethren in the other part of the state, and to the
United States in general, in a peaceful and dutiful
manner, and agreeably to the constitution, to lay them be
fore the honourable Court, and request that they would re
linquish all right of jurisdiction over said counties,
and consent that they may be formed into a separate govern
ment, as they apprehend this the only adequate remedy to
the difficulties complained of.
And while they are taking this peaceful measure to ob
tain a redress of their great political evils, by asking
for a separation from the other part of the commonwealth,
they do not entertain an idea of throwing off the weight
of the publlok debt, at this time lying upon the govern-___

ment at large, or to prevent the other part of the common
wealth from having their Just proportion of the unappro
priated lands; but, like friends and brethren, most ardent
ly wish to have all matters adjusted upon the broadest
basis of equity and fair dealing.
i

Therefore your petitioners humbly pray, that your
honours would take their circumstances into your wise con
sideration, and adopt such measures as you in your wisdom
may think fit; and they, as in duty bound, will ever •
pray.

^25APPENDIX IV
PROCEEDINGS OF TWO CONVENTIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF
SEPARATION IN 1793 AND l ? ^ . 1
Proceedings of two Conventions on the subject of Separa
tion in 1793 and 1792*
At a meeting of a number of gentlemen from various
parts of the District of Maine, holden at the court-house
in Portland, October 18th, 1793t In consequence of a
printed notification in the words following, viz:—
’’NOTICE”
"As the time of revising the constitution of this
Commonwealth is.fast approaching, and as it seems the gen
eral opinion requested that as many gentlemen as con
veniently can, will attend at the court-house tomorrow
evening, at six o'clock, to consider and adopt such meas
ures as shall appear most expedient to effect the abovementioned important object.
*o r —

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1793.
The Honorable Peleg Wadsworth, Esq. was chosen Chair
man. and Samuel Freeman, Esq. Clerk.
VOTED, 1.

As the opinion of this meeting, that the

time of revising the constitution of the Commonwealth,
will be a proper time for erecting the five eastern count
ies into an independent government.

■^Jeremiah Perley. The Debates. Resolutions, and
Other Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates, etc.
(Portland: A. Shirley, Printer, 182077 pp. 292-298.

VOTED, 2.

That as that time is fast approaching, and

as it is probable the sentiments of the people may have
differed from what they were when they were last collected,
it is expedient that the sense of the people of the said
five counties be &gain taken upon the subject.
> *

VOTED, 3.

That the Hon. Peleg Wadsworth, Esq. Capt.

John Baker, Samuel Freeman, Esq.

Mr. James Deering,

George Warren, Esq. Daniel Epes, Esq. William Widgery,
Esq. Hon. William Gorham, Esq. Mr. Stephen Longfellow,
Daniel Ilsley, Esq. Rev. Samuel Deane, D. D. Hon. David
Mitchell, Esq. Daniel Davis, Esq. and Joseph Noyes, Esq.
or the major part of them, be a committee to write to the
selectmen of the several towns, and the committees of the
several plantations in said counties requesting them to
call a meeting for the choice of delegates, to meet in
Convention at the court house in Portland, on the last
Tuesday of December next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
to take this important matter under consideration; and
lay the result of their deliberations before their consti
tuents.
VOTED,

That Samuel Freeman, Esq. be a committee

to apply to the justices of the court of general sessions
of the peace for the county of Cumberland, for liberty to
make use of the court-house for the foregoing purpose.
PELEG WADSWORTH, Chairman.
Attest— Samuel Freeman, Clerk.

Portland, Oct. 21st, 1793*
Gentlemen,
As a number of gentlemen from various parts of the
District of Maine, had occasion the last week to attend
the court of common pleas and court of sessions of the
/*
peace then sitting in this town, it was thought proper to
advertise a general meeting of all who could conveniently
-

-j

attend, to consider and adopt such measures as should
appear most expedient to effect a separation of said Dis
trict from the other part of the Commonwealth.
In consequence of such advertisement, a considerable
number of gentlemen met at the court-house on Friday last,
and passed the votes which we herewith send you.
Agreeably to the third vote, we do hereby request
that you woulld. call a meeting for the choice of delegates
to form a Convention at the time and place, and for the
purposes therein mentioned.
We flatter ourselves you will acquiesce in this pro
posal, as it is of importance to have the votee of all the
people in the District; and we hope by this step it will
be fully obtained.
The time we have for a full discussion of this subject
is short; and this we presume will afford a good reason
for adopting this plan; and for removing any objections
that might otherwise arise in the minds of any, as to the
manner in which it originated— especially when it is con
sidered, that in a matter of this kind there can be no

rule for any particular mode of proceeding.
We are with respect, gentlemen, your most obedient,
humble servants.
By order of the committee.
PELEG WADSWORTH, Chairman.

At a Convention of delegates from the following towns
in the counties of York, Cumberland and Lincoln, viz.:
From YORK— Fryeburg, Brownfield and Waterborough;
CUMBERLAND— Portland, Falmouth, Gorham and Hebron;
LINCOLN— Georgetown, Hallowell, Bowdoin, Winthrop, Readfield, Monmouth, Mount Vernon and Winslow—
Appointed to take into consideration the expediency of
erecting the five eastern counties, commonly called "the
District of Maine,” into a separate government.
The towns in said counties not having generally
appointed delegates for the purpose aforesaid, the delegates assembled as aforesaid, first took into consideration
the expediency of entering on the business of their appoint
ment; and having contemplated the inclement season of the
year, and other circumstances which may have prevented
such appointments— having also received communications
from several towns and other places which sent delegates,
and considered what appeared to be the sentiments of the
people in various parts of the District, determined to
proceed to the consideration of the measure proposed.
They accordingly appointed Samuel Freeman, Esq. Clerk,
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and the Hon. Daniel Cony, Esq. Chairman of the Convention;
and then appointed a committee to consider of the matter,
and report what was proper to be done; whose report being
made to the Convention, was read, amended and accepted, as
follows, viz.
RESOLVED, That it be, and hereby is recommended to
the several towns and plantations in the counties of York,
Cumberland, and Lincoln, to choose delegates to meet in
Convention at Portland, on the third Wednesday of June
next, to take into consideration the expediency of erect
ing the said three counties of York, Cumberland and
Lincoln into a separate government.

The result of their

deliberations to be laid before their constituents.
The Convention ground this resolution on the follow
ing reasons, viz.
1.

That in the opinion of the Convention, the great

extent of the five eastern counties has heretofore operated
as an objection against the forming of the same into a
separate State; and it doth not appear that they are at
this time, united in the measure.
2.

That the counties of Hancock and Washington have

manifested no inclination to separate themselves from the
present government.
3.

That in the opinion of the Convention, a majority

of the inhabitants of Cumberland and Lincoln wish for a
separation; and that they may be as well accommodated by a
separation of the three counties, as of the five; and those
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of the county of York, much better.
4.

That the said three counties of York, Cumberland

and Lincoln, are sufficiently extensive and populous for a
distinct State, and more so than several of the States in
the Union.
>'
[Dissentients— Hon. Josiah Thatcher, Esq.. Mr. Samuel
Waldo, and Capt. Daniel Tucker.]
VOTED, That the proceedings of the Convention be
signed by the chairman, and attested by the clerk; and
printed copies thereof transmitted by the clerk to the
selectmen of the several towns, and assessors, committees,
or principal inhabitants of the several plantations, in
the said three counties.
DANIEL CONY, Chairman.
Attest— Samuel Freeman, Clerk.
At a convention of delegates convened at Portland,
the third Wednesday of June 179^, the following members
were returned:—
FROM YORK COUNTY.
Fryeburg. Moses Ames; Brownfield. Henry Y. Brown;
Biddeford, Prentiss Mellen, Jeremiah Hill; Parsonsfield.
Thomas Parsons; Sudbury Canada. (Bethel) John York.
CUMBERLAND.
Falmouth, Nathaniel Wilson, John Quimby; Standish.
John Dean; Portland. Thomas Motley, Salmon Chase, Col.
James Lunt, William Symms, John Bagley; Gorham, William
Gorham, Edmund Phinney, George Lewis.

LINCOLN.
Hallowell, Nathaniel Dummer; fieadfield, John Hubbard;
Wlnthrop. Nathaniel Fairbanks; Green. Benjamin Morrell;
Georgetown. John Rogers; Bowdoin. Samuel Tibbet; Lewiston
and Gore. Joel Thompson; West-Pond. Joel Richardson.
>’
Nathaniel Dummer, Esq. was appointed Secretary, and
William Gorham, Esq. President.
A committee of three from each county was appointed
to take the subject matter of their meeting into considera
tion and report what was proper to be done.

This committee

consisted of Wm. Gorham, Nathaniel Dummer, Henry Y. Brown,
Thomas Parsons, Prentiss Mellen, William Symms, Salmon
Chase, John Hubbard and Nathaniel Fairbanks.
Adjourned to 10 o'clock tomorrow.
Thursday, June 19th, the Convention met according to
adjournment, the committee reported progress and had leave
to sit again, and the Convention adjourned.
Friday, June 20th, the committee made a report which
was read and considered by paragraphs, and accepted; and
thereupon, ordered, that the address submitted by the
committee be signed by the President and Secretary.

It

was then voted that the statement and calculation made by
the committee be referred to the adjournment— that 300
copies of the same be printed and forwarded to the towns
and plantations with the address; that a committee of
three from each county be appointed to distribute them;
and Prentiss Mellen. Henry Y. Brown. Thomas Parsons. Wm.
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Gorham, Thomas Motley, John Dean, Nathaniel Dummer,
Nathaniel Fairbanks and Benjamin Morrell were chosen— and
William Symms, Esq. was appointed to superintend the
printing.
VOTED, That the thanks of the Convention be presented
to the Episcopal Society for the use of their church.
The Convention then adjourned to the 2d Tuesday of
October then next.
Address of the Convention assembled at Portland on the
third Wednesday of June. 1794
[CIRCULAR.]
To the inhabitants of the town of
Portland, Friday, June
20,1794.
FELLOW CITIZENS,
The Convention which met fit Portland in December last,
having recommended to the towns, districts and plantations
in the counties of York, Cumberland and Lincoln, to send
delegates to meet in Convention at the same place, on the
third Wednesday of June current for the purpose of con
sidering the expediency of erecting the said counties into
a separate State, fourteen towns and three plantations
have accordingly met, and taken the subject into their
consideration.
We find that it is not only the general opinion, but
admits of no doubt, that a separation must sooner or later
take place; not only because the District is actually
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severed from the Commonwealth, by the Intervention of
another State, but by reason of many inconveniences that
have increased to an almost intolerable degree.
We also find that even now it is probable that if a
separation should take place as soon as the same can be
effected according to the constitution of the United States;
we should not only be exempted from any new burdens or ex
penses, but should be relieved from many which we now bear,
and reap many advantages, of which in the present state of
things we are unavoidably deprived.
However, considering the subject before us as of the
highest importance, and by no means to be lightly deter
mined, we wish for all the information and assistance that
we can derive from any quarter, more especially from a
representation of the towns and plantations from which no
delegates have yet arrived.

We therefore earnestly re

quest you to unite with us in discussing this interesting
question, by sending a delegate or delegates to meet us at
an adjournment, which we have deemed expedient, as well
for this end, as that we ourselves may have leisure to
ripen a report for the consideration of our constituents.
Having only the general good at heart, we have no
doubt that we shall meet your feelings in this respect,
and we trust that you will have no objection against join
ing in deliberations, the sole object of which, whatever
may be their issue, will be to promote it.

By order of the Convention,
WILLIAM GORHAM, President;
Nathaniel Dummer, Secretary.
N.B. The Convention is adjourned to the second Tues
day of October, at 2 o'clock, P.M. to meet at Portland.
it'
Extract of the report of a committee of nine members (three
from each county) referred to the adjournment, but ordered
to be printed and forwarded with the Address.
The amount necessary for the support of government, as
appears by the Treasurer's report to the Legislature, in
January last, is 30*122£. 13s. 4d. per annum.

The propor

tion of this to be paid by the District of Maine, on the
principles of the last valuation, will be about

An

additional sum, not less, we presume, than 1200L. is re
mitted to the General Treasury, from this District, in
duties of excise.— The sum total is 6,200L.
The proportion of public taxes on the principles of
I
the last valuation, to be defrayed by the counties of Han
cock and Washington, is to that which is to be defrayed by
the counties of York, Cumberland and Lincoln, nearly as 16
to 140.
The probable expense of a new government, is calculat
ed as follows:—
Governor's salary,................ .........£ 300
Lieut. Governor's salary,.............

120

Secretary and Treasurer....................

300

Clerks of ditto,...........................

140
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Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court,.......

850

Attorney General,...,............. ........ .

150

Legislative Department,............... ...... .1500
Clerks of both Houses,........................

60

Messenger,..............

30

Contingencies,................................1200

3M5O
Sum now to be paid to Massachusetts,
Sum necessary to support a Government,
Difference in favor of a new Government,

L6200

^650
L1550

All which is submitted.
Attest,

NATHANIEL DUMMER, Sec'y.

APPENDIX V
TABULATION OF VOTES FOR SIX SEPARATION ELECTIONS
\
\

COUNTY TOWN
YORK
Alfred
Arundel
Biddeford
Berwick
Buxton
Cornish
Elliot
Hollis (Little
Falls)
Kittery
Lebanon
Limerick
Lyman
(cont*d)

1
IN THE DISTRICT OF MAINE BETWEEN 1792 AND 1819.

1792
F.A.
c
1-64

6-33
3-107
46-3
c
c
2-13
0-134

0-103
3-41
c

1797
F.A.
a
39-1
a

1-88
a
a
c
- a
0-85
a
24-0
c

1807
F.A.

2-69
3-128
4-61
a
0-132
52-27
c
a
0-208
0-140
6-56
1-89

May
1816
F.A.
10-41

23-63
14-63
35-17

210-15

58-8
30-18
111-13
89-3
21-41
13-50
4-107

September
1816
F.A.
54-77

16-106

43-88
71-50
244-26
71-15
a
162-6

1819
F.A.

100-29
23-109
50-49
39-51*

365-11

95-16
20-122
174-1

94-1
29-128

24-36
62-106

19-69

50-78

6-179

21-117

Returns for 1792 , 179 7 , 1807, and May 1816 in Massachusetts Archives; returns for
September 1816 from Massachusetts Legislative Documents
"Proceedings of the Convention
of Delegates, Held in Brunswick, Maine, 1816,” No. 45. Returns for 1819 from Portland
Gazette August 10. 17* 1819; Portland Eastern Argus 3. 10. 17. 1819; Bangor Register,
August 5, 1819.
KEY: a= No return received
c= Town not incorporated nor a plantation
b= Return rejected
d= Occupied by Great Britain

COUNTY TOWN
YORK (cont'd)
Limington
Newfield
Parsonfield
Saco
Sanford
Shapleigh
So. Berwick
Waterborough
Wells
York
OXFORD
Albany
Bethel
Brownfield
Buckfield
Denmark
Dixfield
East Andover
Fryburgh
Greenwood
Gilead
Hartford
Hebron
Hiram
Jay
Livermore
Lovell
Mexico (Holmanstown Plantation)
Newry
(cont'd)

1792
F.A.
c
0-21
24-25
18-36
2-102
0-46
c
a
6-124
1-140
c
c
14-1
c
c
0
c
64-1
c
c
c

38-17
c
c
c
c
c
c

1797
F.A.

30-0
4-4
a
6-44
a
1-62
c

13-2
15-115
3-79
c
56-7
a
20-4
c
c
c
51-1
c
c

8-23
26-9
c
12-3
22-0
c
c
c

1807
F.A.
a
7-17
a
a
4-151
3-107
c
a

8-320
1-99
21-0
40-17
43-0
39-32
36-0
c
41-0
78-29
c
0-14

3-60
a
c
22-60

83-53
11-17
C

a

May
1816
F.A.
111-11

15-60
91-50
220-7
40-50
59-42
35-27

21-23

27-151
126-36
a
70-23
60-9

100-16

40-19
37-8
40-19

29-70
c
a
45-17
47-50
32-13
114-4
163-8
0-34
c
a

September
1816
F.A.
83-39
19-94

105-113
215-16
118-56

115-102

1819
F.A.
118-34
35-ilO

163-90
325-16
97-69

160-135
35-70

81-77
51-48
47-374
141-81

49-408
150-136

9-15

6-9

89-31
79-14
110-18

68-5
40-18
35-18
65-76
16-9
16-0 '
48-33
48-131
43-14
119-14
124-20
7-38
7-0
41-0

61-32

117-24
94-11
119-11
91-4
57-0
36-13
78-70
37-1
17-5
40-20
60-80
53-9
150-7
131-25
13-36
12-0
45-1

COUNTY TOWN
1792
OXFORD (cont *d)
F.A.
Norway
c
Paris (Plant. #4) 21-8
Porter
c
Bumford
c
Summer
c
Sweden
c
Turner
c
Waterford
c
Woodstock
c
Weld
c
Howard 1s Gore
c
CUMBERLAND
Baldwin
Bridgton
Brunswick
Cape Elizabeth
Durham
Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham
Gray
Harpswell
Harrison
Minot
New Gloucester
North Yarmouth
Otisfield
Danville
(Pejebscot)
Poland
(cont'd)

1797
F.A.
a
20-17
c
a
c
c
10-0

19-2
c
c
c

1807
F.A.

10-70
38-43
1-27
57-5
8-14
c
66-31
1-80
c
c
c

May
1816
F.A.
35-85
129-55
46-0
54-22
57-22
11-7
154-9
32-70
23-0
a
c

September
1816
F.A.

71-102
157-59
37-8
59-18

68-31

1819
F.A.
67-56
171-40
48-0

52-2
73-38

20-7

75-65
31-85
35-0
40-2
6-0

136-15
42-52
40-0
55-o

11-0

{
c
c
16-61
22-21
11-20
84-20
0-85
75-16
24-12
20-36
c
c
94-5
36-92
c
16-0
26-7 "

c
26-4
a
22-10
a
34-21
9-104
a

15-2 1
a
c
c

50-2
98-35

32-0
a

35-5

0-35

2-72

24-158

8-123
6-113
a
a
0-209
5-103
0-82
7-28
a
a
0-295
0-47

0-52

a

21-19
55-45

61-90

55-26
45-54
108-50
59-107
83-111
101-28

6-65
21-4
89-108
88-85
48-316
4-80
8-22
118-13

40-36
77-53
93-144
80-44
55-92

107-60

74-160
127-180
120-33
2-87
23-15
89-159

139-106

71-323
12-95
27-40
110-21

53-23

90-34
222-89
79-17
45-71
135-35

103-107
183-95
126-22
32-55
40-2
100-95
150-65

178-194
27-42

52-34
141-5

COUNTY TOWN
1792
CUMBERLAND (cont'd) F.A.
(Bakerstown)
Portland
86-50
Pownal
c
Raymond
c
Scarborough
4-96
Standish
43-14
Westbrook
c
Windham
18-36
SOMERSET
Anson
Athens
Avon
Bingham
Bloomfield
Canaan
Cornville
CorInna
Embden
..Eaitfleld
Freeman
Harmony
Industry
Kingfield
Moscow
Madison
Mercer
Northill
New Portland
New Vineyard
Norridgewock
(cont’d)

c
c
c
c
c
41-0
c
c
c
10-5
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

32-2

1797
F.A.

1807
F.A.

38-70
c
c
2-87
28-12
c
16-6

a
a
a
0-125
18-91
c
a

c
c

36-1
c
c

30-0
c
c

7-15
36-22
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

54-6

a
35-3
a
c
c
30-80
3-29
c
a
37-57
a
43-0
7-26
c
c
12-29
30-10
c
a

2-25
3-94

May
1816
F.A.

September
1816
F.A.

1819
F.A.

533-140
42-34
56-6
134-12
79-38
228-7
15-25

475-201
64-74
49-20
156-32
95-54
246-29
38-90

637-188
55-39
77-0
254-24
143-59
338-12

66-0

80-25
18-15
12-4
7-10

91-0
31-6
50-0

25-0
23-3
a
24-71
93-7
18-14
c

23-0
69-23
15-5
12-0
26-24
18-3
a
53-25
30-16
c
33-o
16-1
33-51

22-92
102-24
26-41
a
32-7
84-63
35-1
7-31
38-40
38-4
1-16
52-37
12-57
a
29-7
a
64-65

54-83

11-3
48-41

192-16
40-2
35-4
33-3
117-26
22-0
14-13
51-11

52-2

13-3
68-11
47-21

32-2
40-1
a
160-33

May
COUNTY TOWN
SOMERSET (cont'd)
Palmyra
Phillips
Ripley
St. Albans
Solon
Starks
Strong
PI. No. 1
Warsaw
Plymouth Cove
KENNEBEC
Augusta
Belgrade
Chesterville
China
Clinton
Dearborn
(Oakland)
Fairfax (Albion)
Farmington
Fayette (Ster
ling)
Freedom
Gardiner
Green
Hallowell
Harlem
Joy (Troy)
(Kingsville)
Leeds
(cont*d)

1792
F.A.
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1797
F.A.
c
c
c
c
c
22-4
c
c
c
c

c
9-2
c
c
c

a
24-1
a
c
93-1
c

c
11-6
28-0

c
47-7
39-2

50-30
a

c
c
36-2

c
c
7-7
84-32
0-29
c

30-0

56-52
c
c
7-6

a

1807
F.A.
c
c

0
c
c

6-36
24-15
c
c
c
46-120

68-35
23-12
c
48-1
c

1816

September

1816

1819
F.A.

F.A.
16-3
a
c
7-0
33-932-33
25-5
a
c
c

F.A.
17-15
25-1
c

26-40
26-0
c
16-0

30-10

245-24
66-9
24-24
c

258-39
62-12
24-27
c
110-4

293-48
84-8
61-4

50-0

12-9

27-14

34-50

32-0
50-1
16-0
20-3
46-2
30-25
7-2

32-0
a

38-5

18-0

32-0

164-1
43-0

62-12
134-54
54-26

103-22

67-7

140-86
70-54

188-63
85-14

c
c
c
39-143
a
c

77-0
62-41
118-9
211-89
46-28

73-4

30-8

36-65
30-8

74-27

154-3

128-20

45-25

69-76
114-15
190-134

115-0
215-41

138-9
344-96
48-9
25-4

168-8

LINCOLN
Aina
Bath
Boothbay
Bowdoin
Bowdoinham
Bristol
Camden
Cushing
Dresden
Edgecomb
(cont’d)

1792
F.A.
c

36-0
c
c

23-1
42-2
c
43-27
c

19-26
c
c
c
c
c
46-19

72-1

18-1

c
14-4?
a
42-3
10-3
a
25-4

0-32
c
a

____ 1797
F.A.
c
34-0

50-0
7-15
76-19
50-3
c
4-41
c
45-36
c
c
c
c
c

1807
F.A.
c
a
a

56-5
54-5

34-51

61-25

14-0
57-57

90-22

30-54

26-4
1-60
1-66
8-28

127-0

23-19
4-127
a
a
40-5
53-0

17-0

33-4

50-0
134-10

86-1
a

3-70
a
a
9-25

F.A.

109-31
85-8

15-30
41-4
a
a
a

137-2

1816

116-99
7-H3
54-62
20-35
77-100
7-133
0-37
13-103

0-94

13-28

84-56
35-5
85-I

135-38
52-16
78-6
50-1

77-81
19-0

24-48

105-85
10-52
64-20

September

1816
F.A.

1819
F.A.

56-0
136-25

131-0

135-1

160-0

60-26

52-34
70-49
a
65-124

9-34

76-64
53-13

273-6
90-4
66-18
156-17
35-0

100-86
24-30
114-37

86-3

72-1
98-5

114-51

118-28

56-68

80-31
113-2

74-14
57-3
76-110

32-0

22-65
146-138
12-64
66-51

45-30

51-36

73-97
37-83
21-14
39-24
16-28

76-142
32-95

23-12
50-61

24-32

84-0
119-98
38-0

40-50

250-76
10-36
145-26
84-23
80-50

97-36
25-8
48-8
25-37

I'M

May
cOUNTY TOWN
KENNEBEC (cont'd)
Malta (Windsor)
Monmouth
Mt. Vernon
New Sharon
Pittston
Readfield
Rome
Sidney
Temple
Vassalboro
Vienna
Unity
Waterville
Wayne
Wilton
Winslow
Winthrop
25 Mile Pond
(Unity)

COUNTY TOWN
LINCOLN (cont'd )
Friendship
Georgetown
Hope
Jefferson
Lewiston
Lisbon
Litchfield
Montville
Newcastle
Nobleboro
Palermo
Phipsburg
Putnam (Wash.
Plantation)
St. George
Thomaston
Topsham
Union
Wales
Waldoboro
Warren
Whitefield
(Ballstown)
Wiscasset
Woolwich
Appleton Plant.

1792
F.A.
c
2-49
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
57-0

1797
F.A.
3-16
17-33
c
c
40-0
c
17-14
22-0
43-23
18-5
c
c
a

c
10-26
a
27-2
c
21-54
1-14
16-1

c
1-49
a
26-12
c
18-33

110-4
8-45
c

HANCOCK
Brooks (Wash.PI. ) C
Belfast
43-2
Belmont
c
(Cont *d)

10-25
84-2
99-0

10-52
c
c
14-4
c

1807
F.A.
0-39
5-174
a
c
a

25-56
109-6
64-2
4-72
26-66
a
0-66
a
2-40
22-148
41-108

53-69

36-0
0-265
0-161
bl30-47
10-77
a
c
c

50-22
c

May
1816
F.A.

13-2
17-34

a
61-45
49-62
63-44
147-18
67-4

21-52
84-33

70-8
5-65
12-36
8-31

September
1816
F.A.
9-19
53-33
14-39

78-66

73-83
116-60
196-51
79-5
22-67
80-49
78-20

23-74
14-26

1819
F.A.
a
56-20
33-19
75-23
92-36
170-35
282-4
a

22-29
95-38

106-6

21-111
13-24

25-13
11-306
27-144
70-28

30-18
121-89
113-64
19-82
39-7
24-280
24-103
80-10

78-95
8-53
c

68-123

101-56

8-110
7-27

38-41
20-2

18-5

16-7
95-65

9-43
145-25

73-4

81-2

26-107
29-73
41-68
26-5
8-261

36-139
60-8

86-55
53-0

13-33
75-100

31-86
56-98

May
COUNTY TOWN
HANCOCK (cont’d)
Blue Hill
Bucksport
Castlne
Deer Isle
Eden
Ellsworth
Frankfort
Gouldsboro
Knox
Islesboro
Lincolnville
(Ducktrap)
Monroe (Lee Cove)
Mt. Desert
Northport
Orland PI.#2
Penobscot
Prospect
Swanville
Searsmont
Sedgewlck
Surry
Sullivan
Thorndike
(Lincoln PI.)
Trenton
Vinalhaven
Brooksville
Jackson
Etna (CroslyTown PI .)

1792
F.A.

0-22
0-54
c
a
a
c
2-82
3-3^
c

17-0
24-0
c
a
c
17-17
42-70
a
c
c
0-17
c
6-13
c
a
0-27
c
c
c

____ 1797
F.A.
1-54
4-26

6-38
11-31

15-8
c

17-10
a
c
a
63-3
c

0-11
43-0
28-8
10-42
0-44
c
c
3-19
c
6-9
c
a

0-22
c
c
c

1807
F.A.

0-65
2-84

1-70
a
11-37
0-41
4-91
0-48
c
O-36
60-48
c
O-65
c

17-18
2-119

17-62

c
c
a
0-53
9-3 ^
c

1816
F.A.
0-59

18-20

3-49

0-105

a
0-59
54-20
1-25
33-0
a
35-12

45-0
a

23-11
8-13
28-15
27-24
15-13
19-7

0-8
1-16

13-23

36-0

1-38

0-10

0-84
c
c
c

a
c

18 -1
13-0

September

1816

F.A.
0-77
19-94
7-65

0-160
0-61

4-101
a
1-42
49-3
0-34
11-46
a
0-48

17-20
0-47
7-80
34-28
27-9
14-15
1-77
2-34
7-18

31-0
0-57
0-33
c
27-9
a

1819
F.A.
4-27

8-93

43-35

20-88
a
14-30
67-7
a
35-1
a
38-54
4 4 -9

a
29-14
0-48
28-2
80-34
25-7
24-6
17-27
4-38
a
35-0

12-38
4-44
9 -1*3

24-0

0-11

WASHINGTON
Addison
Calais
Columbia
(cont*d)

1792
F.A.
c
a
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
8-3
c
c
c

1797
F.A.
c

8-0
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
o
57-3
c
c
c
c
c
c
4-4
c
c
c

1807
F.A.
c
68-19
c
c
c
c
c
28-24
c
c
c
c
0-108
c
c
c
c
c
37-1
40-85
c
c
c

1816
F.A.
c
66-29
32-7
a
24-0
c
37-0

22-7
30-0

a
a
a
58-43
a
c

8-0
36-0
a
a
a

10-6
26-0
c

September

1816

F.A.
c
81-24
28-21

1-16
32-0
27-0

1-27
c
1-22

1-34
c
6-54

a
a
a

21-2
58-0

17-7

40-1

24-0
15-5
31-5

20-1

45-38
46-11
c
15-5
9-0

2-13
15-0

11-1

26-8

26-0
46-6
8-5

26-32
13-14
24-7

11-0
a
a

c
c
c

1819
F.A.
8-18
89-17
37-18
2-14

a
a
1-47

6-10
34-0
a
18-0
38-5
a
9-2
18-18
90-0b
4-19
25-37

19-16
48-2
a
a
a
a

57-2
2-30

trtrtr

May
COUNTY TOWN
PENOBSCOT
Ackinson
Bangor
Brewer
Carmel
Corinth
Dexter
Dixmont
Eddington
Exeter
Foxcroft
Guilford
Garland
Hampden
Hermon
Williamburg
Stetson PI.
Levant
New Charleston
Newport
Orono
Orrington
Sangerville
Sebec
Newburg (PI. #3)
No. 2-3rd Bange
No. 3-6th Bange

May
COUNTY TOWN
WASHINGTON (cont'd)
Cherryfield
Eastport
Harrington
Jonesboro
Lubec
Machias
Robbinston
Perry
Dennysville
Stenben PI. #4
New Sanwich PI.
Gore adjacent
to Lewiston
Seven Mile Brook
No. 22 PI.
Francisborough
Plantation
New Suncook PI.
Albion PI.

1792
F.A.
c
c
c
c
c
a
c
c
c
0- 49
26-10

1797
F.A.
c
c

26-38

1807
F.A.

0-30
13-60

c
c

0-40
c
c

2-90

0-136

c
c
c

c
c
c
1-75

2-32

1816
F.A.
a
d
a
a
a
36-46
a
c
c

September

1816

F.A.
3-17
d
2-7
15-3
a
18-57
13-1
c
0-5
3-39

1819
F.A.
a
147-5
a

21-0
67-8
103-24

25-0
40-0
6-4
a

22-0
35-23
1- 42
12-0
16-6
14-0

-p-p0\

APPENDIX VI

PETITION ADDRESSED TO THE GENERAL COURT IN JANUARY 1803
PROM A TOWN IN THE DISTRICT OF MAINEl
To the honorable the Senate and House of Representa
tives of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in General
Court assembled, at Boston, January 1803,
Humbly represent, the subscribers inhabitants of the
District of Maine— That they have long been deeply im
pressed with the importance and convinced of the expediency
of erecting the District of Maine into a separate and in
dependent Commonwealth— That this impression does not re
sult from any aversion to the constitution or government
of the state with which they have so long been happily
connected; but from certain natural and immutable princi
ples which unequivocally dictate the propriety of such a
measure— Those positions which without the aid of reason
ing are accredited as truth by every unprejudiced mind,
need not be enforced by detail arguments or labored in
vestigation— That the District of Maine ought to become a
state whenever its population & property should be suf
ficient to render its Government respectable, has ever
been received as a self evident proposition.
That its population is now sufficient is proved by
the late census, which gives upwards of one hundred and

•^Eastern Argus. November 15, 1815.

fifty thousand inhabitants to this District.

That it has

property to support a Government, is proved by the recent
valuation, which is among the public records— That a terri
tory having three hundred miles of sea coast for one of its
boundaries, the British dominions for two others, and the
state of New-Hampshire for the fourth, with 150 thousand
inhabitants, will be accommodated, improved and enriched,
by making its own laws, and having its own Legislature,
instead of being a distant member of a Commonwealth separ
ated from it by the ocean, and by an independent state
and territory, will in our opinion be doubted only by
those who have not paid a due consideration to the subject.
A majority of the people have declared their wish upon the
subject— The years that have passed since that declaration
have in the opinion of your petitioners, greatly increased
that majority.
Your petitioners would do nothing without the sanction
of the government; they therefore pray that measures may
be taken to put in execution the wish of the inhabitants
of this District as heretofore expressed to the Legislature
on this subject— And they humbly suggest that the best
mode will be for the Legislature to authorize a convention
of delegates from all the towns in the District at some
central and convenient place, which convention shall have
power to declare the sense of their constituents, to frame
a constitution of Government and to do and transact all
things which may be necessary to the perfect establish-

nent of a separate and independent State

APPENDIX VII

CIRCULAR LETTER AND SUBSCRIPTION LIST DISTRIBUTED IN THE
SUMMER OP 1815 ON BEHALF OF THE UNION SOCIETY OF MAINE*
Sir,
At a general convention of the Republicans from
/*
all parts of the Commonwealth, holden at Boston, on the
7th of June 1815» it was unanimously agreed to form Union
Societies— one at Boston, styled the UNION SOCIETY of
MASSACHUSETTS, and one at Portland, styled the UNION SO
CIETY OF MAINE— The object of this Society, is to organize
the Republican interests— to call into action all its en
ergies— to guard against every attempt to sever the Union
of the States— and to disseminate more generally, the most
useful political information— In aid of objects so neces
sary for the support of our cause— so necessary to counter
act that unbending system of opposition and intrigue, pur
sued by our political enemies; it is found indispensible,
to establish funds— which when received are to be held in
common by the above Societies— and appropriated for such
expences as may be incurred— more especially, to remuner
ate those, whose duty it is, to devote their time in col
lecting, writing and publishing such documents as will
best promote the great objects in view.
The society in this Town is organized— the officers
are the Hon. John Holmes, President, Hon. Woodbury Storer,1

1W K MSS (Me. H.S.), Box 8.

Treasurer, and Dr. Samuel Ayer, Secretary.-- Branches can
be established, wherever It is thought expedient, by the
approbation of the officers of the Society.— Should our
Political Brethren in your vicinity have a wish to form a
Branch, let them meet, select their officers, form their
/ i

Byelaws, transmit a copy thereof to this Society, and it
will receive the necessary sanction, and a correspondence
be Immediately opened.
I enclose you subscription papers for the general
fund, which I beg you to circulate, and remit the proceeds
to the Treasurer, together with the names and sums— on
this depends the success of our efforts— I trust you will
give it that early attention its importance demands.—
In our exertions for the general good of our Country,
we must keep an eye to the SEPARATION OF MAINE from Massa
chusetts.

This subject will soon be spread before the

People, and to accomplish an object so much for our inter
ests and our honor, it is of the highest importance, to
establish these Societies, and that each give his mite for
their support.
The Eastern Argus is to be enlarged, and to appear in
such a character, as it is confidently hoped will greatly
contribute in promoting the interest of Maine, and be
acceptable and gratifying to its Patrons.
Knowing Sir, your attachment to the Republican cause
and your undeviating exertions for its support, I have
taken the liberty in behalf of our society, to address you

451
Dn this subject, not doubting but it will meet your cordial
approbation.
Belying on your ready co-operation in the measures
proposed, and your prompt attention in communicating such
information on this as well as any other subject which may
aoncern our political interest and welfare,
I am very respectfully,
your obedient servant,
Sam'l Ayer
Secretary.
Please direct all communications to the Secretary of
the Union Society of Maine.

452

THE SUBSCRIBERS AGREE TO PAY THE SUMS SET AGAINST
their respective names, to the Hon. James Prince, of Bos
ton, or to the Hon. Woodbury Storer, of Portland, for the
purpose of establishing a fund, for disseminating Politi
cal Information; one half on demand, and the other half on
or before the last day of January, A. D. 1816.

Subscribers’ names.

Residence.

Amount.
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APPENDIX VIII
ACT OP SEPARATION ENACTED BY THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
COURT, JUNE, 1816.1
SEPARATION OP MAINE.
AN ACT,

f'

Concerning the Separation of the District of Maine, from
Massachusetts Proper, and forming the same into a separate
and Independant State.
WHEREAS, in conformity to a Resolve of the General
Court of this Commonwealth, passed at the last session
thereof, the people of the District of Maine did, on the
Twentieth day of May last past, assemble in their respect
ive towns and districts, and give in their votes upon the
question proposed in said Resolve, to wit: ’’Shall the
Legislature be required to give its consent to the separa
tion of the District of Maine from Massachusetts Proper,
and to the erection of said District into a separate State;”
and by majority of the persons voting on the said question,
have answered the same in the affirmative: Therefore,
Sec.l. BE it enacted by the Senate and the House of
Representatives in General Court assembled and by the
authority of the same.

That the consent of this Common

wealth be, and the same is hereby given, that the District
of Maine may be formed and erected into a separate and in
dependent State, if the people of the said District shall

_____-^-Eastern Argus. June 26, 1816.________________________

in the manner hereinafter mentioned, express their consent
and agreement thereto upon the following terms and condi
tions: And provided, the Congress of the United States
shall give its consent thereto before the fourth day of
March next; which terms and conditions are as follows, viz.
*

First— All the lands and buildings belonging to the
Commonwealth within Massachusetts Proper, shall continue to
belong to said Commonwealth, and all the lands belonging
to the Commonwealth within the District of Maine shall be
long, the one half thereof to the said Commonwealth, and
the other half thereof to the State to be formed within
the said District, to be divided as is hereinafter men
tioned; and the lands within the said District which shall
belong to the said Commonwealth shall be free from taxa
tion while the title to the said lands remains in the
Commonwealth: and the rights of the Commonwealth to their
lands within said District and the remedies for the re
covery thereof shall continue the same within the proposed
State, and in the Courts thereof; as they now are within
the said Commonwealth and in the Courts thereof; and all
obligations given to the Commonwealth with conditions to
perform settling duties so called, witht'the District of
Maine, when all the principals are persons inhabiting the
same District, shall become the property of the New State;
and all other obligations with such conditions shall remain
the property of this Commonwealth.
____ Secondly— All other property belonging to the Common-
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wealth shall be holden by the said Commonwealth as a fund
and security for the payment of all the debts due by the
same.

But at the end of three years, or whenever the Con

gress of the United States shall assume the debts con
tracted by the Commonwealth for the defence of the Common
wealth during the late war with Great Britain, the Com
missioners to be appointed as hereinafter provided shall
assign a just portion of the said property to the said
Commonwealth as an equivalent and indemnification for all
other debts which may remain due, and for the debt so
contracted as aforesaid during the late war, in case the
same should not be assumed within three years as afore
said; but, if the same should be assumed as aforesaid,
then, for any loss which the Commonwealth may sustain from
the manner in which the same shall be assumed.

And all

the surplus of said property shall be divided between the
said Commonwealth, and the said District of Maine, in the
proportion of three fourths thereof to the Commonwealth
other than the lands & real estate aforesaid shall prove
insufficient as a fund or security to pay and discharge the
debts due by the said Commonwealth and all demands against
the same, the said District of Maine shall assume, pay and
discharge one quarter part of the debts and demands
against the said Commonwealth which shall be found by the
said Commissioners to be over and above the value of said
property so held by the said Commonwealth as a fund and
security as aforesaid.

And if the Congress of the United
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States shall, after the expiration of said three years
assume the debts so contracted for the Commonwealth during
the late war, then the said District of Maine shall be en
titled to, and shall receive one quarter part of the
Stock or Certificates which may be issued for the debt so
assumed, beyond what may be required to pay the debts due
if exceeding the property reserved for that purpose.
Thirdly— Commissioners with the powers and for the
purposes mentioned in this Act, shall be appointed in the
following manner; two shall be appointed by the Governor
and Council of the Commonwealth, two by the said Convention
of the Delegates of said District, and two more by the
four first named; and, if they cannot agree, the appoint
ment of the two last mentioned shall be with the Governor
and Council of this Commonwealth; not however in that case
to be inhabitants of said Commonwealth.

And the said Com

missioners may fill up any vacancies in their board not
exceeding three, and four of their number shall constitute
a quorum to transact business; the determination of a ma
jority of whom shall, in all cases be final.

And all

question which may arise respecting the property of the
Commonwealth or the division thereof not herein expressed,
shall be decided by the said commissioners.

And the said

Commissioners shall determine what portion of the said
public lands shall be surveyed from time to time; and such
survey shall thereupon be made, and the expenses thereof
shall be borne equally by the said Commonwealth and pro-
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Uosed State; provided always, that the said lands shall be
surveyed into tracts of twelve miles square, or as near
thereto as conveniently may be; and such tracts shall be
divided by lot by the said Commissioners between the re
spective States.

And if the said Commission shall expire,
r

& a new Commission shall be required by either State, for
the purpose of directing further surveys or for any other
purpose six new Commissioners shall be appointed, two by
each State, and the remaining two in manner aforesaid and
with the powers aforesaid.
Fourthly— All grants of lands, franchises, immunities
corporate or other rights, and all contracts which have
been or may be made by the said Commonwealth, before the
Separation of said District shall take place, and having
or to have effect within the said District, shall continue
in full force after the said District shall become a
separate State.
Fifthly— No laws shall be passed in the proposed
State, with regard to taxes, actions, or remedies at law,
or bars of limitation thereof, or otherwise making any
distinction between the lands and rights of property of
proprietors non resident in, or not citizens of said pro
posed State, and the lands and rights of property of the
citizens of the proposed State resident therein.
Sixthly— These terms and conditions, as here set
forth, when the said Convention shall have expressed the
consent and agreement of the said District to become a

separate and independent State, shall, ipso facto be in
corporated into, and become a part of any Constitution,
provisional or other, under which the government of the
said proposed State shall at any time hereafter be ad
ministered— subject, however, to be modified or annulled
i*

by the agreement of both the said States.
Sec. 2.

Be it further enacted by the authority afore

said. that the Convention to be assembled for the purposes
expressed in this act, shall be composed of Delegates
chosen in the manner following, viz: The Inhabitants of
the several towns in the District of Maine, now entitled
to send one or more Representatives to the General Court,
shall, on the first Monday of September next, assemble in
Town-Meeting, to be notified by warrant of the Selectment
of said towns, in due form of law; at which Meetings, every
inhabitant having the qualifications required by the Consti
tution of this Commonwealth to vote for Senators shall have
a right to vote in the choice of a Delegate or Delegates
to the Convention aforesaid; and each such town as afore
said shall and may elect one or more Delegates, not ex
ceeding the number of Representatives which it is not en
titled to send to the General Court.

And at such meet

ings, the Selectmen of the said several towns, shall pre
side impartially, and shall receive the votes of all the
inhabitants of such towns present, and qualified as afore
said to vote for Such Delegates, and shall sort and count
such votes in open Town-Meeting, and in presence of the
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Town Clerk, who shall make a fair record In presence of the
Selectmen, and in open Town-Meeting, of the name of every
person voted for, and of the number of votes given for
him, and the person or persons having a majority of all the
votes shall be chosen; and fair copies of the said record
shall be attested by the selectmen and the Town Clerk and
one such copy shall be delivered by the Secretary to each
of the persons whom they shall determine to have been
duly elected a Delegate, -And the Delegates chosen as
aforesaid, shall assemble in Convention, on the last Mon
day of September next, at the Meeting-house, near the
College in Brunswick, in said District of Maine, and shall
be the judges of the returns and elections of their own
members, and may adjourn from time to time, and to such
other place or places sucessively, in the towns of Bruns
wick or Topsham, as they shall think proper; and shall as
soon as may be, proceed to organize themselves, by chosing,
by a vote of the majority of the Delegates present, a
President, and such other officers as they may judge ex
pedient, and establishing proper rules of proceeding;—
Which Delegates shall be paid by the inhabitants of said
District of Maine; and on the day of the meeting for the
choice of Delegates as aforesaid the inhabitants of the
Towns, Districts and Plantations in the District of Maine,
qualified to vote for Senators, shall in open meeting
summoned also for this purpose, give in their written votes
on the question: MIs it expedient that the District of____
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aine shall be separated from Massachusetts and become an

E

ndependent State?"

And the Selectmen of the Towns and

istricts, and the Assessors of the unincorporated Planta

tions, shall, in open meeting, receive, count and sort and

declare; and the Clerks thereof respectively, shall record
the votes for and against such expediency.

And said

Selectmen and Town Clerks, and the .Assessors and Clerks of
said Plantations, shall seal, up and transmit said votes to
the President of the Convention, at their meeting herein
provided: and if it shall appear to said Convention, that
a majority of five to four at least, of the votes returned,
are in favor of said District’s becoming an independent
State as aforesaid, then and not otherwise, said Convention
shall proceed to form a Constitution as is provided in this
act.
Sec. 3 Be it further enacted, by the authority afore
said. that the said Convention, when organized as afore
said, shall declare the assent of the people of the said
District, to be formed into a separate and independent
State, upon the terms and conditions above expressed; which
assent being so declared, the said Convention shall make
known the same to the Governor and Council of this Common
wealth, and also to the Congress of the United States, and
request its consent that the said District should be formed
into a separate and independent State; and the said Con
vention after having so declared such assent shall proceed
to form a Constitution or frame of government for the said

new State, and shall determine the style and title of the
same; and such Constitution, when adopted and ratified by
the people of said District, in the manner herein after
mentioned, shall, from and after the fifteenth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, (the con
sent of the Congress of the United States then being had
as aforesaid) be the Constitution of said new State.

And

the Convention shall, as soon as may be, after having
formed such Constitution, or frame of government for such
new State, cause the same to be published, and sent to the
several towns, districts and plantations within the said
District of Maine; and there shall be a Meeting of the in
habitants in each of said towns, districts and plantations,
to be called and warned by the Selectmen and Assessors re
spectively, in due course of law, at which Meeting every
male inhabitant, having the personal qualification herein
declared requisite in the election of Delegates to said
Convention, shall have a right to vote; and the people so
assembled, shall give in their votes in writing, express
ing their approbation or disapprobation of the Constitu
tion, so prepared and proposed by said Convention.

And

the Selectmen of the several towns, and the Assessors of
the several districts and plantations respectively, shall
preside at such Meetings, and shall receive the votes of
all the inhabitants duly qualified as aforesaid, and shall
sort and count them in the open Meeting of the town, dis
trict or plantation, and the same shall be then and there
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recorded in the books of the town, district, or plantation,
and a fair copy of such record shall be attested by the
Selectmen or Assessors, and the Clerk of the town, dis
trict or plantation, respectively, and shall be by the said
Selectmen or Assessors, transmitted and delivered to the
i*
said Convention, or to the President thereof, for the
time being, or to any Committee appointed to receive the
same, on or before the first day of January next--on which
day, or within the ten days thereafter, the said Convention
shall be in session, and shall receive and count all the
votes returned and declare and publish the result; and if
a majority of the votes returned sh&ll be in favor of the
Constitution proposed as aforesaid the said Constitution
shall go into operation according to its own provisions;
otherwise the Constitution of Massachusetts shall be, and
be considered as, the Constitution of the said proposed
State in the manner as herein after provided.

And to the

end that no period of anarchy may happen to the people of
said proposed State, in case a new Constitution shall not
be so adopted and ratified by the people of said District
df Maine, the present Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts shall except as herein excepted, be pro
visionally, the Constitution or frame of government for
said District; except only such parts of said Constitution
of Massachusetts as relate to the style or title of said
State, or may be otherwise inconsistent with or repugnant
to the situation and condition of said New State; and ex-
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cept, that the people of said District shall choose in
their Senatorial Districts as now established three times
the number of Senators now allowed them & that the Legisla
ture shall choose such a number of Counsellors not ex
ceeding nine, as they shall determine proper.

And the said

t

Convention shall designate the place for the first meeting
of the Legislature of said New State, and for the organiza
tion of its government; and shall appoint a Secretary pro tempore for said New State.
Sec 4.

Be it further enacted. That until a Governor

of the proposed State shall be chosen and qualified accord
ing to the Constitution which may be in operation in said
State, the person last chosen President of the said Con
vention, shall from and after the 15th day of March next,
have all the power of the Governor and Council under the
Constitution of Massachusetts, until a new Governor shall
be chosen and qualified in the said proposed State; ex
cepting only that the said President shall not have the
power to remove from office any officer who may be duly
qualified and excepting the duties of his office according
to the intent and meaning of this act.
Sec.5 Be it further enacted by the authority afore
said, that all the laws which shall be in force within
3aid District of Maine upon the said fifteenth day of
March next, shall still remain and be in force within the
proposed State, until altered or repealed by the government
thereof, such parts only excepted as may be inoonsistant

with the situation and condition of said new State, or re
pugnant to the Constitution thereof.

And all the officers

who shall on the 15th day of March next, hold commissions
or exercise any authority within the District of Maine
under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or by virtue of
the laws thereof, excepting only the Governor, Lieutenant
Governor and Council, the Members of the Legislature, and
the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court of the said
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, shall continue to have,
hold, use, exercise and enjoy all the powers and authority
to them respectively granted or committed, until other
persons shall be appointed in their stead, or until their
respective offices shall be annulled by the Government of
the said proposed State.

And all the Courts of law what-

so ever within the said proposed State, excepting only the
Supreme Judicial Court, shall proceed to hear and deter
mine all causes, matters, and things which are or may be
commenced or depending before them respectively upon the
said fifteenth day of March next, or at any time after
wards and before the government of the said proposed State
shall establish new Courts within the same, and shall
continue from and after the said fifteenth day of March
next to exercise the like power and authority and in like
manner as they now by law may do, until new Courts shall
be so established in their State.
Sec. 6 Be It further enacted.That all actions, suits
and causes, civil and criminal, and all matters, and______
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things whatsoever, that shall on the said fifteenth day
of March next, be in any manner depending in the Supreme
Judicial Court of the said Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
then last holden within any County in the said District of
Maine, and all writs, recognizances, and other processes
whatsoever, that may be then returnable to the said Supreme
Judicial Court, shall be respectively transferred, and re
turned to, and have day in, and be heard, tried and de
termined, in the highest Court of Law that shall be es
tablished, in the said new State, by the government there
of; and at the first term of such Court, that shall be
held within the County in which such action, writ? process,
or other matter, or thing, may be so pending, or return
able.

And in all cases of appeals from any Circuit Court

of Common Pleas, or Probate or other Court, which shall be
made after the said fifteenth of March next, in any action,
cause, or suit whatsoever, and which would by law be made
to the said Supreme Judicial Court thereof, it shall be
sufficient for the Appellant to claim an appeal, without
naming of designating the Court appealed to; and such
appeal shall be entered at the Supreme of Superior Judicial
3ourt, or highest Court of Law, to be established by the
government of the said new State, which shall first there
after be held within or for the County in which such action,
cause, or suit may be depending & shall be there heard,
tried, and determined according to law;

Provided however.

that nothing contained in this section shall be understood
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or considered to controul in any degree the right of the
people of the said new State, or the government thereof,
to establish Judicial Courts, in such manner, and with
such authority as they shall see fit; nor to prevent the
said people or their government from making any other pro
visions, pursuant to their Constitution, respecting all
the said actions, suits, processes, matters, and things,
herein avove mentioned, as they shall think most proper,
to prevent the discontinuance thereof, and avoid any delay
or failure of justice.
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APPENDIX IX
REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE ELECTION RETURNS,
ACCEPTED BY A MAJORITY OP DELEGATES ATTENDING THE
BRUNSWICK CONVENTION, OCTOBER, 1816.1
REPORT
The committee appointed to examine the returns of
Votes on the subject of the Separation of Maine from Mass
achusetts, and report thereon, and also to inquire what
further measures it will be expedient to adopt to obtain
the consent of the Legislature of this Commonwealth to
such separation— also, to consider and report on the mem
orial of John Low, Jr, and others against the votes from
the town of Lyman, and also the memorials df the inhabi
tants of Mercer and other towns concerning said separation,
bave attended to that service, and ask leave respectfully
to report in part—
That they have examined all the papers and documents
purporting to be returns of votes from the towns and plan
tations in Maine, which have been committed to them and
find that a very large proportion of those votes are in
correctly or illegally returned.
In nearly half of those returns the question which was
to have been submitted to the people, was imperfectly or
erroneously stated.
Very many of the meetings appear to have consisted of
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other persons than qualified voters.

In several towns

certain descriptions of voters appear to have been ex
cluded— In this state of the votes, your Committee feel a
reluctance on the one hand in excluding the expressions of
the opinions of any portion of their fellow-citizens,
possibly correct, and on the other in admitting any return
which may be the result of Imposition or fraud.
If other considerations or views of the subject, can
authorize them to dispense with a strict, or rigorous
scrutiny their inclinations urge them to the adoption of
such a course.
But inasmuch as the memorial from John Low, jr. and
others, relating to the improper and unfair conduct in the
officers and voters of the town of Lyman, was specially re
ferred to your committee, they were obliged to give it
their particular consideration.
It appears to your committee that after the meeting
was opened, a motion was regularly made, and put, and
carried, that the voters be polled to see who were for and
who against the separation; that though this course was ob
jected to, it was carried into effect.

Thus in a town

where the majority was decidedly against the separation,
were its advocates designated and pointed out, before they
were allowed to carry their written votes.

Thus were a por

tion of the citizens deprived of the privilege of express
ing their opinions without inspection, and subjected to the
Influence of powerful men, and the censure or disapprove-

tion of a vindictive majority— Your Committee have there
fore rejected the return from the town of Lyman.
By recurring to the second and third sections of the
act concerning the Separation of the District of Maine
from Massachusetts proper and forming the same into an in
dependent State, we find that the Convention is authorized
to form a Constitution, provided ”a majority of five to
four at least of the votes returned” are in favor of the
measure.

The meaning of the word majority is doubtful—

This word is sometimes understood to mean the excess of
one number, over another, and sometimes the excess of half
the whole number.

Exclude the words ”a majority of” in

the second and third sections of the act, and no doubt re
mains but five yeas to four nays or five ninths of the
votes returned, would be required.

But your Committee do

not feel authorized to say that those words have no mean
ing.
In the report of the Committee prefixed to the act,
it appears to have been the intention, that the expediency
of separation should have been decided, by "an assembly
of men, charged with the most solemn duties,” meaning no
doubt a Convention of Delegates chosen by towns.
Here the Delegates would have been in proportion to
the number of majorities in each corporation and not in
proportion to the aggregate majority of all the votes re
turned.
_____ It is understood that the bill as first reported to
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the Legislature, authorized the Delegates to decide on
the expediency.

It was however so far amended as that on

the day of the choice of delegates, the Inhabitants of
the towns, districts and plantations, qualified to vote
for Senators, were to give in their written votes on the
question proposed in the act, and a majority of five to
four was required— As the Delegates must be apportioned
according to the respective majorities of their towns, so
on the question of Separation, the majority of yeas in
the towns and plantations in favor must be, to the majori
ty of nays in those opposed as five to four of the votes
returned.

The corporate majorities of yeas must be

placed in one column and those of nays in the other and
each added— Then, as five is to four so is the aggregate
majority of yeas in the towns and plantations in favor,
to the aggregate majority of nays in those opposed.— In
this way only can your committee give a meaning to the word
majority as contained in the second & third section of the
act.
The whole number of votes returned, including those
subject to the exceptions mentioned, is ........... 22,316
The yeas are .......

11,969

The nays are ............... 10,347
The whole

aggregate major

ity of yeas

in the towns and

plantations

in favor, is .........................

6,031

The whole aggregate major
ity of nays in the towns and plan
tations opposed is .................... .............4,409
Then as five is to four so is 6,031 to 4,825 the nays
required.

But the majority of nays is 4409 only.

Hence it

appears that upon this construction of the act there is a
majority of five to four at least of the votes returned in
favor of the said District's becoming an Independent State.
Your Committee are aware that it has been the popular
construction that five-ninths of the votes returned are
necessary.

But they apprehend that this construction has

prevailed rather from the use of an expression not con
tained in the act, than from a necessary import of the
words themselves.

Where this Act is doubtful, it should

receive such interpretation, as shall best comport with
the public will.
That will has, often, been decidely and unequivocally
expressed.

On the twentieth of May last the single ques

tion of expediency was decided in the affirmative by a
very large majority.

On the second of September, with the

terms and conditions before them, and the groundless
alarms of expence to the people and embarrassments to the
coasters, the citizens of Maine, by the majority here re
ported, have decided the question again.

And they are

here represented by a majority of Delegates in favor of the
measure.

It is expedient therefore, that this Convention

should give such a construction to the Act as shall best

effectuate the hopes and gratify the expectations of the
people of Maine.

But your Committee forbear to recommend

that this Convention act without deliberation and advice.
The Legislature of Massachusetts will soon be in session.
No inconvenience would arise in consulting their wishes or
asking their opinions.

Should they, as they undoubtedly

will, confirm this construction, or otherwise explain or
modify the law so as to give effect to the voice of this
majority of the people, much dispute would be prevented and
great satisfaction afforded to the opposers of the separa
tion.
But if contrary to all reasonable expectation the
opinion and decision of Massachusetts should be unfavor
able, we could at an adjourned session of the Convention
act as may be thought proper.
But in the report of the Committee, prefixed to the
Act, we find it conceded, that "expectations have been
authorized, that the Legislature of Massachusetts, would
consent to the proposed separation, when the deliberate
wishes of a majority of the people should be developed in
favor of the measure."

And we have no doubt that, with

the present commanding majority, Massachusetts will give
such fair and rational interpretation to the law, as shall
carry into effect the "deliberate wishes" of the people of
Maine.
Confident that a separation must be declared, your
committee would recommend, that, as soon as may be, a Con-

stitution of Government should be prepared, to be pre
sented to the people of Maine.

But as much time and labor

would be required, before so important a document could be
matured, they would propose an adjournment to some future
day, and that a Committee be appointed to set in the re
cess and report a Constitution at the next meeting of the
Convention.
In this stage of the progress of the people of Maine
by independence, it is proper that they should apply to
Congress for their admission into the Union.

It is import

ant also, that a law be passed, that in case of separa
tion, our coasting trade should be secured from additional
embarrassment.

Should the Legislature confirm their con

sent , Congress at their next session, would admit us into
the Union.
Your Committee have considered the memorials from
sundry inhabitants of Mercer and other towns, complaining,
that they have no delegates in the Convention.

And they

are satisfied that in forming a Constitution, these and
other towns and plantations are entitled to be heard.
They can, however, devise no other remedy, (except what
may be contained, in that part of the Constitution which
shall provide for amendments,) than an application to the
Legislature, so to modify the Act, as to admit those towns
and plantations not represented, to send delegates to this
Convention at its next meeting.
_____ Your Committee, therefore, ask leave to report the

following resolutions— which are submitted.
(Signed)

JOHN HOLMES, per order.

RESOLVED— That the further consideration of the votes
returned, be referred to the next session of this Con
vention to be held by adjournment.

«5
RESOLVED— That, provided all those papers and docu

ments, which purport to be returns of votes, should be
legal and correct,
the whole number of yeas is...... .............. 11,969
The whole number of nays is.................. ..10,8*17
That the majority of yeas of the
towns and plantations in favor
of separation is........... ................ .

6,031

That the majority of nays in the
towns and plantations opposed
to a separation is...........................

4, *1-09

and that the majority of yeas as aforesaid is to the ma
jority of nays as aforesaid a majority of five to four, at
least, of the votes returned.

APPENDIX X

"MEMORIAL" WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE
TO EXAMINE RETURNS OF THE BRUNSWICK CONVENTION, SUBMITTED
TO THE GENERAL COURT IN DECEMBER, 1816.1
TO THE HONORABLE THE SENATE AND House of representa
tives of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in General
Court assembled, the undersigned, a Committee appointed for
this purpose, by the Delegates assembled in Convention at
Brunswick, pursuant to an act of this Commonwealth, en
titled "An Act concerning the Separation of the "District
of Maine from Massachusetts proper, and "forming the same
into a separate and independent State,"
RESPECTFULLY REPRESENT,
THAT the separation of Maine from Massachusetts
proper, is a subject from it nature interesting to the
whole Commonwealth, but more peculiarly so to the people of
Maine.

It is an event which all, who have considered the

detached situation, the extent of territory, and the popu
lation, resources, and local interests of Maine, agree,
must in the course of things, ultimately take place.

The

only difference of opinion, as respects the measure itself,
seems to be, as to when is the proper time to carry it in
to effect.

It has often been the subject of the delibera

tion of the legislature, and we owe it to the people of
Maine thus publicly to acknowledge, that it has always re-
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ceived prompt attention, and that the course adopted with
respect to it, has been uniformly liberal and magnani
mous.— Viewing the separation as inevitable, whenever the
subject has been brought under their consideration, the
legislature have by their proceedings '‘authorised the peo
ple of Maine to expect that it would not withhold its con
sent, when the deliberate wishes of a majority of the
people of Maine should be developed in favor of the
measure"— thus leaving it to the people of Maine to choose
their own time, when they would withdraw from that govern
ment under which they have grown up and ripened into man
hood, and assume the responsibility of governing them
selves.
We will not occupy the time of the legislature by
adverting to the state of the public sentiment in Maine on
the question in times past but we would ask leave to call
their attention to the history of it for the present year.
At their session in Jan'y last, the legislature authorized
the people of Maine to assemble in their respective town
and plantation meetings on the 20th of May, there to give
in their votes on the question, "Shall the legislature be
requested to give in consent to the separation of the Dis
trict of Maine from Massachusetts proper, and to the
erection of said District into a separate State."

The

people of Maine, knowing that the question of separation
would be a subject of deliberation in the present legisla
ture, in selecting their representatives to this honorable
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body, were with scarcely an exception, governed in their
choice by the well known sentiments of their candidates.
These points of controversy, which too often agitate the
people, and with reference to which candidates are usually
selected, were lost and absorbed in the to them more im
portant question of the Independence of Maine.

Of the

members of this legislature, thus selected in Maine, a
very large proportion were the advocates of separation.
Again

on the 20th of May in their legal towns and planta

tion meetings, called for the express purpose of making
known their sentiments, and that under the sanction of the
Legislature, the people of Maine by a majority of more than
four thousand votes declared their deliberate wishes in
favor of the measure.
In consequence of the expression of the public will,
this Legislature at their last session proposed to the
people of Maine certain terms respecting the disposition
and division of the public property, and gave its consent
to the proposed separation on condition, that the people
of Maine in their several town and plantation meetings to
be held for that purpose on the first Monday of September,
should by a majority of five to four accededto the terms
proposed.

In thus requiring a ’’majority of five to four”

or any thing more than a bare majority, a principle intro
duced as we believe, not with a view to defeat the wishes
of the people of Maine but for the sole purpose of satisfylng the opposition; with deference to the more mature
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and better wisdom of the Legislature your memorialists
view with regret a departure from the first principles of
the Republic.

At the same time they beg leave in this

public manner to declare, that the terms respecting the
disposition and division of the public property thus
proffered by Massachusetts to the People of Maine, were
fair, liberal and just.

It is however a fact of the most

public notoriety, that those terms, liberal and just as
they are, were seized upon by the opposition to create
heart-burnings and dissatisfaction among the people.

We

do not mean to allude to those anonymous publications in
the papers of the day, devoted to the views of the opposi
tion, in which it was so repeatedly and in such a variety
of form and expression declared, that "as to the terms of
separation, every farmer in the District, if he will take
the pains to examine, must view them with abhorrence and
detestation"— and that "there is not a disinterested, en
lightened and independent man in Maine who will agree to
such terms."

We allude to the publications of men of

high legal standing, who with;their associates, under the
sanction of their names, and with the imposing influence
of their station and characters, have represented to the
people of Maine that Massachusetts was endeavoring to take
advantage of their disposition to be separated, and "will
make as good a bargain for herself as she can."

"That

the terms are incompatible with the interest and highly
derogatory to the honor of Maine."— That "If the measure
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were in itself expedient on equal terms, the act concern
ing the separation would of itself render it ruinous to the
people of Maine;" that "we relinquish all our right in the
public buildings in Massachusetts and get no equivalent;"
that even if the United States should assume the war debt,
"we can see no good reason to believe that we shall ever
receive a single dollar of all the public funds;" that
with respect to the wild lands, there was to Maine an "unparalled disadvantage in the proposed division;"

that the

exemption from tax" of the lands to be assigned to Massa
chusetts, "is such an abridgment of State sovreignty, and
such an impediment to revenue, as seems not only injurious
to the interest, but degrading to the character of a peo
ple who would assume the name of independence," that "the
probable loss which we shall sustain in the funds of the
State, occasioned principally by the terms of separation,
will be one hundred ninety six thousand four hundred
ninety seven dollars and thirty nine cents;" and " that
the probable loss we shall sustain by giving up the public
buildings and other real estate in Massachusetts, will be
at least one hundred thousand dollars."
With Such representations, made under the sanction of
their names, by such men, who also publicly "pledged them
selves for the correctness of their statements," it is per
haps to be wondered at, rather that more were not deceived,
thah that so many should have been.
_____But on the first Monday of September, the people of___
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Maine once more met in their primary assemblies, and for
the purpose of expressing their approbation or disappro
bation of the proposed terms; when, notwithstanding the
representations, to which we have already alluded, that
these terms were "inequitable" and ’’unjust*’ and to accede
to them would be to sacrifice the ’’rights and interests
of Maine," the people did give their assent by a majority
of more than sixteen hundred votes, and again expressed
their "deliberate wishes in favor of the separation.

It

was not, however, only by the vote on the question, sub
mitted by the Legislature, that the public sentiment was
developed.

On the same day the people were called upon

to elect their delegates to that Convention, in whose name
and behalf this memorial is presented.

Of the delegates

thus chosen, selected with a special view to their senti
ments, notwithstanding the small towns and plantations,
almost universally in favor of separation, were not repre
sented, a very considerable majority were the known and
professed advocates of the measure.

Thus have the people

of Maine within the period we speak of, four several
times, and in different modes, manifested their sentiments
on the question of separation.

Your memorialists there

fore feel themselves authorized to state, and to state
with confidence. that the deliberate wishes of a majority
of the people of Maine have been clearly and unequivocally
developed in favor of the measure.
_____ The delegates chosen by the several towns assembled

in Convention at Brunswick, having organized themselves,
they proceeded to examine the votes given in by the people
on the first Monday of September; and it appeared that
provided all those papers and documents, which purported
to be returns of votes, were legal and correct, the whole
number of yeas was 1 1 ,969— and the whole number of nays
10,3^7— But it also appeared, that a very large proportion
of those votes were incorrectly or illegally returned.

In

nearly one half of those returns the question, which was
to have been submitted to the people, was imperfectly or
erroneously stated.

Many of the meetings appeared to them

to have consisted of other person, than qualified voters;
and in some towns certain descriptions of voters were ex
cluded.

In this state of things the Convention, unwilling

to reject votes however palpably and grossly defective
might be the returns; unwilling to avail themselves of any'
construction of the Act, the correctness of which might
admit of doubt, and feeling great confidence in the justice
and magnanimity of the Legislature, thought It proper to
avoid entering upon any scrutiny or investigation whatever
of the legality or illegality of the returns; and, neither
admitting them on the one hand or rejecting them on the
other, they postponed the farther consideration of them to
an adjourned session of the Convention, for the purpose
In the meantime of laying the whole subject before this
honorable body for their advice and direction.

This course
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appeared to them the more proper and expedient, Inasmuch,
as the fact was unquestionably that whatever was the
correct and sound construction of the Act, there was a
large majority of the People of Maine in favor of the
separation upon the terms and conditions proposed by the
Legislature.
Your Memorialists therefore in behalf of said Convex
tion, and through them in behalf of the People of Maine,
pray this honorable Legislature to take the subject into
their consideration, and to grant its consent to the pro
posed separation on the state of the votes as given in by
the people of Maine ofi the first Monday of September; and
to make such further laws and provisions concerning the
separation, as in their wisdom shall be deemed most ex
pedient and proper to carry the proposed separation into
full and complete effect.

And as in duty bound will ever

pray—
ALBION K. PABRIS,
JOHN DAVID,
W.P. PREBLE,
JOHN CHANDLER

APPENDIX XI

MINORITY REPORT OP THE BRUNSWICK CONVENTION OP 1816
PROTESTING THE REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE RETURNS.
Wednesday, Oct. 9
The Hon. Judge Stebbins moved for leave to have enter
ed on the journals the following
PROTEST: —
IN CONVENTION OF DELEGATES, AT BRUNSWICK, Octo. 9. 1816
Being convened in the first assembly called in Maine,
to deliberate on the momentous subject of forming the Dis
trict into a separate State, a subject in which all the
members of this convention have like rights, duties and
interests; we, whose names are underwritten, Delegates in
the convention, feel deep regret, that such diversity of
opinion should prevail, as to render it necessary for a
minority to declare their dissent from the measures of the
majority.

It would be in the highest degree gratifying to

us, if discussion had produced a result in which we could
have united.

But we hold, that all power emanates from

the people; that no bodies of men, acting in virtue of
delegated powers, have a right to designate, not only to
whom they will delegate power, but what power will they
delegate; that according to our civil compact, by which
the whole people covenant with each citizen and each citi
zen with the whole people, that all shall be governed by
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certain laws for the common good," the citizens, besides
their natural rights, possess, as members of the body
politic, the rights secured by this covenant; that as this
compact between the Commonwealth and its citizens is mu
tual, it cannot, as respects any portion of its citizens,
be annulled without mutual consent, and without power
delegated from them, no man or body of men can establish
a new government over them, or abolish that which they
have legitimately established for themselves.

Considering

these principles as true and unquestionable, we protest
against the report of the committee on the subject of the
returns of votes and the resolutions thereto subjoined, and
against the vote of this convention yesterday, passed for
accepting the same; because we consider that said report
and resolves, as in their general tenor and spirit, in
consistent with these principles and with propriety; and
as instances we adduce the following—
By the said report it appears that apart!; from the
votes of the town of Lyman, which were in our opinion,
improperly rejected, of which a majority of 1?8 were
against separation, there are returned 11,9 69 votes in
favor of separation, and 10,34-7 against it; the former
being less than a majority of five to four of the votes
returned.

Nothing therefore remains to be done by the

Convention.

The only duty, in this event, assigned to

them by the Legislature and their constituents, here termlnates.

An adjournment of this convention to a future
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day must throw upon our constituents an expense, without
possible advantage and without their consent.

The exer

cise of further powers by this convention, we are con
strained to consider as usurpation.

To ’'proceed to form

a constitution,” is, in our view, at once a violation of
express law, and invasion of the right of our constituents.
We protest against the separation of Maine from the
present government by any means whatever, without the con
sent of the people.

No such consent has been given.

Their last vote was with a full understanding that a major
ity of five to four was necessary to a separation.

This

conclusion was by the competent authority rightfully
adopted, and became a law.
and obvious.

It is a conclusion distinct

It was distinct in the legislature, where if

passed against but a small majority, who magnimously sub
mitted to it, and constantly support it.

It was as we

understand, and never heard denied, sanctioned by the vote
of every member of the legislature present from Maine,
who was in favor of the separation.

It has been distinct

to the mind of every voter and every citizen.

How the

people would have decided on a different question had a
different question been submitted to them, we have neither
the knowledge nor the right to decree... The principles of
amendment, variously inserted in the constitutions of the
states & of the union, countenance the opinion entertained
by many, that five-ninths is a smaller proportion of votes
than ought to dissolve the important relations of civil
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society.

In the present case, the proportion of five-

ninths was fixed by a large majority and binding on the
whole.

Should the late vote in favor of the separation of

Maine be made the foundation of its erection into a state,
the government would be founded in force, not in right.
The vote was given on a condition which has not happened.
We protest against a reference of this subject to the
General Court for the purpose expressed in the resolution,
because, for the reasons already mentioned, it is in our
estimation, a request of that honorable body to enact that
which cannot be reconciled with constitutional principles
nor actual fact.— We protest against the proposed applica
tion to Congress, because it is unreasonable & presents
not even a hopeful prospect of utility.

And we protest

against addressing either Congress or the General Court on
behalf of our fellow citizens, because such an address im
plies a right to bind them by the result; a right which
they have not given us.
We protest against the report on which the resolution
are predicated, as Indecorous, as not expressed in terms
suitable to the respect which this convention owestitself,
nor to the honor due to the legislature— because, to our
apprehension, it intimates in terms too plain to be mis
understood, that, that august body may fail to do what
"justice requires," and, though it purports to request ad
vice and discretion, holds forth, in language of superi
ority and menace, a signification, that, if the General
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Court should not do what we considered to be proper, we
shall condemn and disregard their opinion; and advice, as
far as indicated in the report, to be sought of the Legis
lature, respects a case so free from doubt that a regard
to our own understanding & that of the legislature, for
bids us to admit, even by Implication that advice is nec
essary.
Impressed with the presence of Him who knows our
motives and will Judge them, we declare that we offer this
protest not from a wish to discountenancea faithful and lib
eral discharge by this convention of all the duties con
fided to them; but from a conscientious belief that the
measure against which we protest are mistaken in principle
and dangerous in their tendency; and, if effectuated, will
be subversive of the rights and destructive to the liber
ties of the citizens.

And we request that this dissent

may be entered on the Journal, and remain a witness for
us that we reasonably and solemnly give our voice and
offer our reasons against them.
Nathan Goold,
Samuel A. Bradley
Peleg Tallman,
Joseph Gilman,
Robert D. Dunning,
Jacob Waterhouse,
Convers Libby,
John Low,
Ephraim Clark,
Patrick Drummond,
John Watson,
William Barrows,
Ambrose Howard,
George Herbert,
Thomas Hill, Jr.

Sam *1 M . Pond
Joseph Lee,
Edward Russell,
Elias Upton,
William Barrows,Jr.
John Burnham,
Joseph McCobb,
Geo. W. Wallingford,
Josiah Stebbins,
BenJ. Brown,
Issac G. Reed,
Sam'l A. Whitney,
Joseph McKeen
Levi Whitman,
Dummer Sewall,

David Harding,Jr.
Lemuel Smith,
Josiah Burhham,
John Mitchell,
Wm. Abbot,
Wm. Chamberlain,
Nahum Moririll,
Pearl Spofford,
Thos. Beverage,
Barstow Sylvester,
James Waugh,
Josiah W. Mit
chell,
Fred. Allen,
Silas Blake,
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John Cooper,
Jabez Simpson,
Jeremiah Hill,
Jos. Dow,
Lothrop Lewis,
Daniel Cleaves,
Joel Thompson
Ever Rice,
Sam'l Thacher,
Eliphalet Perkins,
William Allen, Jr.
Joshua Head,
Amml R. Mitchell,

Rob't Foster,
Sam'l Eaton,
Ebenezer Farley,
Jere. Bailey,
Bryce McLelian,
Gamalief E. Smith,
Godfrey Grovesnor,
William Ladd,
Andrew R. Giddings
Sam. Stephenson,
Dan'l Quinham,
John Meknown

Alford Richard
son,
Moses Little.
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APPENDIX XII
ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OP MAINE IN ANSWER TO THE PROTEST OF
THE MINORITY OF THE BRUNSWICH CONVENTION TO THE REPORTG0F
THE COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE RETURNS.1
ADDRESS
From the Convention assembled at Brunswich, by a Committee
appointed for that purpose.
TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE—
The undersigned, a committee appointed by the Conven
tion of Delegates assembled at Brunswich, on the subject
of the separation of Maine from Massachusetts, "to prepare
and publish an address in answer to the protest of the
minority, and in support of the proceedings of said Con
vention, "— ask leave to make the following communication:—
An act was passed at the last session of the Legisla
ture prescribing the "terms and conditions" upon which
Maine might be separated, and providing th&t "a majority
of five to four at least of the votes returned" should be
required to authorize the Convention to form a constitu
tion.— Without deciding on the imperfections or illegali
ties of the returns, the Convention found that of all the
votes there were one thousand, six hundred and twenty two
more in favor than against the separation.

This majority

was short of five ninths, but the majority in the towns
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in favor, were, to the majority in the towns opposed as
“five to four at least of the votes returned.”— They have
expressed a preference. but not a decided opinion, in
favor of the latter construction, and have referred the
whole subject to the advice and decision of Massachusetts.
And availing themselves of the power granted them by the
act, have adjourned to hear the result.— This course was
deemed the most fair, liberal and satisfactory.
Very little doubt was entertained but that ”a strict
and rigorous scrutiny” would have so far reduced the num
bers that the requisite majority would have been obtained,
upon any construction of the law.

To receive these re

turns, imperfect as they were, and thereby defeat the
wishes of a very respectable majority of the people, would
be taking a responsibility, which the Committee thought
proper to decline.

To reject votes on the ground of ille

gality would have been invidious.

To resist a plausible

and rational construction of the act which gives the
requisite majority, on the ground of its novelty, would
have been highly censurable.

To adopt this construction,

without the opinion and advice of Massachusetts, might
have been deemed presumptuous.

To have yielded to the im

portunate zeal and inveterate perseverance of the opposers
of separation, by adopting a measure that must have dis
solved the Convention, would have been betraying our trust
and sacrificing the rights of the people of Maine.
course adopted is firm, but temperate.

The

It yields no powers
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granted by the act— it assumes none, not granted.

It

affords time for deliberation, and opportunity for advice:
and reserves all legal rights for ultimate determination.
The Convention are satisfied that Massachusetts will
approve of this course.

When they consider the reasons and

wishes of the people so repeatedly urged in favor of a
separation, it is impossible for them to doubt the willing
ness of Massachusetts to do us justice.
The undersigned would now proceed to the residue of
the duty assigned them, in answering the protest of the
minotifcyj;

It wotUld, perhaps, seem uncharitable to believe

that seventy one delegates so respectable, did not know
that, in their protest, they had misrepresented faots— It
would be worse to suppose that they did.
AFTER their preliminary remarks, most of which are
too general or too obscure to afford any illustration of
any subject, the gentlemen protest against a separation
’’without the consent of the people,” and then state that
"no such consent has been given.”

Was the majority of

about four thousand in May, no consent?

Was the election

of a majority of two to one of the Senators and Representa
tives in favor of a separation, no consent?

Were the ma

jority of the ballots and Delegates in September, no con
sent?

If these repeated expressions are not evidence of

consent, then surely these protestants are the people and
wisdom must die with them.
of these questions!

But hear the plausible evasion

"The last vote was with a full under-

standing that a majority of five to four was necessary.”
Indeed!

And suppose the "understanding” had been that a

mere majority was to have decided?

l

Would any advocate of

the measure have then opposed it, or any opposer have been
more encouraged in his opposition?

It Is pity that these

gentlemen, in the plenitude of their wisdom had not given
some good reason why a diminution of the requisite major
ity, would have induced a stronger vote against the meas
ure.

Yet they gravely tell us, that "the vote was given

on a condition which has not happened."

The undersigned

have been taught to believe that zeal in the pursuit of a
favorite object, was somewhat proportionate to the pros
pect of success.

It therefore surpasses their under

standing to discern, how the humble and modest exertions
of the opposers of separation could have been increased by
a diminution of their prospects.

These protestants are

opposed to an application to the Legislature, because that
body have no power to ratify their consent.
scarcely necessary to answer this objection.

It seems
The Constitu

tion of the United States requires the consent of the
Legislature, before Congress can admit us into the Union.
This consent, it Is within the discretion of the Legisla
ture to grant or refuse.

That discretion will be regulat

ed by the evidence before them.

They have said that it

has been the understanding that Maine should be independent
when "the deliberate wishes of a majority of the people
should be developed in favor of the measure."

This ex-

pression has been repeated, and the "wishes" expressed In
the last vote, were sufficiently "deliberate," notwith
standing all the influence of the Gentlemen’s "condition."
— The whole subject is before them, and they have an un
questionable right to give their consent.

Congress will

then decide on the expediency of admitting us into the
Union.
The residue of the protest requires a more particular
attention: The protestants allege that the report and reso
lutions adopted by the Convention are "indecorous, not
expressed in terms suitable to the respect which the Con
vention owes itself, nor to the honor due to the legisla
ture.

That it uses a language of superiority and menace

in case Massachusetts should refuse to do what justice
requires."

Had this been an attempt to produce popular ex

citement, these groundless assertions might have had their
effect.

But this protest is a document to be examined and

decided on by a deliberate assembly, capable of detecting
misrepresentation.

Can gentlemen who regard their reputa

tion for veracity deliberately allege that any of these
charges against the report are true?

We would charitably

hope that the protest was drawn with a view to what the
report might be, rather than what it was: and that after
its adoption, the gentlemen were deficient in time and
skill to make the necessary alterations.

But it must be

distinctly understood that these errors and misstatements
were pointed out to the minority before their protest was

entered on the journal.

They were cautioned and advertised

that the report contained none of the obnoxious expressions
or sentiments described in the protest.

Surely honorable

men will not resort to a newspaper publication of a report
which was not finally accepted, to justify their protests
against a very different one.

Nothing indecorous, disre-

spectful, dishonorable or threatening is contained in the
report or resolutions.

To give a description so palpably

untrue and even to quote expressions not contained in the
report or resolutions, is absolutely inexcusable.

Errors

of reasoning or wrong conclusions from true premises, are
incident to human nature.

Every man may make his own

inferences from facts, but a perversion of truth, is a
disgrace to any cause.

Gentlemen who profess such a re*

gard for truth and such an abhorrence of art and contri
vance would do well to beware.

Their appeal to "Him, who

perceives their motives,*’ may not well comport with their
statement of facts.
We forbear minutely to comment on the diction of the
protest; it is before a discerning public and will rightly
estimated.

Yet we cannot but express our regret, as

affecting the literary reputation of Maine, that the
united wisdom of the minority would not have produced a
more able state paper.
Thus, fellow citizens, have we, concisely and we hope
satisfactorily executed the duty imposed on us by the Con
vention.

We are free to confess that we feel a solicitude
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for the independence of Maine.
separation from honest motives.

We have advocated the
Whatever may be the re

sult, we are disposed to avoid irritation and treat our
opponents with personal respect.

May the Lover of Peace

and the Hater of Discord unite us in such measures as shall
promote the prosperity and happiness of Maine.
Before we close this address, permits us, fellow
citizens, to call your attention for a moment to a differ
ent subject:

We presume it has not escaped your notice

that the papers unfriendly to the independence of Maine
have teemed with every species of scurrility and abuse.
The Convention, its Committees, and indeed the population
of the whole District have been vilified and traduced.
Slander and misrepresentation have marked every communica
tion of these newspaper assassins, and their malignity of
heart seems only to be equalled by their impotence and
vulgarity.

The Committee have been particularly selected

as the object of this ineffectual outrage; but trusting
under God in the justice of our cause, in the purity of
our motives and conduct, we have felt too much pride of
character and self respect to notice their calumnies or
detect their misrepresentations.

Had the ability and in

fluence of the authors of these scurrilous communications
been in any degree proportionate to their wickedness and
Inclination for mischief, we might have been in danger;
but judgement has been tempered with mercy.

In their im

potence and insignificance we have found safety and the

shafts of malice and rancorous abuse, like the viper at
Melita, have fallen harmless at our feet.

Who these cal

umniators of private character are, we know not; unwill
ingly should we believe they are to be found among the
minority of the Convention; we have too much respect for
themselves to warrant it— But you, fellow citizens, will
not be imposed upon; you will examine for yourselves; you
will distinguish between right and wrong; between truth &
falsehood.

To you we commit the sacred charge of reputa

tion, and conscious of our own rectitude we feel no anxi
ety as to the result.
We have now only to recommend that you steadily per
severe in the cause of separation.

If we are united and

determined the Independence of Maine will be accomplished.

John Holmes,
John Davis,
W.P. Preble
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APPENDIX XIII
EEPOBT OF THE COMMITTEE OF BOTH HOUSES OF THE GENERAL
COURT REJECTING THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE
RETURNS OF THE BRUNSWICK CONVENTION OF 1816.1
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
In Senate, Nov. 16, 1816.
ORDERED, That the Memorial of a Committee appointed by
the Delegates assembled in Convention at Brunswick, pur
suant to an act of this Commonwealth, entitled, "An Act
concerning the separation of the District of Maine from
Massachusetts Proper, and forming the same into a separate
and Independent State together with the several Petitions
and Remonstrances relative to the subject, be committed to
Hon. Messrs. Otis, Pickman, Pickering, Fuller and Weston,
with such as the Hon. House may join, to consider and re
port.
Sent down for concurrence.
JOHN PHILLIPS, President.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Nov. 16, 1816
Read and concurred, and Messrs. Gorham, of Boston;
Fay, of Cambridge; Saltonstali, of Salem? Lawrence, of
Groton; Hubbard, of Boston; and Howard, of Newburyport are
joined.
TIMOTHY BIGELOW, Speaker.

3-Eastern Argus, December 10, 1816.
adopted on November 16, 1816.

The report was

The Committee of both Houses, to whom were referred the
Memorials and Documents presented to the Legislature,
concerning the Separation of Maine, respectfully
REPORT:
That by an act passed at the last session of this
Legislature, concerning the separation of the District of
Maine, it was, among other things, provided, that the in
habitants of the Towns, districts, and plantations in the
District of Maine, qualified to vote for Senators, should,
in open town meetings, summoned for the purpose, give in
their written votes on the question— "Is it expedient that
the District of Maine shall be separated from Massachusetts,
and become an Independent State, upon the terms and condi
tions provided" in said act?

And the votes thus taken,

were to be sealed up, and transmitted in manner provided by
said act, to a Convention, which was also instituted by
said act; and if it appeared to said Convention, "That a
majority of five to four at least, of the votes returned,
are in favor of said District's becoming an Independent
State aforesaid, then, and not otherwise, said Convention
shall proceed to form a Constitution, as is provided in
this act."

Pursuant to this act, a Convention was formed

and duly organized at Brunswick, in said District, on the
last Monday of September last, and the following days; and
a Committee appointed to examine the returns of votes, re
ported, that "The whole number of votes which the Committee
thought proper to admit, (dispensing with some want of for-
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malitles In many of the returns,) was.............. 22,316
Those In favor of Separation, were............ 11,969
Those opposed, were.............

10,3^7

The whole aggregate majority of
yeas, in the towns, and planta
tions, in favor, was..... ..................... 6,031
The whole aggregate majority of
nays, in the towns and planta
tions opposed, was............................

4,^09

Then as five is to four, so is 6,031 to ^,825* the nays
required.

But the majority of nays is *+,^09 only.— Hence

it appears, upon this construction of the act, there is a
majority of five to four at least, of the votes returned,
in favor of said District’s becoming an Independent State."
This report and construction were in substance
accepted, and adopted by the Convention, as appears by
their Journal, of which attested copies are before the
Legislature; and they, thereupon, proceeded to pass divers
resolutions, among others, one appointing a Committee to
frame a Constitution, and another to apply to Congress for
admission into the Union.

The powers of these Committees

are suspended only, until the result of an application to
this Legislature, to confirm their doings, shall be known;
and in order to ascertain this, the Convention stands ad
journed to the third Tuesday of December next.
Upon this statement, the Committee have no hesitation
in expressing their full conviction, that the Convention
have misconstrued the act by which their powers were de
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fined:

That the word ’’majority," refers to the majority

of votes returned, and not to the aggregate of local and
municipal majorities: That this is a self evident position,
resulting from a perusal of the act, and not susceptible
of illustration or contravention by any argument.

That

of consequence, the contingency, provided by the act as
prerequisite to the formation of a Constitution, and as a
condition of the consent of the Legislature, to the Separ
ation of Maine, has not occurred, and that the powers of
said Convention are at an end.
It is not less evident to the minds of your Committee,
that this Legislature is not competent to enlarge, vary,
or revive the powers of the Delegates to that Convention:—
These powers, though defined and prescribed by the Legisla
ture, were vested in each Delegate, by his own immediate
constituents*. He was chosen to execute a special power,
and in a certain event.

To vary his authority, or provide

for his acting upon another and different contingency,
would be to render him the representative of this Legisla
ture, and not of the people.

Such an act would be repug

nant to the elementary principles of a governmentv by
representation, and utterly void.
Having disposed of this inquiry, yourCommittee have
in the next place directed their attention to the several
Memorials presented by the Deputies from the Brunswick
Convention, and by a number of Senators and Representatives
of the District of Maine.

The object of these Memorials
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is either to obtain the consent of this Legislature to a
Separation* upon the present majority, or such further
provisions as may be expedient for consummating that
event.— With respect to the first of these objects, a
Separation on the present majority, it is respectfully
suggested that while the result of the votes returned to
the Convention, affords presumptive evidence of a disposi
tion in a majority of those voters favorable to a Separa
tion, without reference to the prescribed rations yet
this inference is by no means conclusive.

Those who voted

in the affirmative on the question as stated in the town
meetings, acted under an impression that unless those on
the same side should amount to five ninths of the whole
number, their votes would be ineffectual for the object of
Separation.

It is impossible to determine to what extent

or in what number these voters may have been influenced by
their reliance on this ratio as an indispensable prelimi
nary to further measures.

Probably in the estimation of

the greater number— possibly of all, it was a subordinate
and insignificant consideration.
otherwise.

But it may have been

It would then be a measure pregnant with hazard

to adopt as proof of the public opinion in Maine, in this
important concern, a standard liable to error, when cer
tainty is attainable.

There could be no reparation for

the consequence of mistake; no relief from the misfortune.
The cord once broken could not be re-united; and the people
of Maine might thus be transferred to a new Government.____
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under a misapprehension of their will and against their
consent.
There remained, therefore, to be considered by your
Committee, the expediency merely of adopting some new
measures to facilitate the expression of the sense of the
people of Maine upon the great question.
In arriving at a result upon this point satisfactory
to themselves, the Committee have excluded all considera
tions affecting the propriety of necessity of the Separa
tion, viewed as an abstract or original proposition.

They

apprehend this question to be at rest with the present
General Court.

After consenting to relinquish the juris

diction over Maine, upon terms satisfactory to Massachu
setts Proper, her Senators and Representatives can feel
on her account, no interest in the degree of unanimity
with which it may be effected, and no desire to procrasti
nate the event from selfish considerations.
The Committee, therefore, have anxiously and deliber
ately endeavored to discern the course which it is incum
bent on this Legislature to pursue, through respect to
their own dignity and consistency, and to the claims of
justice and equity from the respective parties In the Dis
trict of Maine, coming before them as a tribunal which has
once decided their cause.
It is then submitted as a fact familiar to recollec
tion, that although the ratio of five ninths was not
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recommended by this Committee, in the former report which
they had the honor to make, yet that principle was en
grafted upon the act with the full approbation and consent
of the advocates for separation.

It was at that time

foreseen and alledged by them that a majority of voters
would indubitably be found in favor of the measure, but
they were content to wave their pretentions to enforce it
upon this foundation, and to abide by the issue of an ex
periment to be made upon a ratio which seemed to be little
more than a necessary means of ascertaining the fair and
deliberate sense of an undoubted majority de facto, though
nominally aiming at something more;— While these proceed
ings on the part of those at whose request, the act was
passed, do not amount to a formal agreement, always to
acquiesce in the correctness of this ratio, or to be per
petually concluded by the result; yet as there was a fair
and equitable understanding between the parties with re
spect to the basis on which the experiment should be tried,
and which had the sanction of this Legislature, it would
not be easy to Justify at one session, a wide departure
from principles established at another, without the pres
sure of some great emergency, or at least without some im
portant variation of facts and circumstances, not antici
pated, which should urgently demand a prompt and repeated
interposition.
The Committee pretend to no accurate knowledge or in
formation respecting the progress of opinion in the Dis
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trict, either for or against the measure: A comparison be
tween the current of votes in May and September does not
warrant the belief that the tide in favor of it has been
greatly if at all augmented.

Should the fact be otherwise,

it will be displayed, and the people of the District will
be in no danger of being baffled in the pursuit.

Massa

chusetts will be anxious for no union which does not spring
from mutual affection and a sense of common interest.

But

in the ordinary course of legislation, question involving
merely the division of a parish or a town are rarely agi
tated more that once in the same political year.

Should

then the same Legislature which has once and so lately ad
justed the principles, and with great deliberation fixed
the terms and conditions which appertain to the dismember
ment of the State, revise the fundamental provisions of
its act without any new occasion, they might be considered
as betraying an undue solicitude to accelerate the parti
tion, and as regardless of the feelings and interest of a
large and respectable class of their fellow citizens.
It is a source of great satisfaction to your committee
to reflect, that their views, if adopted, cannot prove
detri-mental to any party.

If at this moment, a provision

should be made for instituting a new Convention, nothing
short of great precipitancy, not required by the occasion,
and hostile to all hopes of wise and temperate counsels,
would enable the people of Maine to become a State, with
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the consent of Congress during the present session.

The

interval between this period and the next political year,
will not have been lost.

The public attention has been

roused and attracted to the great question— Arguments on
both sides will have become familiar— Truth will be
separated from fallacy— Men’s judgments will be cleared
and their passions calmed— And both parties being satisfied
that no prejudice can arise from delay, will wait event of
things with that mutual forbearance which becomes those
who are in any event destined to remain fellow citizens.
Your Committee therefore recommend the following Re
solves— which are respectfully submitted
Per order,
H.G. OTIS,Chairman.
RESOLVED, that the contingency upon which the consent
of Massachusetts was to be given for the separation of the
District of Maine has not happened; and that the powers of
the Brunswick Convention to take any measure tending to
that event has ceased,
RESOLVED, that it is not expedient for the present
General Court to adopt any further measures in regard to
the separation of the District of Maine.
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APPENDIX XIV
ARTICLES OF SEPARATION, APPROVED JUNE 18, 1819 WITH
A PROCLAMATION BY GOVERNOR JOHN BROOKS CALLING FOR
A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION1
ACT OF SEPARATION— 1819
WHEREAS it has been represented to this Legisla
ture, that a majority of the people of the District of
Maine are desirous of establishing a Separate and Inde
pendent Government within said district; Therefore,
Sec. I.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House

of Representatives. in General Court assembled, and by
the authority of the same, That the consent of this
Commonwealth be, and the same is hereby given, that the
District of Maine may be formed and erected into a Separ
ate and Independent State, if the people of the said Dis
trict shall, in the manner, and by the majority, herein
after mentioned, express their consent and agreement
thereto, upon the following terms and conditions; and,
provided, the Congress of the United States shall give
its consent thereto, before the fourth day of March next:
which terms and conditions, are as follows, viz:
First. All the lands and buildings belonging
to the Commonwealth, within Massachusetts Proper, shall
continue to belong to said Commonwealth; and all the lands
belonging to the Commonwealth, within the District of

1Journal of the Constitutional Convention of the Dis
trict of Maine, (Augusta: Fuller and Fuller, 185&),
pp. 3-14; 1?-18.
______
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Maine, shall belong, the one half thereof, to the said
Commonwealth, and the other half thereof, to the State to
be formed within the said District, to be divided as is
hereinafter mentioned; and the lands within the said Dis
trict, which shall belong to the said Commonwealth, shall
be free from taxation, while the title to the said lands
remains in the Commonwealth; and the rights of the Common
wealth to their lands, within said District, and the
remedies for the recovery thereof, shall continue the same
within the proposed State, and in the Courts thereof as
they now are within the said Commonwealth, and in the
Courts thereof; for which purposes, and for the mainte
nance of its rights, and recovery of its lands, the said
Commonwealth shall be entitled to all other proper and
legal remedies, and may appear in the Courts of the pro
posed State, and in the Courts of the United States, holden therein, and prosecute as a party, under the name and
style of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; and all rights
of action for, or entry into lands, and of actions upon
bonds, for the breach of the performance of the condition
of settling duties, so called, which have accrued, or may
accrue, shall remain in this Commonwealth, to be en
forced, commuted, released, or otherwise disposed of, in
such manner as this Commonwealth may hereafter determine:
Provided, however, that whatever this Commonwealth may
hereafter receive or obtain on account thereof, if any
thing, shall, after deducting all reasonable charges re-
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lating thereto, be divided, one third part thereof, to
the New State, and two thirds parts thereof, to this
Commonwealth,
Second.

All the arms which have been received

by this Commonwealth from the United States, under the law
of Congress, entitled "An act making provisions for arm
ing and equipping the whole body of militia of the United
States,” passed April the twenty-third, one thousand
eight hundred and eight, shall, as soon as the said Dis
trict shall become a Separate State, be divided between
the two States, in proportion to the returns of the mili
tia, according to which, the said arms have been received
from the United States, as aforesaid.
Third. All monies, stock, or other proceeds,
hereafter obtained from the United States, on account of
the claim of this Commonwealth, for disbursements made,
and expenses incurred, for the defence of the State, dur
ing the late war with Great Britain, shall be received by
this Commonwealth, and when received, shall be divided be
tween the two States, in the proportion of two thirds to
this Commonwealth, and one third to the new State.
Fourth. All other property, of every descrip
tion, belonging to the Commonwealth, shall be holden and
receivable by the same, as a fund and security, for all
debts, annuities, and Indian subsidies, or claims due by
said Commonwealth; and within two years after the said Dis
trict shall have become a Separate State, the Commissioners
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to be appointed, as hereinafter provided, if the said
States cannot otherwise agree, shall assign portion of the
productive property, so held by Commonwealth, as an
equivalent and indemnification to said Commonwealth, for
all such debts, annuities, or Indian subsidies or claims,
which may then remain due, or unsatisfied; and all the
surplus of the said property, so h'Olden, as aforesaid,
shall be divided between the said Commonwealth and the
said District of Maine, in the proportion of two thirds to
the said Commonwealth, and one third to the said District.
And if, in the Judgment of the said Commissioners, the
whole of said property, so held, as a fund and security,
shall not be sufficient indemnification, the said District
shall be liable for, and shall pay to said Commonwealth,
one third of the deficiency.
Fifth. The new State shall, as soon as the necessary
arrangements can be made for that purpose, assume and
perform all the duties and obligations of this Common
wealth, towards the Indians within said District of
Maine, whether the same arise from treaties or otherwise;
and for this purpose, shall obtain the assent of said
Indians, and their release to this Commonwealth of claims
and stipulations arising under the treaty at present ex
isting between the said Commonwealth and said Indians;
and as an indemnification to such new State, therefor,
this Commonwealth, when such arrangements shall be com
pleted, and the said duties and obligations assumed,
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shall pay to said new State, the value of thirty thousand
dollars, in manner following, viz,:

The said Commission

ers shall set off by metes and bounds, so much of any part
of the land, within the said District, falling to this
Commonwealth, in the division of the public lands, here
inafter provided for, as in their estimation shall be of
the value of thirty thousand dollars; and this Common
wealth shall, thereupon, assign the same to the said new
State; or in lieu thereof, may pay the sum of thirty
thousand dollars, at its election, which election of the
said Commonwealth, shall be made within one year from the
time that notice of the doings of the Commissioners, on
this subject, shall be made known to the Governor and
Council; and if not made within that time, the election
shall be with the new State.
Sixth.

Commissioners, with the powers and for

the purposes mentioned in this act, shall be appointed in
manner following:

The Executive authority of each State

shall appoint two; and the four so appointed, or the major
part of them, shall appoint two more; but if they cannot
agree in the appointment, the Executive of each State
shall appoint one in addition; not, however, in that case,
to be a citizen of its own State.

And any vacancy

happening with respect to these two Commissioners, shall
be supplied in the manner provided for their original
appointment; and in addition to the powers herein before
given to said Commissioners, they shall have full power
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and authority, and It shall be their duty, within ten
years, next after the commissions shall be filled up, to
divide all the public lands within the District, between
the respective States, in equal shares, or moieties, in
severalty, having regard to quantity, situation and quali
ty; they shall determine what lands shall be surveyed and
divided, from time to time; the expense of which surveys,
and of the commission shall be borne equally by the two
States.

They shall keep fair records of their doings,

and of the surveys made by their direction; copies of
which records, authenticated by them, shall be deposited
in the archives of the respective States; transcripts of
which, properly certified, may be admitted in evidence, in
all questions touching the subject to which they relate.
The Executive authority of each State may revoke the power
of either or both its Commissioners; having, however,
first appointed a substitute, or substitutes, and may fill
any vacancy happening with respect to its own Commission
ers; four of said Commissioners shall constitute a quorum,
for the transaction of business; their decision shall be
final, upon all subjects within their cognizance.

In case

said commission shall expire, the division not having been
completed, and either State shall request the renewal or
filling up of the same, it shall be renewed, or filled up
in the same manner as is herein provided for filling the
same, in the first instance, and with the like powers;
and if either State shall, after six months notice.
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neglect or refuse to appoint its Commissioners, either for
filling the commission in the first instance, or the re
newal thereof, the other may fill up the whole commission.
Seventh. All grants of lands, franchises, im
munities, corporate or other rights, and all contracts
for, or grants of land not yet located, which have been or
may be made by the said Commonwealth, before the separation
of said District shall take place, and having or to have
effect within the said District, shall continue in full
force, after the said District shall become a Separate
State.

But the grant which has been made to the President

and Trustees of Bowdoin College, out of the tax laid upon
the banks, within this Commonwealth, shall be charged
upon the tax upon the banks within the said District of
Maine, and paid according to the terms of said grant; and
the President and Trustees and the Overseers of said Col
lege, shall have, hold and enjoy their powers and privi
leges in all respects; so that the same shall not be sub
ject to be altered, limited, annulled or restrained, ex
cept by judicial process, according to the principles of
law; and in all grants hereafter to be made, by either
State, of unlocated land within the said District, the
same reservations shall be made for the benefit of Schools,
and of the Ministry, as have heretofore been usual, in
grants made by this Commonwealth.

And all lands hereto

fore granted by this Commonwealth, to any religious,
literary, or eleemosynary corporation, or society shall be
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free from taxation, while the same continues to be owned
by such corporation, or society.
Eighth, No laws shall be passed in the Proposed
State, with regard to taxes, actions, or remedies at law,
or bars, or limitations thereof, or otherwise making any
distinction between the lands and rights of property of
proprietors, not resident in, or not citizens of the pro
posed State, resident therein; and the rights and lia
bilities of all persons, shall, after the said separation,
continue the same as if the said District was still a
part of this Commonwealth, in all suits pending, or judg
ments remaining unsatisfied, on the fifteenth day of March
next, where the suits have been commenced in Massachusetts
Proper, and process has been served within the District of
Maine; or commenced in the District of Maine, and process
has been served in Massachusetts Proper, either by taking
bail, making attachments, arresting and detaining persons,
or otherwise, where execution remains to be done; and in
such suits, the Courts within Massachusetts Proper, and
within the proposed State, shall continue to have the same
jurisdiction as if the said District still remained a part
of the Commonwealth.

And this Commonwealth shall have the

same remedies, within the proposed State, as it now has,
for the collection of all taxes, bonds, or debts, which
may be assessed, due, made, or contracted, by, to, or
with the Commonwealth, on or before the said fifteenth day
of March, within the said District of Maine; and all______
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officers within Massachusetts Proper and the District of
Maine, shall conduct themselves accordingly.
Ninth. These terms and conditions, as here set
forth, when the said District shall become a Separate and
Independent State, shall, ipso facto, be incorporated into,
and become, and be a part of any constitution, provisional,
or other, under which the government of the said proposed
State shall, at any time hereafter, be administered; sub
ject, however, to be modified, or annulled, by the agree
ment of the Legislature of both the said States; but by no
other power or body whatsoever.
Sec. 2.

Be it further enacted. That the in

habitants of the several towns, districts, and plantations,
in the District of Maine, qualified to vote for Governor
or Senators, shall assemble in regular meeting, to be no
tified by warrants of the proper officers, on the fourth
Monday of July next, and shall, in open meeting, give in
their votes, on this question: ”Is it expedient, that the
District of Maine shall become a Separate and Independent
State, upon the terms and conditions, provided in an act,
entitled An act relating to the separation of the District
of Maine from Massachusetts Proper, and forming the same
into a Separate and Independent State?1’ And the Selectmen
of the towns and districts, and the Assessors of the plan
tations, shall, in an open meeting, receive, sort, count
and declare, and the Clerks thereof, respectively shall
record the votes given for and against the measure; and
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the said Selectmen, Assessors, and Clerks, respectively,
shall make out an exact return thereof, under their hands,
and shall seal up and transmit the same to the office of
the Secretary of this Commonwealth, on or before, the
fourth Monday of August next.

And all returns, not then

made, shall be rejected in the counting; and the Governor
and Council shall open and examine the said returns, made
as aforesaid, and shall count the votes given on the said
question: and the Governor shall, by public proclamation,
to be made as soon as the state of the votes can be ascer
tained, after the said fourth Monday of August next, make
known the result, by declaring the number of votes appear
ing in favor of the separation of said District, as afore
said, and the number of votes appearing against it.

And,

if the number of votes for the measure shall exceed the
number of votes against it, by fifteen hundred, then, and
not otherwise, the people of said District shall be
deemed to have expressed their consent and agreement, that
the said District shall become a Separate and Independent
State, upon the terms and conditions above stated; and in
case of such majority, the Governor, in his said proclama
tion, shall call upon the people of said District to
choose Delegates to meet in convention for the purposes,
and, in the manner hereinafter provided; and in addition
to publishing said proclamation, in one or more of the
public newspapers printed in Boston, and in the District
of Maine, copies of the same, duly authenticated, shall,
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as soon as can conveniently be done, after the making of
the same, be transmitted to the office of the Clerks of
the Courts of Common Pleas, in the several counties of the
District of Maine, for public examination; and one such
copy, at least, shall be transmitted to the Convention of
Delegates, hereinafter mentioned, when said Convention
shall be formed.
Sec, 3.

Be it further enacted. That if it shall

be declared by said proclamation, that the said majority
of fifteen hundred votes appeared by the returns to be in
favor of the separation of the said District as aforesaid;
the inhabitants of the several towns and districts, now
entitled to send one or more Representatives to the Gen
eral Court, and all other incorporated towns, shall, on
the third Monday of September next, assemble in town
meeting, to be notified by warrant of the Selectmen, and
shall elect one or more Delegates, (not exceeding the num
ber of Representatives which such town is now entitled to;
each town, however, to be at liberty to elect at least one,)
to meet Delegates from other towns within the said Dis
trict, in Convention, for the purpose of forming a Consti
tution, or frame of Government, for the said District.
And at such meeting of the said inhabitants, every person
qualified to vote for Senators, shall have a right to vote
in the choice of Delegates.

And the selectmen shall pre

side, at such meeting, and shall in open meeting, receive,
sort, count and declare the votes, and the Clerk shall
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make a record thereof, in presence of the Selectmen, and
in open meeting.

And fair copies of the said record shall

be attested by the Selectmen and Town Clerk, and one such
copy shall be delivered by the Selectmen to each of the
persons duly elected a Delegate.
Sec.

Be it further enacted.

That the per

sons so elected Delegates, shall meet in convention, at
the Court House, in Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
on the second Monday of October next, and they shall be
the judges of the returns and elections of their own mem
bers, and may adjourn from time to time, and sixty of the
persons elected shall constitute a quorum for the trans
action of business; and the said Delegates shall, as soon
as may be, proceed to organize themselves, in Convention,
by choosing a President, and such other officers as they
may judge expedient, and establishing proper rules of pro
ceedings; and it shall be the duty of the said Convention,
to apply to the Congress of the United States, for its
assent to be given, before the last day of January next,
that the said Convention, to form a Constitution, or frame
of government, for said new State, and to determine the
style and title of the same; and such Constitution, when
adopted, and ratified by the people of said District, in
the manner hereinafter mentioned, shall, from and after
»
the fifteenth day of March, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand eight hundred and twenty, (the consent of the
Congress of the United States, then being first had as
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aforesaid,) be the Constitution of said new State.

And

the said Convention shall, as soon as may be, after having
formed such Constitution, or frame of government, for such
new State, cause the same to be published, and sent to the
several towns, districts, and plantations, within the said
District of Maine; and there shall be a meeting of the in
habitants, in each of said towns, districts, and planta
tions, to be called and warned by the Selectmen, and
Assessors respectively, in due course of law; and on the
day named by said Convention, at which meeting, every male
inhabitant, having the personal qualifications, herein
declared requisite

in the election of Delegates to said

Convention, shall have a right to vote; and the people so
assembled, shall give in their votes in writing, express
ing their approbation or disapprobation of the Constitution
so prepared, and proposed by said Convention.

And the

Selectmen of the several towns, and the Assessors of the
several districts, and plantations respectively, shall
preside at such meetings, and shall receive the votes of
all the Inhabitants duly qualified as aforesaid, and shall
sort and count them in open meeting of the town, district,
or plantation; and a fair copy of such record shall be
attested by the Selectmen or Assessors,’and the Clerk of
the town, district, or plantation, respectively, and
shall be, by the said Selectmen or Assessors, transmitted
and delivered to the said Convention, or to the President
thereof, for the time being, or to any Committee appointed
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to receive the same, on or before the first day of Janu
ary next; on which day, or within ten days thereafter, the
said Convention shall be in session, and shall receive and
count all the votes returned, and declare and publish the
result; and if a majority of the votes so returned, shall V ,
be in favor of the Constitution proposed, as aforesaid,
the said Constitution shall go Into operation, according
to its own provisions; otherwise the constitution of
Massachusetts, with the addition of the terms and condi
tions

herein provided, shall be, and be considered as the

Constitution of the said proposed state, In case a new
Constitution shall not be so adopted and ratified by the
people of said District of Maine, the present Constitution
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, shall, with the
terms and conditions aforesaid, and with the exceptions
hereinafter made, be provisionally, the Constitution or
frame of government, for said District; except only such
parts of said Constitution of Massachusetts, as relate to
the style or title of said State, or may be otherwise in
consistent with, or repugnant to the situation and condi
tion of said new State; and except, that the people of
said District shall choose in their Senatorial Districts,
as now established, three times the number of Senators
now allowed them, and that the Legislature shall choose
such a number of Counsellors, not exceeding nine, as they
shall determine to be proper.

And the said Convention

shall designate the place for the first meeting of the
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Legislature of said new State, and for the organization of
its government, and shall appoint a Secretary, pro tempore,
for said new State; and the said Convention shall regulate
the pay of its members; and the person, authorized by
said Convention, may draw upon the treasury of the Common
wealth for the amount of the pay roll, not, however, to
exceed the amount of the money paid into the treasury by
the several banks within said District, for the tax upon
the same, due and payable on the first Monday of October
next; and the sum or sums so drawn for, and paid out of
the treasury, shall be a charge upon the new State in the
division of the property, provided for in the fourth arti
cle of the terms and conditions stated in the first section
of this act.
Sec. 5.

Be it further enacted. That until a

Governor of the proposed State shall be chosen and quali
fied according to the Constitution which may be in opera
tion in said State, the person last chosen President of
the said Convention, shall, form and after the fifteenth
day of March next, have all the power of the Governor and
Council under the Constitution of Massachusetts, until a
new Governor shall be chosen and qualified in the said
proposed State; excepting only, that the said President
shall not have the power to remove from office any officer
who may be duly qualified, and executing the duties of his
office according to the intent and meaning of this act.
And in order that there may be no failure of
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Justice, and that no danger may arise to the people of
the said District of Maine, after the fifteenth day of
March next, and before the government of the said State
shall be fully organized; therefore,
Sec. 6.

Be it further enacted. That all the

laws which shall be in force within said District of Maine,
upon the fifteenth day of March next, shall still remain
and be in force, within the said proposed State, until al
tered or repealed by the government thereof, such part
only excepted as may be Inconsistent with the situation
and condition of said new State, or repugnant to the Con
stitution thereof.

And all officers, who shall, on the

said fifteenth day of March next, hold commissions, or ex
ercise any authority within the said District of Maine,
under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or by virtue of
the laws thereof, excepting only, the Governor, Lieutenant
Governor and Council, the Members of the Legislature, and
the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court of the said
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, shall continue to have,
hold, use, exercise and enjoy, all the powers and authority
to them respectively granted or committed, until other
persons shall be appointed in their stead, or until their
respective offices shall be annulled by the government of
said proposed State.

And all Courts of Law, whatsoever,

within the said proposed State, excepting only the Supreme
Judicial Court, shall proceed to hear and determine all
causes, matters and things, which are or may be commenced
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or depending before them, respectively, upon the said
fifteenth day of March next, or at any time afterwards,
and before the government of the said proposed State shall
establish new Courts within the same; and shall continue
from and after the said fifteenth day of March next, to
exercise the like power and authority, and in like manner
as they now by law may do, until such new Courts shall be
so established, in their stead.
Sec, 7 .

Be it further enacted, That all ac

tions, suits, and causes, civil and criminal, and all
matters and things whatsoever, that shall, on the said
fifteenth day of March next, be in any manner depending
in the Supreme Judicial Court of the said Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, then last holden within any county in the
said District of Maine, and all writs, recognizances, and
other processes whatsoever, that may be then returnable to
the said Supreme Judicial Court, shall be respectively
transferred, and returned to, have day in, and be heard,
tried and determined in the highest Court of Law that
shall be established in the said new State, by the govern
ment thereof; and at the first term of such Court, that
shall be held within the county in which such action,
writ*' process, or other matter or thing, may be so pend
ing or returnable.

And in all cases of appeals from any

Circuit Court of Common Pleas, or Probate, or other Court,
which shall be made after the said fifteenth day of
March next, in any action, cause, or suit whatsoever, and
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which would by law be made to the said Supreme Judicial
Court thereof, it shall be sufficient for the appellant to
claim an appeal, without naming or designating the Court
appealed to; and such appeal shall be entered at the
Supreme or Superior Judicial Court, or highest Court of
Law, to be established by the government of the said new
State, which shall first thereafter be held within or for
the county in which such action, cause, or suit may be
pending, and shall there be heard, tried, and determined,
according to law.
Provided, however, That nothing contained in this
section shall be understood or construed to control, in
any degree, the right of the people of the said new State,
or the government thereof, to establish Judicial Courts,
in such manner, and with such authority as they shall see
fit; nor to prevent the said people or their government
from making any other, jrovislons, pursuant to their Consti
tution, and not repugnant to the terms and conditions,
above set forth, respecting all the said actions, suits,
processes, matters and things, herein above mentioned, as
they shall think most proper, to prevent the discontinu
ance thereof, and to avoid any delay or failure of justice,
(Approved by the Governor, June 19, 1819.)
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APPENDIX XV
CONSTITUTION OF MAINE OF 1819 TO WHICH. IS PREFIXED
"AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE."1
ADDRESS
The Committee appointed on the 2?th of October, 1819,
to prepare an address to the people of Maine, to accompany
the Constitution to be submitted, made the following re
port, by Mr. Preble, their Chairman, which was printed by
the previous order of the Convention.

The following is

the address:
To the People of Maine.
FELLOW CITIZENS:— The Delegates, elected to form a
Constitution and Frame of Government, now present you the
result of their deliberations. They invite you to review it carefully, to weigh well
its provisions.

It is not submitted as a perfect system.

In some few important provisions it is a compromise of
conflicting interests and opinions; and, though not per
fect, it is the best, upon which the convention under ex
isting circumstances could agree.
In deciding upon its merits and demerits, the con
vention feel assured, you will be influenced by that can
dor, and liberality, which always pervades an enlightened
community.

1Journal of the Constltutional Convention of the Dis
trict of Maine, (Augusta: Fuller and Fuller, 185&), pp.
90-95; Perley, o£. cit., pp. 5-31.
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The Constitution of Massachusetts', venerable as the
work of the father of the revolution, endeared to the peo
ple by many associations and replete with the soundest
principles of liberty and government, has in forty years
experience proved inconvenient and defective in some few
of its provisions.
Assuming that instrument for a basis, the convention
proceeded to frame a Constitution for the State of Maine,
deviating in those cases only, where the experience of
this and of other States in the Union seemed to justify
and require it.
They have omitted, as Inconsistent with the dignity
of the subject and the simplicity of **the truth,” a pro
vision, which, though professing much, is utterly nugatory
in practice.
The worship of Jehovah, to be acceptable, must be a
free will offering.

The laws of man can reach no further,

than to external deportment.
Our holy religion neither requires nor admits their
aid.

The heart and affections, the seat of vital religion,

cannot be regulated by human legislation.
The rights of conscience are secured by univeral
toleration, placing all religious denominations on the
footing of the most perfect equality. -For the purpose of
rendering this provision more certain in its operation
all religious tests, as qualifications for office, are ex
cluded.

By requiring however that all officers shall be
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under oath, it is necessarily presupposed, that they be
lieve in the existence and providence of God.
In times of party excitement the doctrine of libels,
recognized by the common law, is sometimes employed as an
engine of oppression.

;

The convention have endeavored to guard against the
evil by making the truth of the matter published a suf
ficient justification in all cases, where the conduct of
public men is in question, or where the public gpod may be
promoted by a knowledge of the facts disclosed.
Pecuniary qualifications of electors have been pro
ductive of little benefit— sometimes of injustice.
They are too often relaxed or strained to suit the
purposes of the day.

The convention have therefore ex

tended the right of suffrage, so that no person is dis
qualified for want of property, unless* he be a pauper.
With the same views electors under certain limitations
and restrictions are also privileged from arrest on days
of election.
The necessity of a reduced representation seems to
be acknowledged by all.

The number, to which it ought to

be reduced, and the manner of making that reduction, are
questions, on which scarcely two couldibe found to pre
cisely agree.

If some were in favor of even less than one

hundred, others were the advocates of unlimited representa
tion.
The convention adopted an intermediate course, limit
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ing the number of representatives at not less than one
hundred, nor more than two hundred, and referring the ques
tion back to the people themselves, when the number shall
have reached the highest limit, whether that number shall
be increased or diminished.
But the difficulties arising out of this embarrass
ing branch of the business entrusted to your delegates,
did not here terminate.

Many were advocates of a general

districting system— others were equally strenuous for a
representation by towns.

The convention once more adopted

an intermediate course.
The whole number of representatives to be elected
is first to be apportioned and assigned to the several
counties on the most exact principles of equity and just
ice.

Thus the great sections of the State, the several

counties, which are but larger corporations, actuated to
a certain extent by a community of interests, have their
due weight according to their population.

The number of

representatives, thus apportioned and assigned to any
county, is next to be distributed among the respective
towns in such county, each town, having the competent
number of inhabitants,

being entitled to one or more; and

towns and plantations not having that number, to be classed
as conveniently as possible.

On any practicable system

there will be fractions, and the representation of course
unequal.

If under the system adopted by the convention,

the large towns have not their full representation, it is
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preserved in the county of which they are a part.

They

have their representatives; and even their fractions,
which would otherwise be lost to them, are represented
through the smaller towns of their county, who can seldom
have an interest at variance with their own.
The Senate is predicated upon population.
This rule of apportionment seemed to the convention
most consonant to the principles of a government by the
people.

Property will always possess at least its full

share of influence without being specially represented in
the Senate.
The Council are selected from among the people by the
two branches of the Legislature.

You thus avoid the idle

ceremony of electing in the first instance from the
Senate; and you preserve to the Senate its proper number
and distinctive character.

And with the view to preserve

in the Council a steady regard to the public good,
councilors are precluded from receiving any appointment
during the time, for which they shall have been elected.
The provision respecting exempts from military duty
was called for by the united voice of the militia.

It

tends to equalize the burthen, and to render the militia
more respectable and more efficient.

This duty, in its

nature a personal service, ought not to fall exclusively
upon any class of citizens.

In the opinion of the con

vention, every able bodied male citizen of suitable age
ought to perform it, or, in some form or other, pay an
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equivalent.
Free governments cannot long exist, where the people
are ignorant and depraved.

The due administration of our

own must essentially depend upon the intelligence and vir
tue of our citizens.

The State therefore has a deep in

terest in the education of our youth.

Hence the conven

tion have made it the imperative duty of the Legislature
to cause schools to be supported in the several towns, and
to encourage and suitably endow academies, colleges and
seminaries of learning, by extending to them as far, as
the circumstances of the people would authorize, the
patronage of the State.

At the same time it was thought

proper, that the Legislature should so far retain such a
general and superintending power over these institutions,
as should enable it to aid the cause of good learning, and
prevent the perversion or abuse of the public munificence.
To preserve the purity of the Legislature, its mem
bers tinder certain limitations and restrictions are dis
qualified, during the term, for which they are elected,
from being appointed to any civil office, which may be
created, or the emoluments of which may be increased, dur
ing such term.

With similar views, and to prevent a sys

tem of favoritism, all persons holding lucrative appoint
ments are excluded both from the Legjslature and Council.
This exclusion was deemed peculiarly proper in so far, as
respects judicial officers.
Thus you preserve the several departments of the_____
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government distinct.

Thus you remove those important

offices as far, as possible, from all temptation to court
the popular favor perhaps at the expense of justice.
On a pure, intelligent, upright, and independent
judiciary, the people more immediately depend for the im
partial interpretation and administration of the laws, and
for protection in the enjoyment of their rights and privi
leges.
In the opinion of the convention, merit, not wealth,
is the proper qualification for office.

If with perfect

safety to the people no pecuniary qualification is re
quired for the highest offices under the United States,
there is still less reason for requiring it under the gov
ernment of the State.

With the limitation in general, that

but one important office can be held by one man, all offi
ces are left open to all.
The settlement of our extensive vacant lands has been
seriously retarded by the present unequal system of taxa
tion.

In the opinion of the convention no good reason ex

ists, why an estate of a given value in uncultivated lands
should pay only one-third so much tax, as an estate of the
same value in lands under cultivation.

It seemed to them

not difficult to determine who best deserve' the indulgence
or patronage of the State, the man who brings forward and
cultivates his lands, and renders them productive to the
community, or the man, who suffers them to remain a useless wilderness, in order that his wealth may be increased
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by their rise in value, occasioned by the industry and
enterprise of contiguous settlements.

To remedy the evil,

the convention inserted the article requiring that real es
tate, whether cultivated or uncultivated, shall be equally
taxed according to its Just value.
The apportionment of Senators and Representatives for
the first Legislature, it was apprehended, might not prove
perfectly equal.

The convention however proceeded upon

the best data in their possession, and to them it is a
gratifying circumstance, that, if any injustice is done,
it can be of but short duration.
An actual census of the people being about to be
taken, the first Legislature will be enabled to remedy
such inequalities, as shall be found to exist, and to do
exact and impartial justice to every district town and plan
tation.
It was not thought advisable by the convention to in
cumber the constitution by attempts to fix or regulate the
salaries of any of your officers.

This and many other ob

jects suggested in convention are subjects of legislation
and are left to the wisdom of your future legislatures.
Such, fellow citizens, are the principal provisions
in the constitution submitted to you by your delegates,
which embrace the material variances from the constitution,
under which you have so long and so happily lived.

We say

principal provisions, because there are others, believed
to be wholesome and salutary, which however are not deemed
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of sufficient importance, to be particularly noticed in
this address.
refer you.

To the constitution itself we respectfully

We solicit you once more to weigh well its

provisions, to examine it as a whole.

If it be not per

fectly satisfactory in all its parts, judge whether, con
sidering the differences existing in men's views and
opinions, you will be likely to obtain one, more accepta
ble.
Your delegates have felt a deep resonsibility; your
approbation could not fail to be highly gratifying to them.
But they wish not to bias your judgment.

You act for

yourselves and posterity.
In behalf and by order of the convention.
WM. P. PREBLE
GEO. THATCHER, JR.,
BENJA. AMES,
JOSHUA GAGE,
LEONARD JARVIS,
JOHN BURGIN,
PETER C. VIRGIN,
SIMEON STETSON,
ELEAZER COBURN,

Committee.

CONSTITUTION OF MINE.
We the people of Mine, in order to establish jus
tice, ensure tranquility, provide for our mutual defence,
promote our common welfare, and secure to ourselves and
our posterity the blessings of Liberty, acknowledging with
grateful hearts the goodness of the Sovereign Ruler of
the Universe In affording us an opportunity so favorable
to the design; and imploring his aid and direction in its
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accomplishment, do agree to form ourselves into a free
and independent State, by the style and title of the State
of Maine, and do ordain and establish the following Con
stitution for the government of the same.
ARTICLE I.
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS.
Sec. 1.

All men are born equally free and independ

ent, and have certain natural, inherent and unalienable
rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending
life and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting
property, and of pursuing and obtaining safety and happi
ness.
Sec. 2.

All power is inherent in the people; all

free governments are founded in their authority, and in
stituted for their benefit; they have therefore an un
alienable and indefeasible right to institute government,
and to alter, reform, or totally change the same, when
their safety and happiness require it.
Sec. 3.

All men have a natural and unalienable right

to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their
own consciences, and no one shall be hurt, molested or re
strained in his person, liberty or estate, for worshipping
God in the manner and season most agreeable to the dic
tates of his conscience, nor for his religious professions
or sentiments, provided he does not disturb the public
peace, nor obstruct others in their religious worship;—
and all persons demeaning themselves peaceably, as good

members of the State, shall be equally under the protection
of the laws, and no subordination nor preference of any
one sect or denomination to another shall ever be estab
lished by law, nor shall any religious test be required
as a qualification for any office or trust, under this
State; and all religious societies in this State, whether
incorporate or unincorporate, shall at all times have the
exclusive right of electing their public teachers, and
contracting with them for their support and maintenance.
Sec.

Every citizen may freely speak, write and

publish his sentiments on any subject, being responsible
for the abuse of this liberty; no laws shall be passed
regulating or restraining the freedom of the press; and
in prosecutions for any publication respecting the offi
cial conduct of men in public capacity, or the qualifica
tions of those who are candidates for the suffrages of
the people, or where the matter published is proper for
public information, the truth thereof may be given in evi
dence, and in all indictments for libels, the Jury, after
having received the direction of the Court, shall have a
right to determine, at their discretion, the law and the
fact.
Sec. 5.

The people shall be secure in their persons,

hourses, papers and possession, from unreasonable searches
and seizures; and no warrant to search any place, or
seize any person or things, shall issue without special
designation of the place to be searched, and the person
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or thing to be seized, nor without probable cause, support
ed by oath or affirmation.
Sec. 6 .

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused

shall have a right to be heard by himself and his counsel,
or either, at his election;
To demand the nature and cause of the accusation,
and have a copy thereof;
To be confronted by the witnesses against him;
To have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses
in his favor;
To have a speedy, public and impartial trial, and,
except in trials by martial law or impeachment, by a Jury
of the vicinity.

He shall not be compelled to furnish or

give evidence against himself, nor be deprived of his life,
liberty, property or privileges, but by judgment of his
peers, or the law of the land.
Sec. 7.

No person shall be held to answer for a capi

tal or infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indict
ment of a grand jury, except in cases of impeachment, or
in such cases of offences, as are usually cognizable by
a justice of the peace, or in cases arising in the army or
navy, or in the militia when in actual service in time of
war or public danger.

The Legislature shall provide by

law a suitable and impartial mode of selecting Juries, and
their usual number and unanimity, in indictments and con
victions, shall be held indispensable.
Sec. 8 .

No person, for the same offence, shall be
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twice put in jeopardy of life or limb.
Sec. 9 .

Sanguinary laws shall not be passed; all

penalties and punishments shall be proportioned to the
offence; excessive ball shall not be required nor excessive
fines Imposed, nor cruel nor unusual punishments Inflicted.
Sec. 10.

All persons, before conviction, shall be

bailable, except for capital offences, where the proof is
evident or the presumption great.

And the privilege of

the writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless
when in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety
may require it.
Sec. 11.

The Legislature shall pass no bill of

attainder, ex post facto law,

nor law impairing the obli

gation of contracts, and no attainder shall work corrupt
ion of blood, nor forfeiture of estate.
Sec. 12.

Treason against this State shall consist

only in levying war against it, adhering to its enemies,
giving them aid and comfort.

No person shall be con

victed of treason unless on the testimony of two wit
nesses to the same overt act, or confession in open court.
Sec. 13.

The laws shall not be suspended but by the

Legislature or its authority.
Sec. 1^.

No person shall be subject to corporeal

punishment under military law, except such as are employed
in the army or navy, or in the militia when in actual ser
vice in time of war or public danger.
Sec. 15.

The people have a right at all times in an
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orderly and peaceable manner to assemble to consult upon
the common good, to
give instructions to their representai
tives, and to request, of either department of the govern
ment by petition or remonstrance, redress of their wrongs
and grievances.
Sec. 16.

Every citizen has a right to keep and bear

arms for the commondefence; and this right shall never be
questioned.
Sec. 17.

No standing army shall be kept up in time

of peace without the consent of the Legislature, and the
military shall, in all cases, and at all times be in
strict subordination to the civil power.
Sec. 18.

No soldier shall in time of peace be

quartered in any house without the consent of the owner or
occupant,.nor in time of war, but in a manner to be pre
scribed by law.
Sec. 19.

Every person for an injury done him in his

person, reputation, property or immunities, shall have
remedy by due course of law; and right and justice shall
be administered freely and without sale, completely and
without denial, promptly and without delay.
Sec. 20.

In all civil suits and in all controver

sies concerning property, the parties shall have a right
to a trial by jury, except in cases where it has hereto
fore been otherwise practised; the party claiming the
right may be heard by himself and his counsel, or either,
at his election.

_______

____________________
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Sec. 21.

Private property shall not be taken for

public uses without just compensation; nor tinless the pub
lic exigencies require it.
Sec. 22.

No tax or duty shall be imposed without the

consent of the people or of their Representatives in the
Legislature.
Sec. 23.

No title of nobility or hereditary dis

tinction, privilege, honor or emolument, shall ever be
granted or confirmed, nor shall any office be created, the
appointment to which shall be for a longer time than dur
ing good behaviour.
Sec. 2^.

The enumeration of certain rights shall not

impair nor deny others retained by the people.
ARTICLE II.
ELECTORS
Sec. 1 .

Every male citizen of the United States of

the age of twenty-one years and upwards, excepting paupers,
persons under guardianship, and Indians not taxed, having
his residence established in this State for the term of
three months next preceding any election, shall be an
elector for Governor, Senators and Representatives, in the
town or plantation where his residence is so established;
and the elections shall be by written ballot.

But persons

in the military, naval or marine service of the United
States, or this State, shall not be considered as having
obtained such established residence by being stationed in
any garrison, barrack or military place, in any town or
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plantation; nor shall the residence of a student at any
seminary of learning entitle him to the right of suffrage
in the town or plantation where such seminary is estab
lished.
Sec. 2.

Electors shall, in all cases, except trea

son, felony or breach of the peace, be privileged from
arrest on the days of election, during their attendance at,
going to, and returning therefrom.
Sec. 3.

No elector shall be obliged to do duty in

the militia on any day of election, except in time of war
or public danger.
Sec. k.

The election of Governor, Senators and Rep

resentatives, shall be on the second Monday of September
annually forever.
ARTICLE III.
DISTRIBUTION OP POWERS.
Sec. 1.

The powers of this Government shall be di

vided into three distinct Departments, the Legislative.
Executive and Judicial.
Sec. 2.

No person or persons, belonging to one of

these Departments, shall exercise any of the powers proper
ly belonging to either of the others, except in the cases
herein expressly directed or permitted.
ARTICLE IV— Part First.
Legislative Power— House of Representatives.
Sec. 1.

The Legislative power shall be vested in

two distinct branches, a House of Representatives, and a
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Senate, each to have a negative on the other, and both to
be styled the Legislature of Maine, and the style of their
Acts and Laws, shall be, "Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives in Legislature assembled."
Sec. 2.

The House of Representatives shall consist

of not less than one hundred nor more than two hundred mem
bers, to be elected by the qualified electors for one
year from the day next preceding the annual meeting of
the Legislature.

The Legislature, which shall first be

convened under this Constitution, shall, on or before the
fifteenth day of August in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and twenty one, and the Legisla
ture, within every subsequent period of at most ten years
and at least five, cause the number of the inhabitants of
the State to be ascertained, exclusive of foreigners not
naturalized, and Indians not taxed.

The number of Repre-c

sentatlves shall, at the several periods of making such
enumeration, be fixed and apportioned among the several
counties, as near as may be, according to the number of
inhabitants, having regard to the relative increase of
population.

The number of Representatives shall, on said

first apportionment, be not less than one hundred nor more
than one hundred and fifty; and, whenever the number of
Representatives shall be two hundred, at the next annual
meetings of elections, which shall thereafter be had, and
at every subsequent period of ten years, the people shall
give in their votes, whether the number of Representatives
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shall be two hundred, at the next annual meetings of
elections, which shall thereafter be had, and at every
subsequent period of ten years, the people shall give in
their votes, whether the number of Representatives shall
be increased or diminished, and if a majority of votes are
in favor thereof, it shall be the duty of the next Legi
slature thereafter to increase or diminish the number by
the rule hereinafter prescribed.
Sec. 3.

Each town having fifteen hundred inhabitants

may elect one representative; each town having three
thousand seventeen hundred and fifty may elect two; each
town having six thousand seven hundred and fifty may
elect three; each town having ten thousand five hundred
may elect four; each town having fifteen thousand may
elect six; each town having twenty six thousand two hun
dred and fifty inhabitants may elect seven; but no town
shall ever be entitled to more than seven representatives:
and towns and plantations duly organized, not having
fifteen hundred inhabitants, shall be classed, as con
veniently as may be, into districts containing that num
ber, and so as not to divide towns; and each such dis
trict may elect one representative; and, when on this
apportionment the number of representatives shall be two
hundred, a different apportionment shall take place upon
the above principle; and, in case the fifteen hundred
shall be too large or too small to apportion all the
representatives to any county, it shall be so increased or

diminished as to give the number of representatives
according to the above rule and proportion; and whenever
any town or towns, plantation or plantations not entitled
to elect a representative shall determine against a
classification with any other town or plantation, the
Legislature may, at each apportionment of representatives,
on the application of such town or plantation, authorize
it to elect a representative for such portion of time and
such periods, as shall be equal to its portion of repre
sentation; and the right of representation, so established,
shall not be altered until the next general apportionment.
Sec. k.

No person shall be a member of the House of

Representatives, unless he shall, at the commencement of
the period for which he is elected, have been five years a
citizen of the United States, have arrived at the age of
twenty one years, have been a resident in this State one
year, or from the adoption of this Constitution; and, for
the three months next preceding the time of his election
shall have been, and, during the period for which he is
elected, shall continue to be a resident in the town or
district which he represents.
Sec. 5*

The meetings for the choice of representa

tives shall be warned in due course of law by the select
men of the several towns seven days at least before the
election, and the selectmen thereof shall preside impar
tially at such meetings, receive the votes of all the
qualified electors present, sort, count and declare them

in open town meeting, and in the presence of the town
clerk, who shall form a list of the persons voted for,
with the number of votes for each person against his name,
shall make a fair record thereof in the presence of the
selectmen, and in open town meeting; and a fair copy of
this list shall be attested by the selectmen and town
clerk, and delivered by said selectment to each representa
tive within ten days next after such election.

And the

towns and plantations organized by law, belonging to any
class herein provided, shall hold their meetings at the
same time in the respective towns and plantations; and
the town and plantation meetings in such towns and planta
tions shall be notified, held and regulated, the votes re
ceived, sorted, counted and declared in the same manner.
And the assessors and clerks of plantations shall have
all the powers, and be subject to all the duties, which
selectment and town clerks have and are subject to by this
Constitution.

And the selectmen of such towns, and the

assessors of such plantations, so classed, shall, within
four days next after such meeting, meet at some place, to
be prescribed and notified by the selectmen or assessors
of the eldest town, or plantation, in such class, and the
copies of said lists shall be then examined and compared;
and in case any person shall be elected by a majority of
all the votes, the selectmen or assessors shall deliver
the certified copies of such lists to the person so
elected, within ten days next after such election; and the

clerks of towns and plantations respectively shall seal up
copies of all such lists and cause them to be delivered
into the Secretary’s office twenty days at least before
the first Wednesday in January annually; but in case no
person shall have a majority of votes, the selectmen and
assessors shall, as soon as may be, notify another meeting,
and the same proceedings shall be had at every future
meeting until an election shall have been effected:

Pro

vided. That the Legislature may by law prescribe a diff
erent mode of returning, examining and ascertaining the
election of the representatives in such classes.
Sec. 6.

Whenever the seat of a member shalib be va

cated by death, resignation, or otherwise, the vacancy
may be filled by a new election.
Sec. 7.

The House of Representatives shall choose

their Speaker, Clerk and other officers.
Sec. 8.

The House of Representatives shall have the

sole power of impeachment.
ARTICLE IV.— Part Second.
SENATE.
Sec. 1.

The Senate shall consist of not less than

twenty, nor more than thirty-one members, elected at the
same time, and for the same term, as the representatives,
by the qualified electors of the districts, into which
the State shall from time to time be divided.
Sec. 2.

The Legislature, which shall be first con

vened under this Constitution shall, on or before the
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fifteenth day of August in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and twenty-one, and the Legislature
at every subsequent period of ten years, cause the state
to be divided into districts for the choice of Senators.
The districts shall conform, as near as may be, to county
lines, and be apportioned according to the number of in
habitants.

The number of Senators shall not exceed twenty

at the first apportionment, and shall at each apportion
ment be increased, until they shall amount to thirty-one,
according to the increase in the House of Representatives.
Sec. 3.

The meetings for the election of Senators

shall be notified, held and regulated, and the votes re
ceived, sorted, counted, declared and recorded, in the
same manner as those for Representatives.

And fair copies

of the lists of votes shall be attested by the selectmen
and town clerks of towns, and the assessors and clerks of
plantations, and sealed up in open town and plantation
meetings; and the town and plantation clerks respectively
shall cause the same to be delivered into the Secretary’s
office thirty days at least before the first Wednesday
of January.

All other qualified electors, living in

places unincorporated, who shall be assessed to the sup
port of government by the assessors of an adjacent town,
shall have the privilege of voting for Senators, Represent
atives, and Governor in such town; and shall be notified
by the selectmen thereof for purpose accordingly.
Sec. 4.

The Governor and Council shall, as soon as
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may be, examine the returned copies of such lists, and,
twenty days before the said first Wednesday of January,
issue a summons to such persons, as shall appear to be
elected by a majority of the votes in each district, to
attend that day and take their seats.
Sec. 5.

The Senate shall, on the said first Wednes

day of January, annually, determine who are elected by a
majority of votes to be Senators in each district; and in
case the full number of Senators to be elected from each
district shall not have been so elected, the members of
the House of Representatives and such Senators, as shall
have been elected, shall, from the highest numbers of the
persons voted for, on said lists, equal to twice the num
ber of Senators deficient, in every district, if here be
so many voted for, elect by joint ballot the number of
Senators required; and in this manner all vacancies in
the Senate shall be supplied, as soon as may be, after
such vacancies happen.
Sec. 6.

The Senators shall be twenty-five years of

age at the commencement of the term, for which they are
elected, and in all other respects their qualifications
shall be the same, as those of the Representatives.
Sec. 7.

The Senate shall have the sole power to try

all impeachments, and when setting for that purpose shall
be on oath or affirmation, and no person shall be con
victed without the concurrence of two thirds of the mem
bers present.

Their judgment, however, shall not extent

farther than to removal from office, and disqualification
to hold or enjoy any office of honor, trust or profit
under this State.

But the party, whether convicted or

acquitted, shall nevertheless be liable to indictment,
trial, judgment and punishment according to law.
Sec. 8.

The Senate shall choose their President,

Secretary and other officers.
ARTICLE IV.— Part Third
LEGISLATIVE POWER
Sec. 1.

The Legislature shall convene on the first

Wednesday of January annually, and shall have full power
to make and establish all reasonable laws and regulations
for the defence and benefit of the people of this State,
not repugnant to this Constitution, nor to that of the
United States.
Sec. 2.

Every bill or resolution, having the force

of law, to which the concurrence of both Houses may be
necessary, except on a question of adjournment, which
shall have passed both Houses, shall be presented to the
Governor, and if he approve, he shall sign it; if not, he
shall return it with his objections to the House, in which
it shall have originated, which shall enter the objections
at large on its journals, and proceed to reconsider it.
If, after such reconsideration, two thirds of that House
shall agree to pass it, it shall be sent, together with
the objections, to the other House, by which it shall be
reconsidered, and, if approved by two thirds of that______
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House, It shall have the same effect, as if it had been
signed by the Governor:

but in all such cases, the votes

of both Houses shall be taken by yeas and nays, and the
names of the persons, voting for and against the bill or
resolution, shall be entered on the Journals of both
Houses respectively.

If the bill or resolution shall not

be returned by the Governor within five days (Sundays ex
cepted) after it shall have been presented to him, it
shall have the same force and effect, as if he had signed
it, unless the Legislature by their adjournment prevent
its return, in which case it shall have such force and
effect, unless returned within three days after their
next meeting.
Sec. 3.

Each House shall be the judge of the elec

tions and qualifications of its own members, and a ma
jority shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a
smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may com
pel the attendance of absent members, in such manner and
under such penalties as each House shall provide.
Sec. 4.

Each House may determine the rules of its

proceedings, punish its members for disorderly behavior,
and, with the concurrence of two thirds, expel a member,
but not a second time for the same cause.
Sec. 5 .

Each House shall keep a journal, and from

time to time publish its proceedings, except such parts as
in their judgment may require secrecy; and the yeas and
the nayscf the members of either House on any question,
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shall, at the desire of one fifth of those present, be
entered on the journals.
Sec. 6.

Each House, during its session, may punish

by imprisonment any person, not a member, for disrespect
ful or disorderly behavior in its presence, for obstruct
ing any of its proceedings, threatening, assaulting or
abusing any of its members for any thing said, done, or
doing in either House:

Provided, that no imprisonment

shall extend beyond the period of the same session.
Sec. 7 .

The Senators and Representatives shall re

ceive such compensation, as shall be established by law;
but no law increasing their compensation shall take
effect during the existence of the Legislature, which en
acted it.

The expenses of the members of the House of

Representatives in travelling to the Legislature, and re
turning therefrom, once in each session and no more, shall
be paid by the State out of the public Treasury to every
member, who shall seasonably attend, in the judgment of
the House, and does not depart therefrom without leave.
Sec. 8 .

The Senators and Representatives shall, in

all cases except treason, felony or breach of the peace,
be privileged from arrest during their attendance at,
going to, and returning from each session of the Legisla
ture, and no member shall be liable to answer for any
thing spoken in debate in either House, in any court or
place elsewhere.
Sec. 9 .

Bills, orders or resolutions, may originate
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in either House, and may be altered, amended or rejected
in the other; but all bills for raising a revenue shall
originate in the House of Representatives, but the Senate
may propose amendments as in other cases;

Provided, that

they shall not, under color of amendment, introduce any
new matter, which does not relate to raising a revenue.
Sec. 10.

No Senator or Representative shall, during

the term for which he shall have been elected, be appoint
ed to any civil office of profit under this state, which
shall have been created, or the emoluments of which in
creased during such term, except such offices as may
be filled by elections by the people;

Provided, that this

prohibition shall not extend to the members of the first
Legislature,
Sec. 11.

No member of Congress, nor person holding

any office under the United States,

(post officers ex

cepted) nor office of profit under this state, Justices
of the Peace, Notaries Public, Coroners and officers of
the militia excepted, shall have a seat in either House
during his being such member of Congress, or his continu
ing in such office.
Sec. 12.

Neither House shall during the session,

without the consent of the other, adjourn for more than
two days nor to any other place than that in which the
Houses shall be sitting.
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ARTICLE V.— Part First.
EXECUTIVE POWER.
Sec. 1.

The supreme executive power of this State

shall be vested in a Governor.
Sec. 2.

The Governor shall be elected by the quali

fied electors, and shall hold his office one year from the
first Wednesday of January in each year.
Sec. 3.

The meetings for election of Governor shall

be notified, held and regulated, and votes shall be re
ceived, sorted, counted, declared and recorded, in the
same manner as those for Senators and Representatives.
They shall be sealed and returned into the Secretary’s
office in the same manner, and at the same time, as those
for Senators.

And the Secretary of State for the time

being shall, on the first Wednesday of January, then next,
lay the lists before the Senate and House of Representa
tives to be by them examined, and, in case of a choice by
a majority of all the votes returned, they shall declare
and publish the same.

But, if no person shall have a

majority of votes, the House of Representatives shall, by
ballot, from the persons having the four highest numbers
of votes on the lists, if so many there be, elect two per
sons, and make return of their names to the Senate, of
whom the Senate shall, by ballot, elect one, who shall be
declared the Governor.
Sec. A.

The Governor shall, at the commencement of

his term, be not less than thirty years of age; a natural
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born citizen of the United States, have been five years, or
from the adoption of this Constitution, a resident of the
State; and at a time of his election and during the term
for which he is elected, be a resident of said State.
Sec. 5 .

No person holding any office or place under

the United States, this State, or any other power, shall
exercise the office of Governor.
Sec. 6 .

The Governor shall, at stated times, receive

for his services a compensation, which shall not be in
creased or diminshed during his continuance in office.
Sec. 7.

He shall be commander in chief of the army

and navy of the State, and of the militia, except when
called into the actual service of the United States; but
he shall not march nor convey any of the citizens out of
the State without their consent, or that of the Legisla
ture, unless it shall become necessary, in order to march
or transport them from one part of the State to another
for the defence thereof.
Sec. 8 .

He shall nominate, and, with the advice and

consent of the Council, appoint all judicial officers,
the Attorney General, the Sheriffs, Coroners, Registers
of Probate, and Notaries Public; and he shall also nominate,
and with the advice and consent of the Council, appoint all
other civil and military officers, whose appointment is
not by this Constitution, or shall not by law be otherwise
provided for; and every such nomination shall be made
seven days, at least, prior to such appointment.___________
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Sec. 9 .

He shall from time to time give the Legi

slature information of the condition of the State, and
recommend to their consideration such measures, as he mayjudge expedient.
Sec. 10.

He may require information from any mili

tary officer, or any officer in the executive department,
upon any subject relating to the duties of their respect
ive offices.
Sec. 11.

He shall have power, with the advice and

consent of the Council, to remit, after conviction, all
forfeitures and penalties, and to grant reprieves and par
dons, except in cases of impeachment.
Sec. 12.

He shall take care that the laws be faith

fully executed.
Sec. 13.

He may, on extraordinary occasions, con

vene the Legislature; and in case of disagreements be
tween the two Houses with respect to the time of adjourn
ment, adjourn them to such time, as he shall think proper,
not beyond the day of the next annual meeting; and if,
since the last adjournment, the place where the Legislature
were next to convene shall have become more dangerous
from an enemy or contagious sickness, may direct the
session to be held at some other convenient place within
the State.
Sec. 1^.

Whenever the office of Governor shall be

come vacant by death, resignation, removal from office or
otherwise, the President of the Senate shall exercise the
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office of Governor until another Governor shall be dulyqualified; and in case of the death, resignation, removal
from office or other disqualification of the President of
the Senate, so exercising the office of Governor, the
Speaker of the House of Eepresentatives shall exercise
the office, until a President of the Senate shall have
been chosen; and when the office of Governor, President of
the Senate, and Speaker of the House shall become vacant,
in the recess of the Senate, the person, acting as Secre
tary of State for the time being, shall by proclamation
convene the Senate, that a President may be chosen to ex
ercise the office of Governor.

And whenever either the

President of the Senate, or Speaker of the House shall so
exercise said office, he shall receive only the compensa
tion of Governor, but his duties as President or Speaker
shall be suspended; and the Senate or House, shall fill
the vacancy, until his duties as Governor shall cease.
ARTICLE V.— Part Second.
COUNCIL.
Sec. 1.

There shall be a Council, to consist of

seven persons, citizens of the United States, and resi
dents of this state, to advise the Governor in the execu
tive part of government, whom the Governor shall have full
power, at his discretion, to assemble; and he, with the
Counsellors, or a majority of them, may from time to time,
hold and keep a Council, for ordering and directing the
affairs of State according to law.
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Sec. 2.

The Counsellors shall be chosen annually, on

the first Wednesday of January, by joint ballot of the
Senators and representatives in Convention; and vacancies,
which shall afterwards happen, shall be filled in the
same manner; but not more than one Counsellor shall be
elected from any district, prescribed for the election of
Senators; and they shall be privileged from arrest in the
same manner, as Senators and Representatives.
Sec. 3.

The resolutions and advice of Council shall

be recorded in a register, and signed by the members agree
ing thereto, which may be called for by either House of
the Legislature; and any Counsellor may enter his dissent
to the resolution of the majority.
Sec. 4.

No member of Congress, or of the Legisla

ture of this State, nor any person holding any office
under the United States, (post officers excepted) nor any
civil officers under this State, (Justices of the Peace
and Notaries Public excepted) shall be Counsellors.

And

no Counsellor shall be appointed to any office during the
time, for which he shall have been elected.
ARTICLE V. — Part Third.
SECRETARY.
Sec. 1 .

The Secretary of State shall be chosen

annually, at the first session of the Legislature, by
Joint ballot of the Senators and Representatives in Con
vention.
Sec. 2.

The records of the State shall be kept in
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the office of the Secretary, who may appoint his deputies,
for whose conduct he shall be accountable.
Sec. 3*

He shall attend the Governor and Council,

Senate and House of Representatives, in person or by his
deputies, as they shall respectively require.
Sec. k.

He shall carefully keep and preserve the

records of all the official acts and proceedings of the
Governor and Council, Senate and House of Representatives,
and, when required, lay the same before either branch of
the Legislature, and perform such other duties as are en
joined by this Constitution, or shall be required by law.
ARTICLE V. — Part Fourth.
TREASURER.
Sec. 1.

The Treasurer shall be chosen annually,

at the first session of the Legislature, by joint ballot
of the Senators, and Representatives in Convention, but
shall not be eligible more than five years successively.
Sec. 2.

The Treasurer shall, before entering on the

duties of his office, give bond to the State with sure
ties, to the satisfaction of the Legislature, for the
faithful discharge of his trust.
Sec. 3-

The Treasurer shall not, during his con

tinuance in office, engage in any business of trade or
commerce, or as a broker, nor as an agent or factor for
any merchant or trader.
Sec. A.

No money shall be drawn from the Treasury,

but by warrant from the Governor and Council, and in con
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sequence of appropriations made by law; and a regular
statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of
all public money, shall be published at the commencement
of the annual session of the Legislature.
ARTICLE VI.
JUDICIAL POWER.
Sec. 1.

The Judicial power of this state shall be

vested in a Supreme Judicial Court, and such other courts
as the Legislature shall from time to time establish.
Sec. 2.

The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court

shall, at stated times, receive a compensation, which
shall not be diminished during their continuance in office,
but they shall receive no other fee or reward.
Sec. 3.

They shall be obliged to give their opinion

upon important questions of law, and upon solemn occasions,
when required by the Governor, Council, Senate or House of
Representatives.
Sec. A.

All Judicial officers, except Justices of

the Peace, shall hold their offices during good behavior,
but not beyond the age of seventy years.
Sec. 5*

Justices of the Peace and Notaries Public,

shall hold their offices during seven years, if they so
long behave themselves well, at the expiration of which
term, they may be reappointed or others appointed, as the
public interest may require.
Sec. 6.

The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court

shall hold no office under the United States, nor any
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state, nor any other office under this state, except that
of Justice of the Peace.
ARTICLE VII.
MILITARY
Sec. 1.

The captains and subalterns of the militia

shall be elected by the written votes of the members of
their respective companies.

The field officers of regi

ments by the written votes of the captains and subalterns
of their respective regiments.

The Brigadier Generals in

like manner, by the field officers of their respective
brigades.
Sec. 2.

The Legislature shall, by law, direct the

manner of notifying the electors, conducting the elections,
and making the returns to the Governor of the officers
elected; and, if the electors shall neglect or refuse to
make such elections, after being duly notified according
to law, the Governor shall appoint suitable persons to
fill such offices.
Sec. 3.

The Major Generals shall be elected by the

Senate and House of Representatives, each having a nega
tive on the other.

The Adjutant General and the Quarter

master General shall be appointed by the Governor and
Council; but the Adjutant General shall perform the duties
of Quarter-master General, until otherwise directed by
law.

The Major Generals and Brigadier Generals, and the

commanding officers of regiments and battalions shall
appoint their respective staff officers; and all military
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officers shall be commissioned by the Governor.
Sec. 4.

The militia, as divided into divisions,

brigades, regiments, battalions and companies, pursuant
to the laws now in force, shall remain so organized, until
the same shall be altered by the Legislature.
Sec. 5 .

Persons of the denominations of Quakers and

Shakers, Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court and Minis
ters of the Gospel may be exempted from military duty, but
no other person of the age of eighteen and under the age
of forty-five years, excepting officers of the militia,
who have been honorably discharged, shall be so exempted,
unless he shall pay an equivalent to be fixed by law.
ARTICLE VIII.
LITERATURE.
A general diffusion of the advantages of education
being essential to the preservation of the rights and lib
erties of the people; to promote this important object,
the Legislature are authorized, and it shall be their duty
to require, the several towns to make suitable provision,
at their own expense, for the support and maintenance of
public schools; and it shall further be their duty to en
courage and suitably endow, from time to time, as the cir
cumstances of the people may authorise, all academies,
colleges and seminaries of learning within the State:
Provided, that no donation, grant or endowment shall at
any time be made by the Legislature, to any Literary In
stitution now established, or which may hereafter be es-
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tablished, unless, at the time of making such endowment,
the Legislature of the State shall have the right to grant
any further powers to, alter, limit or restrain any of the
powers vested in, any such literary institution, as shall
be judged necessary to promote the best interests thereof.
ARTICLE IX.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Sec. 1.

Every person elected or appointed to either

of the places or offices provided in this Constitution,
and every person elected, appointed, or commissioned to
any Judicial, Executive, Military, or other office under
this State, shall, before he enter on the discharge of the
duties of his place or office, take and subscribe the
following oath or affirmation:

"I,

do

swear, that I will support the Constitution of the United
States and of this State, so long as I shall continue a
citizen thereof.
"I

So help me God."
do swear, that I will faithfully dis

charge, to the best of my abilities, the duties incumbent
on me as

according to the Constitution and the

laws of the State.--So help me God:"

Provided, That an

affirmation in the above forms may be substituted, when
the person shall be conscienciously scrupulous of taking
and subscribing an oath.
The oaths or affirmations shall be taken and sub
scribed by the Governor and Counsellors before the pre
siding officer of the Senate, in the presence of both
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Houses of the Legislature, and by the Senators and Repre
sentatives before the Governor and Council, and by the
residue of said officers before such persons as shall be
prescribed by the Legislature; and whenever the Governor
or any Counsellor shall not be able to attend during the
session of the Legislature to take and subscribe said
oaths or affirmations, such oaths or affirmations may be
taken and subscribed in the recess of the Legislature be
fore any Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court:

Provided,

that the Senators and Representatives, first elected under
this Constitution, shall take and subscribe such oaths
or affirmations before the President of the Convention.
Sec. 2.

No person holding the office of Justice of

the Supreme Judicial Court, or of any inferior Court,
Attorney General, County Attorney, Treasurer of the State,
Adjutant General, Judge of Probate, Register of Probate,
Register of Deeds, Sheriffs or their deputies, Clerks of
the Judicial Courts, shall be a member of the Legislature;
and any person holding either of the foregoing offices,
elected to, and accepting a seat in the Congress of the
United States, shall thereby vacate said office; and no
person shall be capable of holding or exercising, at the
same time, within this State more than one of the offices
before mentioned.
Sec. 3*

All Commissions shall be in the name of the

State, signed by the Governor, attested by the Secretary or
his deputy, and have the seal of the State thereto affixed.
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Sec. A.

And in case the elections, required by this

Constitution on the first Wednesday of January annually,
by the two Houses of the Legislature, shall not be com
pleted on that day, the same may be adjourned from day to
day, until completed, in the following order: the vacancies
in the Senate shall first be filled; the Governor shall
then be elected, if there be no choice by the people; and
afterwards the two Houses shall elect the Council.
Sec. 5 .

Every person holding any civil office under

this State, may be removed by impeachment, for misdemeanor
in office; and every person holding any office, may be re
moved by the Governor with the advice of the Council, on
the address of both branches of the Legislature.

But be

fore such address shall pass either House, the causes of
removal shall be stated and entered on the journal of the
House in which it originated, and a copy thereof served on
the person in office, that he may be admitted to a hearing
in his defence.
Sec. 6 .

The tenure of all offices, which are not or

shall not be otherwise provided for, shall be during the
pleasure of the Governor and Council.
Sec. 7 .

While the public expenses shall be assessed

on polls and estates, a general valuation shall be taken
at least once in ten years.
Sec. 8.

All taxes upon real estate, assessed by

authority of this State, shall be apportioned and assessed
equally, according to the just value thereof.

__
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ARTICLE X
SCHEDULE
Sec. 1.

The first Legislature shall meet on the last

Wednesday in May next.

The elections on the second-day in

September annually shall not commence until the year one
thousand eight hundred and twenty one, and in the mean
time the election for Governor, Senators and Representa
tives shall be on the first Monday in April, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty, and at
this election, the same proceedings shall be had as are
required at the elections, provided for in this Constitu
tion on the second Monday in September annually, and the
lists of the votes for the Governor and Senators shall be
transmitted, by the town and plantation clerks respect
ively, to the Secretary of State pro tempore, seventeen
days at least before the last Wednesday in May next, the
President of the Convention shall, in presence of the
Secretary of State pro tempore, open and examine the cer
tified copies of said lists so returned for Senators, and
shall have all the powers, and be subject to all the du
ties, in ascertaining, notifying, and summoning the Sena
tors, who appear to be elected, as the Governor and Coun
cil have, and are subject to, by this Constitution: Pro
vided, he shall notify said Senators fourteen days at least
before the last Wednesday in May, and vacancies shall be
ascertained and filled in the manner herein provided; and
the Senators to be elected on the said first Monday of____
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April, shall be apportioned as follows:
The County of York shall elect three.
The County of Cumberland shall elect three.
The County of Hancock shall elect two.
The County of Washington shall elect one.
The County of Kennebec shall elect three.
The County of Oxford shall elect two.
The County of Somerset shall elect two.
The County of Penobscot shall elect one.
And the members of the House of Representatives shall be
elected, ascertained, and returned in the same manner as
herein provided at elections on the second Monday of
September, and the first House of Representatives shall
consist of the following number, to be elected as follows:
COUNTY OF YORK.— The towns of York and Wells may each
elect two representatives; and each of the remaining towns
may elect one.
COUNTY OF CUMERLAND.— The town of Portland may elect
three representatives; North-Yarmouth two; Brunswick two;
Gorham, two; Freeport and Pownal, two; Raymond and Otisfield, one; Bridgton, Baldwin and Harrison, one; Poland
and Danville, one; and each remaining town one.
COUNTY OF LINCOLN.— The towns of Georgetown and
Phipsburg, may elect one representative; Lewiston and
Wales, one; St. George, Cushing and Friendship, one; Hope
and Appleton Ridge, one; Jefferson, Putnam and Patricktown
plantation, one; Aina and Whitefield, one; Montville,_____
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Palermo, and Montville plantation, one; Woolwich and
Dresden, one; and each remaining town, one.
COUNTY OF HANCOCK.— The town of Bucksport may elect
one representative; Deer Island one; Castine and Brooksville, one; Orland and Penobscot, one; Mount Desert and
Eden, one; Vinalhaven and Isleborough, one; Sedgwick and
Bluehill one; Gouldsborough, Sullivan and plantations No.
8&9 north of Sullivan, one; Surry, Ellsworth, Trenton and
plantation of Mariaville, one; Lincolnville, Searsmont
and Belmont, one; Belfast and Northport, one; Prospect
and Swanville, one; Frankfort and Monroe, one; Knox,
Brooks, Jackson and Thorndike, one.
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON.— The towns of Steuben, Cherryfield and Harrington, may elect one representative; Addi
son, Columbia and Jonesborough, one; Machias one; Lubec,
Dennysville, plantations No. 9, No. 10, No. 11, No. 12,
one; Eastport one; Perry, Robinston, Calais, plantations
No. 3, No. 6 , No. 7. No. 15, and No. 16, one.
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC.— The towns of Belgrade and Dear
born may elect one representative; Chesterville, Vienna
and Rome, one; Wayne and Fayette, one; Temple and Wilton,
one; Winslow and China, one; Fairfax and Freedom*,one;
Unity, Joy and 25 mile pond plantation, one; Harlem and
Malta, one; and each remaining town one.
COUNTY OF OXFORD.— The towns of Dixfield, Mexico,
Weld and plantations Nos.l and

may elect one representa-

tive; Jay and Hartford, one; Livermore one; Rumford. East
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Andover and plantations Nos. 7 and 8 f one; Turner one;
Woodstock, Paris and Greenwood, one; Hebron and Norway,
one; Gilead, Bethel, Newry, Albany and Howard's gore, one;
Porter, Hiram and Brownfield, one; Waterford, Sweden and
Lovell, one; Denmark, Fryeburg and Fryeburg addition, one;
Buckfield and Sumner, one.
COUNTY OF SOMERSET.— The town of Fairfield may elect
one representative; Norridgewock and Bloomfield, one;
Starks and Mercer, one; Industry, Strong and New-Vineyard,
one; Avon, Phillips, Freeman and Kingfield, one; Anson,
New-Portland, Embden, and plantation No.l, one; Canaan,
Warsaw, Palmyra, St. Albans and Corinna, one; Madison,
Solon, Bingham, Moscow and Northhill, one; Cornville,
Athens, Harmony, Ripley and Warrenstown, one.
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT.— The towns of Hampden and Newburg may elect one representative; Orr^hgton, Brewer, and
Eddington and plantations adjacent on the east side of
Penobscot river, one; Bangor, Orono and Sunkhaze planta
tion, one; Dixmont, Newport, Carmel, Hermon, Stetson, and
plantation No. ^ in the 6th range, one; Levant, Corinth,
Exeter, New-Charlestown, Blakesburgh, plantation No. 1 in
3d range, and plantation No. 1, in 5th range, one; Dexter,
Garland, Guilford, Sangerville, and plantation No. 3 in
6th range, one; Atkinson, Sebec, Foxcroft, Brownville,
Williamsburgh, plantation No, 1 in 7th range, and planta
tion No. 3 in 7th range, one.
_____ And the Secretary of State pro tempore shall have the
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same powers, and be subject to the same duties, in relation
to the votes for Governor, as the Secretary of State has,
and is subject to, by this Constitution: and the election
of Governor shall, on the said last Wednesday in May, be
determined and declared, in the same manner, as other
elections of Governor are by this Constitution; and in case
of vacancy in said office, the President of the Senate,
and Speaker of the House of Representatives, shall exer
cise the office as herein otherwise provided, and the
Counsellors, Secretary and Treasurer, shall also be elected
on said day, and have the same powers, and be subject to
the same duties, as is provided in this Constitution; and
in case of the death or other disqualification of the
President of this convention, or of the Secretary of
State pro tempore. before the election and qualification of
the Governor or Secretary of State under this constitution,
the persons to be designated by this Convention at their
session in January next, shall have all the powers and
perform all the duties, which the President of this Con
vention, or the Secretary pro tempore, to be by them
appointed, shall have and perform.
Sec. 2.

The period for which the Governor, Senators

and Representatives, Counsellors, Secretary and Treasurer
first elected or appointed, are to serve in their re
spective offices and places, shall commence on the last
Wednesday in May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and twenty, and continue until the first_____
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Wednesday of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and twenty two.
Sec. 3.

All laws now in force in this state, and

not repugnant to this Constitution, shall remain, and be
in force, until altered or repealed by the Legislature,
or shall expire by their own limitation.
Sec.

The Legislature, whenever two thirds of both

houses shall deem it necessary, may propose amendments to
this Constitution; and when any amendment shall be so
agreed upon, a resolution shall be passed and sent to the
selectmen of the several towns, and the assessors of the
several plantations, empowering and directing them to no
tify the inhabitants of their respective towns and planta
tions, in the manner prescribed by law, at their next
annual meetings in the month of September, to give in
their votes on the question, whether such amendment shall
be made; and if it shall appear that a majority of the in
habitants voting on the question are in favor of such
amendment, it shall become a part of this Constitution.
Sec. 5 .

All officers provided for in the sixth sec

tion of an act of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
passed on the nineteenth day of June, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and nineteen, entitled “An
act relating to the Separation of the District of Maine
from Massachusetts Proper, and forming the same into a
separate and Independent State,” shall continue in office
as therein provided; and the following provisions of said
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act shall be a part of this Constitution, subject however
to be modified or annulled as therein is prescribed, and
not otherwise, to wit: £See AppendixXIVSection I, Parts
one through nine]

Sec. 6.

This Constitution shall be enrolled on

parchment, deposited in the Secretary's office, and be the
supreme law of the state, and printed copies thereof shall
be prefixed to the books containing the laws of this
state.
Done in Convention, October 29, 1819.
WILLIAM KING, President
of the Convention and mem
ber from Bath.
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APPENDIX XVI
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE RETURNS
OF VOTES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF MAINE, 1819.1
THURSDAY, January 6 , 1820
Met according to adjournment.
Judge Parris, chairman of the committee appointed to
examine the returns of votes from the several towns and
plantations in Maine on the constitution prepared by this
convention, having attended to the service assigned them,
made the following
REPORT:
That the whole number of votes legally and seasonably
returned, is nine thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven,
of which nine thousand and forty are in favor of said con
stitution, and seven hundred and ninety-six are opposed.
And the committee further report, that the whole num
ber of votes returned were ten thousand eight hundred and
ninety-nine, of which ten thousand and twenty-five were in
favor of said constitution, and eight hundred and seventythree were opposed.
And the committee further report that the returns
from the towns of Biddeford in the county of York, and
Bingham in the county of Somerset, were signed by one only
of the Selectmen in each town; and that the return from the
town of Columbia, in the county of Washington, was not

■^Fuller and Fuller, op. olt.. pp. 98-IO5 .
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signed by the town Clerk.

And the committee do further re

port, that the returns from the towns of Cornish and
Limington, in the county of York; Minot, in the county of
Cumberland; Friendship, Hope, Cushing and Appleton planta
tion, in the county of Lincoln; Monroe, Eden and Trenton,
in the county of Hancock; Cherryfield, in the county of
Washington; Hallowell, Chesterville, Beadfleld, Malta and
Joy, in the county of Kennebec; Turner, in the county of
Oxford; New Vineyard, Fairfield, New Portland and Warsaw,
in the county of Somerset; New Charleston, Foxcroft and
Atkinson, in the county of Penobscot, were not returned
until after the first day of January, 1820; all which is
fully explained in the annexed schedule which makes a part
of this report.
And the committee further report that by the return
from the town of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, al
though there appears to have been a meeting duly holden,
and the return is duly signed and attested by the Select
men and Town Clerk, yet it does not appear that any votes
were given by the inhabitants of said town either in favor
or against said constitution.
All which is submitted.
ALBION K. PARRIS,Per Older.

IN CONVENTION, January 6 , 1820.
Read and accepted, and ordered that the report and
schedule annexed, be entered upon the journals.
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WILLIAM KING, President
(Tables follow on the next page.3

YORK COUNTY

Accepted.

Towns

Whole
Number.

Alfred",
Arundel,
Biddeford,
Berwick,
Buxton,
Cornish,
Elliot,
Hollis,
Kittery,
Lebanon,
Limerick,
Limington,
Lyman,
Newfield,
Parsonsfield,
Sanford,
Saco,
Shapleigh,
South Berwick,
Waterborough,
Wells,
York,

Yeas.

52
-

52
-

41
124
-

41
112
-

52
71
31
109
58

51
71
10
106
57
-

86
30
107
95
103
157
47

49
17
107
10
103
25
36

157
91
1411

156
I
91
1094

Rejected.

Nays.

V/hole
dumber.

Yeas.

Nays.

22

20

2

40

25

Cause of Rejection

The return being signed
by only one Selectman.

12
15

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

1
21
3
1
73

73

37
13
85
132
11
1,
1______________ ______________
317
135
118
17

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Accepted.

Towns

Whole
Number.

Baldwin,
Bridgton,
Brunswick,
Cape Elizabeth,
Danville,
Durham,
Falmouth,
Freeport,
Gorham,
Gray,
Harrison
Harpswell #.
Minot,

30
78
90
m4
44
6458
103
95
87
19
18
-

North Yarmouth,
New Gloucester
Otisfield,
Portland,
Poland,
Pownal,
Raymond,
Scarborough
Standish,
Westbrook,
Windham,

169
119
31
298
96
4-0
58
69
68
75
6l
1814

Yeas.
30
78
88
44
44
58
58
77
94
86
19
10
-

Rejected.

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

2
6
26
1
1
8
70

57

13

115
54
118
1
26
5
286
12
942
4-0
52
6
66
3
57
11
741
6l____________________ __________
1675
139
70
57
13

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

LINCOLN COUNTY.
Accepted.

Towns

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Aina,
Bath,
Boothbay,
Bowdoin,
Bowdoinham,
Bristol,
Camden,
Cushing,

25
112
38
80
A6
66
63
-

18
111
38
80
A6
6A
59
-

Dresden,
Edgecomb,
Friendship,

28
32
-

28
32
-

Oeorgetown,
Hope,

37
-

36
-

Rejected.

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

7
1

2
4
18

18

Not returned until
January 1, 1820.

after

22

22

Not returned until
January 1, 1820.

after

52

52

Not returned until
January 1, 1820.

after

1
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Jefferson,
6A
52
12
Lewiston,
67
66
1
Lisbon,
10A
103
1
Litchfield,
86
84
2
Montville,
53
53
Montville Plant.,
21
20
1
New Castle,
kZ
36
6
Nobleborough,
A9
A9
Palermo,
A8
A8
Phipsburg,
33
33
__(con*tJ________ _______ _________________________________________________________ _______

L IN C O L N C O U N TY,

Accepted.
____________ ______

Towns
Putnam,
St. George,
Topsham,
Thomaston,
Union,
Warren,
Waldoborough,
Whitefield,
Wales,
Wiscasset,
Woolwich,
Appleton Plant.,

(con’ t)

Rejected.

_______________ ________________________________________________________

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

18
23
6l
74
5^
42
35
42
14
57

18
23
6l
74
49
35
33
42
14
52

39

39

________ j
1553
1^9^

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

4
7
2
5
|

Jg

18
18
Not returned until after
I________ _______ _______ January 1 , 1820.
lTo
110

-o

ON

HANCOCK COUNTY.
Accepted.

Rejected.

_

Towns

Whole
Number.

_______ ________ _

Yeas.

Nays.

Belfast,
Belmont,
Bluehill,
Brooks,
Brooksville,
Bucksport,
Castine,
Deer Isle,
Eden,

71
61
46
24
18

59
61
9
23
7

33
23
-

29
22
-

4
1

Ellsworth,
Frankfort,
Gouldsborough,
Isleborough,
Jackson,
Knox,
Lincolnville,
Monroe,

25
60
14
11
14
30
64
-

24
59
14
10
14
30
62
-

1
1

Mount Desert,
Northport,
Orland,
Prospect,
Penobscot,
Searsmont,
Swanville,

13
22
20
32
22
21

13
22
20
32
22
21

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

12
37
1
11

18

18

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

34

33

1 • Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

1
2
-

577
__________________________

HANCOCK C O U N TY,

,

Towns
Sedgwick,
Sullivan,
Surry,
Trenton,
Thorndike,
Vi nal haven,

Accepted.

Whole
Number.
5?
30
30
-

Yeas.
23
29
30
-

(c o n t'd )

Rejected.

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

25
1
22

22

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

21
21
32______30______ 2_______ _________________
785
98
75
73
I

Vj\

00

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Accepted.

Towns

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Rejected.

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Addison,
Calais,
Cherryfield,

17
-

17
-

-

14

14

Columbia,

-

-

-

20

9

40
14
22
44
38
8

38
12
22
44
38
8

2
2

Dennysville,
Eastport,
Harrington,
Jonesborough,
Lubec,
Machias,
Orangetown
Perry,
Robbinstown,
Steuben,

Nays.

11

Cause of Rejection

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.
Return not signed by Town
Clerk.

20
20
____________________ __________________________
203
199
5
55
23
n~

-n 3

VO

KENNEBEC COUNTY

Accepted.

Rejected.

-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

_______

81

5o

1

Belgrade,
Chesterville,

30
-

28
-

2

40
28
26
V 70
105

39
28
26
66
105

1

Towns

China,
Clinton,
Dearborn,
Fairfax,
Fayette,
Farmington,
Freedom,
Gardiner,
Greene,
Hallowell,
Harlem,
Joy,
Kingfield,
Leeds,
Malta,
Monmouth,
Mount Vernon,
New Sharon,
Pittstown,

Nays.

5k

3*f

33
-

1

23
93
-

1

2k

93
98
70
55
28

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

k6

38

8

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

1*15

1*1-2

3

Wot returned until after
January 1, 1820.

28

28

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

40

kO

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

k

5^
70
-

Whole
Number.

70

98
70
53
20

2
8

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ________

KENNEBEC COUNTY,

Accepted.

Towns

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Readfield,

-

Rome,
Sidney,
Temple,
Unity,
Vienna,
Vassalborough
Wayne,
Winslow,
Waterville,
Wilton,
Winthrop,

25

2k

7k
2k

73
23

(con ’ t )

Rejected.

Nays.

-

Whole
Number.
70

Yeas.

Nays.

70

Cause of Rejection
Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

1
1
1
1

A4
kj
32
32
5050
69
68
1
31
31
110
110
62
62
____ 82_____ 6 k ____ 18 ______ __J______________
1509

1533

53

329

318

n

00

OXFORD COUNTY

Accepted.
■■■

■■

— -

■■

Towns
Albany,
Bethel,
Brownfield,
Buckfield,
Dixfield,
Denmark,
East Andover,
Fryeburg,
Gilead,
Greenwood,
Hiram,
Hartford,
Hebron,
Jay,
Livermore,
Lovel,
Mexico,
Newry,
Norway,
Paris,
Porter,
Rumford,
Sweden,
Sumner,
Turner,

—"

1—

■

’f

—

Whole
Number.

1■

*

Yeas.

Rejected.
■■

■■

• —

Nays.

21
85
58
1^9
29

5
85
57
1-4-6
27

l5

^1
73
23
21
29
68
73
75
73

32
73
23
21
28
68
70
72
71

9

12
3^
77
106
37
52
20
52
-

12
3^
76
89
36
52
20
^8
-

■ —

■

1,11

■

Whole
Number.

~~ ~

Yeas.

— ■

Nays.

■■ ■

1

1

—

—

-

—

Cause of Rejection

1
3
2

1
3
3
2

1
17
1
4
88
1

88

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

■'

OXFORD COUNTY,

Accepted.

(c o n 't)

Rejected.
—

Towns

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Waterford,
58
35
Weld,
37
37
Woodstock,
29
27
Plantation #1, ____ 18______18
1350

12S2

Nays.

Whole
Number.

—— — — —

Yeas.

"

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

23
2
88

_____ _________________
88
88

V_rx
00
VjO

SOMERSET CO UNTY.

Accepted.

Rejected.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Anson,
Athens,
Avon,
Bloomfield,
Bingham,

70
29
28
52

70
24
28
50

Canaan,
Corinna,
Cornville,
Embden,
Fairfield,

40
25
27
15
-

40
25
27
14
-

1
-

Freeman,
Harmony,
Industry,
Mercer,
Madison,
Moscow,
Norridgewock,
New Portland,

22

13

9

29
31
33

29
23
32

8
1

66
-

66
-

-

New Vineyard,

-

-

27
11

27
11

Towns

North Hill,
Palmyra,
Phillips,

-

-

Nays.

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

5
2
-

7

Return signed by only
one Selectman.

7

71

67

4

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

24

9

15

26

21

5

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.
Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

SOMERSET COUNTY, (con't)
Accepted.
I

Towns

Ripley,
Starks,
St. Albans,
Solon,
Strong,
Warsaw,

I

Whole
Number.

Jb

Rejected.
I

Yeas.

|

Nays.

Whole
Number.

”

Yeas.

Nays.

~

Cause of Rejection

35

39
381
22
22
33
33
20
20
19
19
Not returned until after
_______ _______________ _______________January 1, 1820.
553
” 523
27
V v?
123
25

Vjv
00

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Accepted.

Rejected.

i

Towns
Atkinson,
Bangor,
Brewer,
Carmel,
Corinth,
Dixmont,
Dexter,
Exeter,
Eddington,
Foxcroft,
Garland,
Guilford,
Hermon,
Hampden,
Levant,
Newburg,
Newport,
New Charleston,

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

-

-

51
k2

12
18
28
^1
2?
20
-

^7
31
12
18
23
Al
27
20
-

16
27
16
36
6
22
28
-

16
27
16
36
6
21
28

Orono,
25
Orrington,
58
Sangerville,
17
Sebec,
23
Plantation #3, R.6, 20

25
58
17
23
20

Nays.
1

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

22

22

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

25

25

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

28

28

Not returned until after
January 1, 1820.

^
11
5

1

Va
00
ON

PENOBSCOT C O U N TY,

Accepted.

(c o n 't)

Rejected.

\

Towns

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Plantation #1, R.3 1^
15
Williamsburg PI..
13______ 10
“1 3 o
536

Nays.
I

3
2A

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

Cause of Rejection

I________ ______________
75
75

oo

588

RECAPITULATION.
Aggregate of votes le Aggregate of votes
gally returned.
not legally returned,
*

Counties
York!
Cumberland,
Lincoln,
Hancock,
Washington,
Kennebec,
Oxford,
Somerset,
Penobxcot,

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

l,5ll
1,814
1,553
784
203
1,509
1,350
653
560
9,837

1,094
1,675
1,496
686
199
1,466
1,262
62$
536
9 ,o4o

Nays.

t■

Whole
Number.

Yeas.

Nays.

317
135
118
17
139
70
57
13
56
110
110
98
74
73
1
4
34
23
11
43
329
318
11
88
88
88
27
147
123
25
24 1
75______ 7j>____ 79Z
17062
985
77

In Committee, January 6 , 1820.— The foregoing is a
true list of all the votes given on the adoption of the
Constitution of Maine.
ALBION K. PARRIS, Per Order.
Attest:— Robert C. Vose, Secretary.
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APPENDIX XVII
1
MASSACHUSETTS CONSTITUTION OF 17^0.
CONSTITUTION OR FORM OF GOVERNMENT FOR THE
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
PREAMBLE.
The end of the institution, maintenance and admini
stration of Government, Is to secure the existence of the
body-politic; and to furnish the individuals who compose
it, with the power of enjoying, in safety and tranquillity,
their natural rights and the blessings of life: And when
ever these great objects are not obtained, the people have
a right to alter the Government, and to take measures
necessary for their safety, prosperity and happiness.
THE body politic is formed by a voluntary association
of individuals:

It is a social compact, by which the

whole people covenants with each citizen, and each citizen
with the whole people, that all shall be governed by cer
tain laws for the common good.

It is the duty of the

people, therefore, in framing a Constitution of Government,
to provide for an equitable mode of making laws, as well
as for an Impartial Interpretation, and a faithful execu
tion of them; that every man may, at all times, find his
security in them.
WE, therefore, the people of Massachusetts, acknowr

^Massachusetts Archives, CCLXXVI, 30.
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ledging, with grateful hearts, the goodness of the Great
Legislator of the Universe, in affording us, in the course
of his providence, an opportunity, deliberately and
peaceably, without fraud, violence, or surprise, of enter
ing into an original, explicit and solemn compact with
each other; and of forming a new Constitution of Civil
Government, for ourselves and posterity; and devoutly im
ploring His direction in so interesting a design, DO
agree upon, ordain and establish, the following Declaration
t

of Rights, and Frame of Government, as the CONSTITUTION OF
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
MASSACHUSETTS.
PART THE FIRST,
A DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS of the Inhabitants of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Art. I.

All men are born free and equal, and have

certain natural, essential, and unalienable rights; among
which may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending
their lives and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing,
and protecting property; in fine, that of seeking and ob
taining their safety and happiness.
II.

- IT is the right as well as the duty of all men

in society, publicly, and at stated seasons, to worship
the SUPREME BEING, the great creator and preserver of the
universe.

And no subject shall be hurt, molested, or re

strained, in his person, liberty, or estate, for wor
shipping GOD in the manner and season most agreeable to
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the dictates of his own conscience; or for his religious
profession or sentiments; provided he doth not disturb the
public peace, or obstruct others in their religious wor
ship.

tv

III.

As the happiness of a people, and the good or

der and preservation of civil government, essentially de
pend upon piety, religion and morality; and as these can
not be generally diffused through a community, but by the
institution of the public worship of GOD, and of public
instructions in piety, religion and morality:

Therefore,

to promote their happiness, and to secure the good order
and preservation of their government, the people of this
Commonwealth have a right to invest their legislature with
power to authorize and require, and the legislature shall,
from time to time, authorize and require, the several
towns, parishes, precincts, and other bodies politic, or
religious societies, to make suitable provision, at their
own expense, for the institution of the public worship of
GOD, and for the support and maintenance of public protestant teachers of piety, religion and morality, in all
cases where such provision shall not be made voluntarily.
AND the people of this Commonwealth have also a right
to, and do, invest their legislature with authority to en
join upon all the subjects an attendance upon the in
structions of the public teachers aforesaid, at stated
times and seasons, if there be any on whose instructions
they can conscienciously and conveniently attend.

592

PROVIDED notwithstanding, that the several towns,
parishes, precincts, and other bodies politic, or religious
societies, shall, at all times, have the exclusive right
of electing their public teachers, and of contracting with
them for their support and maintenance,
AND all monies paid by the subject to the support of
public worship, and of the public teachers aforesaid,
shall, if he require it, be uniformly applied to the sup
port of the public teacher or teachers of his own re
ligious sect or denomination, provided— there be any on
whose instructions he attends; otherwise it may be paid
towards the support of the teacher or teachers of the
parish or precinct in which the said monies are raised.
AND every denomination of Christians, demeaning them
selves peaceably, and as good subjects of the Common
wealth, shall be equally under the protection of the law;
And no subordination of any one sect or denomination to
another shall ever be established by law.
IV.

THE people of this Commonwealth have the sole

and exclusive right of governing themselves as a free,
sovereign, and independent state; and do, and forever here
after shall, exersice and enjoy every power, Jurisdiction,
and right, which is not, or may not hereafter, be by them
expresly delegated to the United States of America, in
Congress assembled.
V.

ALL power residing originally in the people, and

being derived from them the several magistrates and offi
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cers of Government, vested with authority, whether legisla
tive, executive, or Judicial, are their substitutes and
agents, and are at all times accountable to them.
VI.

NO man, nor corporation, or association of men,

have any other title to obtain advantages, or particular
and exclusive privileges, distinct from those of the com
munity, than what arises from the consideration of ser
vices rendered to the public; and this title being in natureeneither hereditary, nor transmissible to children, or
descendents, or relations by blood, the idea of a man bora
a magistrate, lawgiver, or Judge, is absurd and unnatural.
VII.

GOVERNMENT Is instituted for the common good;

for the protection, safety, prosperity, and happiness of
the people; and not for the profit, honour, or private in
terest of any one may, family or class of men:

Therefore

the people alone have an incontestable, unalienable, and
indefeasible right to institute Government; and to reform,
alter, or totally change the fame, when their protection,
safety, prosperity and happiness require it.
VIII.

IN order to prevent those, who are vested with

authority, from becoming oppressors, the people have a
right, at such periods and in such manner as they shall
establish by their frame of government, to cause their
public officers to return to private life; and to fill up
vacant places by certain and regular elections and appoint
ments.
IX.

ALL elections ought to be free; and all the in-
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habitants of this Commonwealth, having such qualifications
as they shall establish by their frame of government, have
an equal right to elect officers, and to be elected, for
public employments,
X.

EACH individual of the society has a right to be

protected by it in the enjoyment of his life, liberty and
property, according to standing laws.

He is obliged,

consequently, to contribute his share to the expense of
this protection; to give his personal service, or an
equivalent, when necessary:

But no part of the property

of any individual, can, with justice, be taken from him,
or applied to public uses, without his own consent, or
that of the representative body of the people:

In fine,

the people of this Commonwealth are not controulable by
any other laws, than those to which their constitutional
representative body have given their aonsent.

And when

ever the public exigencies require, that the property of
any individual should be appropriated to public uses, he
shall receive a reasonable compensation therefor.
XI.

EVERY subject of the Commonwealth ought to find

a certain remedy, by having recourse to the laws, for all
injuries or wrongs which he may receive in his person,
property, or character.

He ought to obtain right and Jus

tice freely, and without being obliged to purchase it;
compleatly, and without any denial; promptly, and without
delay; comformably to the laws.
_____ XII.

NO subject shall be held to answer for any
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crime or offence, until the same is fully and plainly,
substantially and formally, described to him? or be com
pelled to accuse, or furnish evidence against himself.
And every subject shall have a right to produce all
proofs, that may be favourable to him; to meet the wit
nesses against him face to face; and to be fully heard in
his defence by himself, or his council, at his election.
And no subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled,
or deprived of his property, immunities, or privileges,
put out of the protection of the law, exiled, or deprived
of his life, liberty, or estate, but by the Judgment of
his peers, or the law of the land.
AND the legislature shall not make any law, that
shall subject any person to a capital or infamous punish
ment, excepting for the government of the army, and navy,
without trial by Jury.
XIII.

IN criminal prosecutions, the verification of

facts in the vicinity where they happen, is one of the
greatest securities of the life, liberty, and property of
the citizen.
XIV.

EVEBY subject has a right to be secure from all

unreasonable searches, and seizures of his person, his
houses, his papers, and all his possessions.

All warrants,

therefore, are contrary to this right, if the cause or
foundation of them be not previously supported by oath or
affirmation; and if the order in the warrant to a civil
officer, to make search in suspected places, or to arrest

//
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one or more suspected persons, or to seize their property,
be not accompanied with a special designation of the per
sons or objects of search, arrest, or seizure: and no
warrant ought to be issued but in cases, and with the for
malities, prescribed by the laws.
XV.

IN all controversies concerning property, and

in all suits between two or more persons, except in cases
in which it has heretofore been otherways used and prac
tised, the parties have a right to a trial by a Jury; and
this method of procedure shall be held sacred, unless, in
causes arising on the high-seas, and such as relate to
mariners wages, the legislature shall hereafter find it
necessary to alter it.
XVI.

THE liberty of the press is essential to the

security of freedom in a state; it ought not, therefore,
to be restrained in this Commonwealth.
XVII.

THE people have a right to keep and to bear

arms for the common defence.

And as in time of peace

armies are dangerous to liberty, they ought not to be
maintained without the consent of the legislature; and the
military power shall always be held in an exact subordina
tion to the civil authority, and be governed by it.
XVIII.

A FREQUENT recurrence to the fundamental

principles of the constitution, and a constant adherence
to those of piety, Justice, moderation, temperance, in
dustry, and frugality, are absolutely necessary to pre-
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serve the advantages of liberty, and to maintain a free
government:

The people ought, consequently, to have a

particular attention to all those principles, in the choice
of their officers and representativesi

And they have a

right to require of their law-givers and magistrates, an
exact and constant observance of them, in the formation
and execution of the laws necessary for the good administra
tion of the Commonwealth.
XIX.

THE people have a right, in an orderly and

peaceable manner, to assemble to consult upon the common
good; give instructions to their representatives; and to
request of the legislative body, by the way of addresses,
petitions, or remonstrances, redress of the wrongs done
them, and of the grievances they suffer.
XX.

THE power of suspending the laws, or the execu

tion of the laws, ought never to be exercised but by the
legislature, or by authority derived from it, to be ex
ercised in such particular cases only as the legislature
shall expressly provide for.
XXI.

THE freedom of deliberation, speech and debate

in either house of the legislature, is so essential to the
rights of the people, that it cannot be the foundation of
any accusation or prosecution, action or complaint, in any
other court or plaee whatsoever.
XXII.

THE legislature ought frequently to assemble

for the redress of grievances, for correcting, strengthenlng, and confirming the laws, and for making new laws, as
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the common good may require.
XXIII.

NO subsidy, charge, tax, impost or duties

ought to be established, fixed, laid or levied, under any
pretext whatsoever, without the consent of the people, or
their representatives in the legislature.
XXIV.

LAWS made to punish for actions done before

the existence of such laws, and which have not been de
clared crimes by preceeding laws, are unjust, oppressive,
and inconsistent with the fundamental principles of a free
government,
XXV.

NO subject ought, in any case, or in any time,

to be declared guilty of treason or felony by the legisla
ture.
XXVI.

NO magistrate or court of law, shall demand

excessive bail or sureties, impose excessive fines, or in
flict cruel or unusual punishments.
XXVIII

IN time of peace no soldier ought to be

quartered in any house without the consent of the owner;
and in time of war such quarters ought not to be made but
by the civil magistrate, in a manner ordained by the legi
slature .
XXVIII.

NO person can, in any case, be subjected to

law-martial, or to any penalties or pains, by virtue of
that law, except those employed in the army or navy, and
except the militia in actual service, but by authority of
the legislature.
XXIX.

IT is essential to the preservation of the
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rights of every individual, his life, liberty, property
and character, that there be an impartial interpretation
of the laws, and administration of Justice.

It is the

right of every citizen to be tried by judges as free, im
partial and independent as the lot of humanity will admit.
It is therefore not only the best policy, but for the
security of the rights of the people, and of every citi
zen, that the judges of the supreme judicial court should
hold their offices as long as they behave themselves well;
and that they should have honourable salaries ascertained
and established by standing laws.
XXX.

IN the government of this Commonwealth the

legislative department shall never exercise the executive
and judicial powers, or either of them:

The executive

shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers,
or either of them:

The judicial shall never exercise the

legislative and executive powers, or either of them:

To

the end it may be a government of laws and not of men.
PART THE SECOND.
The Frame of Government.
THE people inhabiting the territory formerly called
the Province of Massachusetts Bay, do hereby solemnly and
mutually agree with each other, to form themselves into a
free, sovereign, and independent body-politic or state,
by the name of THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
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CHAPTER I.
The Legislative Power
SECTION I.
The General Court
Art. I.

*

THE department of legislation shall be formed

by two branches, a Senate and House of Representatives:
each of which shall have a negative on the other.
THE legislative body shall assemble every year on the
last Wednesday in May, and at such other times as they
shall Judge necessary; and shall dissolve and be dissolved
on the day next preceeding the said last Wednesday in May;
and shall be styled, THE GENERAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS.
II.

No bill or resolve of the Senate or House of

Representatives shall become a law, and have force as such,
until it shall have been laid before the Governor for his
revisal:

And if he, upon such revision, approve thereof,

he shall signify his approbation by signing the same.

But

if he have any objection to the passing of such bill or
resolve, he shall return the same together with his ob
jections thereto, in writing, to the Senate or House of
Representatives, in which soever the same shall have or
iginated; who shall enter the objections sent down by the
Governor, at large, on their records, and proceed to re
consider the said bill or resolve:

But if after such re

consideration, two thirds of the said Senate or House of
Representatives, shall, notwithstanding the said object
ions, agree to pass the same, it shall, together with the
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objections, be sent to the other branch of the legislature,
where it shall also be reconsidered, and if approved bytwo thirds of the members present, it shall have the force
of a law:

But in all such cases, the votes of both houses

shall be determined by yeas and nays; and the names of the
persons voting for, or against, the said bill or resolve,
shall be entered upon the public records of the Common
wealth.
AND in order to prevent unnecessary delays, if any
bill or resolve shall not be Returned by the Governor with
in five days after it shall have been presented, the same
shall have the force of a law.
III.

THE General Court shall forever have full power

and authority to erect and constitute Judicatories and
courts of record, or other courts, to be held in the name
of the Commonwealth, for the hearing, trying, and deter
mining of all manner of crimes, offences, pleas, processes,
plaints, actions, matters, causes and things, whatsoever,
arising or happening within the Commonwealth, or between
or concerning persons inhabiting, or residing, or brought
within the same; whether the same be criminal or civil,
or whether the said crimes be capital or not capital, and
whether the said pleas be real, personal, or mixt; and for
the awarding and making out of execution thereupon: To
which courts and Judicatories are hereby given and granted
full power and authority, from time to time, to administer
oaths or affirmations, for the better discovery of truth
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in any matter In controversy or depending before them.
IV.

AND further, full power and authority are hereby

given and granted to the said General Court, from time to
time, to make, ordain, and establish, all manner of whole
some and reasonable orders, laws, statutes and ordinances,
directions and instructions, either with penalties or with
out; so as the same be not repugnant or contrary to this
Constitution, as they shall judge to be for the good and
welfare of this Commonwealth, and for the government and
ordering thereof, and of the subjects of same, and for the
necessary support and defence of the government thereof;
and to name and settle annually, or provide by fixed laws,
for the naming and settling all civil officers within the
said Commonwealth; the election and constitution of whom
are not hereafter in the Form of Government otherwise pro
vided for; and to set forth the several duties, powers and
limits, of the several civil and military officers of this
Commonwealth, and the forms of such oaths or affirmations
as shall be respectively administered unto them for the
execution of their several offices and places, so as the
same be not repugnant or contrary to this Constitution;
and to impose and levy proportional and reasonable assess
ments, rates, and taxes, upon all the inhabitants of, and
persons resident, and estates lying, within the said
Commonwealth; and also to Impose, and levy, reasonable
duties and excises, upon any produce, goods, wares, merohandlze, and commodities whatsoever, brought into, pro
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duced, manufactured, or being within the same; to be
issued and disposed of by warrant, under the hand of the
Governor of this Commonwealth for the time being, with the
advice and consent of the Council, for the public service,
in the necessary defence and support of the government of
the said Commonwealth, and the protection and preservation
of the subjects thereof, according to such acts as are or
shall be in force within the same.
AND while the public charges of government, or any
part thereof, shall be assessed on polls and estates, in
the manner that has hitherto be practised; in order that
such assessments may be made with equality, there shall be
a valuation of estates within the Commonwealth taken anew
once in every ten years at the least, and as much oftener
as the General Court shall order.
CHAPTER I.
SECTION II.
SENATE
Art. I.

THERE shall be annually elected by the free

holders and other inhabitants of this Commonwealth, quali
fied as in this Constitution is provided, forty persons to
be Counsellors and Senators for the year ensuing their
election; to be chosen by the inhabitants of the districts,
into which the Commonwealth may from time to time be di
vided by the General Court for that purpose: And the Gen
eral Court, in assigning the numbers to be elected by the

respective districts, shall govern themselves by the pro
portion of the public taxes paid by the said districts;
and timely make known to the inhabitants of the Common
wealth, the limits of each district, and the number of
Counsellors and Senators to be chosen therein; provided
that the number of such districts shall be never less than
thirteen; And that no district be so large as to entitle
the same to choose more than six Senators,
AND the several counties in this Commonwealth shall,
l

until the General Court shall determine it necessary to
alter the said districts, be districts for the choice of
Counsellors and Senators, (except that the counties of
Duke's County and Nantucket shall form one district for
that purpose) and shall elect the following number for
Counsellors and Senators, viz..
I
Suffolk
Essex
Middlesex
Hampshire
Plymouth
Barnstable
Bristol
York
Duke's County
and Nantucket
Worcester
Cumberland
Lincoln
Berkshire
II.

Six
Six
Five
Four
Three
One
Three
Two
One
Five
One
One
Two

THE Senate shall be the first branch of the

legislature; and the Senators shall be chosen in the
following manner, viz.

There shall be a meeting on the

fi±st Monday in April annually, forever, of the inhabi-
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tants of each town In the several counties of this Common
wealth; to be called by the Selectmen, and warned In due
course of law, at least seven days before the first Monday
in April, for the purpose of electing persons to be Sena
tors and Counsellors;

And at such meetings every male

inhabitant of twenty-one years of age and upwards, having
a freehold estate within the Commonwealth, of the annual
income of three pounds, or any estate of the value of six
ty pounds, shall have a right to give in his vote for the
Senators for the district of which he is an inhabitant.
And to remove all doubts concerning the meaning of the
word ,,inhabitant,, in this Constitution, every person shall
be considered as an inhabitant, for the purpose of elect
ing and being elected into any office, or place within
this State, in that town, district or plantation, where he
dwelleth, or hath his home.
THE Selectmen of the several towns shall preside at
such meetings impartially; and shall receive the votes of
all the inhabitants of such towns present and qualified to
vote for Senators, and shall sort and count them in open
town meeting, and in presence of the Town Clerk, who shall
make a fair record, in presence of the Selectmen, and in
open town meeting, of the name of every person voted for,
and of the number of votes against his name; and a fair
copy of this record shall be attested by the Selectmen and
the Town-Clerk, and shall be sealed up, directed to the
Secretary of the Commonwealth for the time being, with a
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superscription, expressing the purport of the contents
thereof, and delivered by the Town-Clerk of such towns, to
the Sheriff of the county in which such town lies, thirty
days at least before the last Wednesday in May annually;
or it shall be delivered into the Secretary's office seven
teen days at least before the said last Wednesday in May;
and the Sheriff of each county shall deliver all such cer
tificates by him received into the Secretary's office
seventeen days before the said last Wednesday in May,
AND the inhabitants of plantations unincorporated,
qualified as this Constitution provides, who are or shall
be empowered and required to assess taxes upon themselves
toward the support of government, shall have the same
privilege of voting for Counsellors and Senators in the
plantations where they reside, as town inhabitants have in
their respective towns; and the plantation-meetings for
that purpose shall be held annually on the same first Mon
day in April, at such place in the plantations respectively,
as the Assessors thereof shall direct; which Assessors
shall have like authority for notifying the electors,
collecting and returning the votes, as the Selectmen and
Town-Clerks have in their several towns, by this Constitu
tion.

And all other persons living in places unincorpora

ted (qualified as aforesaid) who shall be assessed to the
support of government by the Assessors of an adjacent town,
shall have the privilege of giving in their votes for
Counsellors and Senators, in the town where they shall be
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assessed, and be notified of the place of meeting by the
Selectmen of the town where they shall be assessed, for
that purpose accordingly.
III.

AND that there may be a due convention of Sena

tors on the last Wednesday in May annually, the Governor,
with five of the Council, for the time being, shall, as
soon as may be, examine the returned copies of such records;
and fourteen days before the said day he shall issue his
summons to such persons as shall appear to be chosen by a
majority of voters, to attend on that day, and take their
seats accordingly:

Provided nevertheless, that for the

first year the said returned copies shall be examined by
the President and five of the Council of the former Consti
tution of Government; and the said President shall, in like
manner, issue his summons to the persons so elected, that
they may take their seats as aforesaid.
IV.

THE Senate shall be the final judge of the elec

tions, returns and qualificatlons of their own members, as
pointed out in the Constitution; and shall, on the said
last Wednesday in May annually, determine and declare who
are elected by each district, to be Senators by a majority
of votes: And in case there shall not appear to be the full
number of Senators returned elected by a majority of votes
for any district, the deficiency shall be supplied in the
following manner, viz.

The members of the House of Repre

sentatives, and such Senators as shall be declared elected,
shall take the names of such persons as shall be found to
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have theHhighest number of votes In such district, and not
elected, amounting to twice the number of Senators wanting,
if there be so many voted for; and out of these, shall elect
by ballot a number of Senators sufficient to fill up the
vacancies in such district: And in this manner all such va
cancies shall be filled up in every district of the Common
wealth; and in like manner all vacancies in the Senate,
arising by death, removal out of the State, or otherwise,
shall be supplied as soon as may be, after such vacancies
shall happen,
V.

PROVIDED nevertheless, that no person shall be

capable of being elected as a Senator who is not seized in
his own right of a freehold within this Commonwealth, of
the value of three hundred pounds at least, or possessed of
personal estate to the value of six hundred pounds at least,
or of both to the amount of the same sum, and who has not
been an inhabitant of this Commonwealth for the space of
five years immediately preceeding his election, and at the
time of his election, he shall be an inhabitant in the dis
trict, for which he shall be chosen.
VI.

THE Senate shall have power to adjourn themselvesi

provided such adjournments do not exceed two days at a time,
VII.

THE Senate shall choose its own President, ap

point its own officers, and determine its own rules of pro
ceedings.
VIII.

THE Senate shall be a court with full authority

to hear and determine all impeachments made by the House
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of Representatives, against any officer or officers of the
Commonwealth, for misconduct and mal-administration in
their offices.

But previous to the trial of every im

peachment, the members of the Senate shall respectively be
sworn, truly and impartially to try and determine the
charge in question, according to evidence.

Their judgment,

however, shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold or enjoy any place of
honour, trust, or profit under this Commonwealth:

But the

party so convicted, shall be nevertheless, liable to in
dictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to the
laws of the land.
IX.

NOT less than sixteen members of the Senate shall

constitute a quorum for doing business.
CHAPTER I.
SECTION III.
House of Representatives.
Art. I.

THERE shall be in the Legislature of this

Commonwealth, a representation of the people, annually
elected, and founded upon the principle of equality.
II.

AND in order to provide for a representation of

the citizens of this Commonwealth, founded upon the prin
ciple of equality, every corporate town containing one
hundred and fifty rateable polls, may elect one Representa
tive:

Every corporate town, containing three hundred and

seventy-five rateable polls, may elect two Representatives:
Every corporate town, containing six hundred rateable______
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polls, may elect three Representatives; and proceeding in
that manner, making two hundred and twenty-five rateable
polls the mean increasing number for every additional
Representative,
PROVIDED nevertheless, that each town now incorpor
ated, not having one hundred and fifty rateable polls, may
elect one representative: but no place shall hereafter be
incorporated with the privilege of electing a Representa
tive, unless there are within the same one hundred and
fifty rateable polls.
AND the House of Representatives shall have power
from time to time to impose fines upon such towns as shall
neglect to choose and return members to the same, agreeably
to this Constitution.
THE expenses of travelling to the General Assembly,
and returning home, once in every session, and no more,
shall be paid by the government, out of the public treas
ury, to every member who shall attend as seasonably as he
can, in the judgment of the House, and does not depart
without leave.
III.

EVERY member of the House of Representatives

shall be chosen by written votes; and for one year at
least next preceeding his election, shall have been an
inhabitant of, and have been seized in his own right of a
freehold of the value of one hundred pounds within the
town he shall be chosen to represent, or any rateable
estate to the value of two hundred pounds; and he shall
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cease to represent the said town Immediately on his ceas
ing to he qualified as aforesaid.
IV.

EVERY male person, being twenty-one years of age,

and resident in any particular town in this Commonwealth
for the space of one year next proceeding, having a free
hold estate within the same town, of the annual income of
three pounds, or any estate of the value of sixty pounds,
shall have a right to vote in the choice of a Representa
tive or Representatives for the said town.
V.

THE members of the House of Representatives shall

be chosen annually in the month of May, ten days at least
before the last Wednesday of that month.
VI.

THE House of Representatives shall be the Grand

Inquest of this Commonwealth; and all impeachments made by
them shall be heard and tried by the Senate.
VII.

ALL money-bills shall originate in the House of

Representatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with
amendments, as on other bills.
VIII.

THE House of Representatives shall have power

to adjourn themselves; provided such adjournment shall not
exceed two days at a time.
IX.

NOT less than sixty members of the House of Rep

resentatives, shall constitute a quorum for doing business.
X.

THE House of Representatives shall be the Judge of

the returns, elections, and qualifications of its own mem
bers, as pointed out in the constitution; shall choose
their own Speaker; appoint their own officers, and settle
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the rules and orders of proceeding in their own house:
They shall have authority to punish by imprisonment, every
person, not a member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to
the House, by any disorderly, or contemptuous behaviour,
in its presence; or who, in the town where the General
Court is sitting, and during the time of its sitting, shall
threaten harm to the body or estate of any of its members,
for any thing said or done in the House; or who shall
assault any of them therefor; or who shall assault, or
arrest, any witness, or other person, ordered to attend
the House, in his way in going or returning; or who shall
rescue any person arrested by the order of the House,
AMD no member of the House of Representatives shall
be arrested, or held to bail on mean process, during his
going unto, returning from, or his attending, the General
Assembly,
XI.

THE Senate shall have the same powers in the like

cases; and the Governor and Council shall have the same
authority to punish in like cases.

Provided that no im

prisonment on the warrant or order of the Governor, Council,
Senate, or House of Representatives, for either of the
above described offenses, be for a term exceeding thirty
days.
AND the Senate and House of Representatives may try,
and determine, all cases where their rights and privileges
are concerned, and which, by the Constitution, they have
authority to try and determine, by committees of their own
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members, or in such other way as they may respectively
think best.
CHAPTER II.
Executive Power
SECTION I.
Governor
Art. I.

THERE shall be a supreme executive Magistrate,

who shall be styled, THE GOVERNOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS; and whose title shall be— HIS EXCELLENCY.
II.

THE Governor shall be chosen annually:

And no

person shall be eligible to this office, unless at the
time of his election, he shall have been an inhabitant of
this Commonwealth for seven years next preceedlng; and un
less he shall, at the same time, be seized in his own
right, of a freehold within the Commonwealth, of the value
of one thousand pounds; and unless he shall declare him
self to be of the Christian religion.
III.

THOSE persons who shall be qualified to vote for

Senators and Representatives within the several towns of
this Commonwealth, shall, at a meeting to be called for
that purpose, on the first Monday of April annually, give
in their votes for a Governor, to the Selectmen, who shall
preside at such meetings; and the Town-Clerk, in the
presence and with the assistance of the Selectmen, shall,
in open town-meeting, sort and count the votes, and form a
list of the persons voted for, with the number of votes
for each person against his name; and shall make a fair
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record of the same In the town books, and a public declara
tion thereof in the said meeting; and shall, in the pres
ence of the inhabitants, seal up copies of the said list,
attested by him and the Selectmen, and transmit the same
to the Sheriff of the county, thirty days at least before
the last Wednesday in May; and the Sheriff shall transmit
the same to the Secretary's office, seventeen days at
least before the said last Wednesday in May; or the Select
men may cause returns of the same to be made to the office
of the Secretary of the Commonwealth seventeen days at least
before the said day; and the Secretary shall lay the same
before the Senate and the House of Representatives, on the
last Wednesday in May, to be by them examined;

And in case

of an election by a majority of all the votes returned,
the choice shall be by them declared and published:

But if

no person shall have a majority of votes, the House of
Representatives shall, by ballot, elect two out of four
persons who had the highest number of votes, if so many
shall have been voted for; but, if otherwise, out of the
lumber voted for; and make return to the Senate of the two
persons so elected; on which, the Senate shall proceed, by
ballot, to elect one, who shall be declared Governor.
IV.

THE Governor shall have authority, from time to

;ime, at his discretion, to assemble and call together the
Counsellors of this Commonwealth, for the time being; and
the Governor, with the said Counsellors, or five of them
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at least, shall, and may, from time to time, hold and keep
a Council, for the ordering and directing the affairs df
the Commonwealth, agreeably to the Constitution and the
laws of the land.
V.

THE Governor, with advice of Council, shall have

full power and authority, during the session of the General
Court, to adjourn or prorogue the same to any time, the two
Houses shall desire; and to dissolve the same on the day
next preceeding the last Wednesday in May; and, in the re
cess of the said court, to prorogue the same from time to
time, not exceeding ninety days in any one recess; and to
call it together sooner than the time to which it may be
adjourned or prorogued, if the welfare of the Commonwealth
shall require the same:

And in case of any infectious dis

temper prevailing in the place tohere the said court is next
at any time to convene, or any other cause happening where
by danger may arise to the health or lives of the members
from their attendance, he may direct the session to be held
at some other the most convenient place within the State.
AND the Governor shall dissolve the said General
Court on the day next preceeding the last Wednesday in May.
VI.

IN cases of disagreement between the two Houses,

with regard to the necessity, expediency or time of adjourn
ment, or prorogation, the Governor, with advice of the
Council, shall have a right to adjourn or prorogue the
General Court, not exceeding ninety days, as he shall de—
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termine the public good shall require.
VII.

THE Governor of this Commonwealth for the time

being, shall be the commander in chief of the army and
navy, and of all the military forces of the State, by sea
and land; and shall have full power by himself, or by any
commander, or other officer or officers, from time to
time^ to train, instruct, exercise and govern the militia
and navy; and, for the special defence and safety of the
Commonwealth, to assemble in martial array, and put in
warlike posture, the inhabitants thereof, and to lead and
conduct them and with them, to encounter, repel, resist,
expel and pursue, by force of arms, as well by sea as by
land, within or without the limits of this Commonwealth,
and also to kill, slay and destroy, if necessary, and con
quer by all fitting ways, enterprises and means whatsoever,
all and every such person and persons as shall, at any
time hereafter, in a hostile manner attempt or enterprise
the destruction, invasion, detriment, or annoyance of this
Commonwealth; and to use and exercise, over the army and
navy, and over the militia in actual service, the law-mar
tial, in time of war or invasion, and also in time of re
bellion, declared by the legislature to exist, as occasion
shall necessarily require; and to take and surprise by all
ways and means whatsoever, all and every such person or
persons, with their ships, arms, ammunition and other goods
as shall, in a hostile manner, invade or attempt the invadlng, conquering, or annoying this Commonwealth: and_____
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that the Governor be intrusted with all these and other
powers, incident to the offices of Captain-General and
Commander in Chief, and Admiral, to be exercised agreeably
to the rules and regulations of the Constitution, and the
laws of the land, and not otherwise,
PROVIDED, that the said Governor shall not, at any
time hereafter, by virtue of any power by this Constitu
tion granted, or hereafter to be granted to him by the
legislature, transport any of the inhabitants of this
Commonwealth, or oblige them to march out of the limits
of the same, without their free and voluntary consent, or
the consent of the General Court; except so far as may be
necessary to march or transport them by land or water, for
the defence of such part of the State, to which they can
not otherwise conveniently have access.
VIII.

THE power of pardoning offences, except such

as persons may be convicted of before the Senate by an im
peachment of the House, shall be in the Governor, by and
with the advice of Council:

But no charter of pardon,

granted by the Governor, with advice of the Council, be
fore conviction, shall avail the party pleading the same,
notwithstanding any general or particular expressions con
tained therein, descriptive of the offence, or offences in
tended to be pardoned.
IX.

ALL judicial officers, the Attorney-General, the

Solicitor-General, all Sheriffs, Coroners, and Registers
of Probate, shall be nominated and appointed by the Gover
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nor, by and with the advice and consent of the Council; and
every such nomination shall be made by the Governor, and
made at least seven days prior to such appointment,
X.

THE Captains and subalterns of the militia, shall

be elected by the written votes of the trainband and alarm
list of their respective companies, of twenty-one years of
age and upwards;

The field-officers of regiments shall

be elected by the written votes of the Captains and sub
alterns of their respective regiments:

The Brigadiers
(

shall be elected in like manner, by the field-officers of
their respective brigades;

And such officers, so elected,

shall be commissioned by the Governor, who shall determine
their rank.
THE Legislature shall, by standing laws, direct the
time and manner of convening the electors, and of collect
ing votes, and of certifying to the Governor the officers
elected.
THE Major-Generals shall be appointed by the Senate
and House of Representatives, each having a negative upon
the other; and be commissioned by the Governor.
AND if the electors of Brigadiers, field-officers,
Captains or subalterns, shall neglect or refuse to make
such elections, after being duly notified according to the
laws for the time being, then the Governor, with advice of
Council, shall appoint suitable persons to fill such
offices.
AND no officer, duly commissioned to command in the
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militia, shall be removed from his office, but by the
address of both Houses to the Governor; or by fair trial
in court-martial, pursuant to the laws of the Commonwealth
for the time being.
THE commanding officers of regiments shall appoint
their Adjutants and Quartermasters; the Brigadiers their
Brigade Majors; and the Major-Generals their Aids; and the
Governor shall appoint the Adjutant-General.
THE Governor, with advice of Council, shall appoint
all officers of the continental army, whom by the confed
eration of the United States it is provided that this
Commonwealth shall appoint,— as also all officers of forts
and garrisons.
THE divisions of the militia into brigades regiment
and companies, made in pursuance of the militia laws now
in force, shall be considered as the proper divisions of
the militia of this Commonwealth, until the same shall be
altered in pursuance of some future law.
XI.

NO monies shall be issued out of the treasury of

this Commonwealth, and disposed of (except such sums as
may be appropriated for the redemption of bill of credit
or Treasurer’s notes, or for the payment of interest aris
ing thereon) but by warrant under the hand of the Gover
nor for the time being, with the advice and consent of the
Council, for the necessary defence and support of the
Commonwealth; and for the protection and preservation of
the inhabitants thereof, agreeably to the acts and re
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solves of the General Court.
XII.

ALL public boards, the Commissary-General, all

superintending officers of public magazines and stores,
belonging to this Commonwealth, and all commanding offi
cers of forts and garrisons within the same, shall once
in every three months officially and without requisition,
and at other times, when required by the Governor, deliver
to him an account of all goods, stores, provisions, ammu
nition, cannon with their appendages, and small arms with
their accoutrements, and of all other public property
whatever under their care respectively; distinguishing the
quantity, number, quality and kind of each, as particular
ly as may be; together with the condition of such forts
and garrisons:

And the said commanding officer shall ex

hibit to the Governor, when required by him, true and ex
act plans of such forts, and of the land and sea or har
bour or harbours adjacent.
AND the said boards, and all public officers, shall
communicate to the Governor, as soon as may be after re
ceiving the same, all letters, dispatches, and intelli
gences of a public nature, which shall be directed to
them respectively.
XIII.

AS the public good requires that the Governor

should not be under the undue Influence of any of the
members of the General Court, by a dependence on them for
his support— that he should in all cases, act with freedom
for the benefit of the public— that he should not have his
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attention necessarily diverted from that object to his
private concerns— & that he should maintain the dignity
of the Commonwealth in the character of its chief magi
strate— it is necessary that he should have an honorable
stated salary, of a fixed & permanent value, amply suf
ficient for those purposes, & established by standing
laws:

And it shall be among the first acts of the General

Court, after the commencement of this Constitution, to
establish such salary by l&w accordingly.
PERMANENT and honorable salaries shall also be es
tablished by law for the Justices^ of the supreme ij/tidicial
court.
AND if it shall be found, that any of the salaries
aforesaid, so established, are insufficient, they shall,
from time to time, be enlarged as the General Court shall
judge proper.
CHAPTER II.
SECTION II.
Lieutenant-Governor
Art. I.

THERE shall be annually elected a Lieutenant-

Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, whose title
shall be HIS HONOR— and who shall be qualified, in point
of religion, property, and residence in the Commonwealth,
in the same manner with the Governor:

And the day and

manner of his election, and the qualifications of the
electors, shall be the same as are required in the elec
tion of a Governor.

The return of the votes for this
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officer and the declaration of his election, shall be in
the same manner:

And if no one person shall be found to

have a majority of all the votes returned, the vacancy
shall be filled by the Senate and House of Representatives,
in the same manner as the Governor is to be elected, in
case no one person shall have a majority of the votes of
the people to be a Governor.
II.

THE Governor, and in his absence the Lieutenant-

Governor, shall be President of the Council, but shall
have no vote in Council:

And the Lieutenant-Governor

shall always be a member of the Council, except when the
chair of the Governor shall be vacant.
III.

WHENEVER the chair of the Governor shall be va

cant, by reason of his death, or absence from the Common
wealth, or otherwise, the Lieutenant-Governor, for the
time being, shall, during such vacancy, perform all the
duties incumbent upon the Governor, and shall have and ex
ercise all the powers and authorities, which by this Con
stitution the Governor is vested with, when personally
present.
CHAPTER II.
SECTION III.
Council, and the Manner of settling Elections
by the Legislature.
Art. I.

THERE shall be a Council for advising the

Governor in the executive part of government, to consist
of nine persons besides the Lieutenant-Governor, whom the
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Governor, for the time being, shall full power and authori
ty, from time to time, at his discretion, to assemble and
call together.

And the Governor, with the said Counsell

ors, or five of them at least, shall and may, from time to
time, hold and keep a Council, for the ordering and direct
ing the affairs of the Commonwealth, according to the laws
of the land.
II.

NINE Counsellors shall be annually chosen from

among the persons returned for Counsellors and Senators,
on the last Wednesday In May, by the joint ballot of the
Senators and Representatives assembled in one room:

And

in case there shall not be found upon the first choice,
the whole number of nine persons who will acceptea seat in
the Council, the deficiency shall be made up by the elec
tors aforesaid from among the people at large; and the
number of Senators left shall constitute the Senate for
the year.

The seats of the persons thus elected from the

Senate, and accepting the trust, shall be vacated in the
Senate.
III.

THE Counsellors, in the civil arrangements of

the Commonwealth, shall have rank next after the Lieu
tenant-Governor .
IV.

NOT more than two Counsellors shall be chosen out

of any one district of this Commonwealth.
V.

THE resolutions and advice of the Council shall

be recorded in a register, and signed by the members
present; and this record may be called for at any time by
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either House of the legislature; and any member of the
Council may insert his opinion contrary to the resolution
of the majority.
VI.

WHENEVER the office of the Governor and Lieu

tenant-Governor shall be vacant, by reason of death, ab
sence, or otherwise, then the Council or the major part
of them, shall, during such vacancy have full power and
authority, to do, and execute, all and every such

acts,

matters and things, as the Governor or the LieutenantGovernor might or could, by virtue of this Constitution,
do or execute, if they, or either of them, were personally
present.
VII.

AND wharaas the elections appointed to be made

by this Constitution, on the last Wednesday in May
annually, by the two Houses of the legislature, may not
be compleated on that day, the said elections

may be ad

journed from day to day until the same shall be completed.
And the order of elections shall be as follows; the va
cancies in the Senate, if any, shall first be filled up;
the Governor and Lieutenant-Governor shall then be elected,
provided there should be no choice of them by the people:
And afterwards the two Houses shall proceed to the elec
tion of the Council.
CHAPTER II.
SECTION IV.
Secretary, Treasurer, Commissary, &c.
_____ Art. I.

THE Secretary, Treasurer and Receiver-Gen
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eral, and the Commissary-General, Notaries Public, and
Naval-Officers, shall be chosen annually, by joint ballot
of the Senators and Representatives in one room.

And that

the citizens of this Commonwealth may be assured, from
time to time, that the monies remaining in the public
Treasury, upon the settlement and liquidation of the pub
lic accounts, are their property, no man shall be eligible
as Treasurer and Receiver-General more than five years
successively.
II.

THE records of the Commonwealth shall be kept in

the office of the Secretary, who may appoint his Deputies,
for whose conduct he shall be accountable, and he shall
attend the Governor and Council, the Senate and House of
Representatives, in person, or by his deputies, as they
shall respectively require.
CHAPTER III.
Judiciary Power.
Art. I.

THE tenure, that all commission officers

shall by law have in their officers, shall be expressed in
their respective commissions.

All judicial officers,

duly appointed, commissioned and sworn, shall hold their
offices during good behaviour, excepting such concerning
whom there is different provision made in this Constitu
tion:

Provided nevertheless, the Governor, with consent

of the Council, may remove them upon the address of both
Houses of the Legislature.
II.

EACH branch of the Legislature, as well as the'
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Governor and Council, shall have authority to require the
opinions of the Justices of the supreme judicial court,
upon important questions of law, and upon solemn occasions.
III.

IN order that the people may not suffer from

the long continuance in place of any Justice of the Peace,
who shall fail of discharging the important duties of his
office with ability or fidelity, all commissions of Jus
tices of the Peace shall expire and become void in the
term of seven years from their respective dates; and upon
the expiration of any commission, the same may, if nec
essary, be renewed, or another person appointed, as shall
most conduce to the well-being of the Commonwealth.
IV.

THE Judges of Probate of Wills, and for granting

letters of administration shall hold their courts at such
place or places, on fixed days, as the convenience of the
people shall require.

And the Legislature shall, from

time to time, hereafter appoint such times and places; un
til which appointments, the said courts shall be holden at
the times and places which the respective Judges shall
direct.
V.

ALL causes of marriage, divorce and alimony, and

all appeals from the Judges of Probate shall be heard and
determined by the Governor and Council, until the Legisla
ture shall, by law, make other provision.
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CHAPTER IV.
Delegates to Congress.
THE delegates of the Commonwealth to the Congress of
the United States, shall, sometime in the month of June
annually, be elected by the joint ballot of the Senate and
House of Representatives, assembled together in one room;
to serve in Congress for one year, to commence on the
first Monday in November then next ensuing.

They shall

have commissions under the hand of the Governor, and the
great seal of the Commonwealth; but may be recalled at any
time within the year, and others chosen and commissioned,
in the same manner, in their stead.
CHAPTER V.
The University at Cambridge, and Encouragement
of Literature &c.
SECTION I.
The University
Art. I.

WHEREAS our wise and pious ancestors, so

early as the year one thousand six hundred and thirty-six,
laid the foundation of Harvard-College, in which university
many persons of great eminence have, by the blessing of
GOD, been initiated in those arts and sciences, which
qualified them for public employments, both in Church and
State:

And whereas the encouragement of arts and sciences,

and all good literature, tends to the honour of GOD, the
advantage of the Christian religion, and the great benefit
of this and the other United States of America— It is de-.
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clared, That the PRESIDENT and FELLOWS of HARVARD-COLLEGE,
in their corporate capacity, and their successors in that
capacity, their officers and servants, shall have, hold,
use, exercise and enjoy, all the powers, authorities,
rights, liberties, privileges, immunities and franchises,
which they now have, or are entitled to have, hold, use,
exercise and enjoy:

And the same are hereby ratified and

confirmed unto them, the said President and Fellows of Har
vard College, and to their successors, and to their offi
cers and servants, respectively, forever,
II.

AND whereas there have been at sundry times, by

divers persons, gifts, grants, devises of houses, lands,
tenements, goods, chattels, legacies and conveyances,
heretofore made, either to Harvard-College in Cambridge,
in New-England, or to the President and Fellows of HarvardCollege, or to the said College, by some other description,
under several charters successively:

IT IS DECLARED, That

all the said gifts, grants, devises, legacies and convey
ances, are hereby forever confirmed unto the President and
Fellows of Harvard-College, and to their successors, in
the capacity aforesaid, according to the true intent and
meaning of the donor or donors, grantor or grantors, de
visor or devisors.
III.

AND whereas by an act of the General Court of

the Colony of Massachusetts-Bay, passed in the year one
thousand six hundred and forty-two, the Governor and Depu
ty-governor, for the time being, and all the magistrates'
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of that Jurisdiction, were, with the President, and a
number of the clergy in the said act described, constitu
ted the Overseers of Harvard-College:

And it being nec

essary, in this new Constitution of Government, to ascer
tain who shall be deemed successors to the said Governor,
Deputy-Governor and Magistrates:

IT IS DECLARED, That the

Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, Council and Senate of this
Commonwealth, are, and shall be deemed, their successors;
who, with the President of Harvard-College for the time
being, together with the Ministers of the congregational
churches in the towns of Cambridge, Watertown, Charles
town, Boston, Roxbury, and Dorchester, mentioned in the
said act, shall be, and hereby are, vested with all the
powers and authority belonging, or in any way appertaining
to the Overseers of Harvard-College; PROVIDED, that nothing
herein shall be construed to prevent the Legislature of
this Commonwealth from making such alterations in the
government of the said university, as shall be conducive
to its advantage, and the interest of the republic of
letters, in as full a manner as might have been done by
the Legislature of the late Province of the MassachusettsBay.
CHAPTER V.
SECTION II.
The Encouragement of Literature, &c.
WISDOM, and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused
generally among the body of the people, being necessary
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for the preservation of their rights and liberties; and as
these depend on spreading the opportunities and advantages
of education in the various parts of the country, and
among the different orders of the people, it shall be the
duty of legislatures and magistrates, in all future per
iods of this Commonwealth, to cherish the interests of
literature and the sciences, and all seminaries of them;
especially the university at Cambridge, public schools,
and grammar schools in the towns; to encourage private
societies and public institutions, rewards and immunities,
for the promotion of agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce,
trades, manufactures, and a natural history of the country;
to countenance and inculcate the principles of humanity
and general benevolence, public and private charity, in
dustry and frugality, honesty and punctuality in their
dealings; sincerity, good humor, and all social affections,
and generous sentiments among the people,
CHAPTER VI.
Oaths and Subscriptions: Incompatibility of and Ex
clusion from Officers; Pencuniary Qualifications; Com
missions; Writs; Confirmation of Laws; Habeas Provision
for a future Revisal of the Constitution, &c.
Art. I.

ANY person chosen Governor, Lieutenant-Gov

ernor, Counsellor, Senator, or Representative? and accept
ing the trust, shall, before he proceed to execute the
duties of his place or office, make and subscribe the
following declaration, viz.—
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*'I, A.B. do declare, that I believe the Christian re
ligion, and have a firm persuasion of its truth; and that
I am seized and possessed, in ray own right, of the property
required by the Constitution as one qualification for the
office or place to which I am elected.”
AND the Governor, Lieutenant-governor, and Counsellors,
shall make and subscribe the said declaration, in the
presence of the two Houses of Assembly; and the Senators
and Representatives first elected under this Constitution,
before the President and five of the Council of the former
Constitution, and forever afterwards before the Governor
and Council for the time being.
AND every person chosen to either of the places or
offices aforesaid, as also any person appointed or com
missioned to any judicial, executive, military, or other
office under the government, shall, before he enters on
the discharge of the business of his place or office, take
and subscribe the following declaration, and oaths or af
firmations, viz.—
"I, A.B. do truly and sincerely acknowledge, profess,
testify and declare, that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
is, and of right ought to be, a free, soverign and inde
pendent State; and I do swear, that I will bear true faith
and allegiance to the said Commonwealth, and that I will
defend the same against traiterous conspiracies and all
hostile attempts whatsoever:

And that I do renounce and

abjure all allegiance, subjection and obedience to the_____
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King, Queen or Government of Great Britain, (as the case
may be) and every other foreign power whatsoever:

And

that no foreign Prince, Person, Prelate, State or Potentate,
hath, or ought to have, any jurisdiction, superiority, pre
eminence, authority, dispensing or other power, in any
matter, civil ecclesiastical or spiritual, within this
Commonwealth; except the authority and power which is or
may be vested by their Constituents in the Congress of the
United States:

And I do further testify and declare, that

no man or body of men hath or can have any right to absolve
or discharge me from the obligation of this oath, declara
tion or affirmation; and that I do make this acknowledge
ment, profession, testimony, declaration, denial, renun
ciation, and abjuration, heartily and truly, according to
the common meaning and acceptation for the foregoing words,
without any equivocation, mental evasion, or secret reser
vation whatsoever,
So help me GOD.”
"I, A.B. do solemnly swear and affirm that I will
faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all the
iutles incumbent on me as

; according to the best of my

abilities and understanding, agreeably to the rules and
regulations of the Constitution, and the
Commonwealth.

laws of this

"So help me GOD."

PROVIDED always, that when any person chosen or
appointed as aforesaid, shall be of the denomination of the
people called Quakers, and shall decline taking the said
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oaths, he shall make his affirmation in the foregoing form,
and subscribe the same, omitting the words "!L do swear.11
and abjure," 11oath or.11 11and abjuration." in the first
oath; and in the second oath, the words nswear and," and
in each of them the words "So help me GOD," subjoining in
stead thereof, "This I do under the pains and penalties of
perjury."
AND the said oaths or affirmations shall be taken and
subscribed by the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, and
Counsellors, before the President of the Senate, in the
presence of the two Houses of Assembly; and by the Sena
tors and Representatives first elected under this Constitu
tion, before the President and five of the Council of the
former Constitution; and forever afterwards before the
Governor and Council for the time being: And by the resi
due of the officers aforesaid, before such persons and
in such manner as from time to time shall be prescribed by
the Legislature.
II.

NO Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, or Judge of

the supreme judicial court, shall hold any other office or
place, under the authority of this Commonwealth, except
such as by this Constitution they are admitted to hold,
saving that the Judges of the said court may hold the
offices of Justices of the Peace through the State; nor
shall they hold any other place or office, or receive any
pension or salary from any other State or government or
Power whatever.

______________

NO person shall be capable of holding or exercising
at the same time, more than one of the following offices
within this state, viz,— Judge of Probate— Sheriff— Regis
ter of Probate— or Register of Deeds— and never more than
any two offices which are to be held by appointment of the
Governor, or the Governor and Council, or the Senate, or
the House of Representatives, or by the election of the
people of the State at large, or of the people of any
county, military offices and the offices of Justice of the
Peace excepted, shall be held by one person.
NO person holding the office of Judge of the supreme
judicial court— Secretary— Attorney-General— SolicitorGeneral— Treasurer or Receiver-General— Judge of Probate—
Commissary-General— President, Professor, or Instructor of
Harvard-College— Sheriff— Clerk of the House of Representa
tives— Register of Probate— Register of Deeds— Clerk of
the Supreme Judicial Court— Clerk of the Inferior Court of
Common Pleas— or Officer of the Customs, including in this
description Naval-Officers— shall at the same time have a s
seat in the Senate or House of Representatives; but their
being chosen or appointed to, & accepting the same, shall
operate as a resignation of their seat in the Senate or
House of Representatives; and the place so vacated shall
be filled up.
AND the same rule shall take place in case any Judge
of the said Supreme Judicial Court, or Judge of Probate,
shall accept a seat in Council; or any Counsellor shall
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accept of either of those offices or places.
AND no person shall ever be admitted to hold a seat
in the Legislature, or any office of trust or importance
under the government of this Commonwealth, who shall, in
the due course of law, have been convicted of bribery or
corruption in obtaining an election or appointment.
III.

IN all cases where sums of money are mentioned

in this Constitution, the value thereof shall be computed
in silver at six shillings and eight pence per ounce:
And it shall be in the power of the Legislature from time
to time to increase such qualifications, as to property,
of the persons to be elected to offices, as the circum
stances of the Commonwealth shall require.
IV.

ALL commissions shall be in the name of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, signed by the Governor and
attested by the Secretary or his Deputy, and have the
great seal of the Commonwealth affixed thereto.
V.

ALL writs issuing out of the clerk’s office In

any of the courts of law, shall be in the name of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts:

They shall be under the

seal of the court from whence they issue:

They shall bear

test of the first Justice of the court to which they shall
be returnable, who is not a party, and be signed by the
clerk of such court.
VI.

ALL the laws which have heretofore been adopted,

used and approved in the Province, Colony or State of
Massachusetts-Bay, and usually -practised on in the courts
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of law, shall still remain and be in full force, until al
tered or repealed by the Legislature; such parts only
excepted as are repugnant to the rights and liberties con
tained in this Constitution.
VII.

THE privilege and benefit of the writ of habeas

corpus shall be enjoyed in this Commonwealth in the most
free, easy, cheap, expeditious and ample manner; and shall
not be suspended by the Legislature, except upon the most
urgent and pressing occasions, and for a limited time not
exceeding twelve months.
VIII.

THE enacting stile, in making and passing all

acts, statutes and laws shall be--- "Be it enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives in General Court as**sembled, and by the authority of the same.,,
IX.

TO the end there may be no failure of justice or

danger arise to the Commonwealth from a change of the Form
of Government— all officers, civil and military, holding
commissions under the government & people of MassachusettsBay in New England, and all other officers of the said
government and people, at the time this Constitution shall
take effect, shall have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy all
the powers and authority to them granted or committed, un
til other persons shall be appointed in their stead:

And

all courts of law shall proceed in the execution of the
business of their respective departments; and all the ex
ecutive and legislative officers, bodies and powers shall
continue in full force, in the enjoyment and exercise of
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all their trusts, employments and authority; until the
General Court and the supreme and executive officers under
this Constitution are designated and invested with their
respective trusts, powers and authority.
X.

IN order the more effectually to adhere to the

principles of the Constitution, and to correct those vio
lations which by any means may be made therein, as well
as to form such alterations as from experience shall be
found necessary— the General Court which shall be in the
year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninetyi.. . .

five, shall issue precepts to the Selectmen of the several
towns, and to the assessors of the unincorporated planta
tions, directing them to convene the qualified voters of
their respective towns and plantations for the purpose of
collecting their sentiments on the necessity or expediency
of revising the Constitution, in order to amendments.
AND if it shall appear by the returns made, that two
thirds of the qualified voters throughout the State, who
shall assemble and vote in consequence of the said pre
cepts, or direct them to be issued from the Secretary*s
office to the several towns to elect delegates to meet in
Convention for the purpose aforesaid.
THE said delegates to be chosen in the same manner
and proportion as their Representatives in the second branchof the Legislature are by this Constitution to be chosen.
XI.

THIS form of government shall be enrolled on

parchment and deposited in the Secretary*s office, and be
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a part of the laws of the land— and printed copies there
of shall be prefixed to the book containing the laws of
this Commonwealth, in all future editions of the said
laws.
JAMES BOWDOIN. President
of the Convention.
Attest,
SAMUEL BARRETT, Secretary.
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APPENDIX XVIII
TEXT OP THE "APOLOGIA" OP JOSHUA CUSHMAN, EZEKIEL WHITMAN,
MARTIN KINSLEY, AND LEVI LINCOLN IN EXPLANATION OF THEIR
VOTES IN OPPOSITION TO THE MISSOURI COMPROMISE.1
AN ADDRESS
TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE.
Fellow Citizens:
We, the undersigned, members of the House of Repre
sentatives in Congress, from Maine, deem it proper to un
fold to you, some of the considerations which have govern
ed us, in the late struggle to make the admission of Maine
into the Union, depend on the unconditional admission of
Missouri also.

This is the first attempt, that is remem

bered in this government, bearing any analogy to any thing
of this kind.

The laws of a legislative body are, common

ly, in part, at least, the result of usage.

In this

country there is certainly no usage to warrant the proce
dure in question.

If there were, it would not be the less

reprehensible in point of principle.

There are here, none

of the reasons for such a course, which may be supposed
to exist in other countries.
In Great Britain the legislative power is in the
hands of three distinct and independent branches; having
interests differing from, and opposed to each other.

There

it may often be proper to struggle for the acquisition or
the preservation of power, in order to promote the inter
ests of a particuular branch or class of the people.
^•Portland Gazette. March 21. 1820.

The

crown might struggle for its privileges— the nobles for
theirs--and the common for theirs.
In this country it is otherwise.

The president, the

Senate, and the House are, all, the creatures and servants,
merely, of the people; and neither can have any other
legitimate view than to the promotion of their interests.
Whenever, then, we behold in this government a struggle,
in which there shall be other than an open, liberal, and
ingenuous course adopted, there must be something wrong;
something that no man can justify.
In the intercourse between the different branches of
a legislature, constituted like ours, there should be the
utmost liberality; and nothing on the part of one that
should imply, in any degree, a want of confidence in the
justice, liberality, and virtue of the other.
When the Bill for the admission of Maine into the
Union, was first discussed, at an early period of the ses
sion, the honourable Speaker of the House avowed his
opposition to the admission of Maine, unequivocally, until
Missouri should have been admitted, with the privilege of
continuing the increase of the slave holding population;
and alleged that this jealousy of power on the part of the
south, was justified by a similar jealousy on the part of
the north, manifested in the admission of Kentucky.

He

alleged that Kentucky had been kept out of the Union
eighteen months, waiting for Vermont to be admitted, as a
counterpoise in the scale of the Union.

This piece of his
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tory he stated as having been handed down by tradition,
and derived from sources on which he could confidently re
ly.

The same facts were again asserted, subsequently, by

an honourable member (Governor Barbour, of Virginia) of
the Senate.

On examination, this precedent turns out not

to have had the slightest foundation in fact.
Kentucky experienced no delay or opposition on her
application for admission, from any quarter whatever.

The

first, and only petition, she ever presented for admission,
was communicated by the President of the United States, on
the 9th of December, 1790.

A Bill was introduced for her

admission, in the Senate, by a member of that body from
New-York, on the 3d of January, 1791, and finally passed
that body on the 12th; and the House, on the 28th of the
same month.

Vermont did not determine to accede to the

Union till the 15th, nor apply for admission till the
latter part of the same month, and no Bill was introduced
into either House of Congress for her admission, until the
10th of February, following— some weeks after the Bill for
the admission of Kentucky had passed both branches.

In

the petition for the admission of Kentucky, she prayed
that she might be permitted to become a state after the
first of June, 1792.

And this was in conformity to the

act of the legislature of Virginia, giving her consent
that Kentucky might become a state after that period.

Con

gress had not the power to say that she should be admitted
before that time.

Not the slightest opposition appears,
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either in the journals of Congress, or the newspapers of
the day, to have been made to her admission.

This imputa

tion upon the people of the north, therefore, is wholly
unsustained, and furnishes not precedent for such a pro
cedure, as has been attempted in relation to Maine.
This obstruction to the admission of Maine, has in it
no inconsiderable degree of inconsistancy.

It might well

have been expected to defeat it at present; and for many
years to come.
admission.
for it.

Yet all agreed that Maine was entitled to

The faith of the government had been pledged

An act was passed at the last session, concern

ing the coasting trade, virtually saying to Maine, "Ask
admission and you shall receive it."

Those who have

noticed the proceedings of the last Congress know that it
was introduced into the Senate, and advocated in both
Houses with this declared object.

It had been seen, that,

as the law had before stood, it formed an insuperable ob
stacle, on the part of Maine, to an admission into the
Union.

That having been removed and for this purpose,

almost, solely— at any rate it was that which set it on
foot— she immediately presented herself for admission.
Her merits— her size— her population— all entitled her to
it.

Her size and population are at least equal to that

of any or half the states in the Union.

During the late

war, she furnished more recruits for the army than any
equal population in the Union besides; not part of which
was employed in her immediate defence and protection, or
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in repelling the invasion of half her territory— of which,
circumstanced as the country then was, the undersigned are
not to be understood as complaining.
It is now apparent, and the avowals in both Houses
have been distinctly to this point, that they say to
Maine, "you may come into the Union; we shall be glad to
receive you; you are entitled to admission upon every
principle.

But if you do come in, you must bring with you

Missouri— slaves and all— not only those which she now
has, but all that she may acquire to the end of time."

A

prodigious load indeed]
The people of the north were, moreover, threatened,
that if this admission of Missouri could not be accomplish
ed, a continuation of the Union must not be expected.

That

the people of the south would never submit to have slavery
prevented west of the Mississippi.

We were told that we

could never enforce any such restriction; that Missouri
would never submit to it; that the people of the west hand
south would aid her in repelling every attempt to enforce
it.
These proceedings and delcarations are to be regret
ted and to be deprecated.
sible effect.
defensive.

They will have the worst pos

The north must, at least, stand upon the

And, whatever may be its solicitudefbr the

best Interests of the Union; and however anxious it may be
for the happiness and prosperity of it; such proceedings
and such declarations should not be passed without animad

version
To be totally regardless of such— not indications
merely— but positive declarations— over and over again re
peated— and from all the prominent characters of the
south, will not and ought not to be forgotten.
We are nevertheless, far from wishing or intending to
excite political dissensions, or to create local Jealousies.
We must forever guard against such a tendency.

It would

Jeapordlze the best and dearest interests of our common
country.

We trust, and Indeed, know, that the good sense

of the people of Maine will enable them to discriminate be
tween measures calculated to promote our great national
interests, and. those leading alone to secure power and in
fluence in any particular portion of our country.
But we see here, a principle of union— a rallying
point— a principle which creates in this union a solid
column— an impenetrable phalanx, for ever united for
political power and influence; while in the north we have
no such common bond of union.

There we have every variety

of interest, keeping us, on the contrary, forever divided.
We have our agriculturalists, our merchants, our manufact
urers, our navigators, and every other species of pursuit;
exciting Jealousies, bickerings, heart burnings, and fos
tering continually the spirit of party.
While the south are united, and the influence of the
north neutralized by their divisions, power, over the
Union, must continue to reside where it has done ever since
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the formation of the government.

That we have been well

governed thus far, the undersigned will not take upon them
to deny.

That the present chief magistrate is worthy of

his station, is readily admitted; and could they prevent
his re-election they would not do it.

His long tried and

faithful services, in the promotion of the best interests
of his country, forbid it.

We merely wish that the state

of political influence and power in this Union, should be
well understood and fully comprehended.
It should not be concealed, also, that the power of
the executive, which we would not impair or diminish, in
this country, is not inconsiderable.

He has under his con

trol, eight or ten thousand officers, distributed over the
Union, comprising the most active and influential men, to
gether with perhaps twice, nay, ten times that number of
expectants of office; all of whom are under an inducement
to adhere to him, with all their influence and power.
Whenever power in this country, then, shall have taken
root in a quarter in which there shall be found such a
common principle of union, it cannot be easily eradicated.
The lessons which have been inculcated in the course
of the discussion of the questions, in relation to Maine
and Missouri, should forever hereafter be borne in mind.
Missouri is now to be admitted as a slave-holding state.
Arkansaw is next to folbw.

Thus this principle of union—

this rallying point is to be extended and strengthened.
The Indian title to the residue of the Louisiana country

|
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is not yet extinguished.

Till it shall be, the country

cannot be settled, and it will depend on two thirds of
the Senate whether the title ever shall be extinguished;
as no treaty can be made for its extinguishment, but by
the concurrence of two thirds of that body.

Till the re

striction as to slavery shall be removed, no doubt need be
entertained, that more than one third of that body will be
found in opposition to any such treaty.

In this way they

may prevent the formation of any new non slave-holding
states, west of the Missouri.

In this way too, they may

prevent the possibility of having their Influence impairedbut on the other hand, will secure its increase.
The undersigned, were, however, more especially
prompted to address you, in order to explain the operation
of this scheme, of making the admission of Maine depend on
the admission of Missouri, upon ourselves.

It was as it

respects the members from Maine, in the highest degree in
sidious.

It was calculated (and whether designed or not

for that purpose, you will judge) to circumvent them.

We

cannot suppose that any member of the Senate was ignorant
of what had been done in Maine.

It was well known, in

fact, that we have been long struggling for independence,
and for admission, into the Union, that Massachusetts had,
at length, consented to the separation— that, at great ex
pense, and after a deliberation of many weeks, a numerous
convention had formed a constitution--that the people, in
their primary assemblies, had, almost unanimously, rati-
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fled, it— that upon this the delegation from Maine were ex
pected to consummate their wishes by procuring admission
into the Union.

It was foreseen further, that the votes

of the Maine delegation, if secured against the restriction
upon Missouri, would defeat that measure; and, morever, it
cannot be doubted, it was believed, and in a manner known,
that not more than one of your delegation was so inclined
to vote.
What, then, did the Senate know to be the manifest
tendency of this measure?
ant of it?

How could they have been ignor

What, then, did they virtually say to the mem

bers from Maine?

Was it not this?

You desire the ad

mission of Maine— you are under the strongest necessity of
obtaining it— we have not objection to it— you ought to
have it; but you shall not have it, without you will,
nolens volens. vote for the admission of Missouri into the
Union, without any regulation as to slavery— whatever may
be your sentiments, or however abhorrent it may be to your
notions of the rights of man and of humanity.
By way of sweetening this bitter draught, a regulation
is annexed in relation to territory, west and north of
Missouri, which is not yet purchased from the Indians, and
which, it may be intended, we never shall purchase.

And

this is called a compromise.
We were disposed to be governed, in this instance, by
a spirit of amity, and of that mutual defence, and concesslon which the peculiarity of our political situation
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might demand.

But the undersigned believed they were not

sent here to be influenced by considerations other than
those flowing from the dictates of their own unbiased
understanding; and, at any rate, that they were not to be
placed in such a situation as to be compelled to yield im
plicit obedience to the mandates of any man or set of men
whatever.
The undersigned, therefore, utterly protested against
such a course of procedure; and refused to sanction it
with their approbation.

In doing so, we trust and believe,

that we can but have fulfilled, at least, the reasonable
expectations of our fellow citizens.
M. Kinsley,
Joshua Cushman,
Ezekiel Whitman,
Enoch Lincoln,
Washington, March 7, 1820.
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APPENDIX XIX
1
MR. HOLMES' LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE AND THE
ADDRESS OF MARK LANGDON HILL TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE.
MR. HOLMES* LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE.
Fellow Citizens:
A representative of the people ought generally to ex
pect that his constituents would understand the reasons
of his conduct from the arguments which each subject in
vites.

Apologies or Justifications are extraordinary ef

forts, and calculated to excite suspicion.

A premature

defence betrays a consciousness of error, or implies an
indirect censure of those from whom we differ.
With these impressions, and a confidence of my
rectitude of intention, I have hitherto presented my offi
cial conduct to my constituents with the reasons only,
which arise from ordinary discussion; presuming on the
candour and intelligence of a generous and enlightened
community, to do Justice to my measures and motives.
It is with much hesitation and considerable reluc
tance, that I have, in the present instance, been induced
to deviate from my usual course.

But, in presenting this

address to the people of Maine, I beg them fully to under
stand, that no fear of their suspicion, doubt of their

1John Holmes MSS (Me. H.S.), II, ^12; Eastern Argus.
May 2, 1820.
^Eastern Argus. April 25, 1820,
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candour, nor consciousness of any error of my own, has
rendered it necessary for me to claim their attention.
Four of my colleagues, and a majority of the whole
delegation from Maine, having differed from myself and Mr.
Hill, on the Missouri Question, and the compromise of it
as finally adopted, have deemed it expedient to make an
extraordinary appeal to their constituents.

Differing

from the rest of the delegation with one exception;
standing against such talents and numbers, who might urge
their pretensions with a confidence which a majority in
spires and popular excitement encourages; apprehending
that a laboured defence of their own course must of nec
essity, operate as an attack upon mine; and understanding
that their communication has been circulated into my own
district to instruct my particular constituents; I am re
luctantly compelled to offer to the people, the reasons
for my conduct, and its effect upon the interests of the
nation and the independence of Maine.
It will be recollected, that in the last Congress,
and before the attempt for the separation of Maine had
commenced, a proposition to inhibit slavery in Missouri,
as a condition of her admission into the Union, was dis
cussed, and the restriction imposed in the House and re
jected in the Senate.

At that time, upon mature reflection,

and without the aid of popular excitement, I was compelled
to the conclusion, that the restriction could not be im
posed; and this opinion was expressed in the House of Rep
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resentatives, and went to the public through the medium of
newspapers.

Since that time, I have been called by my

constituents to important public duties, wherein the
rights and liberties of the people were intimately con
cerned; have acted with the most intelligent citizens of
all classes and from all sections of Maine; and to my re
collection, not one word of doubt, distrust, or regret,
was ever expressed to me about the vote I had given.

Un

til the commencement of this session of Congress, the
people of the United States appeared disposed to submit
the question to the uninfluenced decision of the only con
stitutional tribunal; and, until the circulars from New
York had been obtruded upon the citizens of Maine, they
had never felt an excitement, nor entertained a thought of,
becoming parties to the discussion.
With a solitary exception, limited in its numbers, I
had not, during this protracted discussion, from my con
stituents or the people of Maine, any instruction urging or
requiring that my course should be different from what it
had been.

On the contrary, the tenor of my communications

from gentlemen of the first political standing in the
State, was in perfect accordance with my own opinion.
It would surely be paying a poor compliment to the
people of Maine, to imagine for a moment, that they would
wish or expect that a representative should yield to their
opinions on a constitutional question at the expense of
his conscience, and in violation of his oath.

A high-
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minded, honourable, generous, and free people would pity
and despise the man who should sacrifice his duty to popu
lar feeling, or artificial excitement.

Believing, as I

most sincerely did, that the political right of regulating
the condition of master and slave, belonged exclusively to
the people of Missouri, I was constrained to refuse to
Congress the exercise of a municipal power, in extent un
limited, and in operation dangerous and destructive to the
sovereignty of the States.
For seventeen years the right to hold slaves in Mis
souri, had been recognised and confirmed.

The lands

there were purchased from a common fund, and the right of
the slave-holder to emigrate, settle, and cultivate them,
was coordinate with that of the rest of the people.
Parts of this same Territory had been incorporated in
to three different States, in each of which this right had
been conceded.

The treaty of cession was imperative— the

terms were palpable, explicit, and unequivocal.

The most

ingenious dissertations to the contrary, were but a mani
fest perversion of a plain common-sense meaning, which, it
was impossible to mistake.

Thus did the Constitution, the

treaty, and our own plighted faith forbid us to impose
this restriction upon Missouri.
But, had the power existed, the effect of the experi
ment was doubtful and dangerous.

Since the year 1808,

Congress has been laudably engaged in prohibiting the importation of slaves.

Laws have been enacted, amended, and
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improved; punishments have been augmented and enforced; and
the navy of the United States has been put to requisition

to arrest the violators of the laws.

The gentlemen from

the slave-holding States, with a zeal, which is a pledge
of their sincerity, have ever been foremost to provide for
detecting the offender and bringing him to justice.

A

common sentiment of indigestion and abhorrence at the
slave-trade, was beginning to prevail; and a correspondent
feeling of humanity towards those already here, was incul
cated and extended.
Experience had proved that to confine great numbers
to slaves to a single owner, unable to afford them his
personal protection, would expose them to the cruelty of
overseers and other distresses.

The constant emigration of

free persons, without their slaves, would increase the
evil and expose to danger those who remained.

To permit

the slave-holders to emigrate to Missouri with their '
slaves, would be to disperse but not to Increase them.
Distributed into the hands of more masters, they would be
more intimately connected with their families, become the
objects of their affection, and of their moral and re
ligious instruction.

Shall then the slaves now in the

United States be confined to the slave-holding States, or
be permitted to be carried to Missouri?

This is the Mis

souri Question, so much spoken of and so little under
stood.

Not whether more slaves shall be admitted into the

United States— against this every hand is raised.

Not
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whether slavery is evil— all agree that it is a most af
flicting, a most dangerous evil.

Not whether it ought to

be abolished— but what our Constitution means, to remove
this evil without inflicting a greater?

These are ques

tions on which men may honestly differ.

The best feelings

of the human heart are instantly enlisted in favour of any
measure, whose professed object is liberty to the slave,
and without regarding its tendency or effect, humanity ex
torts an opinion, which pride forbids us to retract.
Born and nurtured in a land of liberty; habitually
entertaining an utter abhorrence of slavery, in whatever
disguise; witnessing as I verily believe, the happy mora
lizing influence of universal freedom; experience, more
over, the voluntary tribute of affection from freemen,
which I am always proud to reciprocate; I seized with ar
dent partiality the proposed restriction, examined it
with confident hope, and to my utter disappointment and
regret was compelled to condemn it as unconstitutional, in
expedient, and dangerous.
The Constitution of the United States was a compro
mise of conflicting rights and interests.

This having

recognized the right of any State to its slaves and the
treaty of cession and the laws in the territory having es
tablished and confirmed it to Missouri, the people there,
complained of the interference of Congress in their inter
nal concerns.

Strong as were my impressions against
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slavery, the right of a people to manage their own affairs
in their own way, had been too lately exercised by the
citizens of Maine to escape my recollection,— The attempt
of Massachusetts to prescribe to us, our duties in regard
to Bowdoin College, was not forgotten.

The indignation

felt, at this officious interference, and the very great
unanimity with which we, by a Constitutional act, withhold
all endowment from that Institution, until it should re
nounce the odious provision, were strong and impressive
proofs of our principles; and gave an assurance that we
were too magnanimous to impose on Missouri a restraint,
which we had so recently, emphatically and indignantly re
jected.
The Senate of the United States by a decisive vote,
had rejected the restriction, which the House had, by a
small majority, imposed.

By this disagreement of the two

Houses, the admission of Missouri had been delayed from
the last session, the public feeling was greatly excited,
and a geographical division of parties was forming, which
threatened danger, if not dissolution, to the Union.
Meanwhile, slaves might be admitted into all our Territor
ies and the evil, real or supposed, could not be restrain
ed.

The north and east were to be arrayed against the

south and west, mutual animosities were fomented, recrimi
nations reiterated, parties rallying, and leaders present
ing themselves to martial, and conduct the parties to the
field.
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The friends of the republic began to perceive that
the Union was in danger; and that another year’s delay
would impair if not dissolve it.

The contest was

approaching a crisis, and a compromise was the only re
maining resort— the last hope for the restoration of
tranquility.
To this there seemed an insuperable objection.

A

bill for the admission of Maine into the Union, had passed
the House early in the session, and in the Senate had been
united with that for the admission of Missouri.

This

union had been resisted in the House as unprecedented and
improper.

The discussion which these subjects, thus

united, necessarily involved, had increased the excitement
and widened the breach, between the parties.

The liberal

course of some gentlemen from the north, and the evidence
exhibited that Maine, when admitted,^ would not be disposed
to combine to enforce the proposed restriction, had in
duced several members of the Senate to relax, and to con
sent that Maine should be admitted alone.

These, with

the minority, originally against the union of the two sub
jects, would have secured a separate admission of Maine.
But the doctrines advanced by a Senator in the second de
bate, and echoed in the House, the avowal that it was a
contest for political power, and the consequent excitement
and alarm, determined the majority to insist that both or
neither should be admitted.
In this state of irritation, committees of conference
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were appointed; the members on the part of the Senate were
Messrs. Thomas, Barbour, and Pinkney, and, of the House,
Holmes, Taylor, Lowndes, Parker, M. and Kinsley.

A com

promise was proposed— that Maine, should be admitted separ
ately, Missouri without restriction, and that slavery
should be inhibited in all the territory north of 36 de
grees 30 min. N. lat.

To the principles of manner of ex

ecuting the compromise occasioned considerable discussion.
The committee of the Senate, whose numbers were sufficient
to effect a separation of Missouri from Maine by uniting
with those who had opposed their union, offered their
pledge that, if the compromise were effectuated in the
House, Maine should be admitted unconnected.

We objected,

and insisted that Maine must be first admitted.

The

Senate’s committee would have consented to this, could we
have made a similar pledge in regard to Missouri.

This we

could not do, and were about to separate on a point of
etiquette. which could be safely yielded by the House, but
not by the Senate.

The peace of the Union, as well as the

admission of Maine, was involved in it; and at last a ma
jority of the committee of the House, (Mr. Taylor dissent
ing to the principles, and Mr. Parker to the form) con
sented that separate and similar reports should be pre
sented in both branches, and each acted on without any
stipulation in regard to priority.

The compromise was

agreed to— the bills have passed— and the subject is at
rest.

Maine was admitted into the Union— the slave-
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holding States obtained a southern latitude for them
selves and their slaves, and the north, an exclusion of
slavery from an immense territory sufficient for all their
purposes of emigration.

The probability that, for a long

time, the non-slave-holding States will have a majority in
the House, and the slave-holding States, in the Senate,
affords each party a security that the compromise will be
permanent.
To the people of Maine the event is interesting and
important.

I have in my possession the most positive

proof, from gentlemen of unquestioned veracttjsy and honour,
with full liberty to publish it, if I please, that the
Senate would never have yielded further than they did, and
that, had not the report of the conferees been accepted.
• Maine must have been excluded.

It is matter of satisfac

tion to Mr. Hill and myself that, while our votes secured
the admission of Maine, they were in perfect coincidence
with our principles in regard to Missouri; and the members
of the delegation who have addressed you, have the conso
lation that they have been subject to no constraint, inas
much as the previous admission of Maine could never have
induced them to vote for a compromise which they condemn,
as unequal and unjust.
In reflecting upon the conduct of the people of
Maine, during this interesting and arduous struggle, it
affords one high satisfaction, reminds me of the virtues
of the past, and presents sure pledge for the wisdom of the
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future.

Just emerging from colonial dependence, commenc

ing her career of policy, and establishing her character
with her sister States; it became her to avoid sectional
contests, to solicit the favour and friendship of all, and
to exhibit a policy, at once national, liberal, and just.
When the tempest of war assailed us; when discord,
distrust, and disaffection prevailed; when the hopes of
the enemies of freedom were exalted, and the face of the
patriot wore paleness and dismay, Maine was firm, confi
dent, and unshaken.

At this time, with present prospects,

and an undiminished fidelity to the Union, was it expected
that she would combine to produce a geographical division
of party?

Could she have wished that her representatives

should have persisted in a restriction, which they could
not enforce, at the expense of the independence of Maine,
the harmony of the Nation, and the safety of the Union?
A political combination of the discordant materials of the
north, to over-balance the slave-holding States, promises
but little to the harmony and prosperity of the Nation.
From this, what political or moral benefit would result?
Would a northern party, marked by geographical lines, in
which all others might be absorbed, produce an amalgama
tion, very congenial with the feelings and wishes of Maine?
And who are the men against whom you are called to
unite?

Republicans, honorable and patriotic brethren,

sympathizing and affectionate, who have fought by your
side, and triumphed with you in your country^ cause._____
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Your interests and prospects imperatively require you to
discountenance and resist every attempt to excite local
jealousies.

Young, interprising, and industrious, you

will need the aid and friendship of the slave-holding
States.

Your navigation, commerce, fisheries, and manu

factures must be cherished and improved.

Protection to

these is generally taxation upon their products of agri
culture.

On these subjects they have hitherto been lib

eral and magnanimous.

But engage in this crusade against

them; compel them to unite on the only subject in which
their safety is exclusively concerned; combine against
them in an affair so critical and delicate as the manage
ment of their slaves; and you provoke a hostility at once
destructive of your own interests, and the safety of the
nation.
But this attempt was most alarming to the slaveholding States.

We, who know nothing of slaves, can have

no correct conception of the excitement which the agita
tion of this question must naturally produce.

Whatever

may be imagined, the masters have a strong attachment to
their slaves.

So jealous are they of any attempt to in

fringe their rights to this species of property, that, to
agitate the question, produces the keenest sensibility.
Any indication of a wish to emancipate them, endangers the
master, and subjects the slave to a more rigorous disci
pline.

The slave-holding States would combine and resist

every attempt of ours, at emancipation.

Should we here-
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after persist In provoking a union of these States, the
parties would take their stand with all the Inveterate ob
stinacy, which a deep sense of wrong on the one hand, and
a zeal for humanity on the other, would inculcate.

In

stead of a competition in acts of kindness and magnanimity;
instead of an honourable emulation in feelings and duties,
of forbearance and charity; instead of patriotic struggles
for the safety, prosperity, and glory of the nation; we
should be engaged in the unprofitable and fatal strike of
inflicting and retaliating injuries, provoking Jealousies
and deadly hate; throwing obstacles and stumbling blocks
in the way of each other's prosperity and happiness; and,
at last consummate the hopes of tyrants by destroying the
Union, and prostrating, in the dust, the temple of liberty.
I have thus given you, my fellow-citizens, a plain,
concise, and candid view of my conduct, and my reasons in
this interesting and important question.

If I have erred,

it is from an excessive zeal for the preservation of the
Constitution and a superabundant solicitude for the har
mony and safety of the Union.
In reviewing, however, my course, since the question
has been decided, I find no cause of regret, but much of
felicitation.

The framers of the Constitution were obliged

to yield much for the sake of union; and the great Wash
ington has told us that such concessions are necessary to
preserve it.

Those who apprehended that slavery would be

extended over the immeasurable west, will derive consola-
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tlon that it is from thence excluded, and that settlements
will be commenced and continued, by a people who will
never after consent to establish it.

Those who claim the

territory as a common property for a common retreat, will
be satisfied with the reflection, that though their por
tion is small, it is populous and valuable, and that they
are excluded from a latitude where slaves could never be
profitably employed.

Those who saw, in this contest, an

approaching storm with devastation and ruin in its wake,
may rejoice "with joy unspeakable," that its fury is as
suaged, its clouds are scattering, and the sun of harmony
is rising "with healing in his wings and majesty in his
beams."
JOHN HOLMES.
Washington, 10th April 1820.
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FELLOW CITIZENS OF THE STATE OF M I N E
The Missouri question having excited unusual interest,
not only in Congress, but throughout the Union, induces me,
inconformity with the example of some other gentlemen from
the same State, which I have the honor, in part, to repre
sent, to assign the reasons for the vote I gave on that
occasion; and as the admission of Maine into the Union,
was connected with the Missouri question, I have thought
it not improper, in this way, to address the people of the
State generally.
When I first came to this city, the subject was al
most new to me; I had, Indeed, read some of the debates at
the last session, but entertaining all those strong feel
ings against slavery in every possible shape, which charac
terize the people of New-England, the land of my nativity,
I was naturally led to form opinions in favor of restrict
ing Missouri, & applied to my constituents for instructions
or advice; but they too, were either doubtful of the course
to pursue, or too magnanimous to wish to control my judg
ment in the discharge of a highly responsible duty.
Soon finding, however, that the subject here was
assuming a most serious aspect, I was led to inquire into
the causes of urging the doctrine of restriction with so
much pertinacity now, when slavery had been permitted to
extend itself throughout the whole territory of Louisiana,
including the State of that name, and the Missouri and

Arkansaw territories, ever since we purchased that country
from France, in 1803, without one solitary check.
To this purpose, I read all the essays and pamphlets,
written on both sides of the question, and they certainly
were not few,

I attentively listened to the speeches de

livered on the occasion, and they, too, were neither incon
siderable as to numbers or the consumption of time.

The

result of my reflections, after mature deliberation led me
to resist the connexion of Maine with Missouri, and to ad
mit both by separate acts without restriction.

According

ly when the two Houses disagreed upon the point of that
junction, I was instrumental in getting up a committee of
conference, who recommended a separation of the two States
the bill in which they were united:

In pursuance of that

recommendation, Maine was admitted into the Union by a
distinct act, and Missouri was authorized by another act,
to form a constitution for herself, and slavery was inter
dicted in all the territory of the United States beyond
the Mississippi, lying west of the State of Missouri, and
north of thirty-six and an half degrees of north latitude,
in which there are now no white inhabitants, by a majority
of three votes, which comprised mine for the following
reasons, among others, viz:
1st. Because this mode of restricting slavery in
territories, was in conformity to the celebrated ordinance
of 1787, passed by the old Congress, in relation to the
territory northwest of the Ohio, in which there were then
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no white inhabitants, and which now constitutes the
States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and the Michigan Terri
tory, comprising nearly a million of freemen; and this is
the only precedent in point for restricting slavery known
in the history of the general government,
2d. Because the slave-holding States, at the adoption
of the Federal Constitution, would not surrender to Con
gress the control of their slaves, but permitted the power
to be exercised, after 1808, of prohibiting the importation
of them; to which effect, laws were enacted by Congress on
the arrival of that period, with very severe penalties:
and now, to admit new States into the Union, having a less
degree of power or sovereignty, or not having the same
rights to Senators, Representatives, or any other privi
leges possessed by the original States, finds no counte
nance in that Constitution which we have all solemnly
sworn to support.
3d.Because, as Louisiana was purchased out of the
common purse of the nation, it would be hard to deprive
part of the citizens of the Union, of the liberty to pur
chase lands and to remove thither with their families and
their property, when all others were tolerated so to do
without condition; and slavery having been established in
that province, while in the possession of the Spaniards
& French; by the treaty of cession, dated J O t h April,
1803, it was stipulated that "the inhabitants of the ceded
territory shall be Incorporated in the Union of the United
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States, and admitted, as soon as possible, according to
the principle of the Federal Constitution, to the enjoyment
of alLthe rights, advantages, and immunities of citizens
of the United States:— and in the mean time they shall be
maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their
liberty, property, and the religion which they profess."
4-th. Because Congress had admitted Missouri to the
first grade of territorial government on the third of
March, 1805, and to the second grade on the fourth of
June, 1812, without any restriction or limitation as to
slavery, giving them complete legislative power over life,
liberty, and property, which power cannot now, constitu
tionally, be taken away without their consent: as well
might a law granting an incorporation, be annulled.

More

over, would it be Just after Congress had tolerated
slavery for seventeen years in that territory, and there
by greatly increased the price of the land, which they
have sold in large quantities to Individuals and put the
money in the Treasury, now to abolish that right against
the will of the people of Missouri, consisting, perhaps,
of 150,000 freemen and 10,000 slaves.

Such a measure

would greatly depreciate the value of their estates, and
by letting the negroes loose upon them produce confusion,
danger, and dismay.
5th.

Because the Federal Constitution was adopted in

a spirit of compromise and conciliation, as is evident
from the records of those transactions as well as Washing
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ton’s letter to Congress; and after having received so
many advantages from the Union, shall we now totally de

part from that policy & menace the very existence of the
government?

I am compelled to remark, that whilst the

great body of those who favored restriction were honest
and sincere in the endeavor to limit the extension of an
evil, there appeared to be some factious men, who were
seeking to emerge from the disgrace brought upon them by
their former misconduct, so as to acquire, in the general
confusion, that public confidence which they had justly
forfeited.
6th. Because if restriction on Missouri had been per
sisted in by the House, neither Maine nor Missouri would
have been admitted this session, as I can prove, both from
declarations made by a majority of the Senators, as well
as documents of the highest authority in my possession,
and which I shall publish If occasion requires.

Maine,

after spending hundreds of thousands of dollars, in time
and money, in making preparations for self-government,
would have had her hopes blasted by being kept out of the
Union four years longer at least, for no sooner, if then,
could a change be effected in the Senate sufficient to
produce a different result; and all the intermediate time
slavery would be increasing throughout that whole country
wilhout possibility of prevention; and finally, if the law
restricting Missouri was passed, it never could be carried
into effect against her will, without a resort to force,
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which would have produced civil war, and probably dis
union.
Whereas by admitting Missouri without restriction you
quiet the Slave-holding States, constituting about one
half the nation; you do not infringe the Constitution of
the country; and you inhibit slavery from a territory lar
ger than all the original thirteen United States, in ex
act conformity to the ordinance of 1?87.
If any should think the perpetuity of the Union of
little consequence, I beg them to read Washington’s vale
dictory address, and to take Great Britain for an example,
to show what our condition would be, if we lose the pre
ponderating influence of the farming and planting interest;
and, to this end, I subjoin a remark of the celebrated
Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations, "the violence and in
justice of the rulers of mankind is an ancient evil, for
which I am afraid the nature of human affairs can scarce
admit of a remedy; but the mean rapacity, the monopolizing
spirit of merchants and manufacturers. who neither are nor
ought to be the rulers of mankind, though it cannot per
haps be corrected, may very easily be prevented from dis
turbing the tranquility of any body but themselves."
I ask them to consider how this nation has flourished
under this Union— the cities which have been built up and
enriched by commerce— the extension of our navy— our rights
and protection in the fisheries— the bounties paid to our
fishermen— the pensions given to our soldiers and sailors—
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the encouragement and protection given to our commerce—
the interest accruing to our citizens from the funded and
other public debts— the commerce and manufactures for the
whole nation, which the people of the nor,th must necessar
ily monopolize, and then say, if these advantages are to
be put at hazard for a trifling consideration, or the de
cision of doubtful abstract questions?
As to our share of influence in the councils of the
nation, we have our due proportion; but because we cannot
control every body and every thing instanter, our am
bitious men complain.

All we have to do, in my humble

opinion, is to adhere strictly to the provision of the
Constitution, in their plain, literal, practical sense,
and the ascendency of the free States is certain; and if
(which I do not believe,) there by any incompatibility of
interest betxveen free and slave-holding States, if it were
necessary to produce concert between them on any great
point, it now exists; but do not let us attempt to lay the
foundation of lasting and implacable animosity, when there
is no adequate motive for a distrubance of the general
tranquility.
Being no candidate for office in the new order of
things, I could have no motive, but what was common to all,
yet, having always been in favor of the independence of
Maine, since I was a member of the convention, which met
at Portland on the subject in 1795* it has invariably been
an object dear to my heart.
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If I have been in any degree instrumental in effect
ing that independence, I shall have conscious satisfaction,
and have here frankly explained my views: but Maine out of
the question, my vote on the Missouri bill, as at present
advised, would have been the same; & if, by thus doing, I
have contravened the wishes of the good people of Maine in
general, and of my immediate constituents in particular, I
pray them to appreciate my motives, and consider the error,
if I have been mistaken, as one of the head and not of the
heart.
MARK LANGDON HILL
Washington, March 31, 1820.
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